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.. Whis colossal study The Aature of,Humad Values sp onsored'
by the National Sciente'FoundationW'The Center for Advanced Study in

,

the Behavioral Sciences, Milton Rokeach (5,.pgsim),anelyzes-huge
calections of statistical' data purportjaa to ,identify IA) the values,of
American soOetY.ty sex, -incOlog, Oucati6n, race,.age) religion,and

. politics, and (b ;,,the values of certain s.uliStrata in American society.--

counselori, hipOeS, nonhippies, homosei4alsi professors.; police, .

.rpriists, seminAriant, laymen, studentscienttSts, writers, artists,
busrnassexeCUtives, small entrepren6urs; salesmen, ant the like. The
'report -4 written with two addiehoes'in mind -- first, it is written for
professionals in allthe social science.slisciplint'S and in philqsophy and .

religion as, well; second; it is written for college students as a
. textbook in Courses bn human,values. It-is On these grounds that a basic, 2
critical and phfloSophical analysis. of the assumptions foundational to
the kokeaCh study is arranted;ey:

. On the basis- gf Kis study of A.-0. Lovejoy, (4) Robin
Witliams,(8) Clyde Kluckhohn, (3), M. Brewstenailith, (6) and Fred
gtreidtbeck, (7) Rokeach identifies eight_ assumptions upon which his

studgis based: The total number,of values that.a person possesses
is relativelycsmalT --:-,eighteen,termonal"valdes and eighteen instrvental
values.- .(br) All. Men aVerywhvre,possess the same values tg different'

degrees (C)Valuesp.are organized into value systems. (d) The

, Ahtecedents of .human Values can be traced to culture, society anCits
institutions, and personality. (a) The consequences of human values will
be.manifested in virtually all Phenomena that social scientists might
consider worth investigating and underttanding. (5, p. 3) (f) Values .

are enduring mainly because they are initially taught and learned in
isolation from other,values in an all-or-none manner, such-and-such a
mode of behavior or end-state always being desirable, (5, p. 3) (g) A
valde is a,mode,of conduct (an instrumental value) or an end-state of
existence (a terminal value). (h) "Every human value, is t 'social

product' that/has been transmitted and preserved in successive generations
through one or more of society's in'stitution's." (5, p. 34)

On the basis of these assumptions Rokeach presents to eaci of
his respondents two-lists of eighteen 'alphabetically arranged instrumental
values and eighteen terminal values, each value betng presented along
with a brief definition in.,Parentheses. (5, p. 27) Each respondent is
instructed to arrange the values - "in order of importance to YOU, as-
guiding principles it.0 002 life..". (5, p. 27)

..

. .

By way of this approAch he estabiished frequency distributions

e

of rankings-obtained for each of the eighteen terminal .values and the
.

.54
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w-eighteen instrumental valueszseparitely fo.r. American men and women'and
.separately for subgroups varying in income,,education, race, age,
religion. How the rank orders of the respondents Is -analyzed by
Rokeach is shown in thefollowing tables: (5, p; 57)

.

,
.
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TABLE . TERMINAL VALUE MEDIANS OF RANKS OF RESPONDENTS
AND COMPOSITE RANK ORDERS FOR AMERICAN

MEN AND WOMEN

Male Female

A'comfortable life
An exciting life
A sense of accomplishment
A world at peace
A world of beauty

7.8 4 10.0(13)
1'4.6 18 15.8(18)
8:3( 71, 9.4(10)j--
3.8( 3:0( 1)
13.6(15) 13.5(15)

Equality 8.9( 9) 8.3( 8)

Family security 3.8( 2) 3.8( 2)

. Freedom , 4.9,( 3) 6.T( 3)

Happiness 7.9( 5) 7.4( 5)

In'ner harmony 11.1(13) 9.8(12)

Mature love 12.6(14) 12.3(14)

National security 9.2(10) 9.8(11)

Pleasure 14.1(17) 15:0(16)

Salvation 9.9(12) 7.3( 4)

Self-respect 8.2( 6) 7.4 6

Social recognition 13.8(16) 15.0 17

True' friendship 9.6(11) 9.1(( 9)

Wisdom 8.5( 8) 7.7'( 7)

Figures shown are median rankings and,ina'parenthves, composite rank
orders.

10
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TABLE 2. INSTRUMENTAL VALUE MEDIANS OF RANKS FOR RESPONDENTS
AND COMPOSITE RANK ORDERS FOR AMERICAN

MEN AND WOMEN

Male Female

Ambitious ( 5.6( 2) 7.4( 4).
Broadminded 7.2( 4) 7.7( 5)
Capable 8.9( 8) 10.1(12)
Cheerful 10.4(12) 9.4(10)
Clean 9.4( 9) 8.11 8)

Helpful
Forgiving 8.2 6.4(

8.3 7

7.5 8.l( 6)
2).,

Courageous

8,1(- .7)
Honest 3.4(-1) 3.2( 1)
Imaginative 14.3(18) 16.1(18)
Independent 10.2(11) 10.7(14)
Intellectual 12.8(15) 13.2(16)
Logical 13.5(16) 14.7(17)
Loving 10.9(14) 8.6(-9) \
Obedient .

13.5(17
,

13.1(15)
Polite 10.903 10.7 13)
Resppnsible 6.6( 3 6.8( 3)
Self-controlled 9.7(10 9.5(11)

Figures shown are median rankings and, in parentheses", composite rank
orders.

11
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In a most impressive array of statistical analyses, Rokeach
usesthe nonparametric median test as the main test of statistical
significance of his data, but no amount of statistical significance
covers the inadequacy of the basic assumptions upon which the entire
study is founded. As Dewey pointed out more than three, lecades ago what
is a value -- end-state of existence, is "determined in its concrete
makeup by appraisal of existing conditions as means." (1, p. 26) "The

assumption of a separation between things useful as means and things
intrinsically good in themselves," says Dewey, "is foolish to the point
of irrationality." (1, p". 26) As a matter of fact, he continues, ',"the

measure of the value a person attaches to a given end is . . . the care
he devotes to obtaining and using the means without which it cannot be
attained." (1, p. 27)

The key to any meaningful general theory of va ue, a key that,
Rokeach does not take into account, is that values dlway emerge within

a prior pattern of actions. More specifically, they are c trived by the
individual when his dynamic equilibrium is disintegrated. pp. 17-25)

The restoration of the dynamic equilibrium, then, constitutes the need of
the person. Where there is no need, there is no desire, and, therefore,
o,valitation. Va1ueK4bmulation is thus dependent upon our ability to
analyze our n eds anticipate what, under certain circumstances, will
satisfy those eds, d to decide upon a course of action that tends to
realize the projected end.

1. Rokeach states, "It is difficult for me to cdnceive of arty
problem social scientists might be interested in that would not deeply
implicate human values." The concept of values, he says, "is the main
dependent variable in the study of social attitudes and behavior."
(5, p. IX) There is not argument-oft-this point except perhaps to refine
the statement by saying that value theory starts frdm the premise that
all deliberate, all planned human conduct, perSonal and collective, is
influenced, if not controlled, by estimates of value or worth of ends to'
be attained. Eyen among, lay persons' good sense in practical affairs is
generally identified with a sense Of relative values. It is clear that
the problem of value, of valuation, is one of crucial significance.in

human affairs.

The difficulty, however, is that Rokeach muddies the waters of
valuational analysis by identifying interjections, ejaculations, as .

values. To evince one's feelings is not quite the same thing,as to
express one's values. Interjections of feeling such as "hideous,"
"beautiful," "a world of beaUty," "happiness," and. such, are ltke the

first cries of a,baby or his early cooings, gurglings, and'squdals.

J1
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They are sounds involuntarily uttered. They are part of larger,oreic
condition and are not in any sense whatever value expressions. They are
in point of fact hypostatizations, words without referents, maps for,,'
territories that do not exist.

When a cry, gesture, or postur4 is purposely made, it is not a
feeling that is evinced. It is a communicatory act undertaken to obtain
a change in a condition or situation. It is not an hypostatization but
rather a proposition. Even exclamations like "Fire" or "Help" are .
implicit propositions'because they referdirectly to an existing situation

/ and indirectly to a future situation which they are intended to produce.
The expressionsore used to bring about an intended change. Involved in "
a4yalue situation, then, is; first, the disintegration of the dynamic
equilibrium of the person_ -- a dissatisfaction with an existing situation
.-- and an attempted restoration of the equilibrium -- an attraction
toward a prospective possible situation, and, secondly, there is involved
in a valud.situation a specifiable and testable relationUlip between the
end-in-view and the actiVtttes that are,to serve as the Means of
accomplishing it. .

The main p int, a point which the Rokeach theory of values does
not t e into accou t, is that valuations occur in concrete situations in
which the individua has`his dynamic equilibrium disintegrated, .

(2, pp. l74 25) situations in which the individual finds it necessary to
bring into existence something, which is larking, or situations in which
.he finds it necessarcto conserve in existence something ch is being
threateried.

. . .

,In these terms the adequacy of (given value of a'person
depends upon its adaptation to the demands imposed by the situation, and
this adequacy, stateable in proposition form, is empirically testable.

2: In a very specific sense each individual lives'in a world
Qf his awn. He sees things not as they are but as he is. His.values
thus are a very personal thing, isn many respects quite unlike the, values
of his fellows, Rokgach to the contrary. ,7

Before a person acts:his dynamic equilibilum is disIntegrated.
. He experiences a need 'or deficiency that suggests a goal for action that

wild alleviate the felt need_ and restore the lost equilibrium. In the
light of this projected, goal, the individual then examines, reexamines; '

and examines..again the means that lead to the attainment of the goal.
By way of thil process or reexamination the goal itself might become a
matter of deliberation and in the course of the reexamination, might

11,
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become clearer and more detailed. The situation as a whole takes on
more and more the aspects of an orderly consideration of the conditions
art, things, useful or otherwise, by means of which the goal in greater
or less degree is attained or not attained. The evaluation of the value
inherent in the situation thus culminates in the functional unity of a
finished plan of action in which all the available means are effectively
coordinated and the value realized.

Value-making, then, includes the universe of goals, the means
of action, and the conditions that make, the ends and means possible. To

ignore any one of these phases of the value-making process,.as indeed
Rokeach does, is to come up with one sweeping hypostatization -- a
generalization for which there is no referent in the real world.

'Documentations

1. John Dewey, or of Valuation, University of Chicago
Press, Chicago, 1939.

2. James John Jelinek,' "A reconstructed EpiAemology for .

Philosophy of Education," pp. 17-25, in James John Jelinek, editor,
Philosophy of Education, 1969: Proceedings of the Efghteenth Annual
Meeting of the Far Western Philosophy of EducatroTT Society in Anaheim,

Cal ornia, December 5-6, 1969, Far Western Philosophy of Education
Soci , Tempe, Aritona; 1969.

3. Clyde Kluckhohn, "Values and Value Orientations in the
Theory of Action," in T. Parsons and E. A. Shils, editors, Toward a
Genera-1 Theory of Action, Harvard University Press, CambIlidge, 1952.

/-* 4. A. O. Lovejoy, "Terminal and Adjectival Values," Journal
of Philosophy, 195 , 47, 593-608.

5. Milton okeach, The Nature of Human Values:Free Press,
New York, 1973.

6. M. Brewst r Smith, Social Psychology and Human Values,
Aldinec-Chicago, 1969.

7, Fred L. Strodtbeck and Clyde Kluckhohn, Variations in
Value Orierption,, Row, Peterson, Evanston, 1961.

8. Robin Williams ,in E. Shils, editor, International
Encyclopedia of tfte Social Sciences, Macmillan, New York, 1968.
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Since itt) is ultimately our values that give meaning to our
lives, value edu,ation has taken on the enormous task of aiding in the

development of qualitativg human judgment. Insofar as it has contributed
to a shift from mere desire to judgments of desirability, it has added to
human development. Whatever the results have been in classroom practices,
it does appear that such fields as social studies have incorporated value
education into much of their recent theory and instructional methodology.
Value education has contributed various procedures that are, on the
whole, a' useful addition to theory and practice, but the techniques have
not been accompanied by a sufficiently basic transformation in social
theory. As a result, the dominant frame of referdnce for most current
value education is still misguided, unwittingly a reinforcer of the status
.quo, and therefore largely a deterrent to basic social progress.

Most current American value education presupposes that value
education should concern itself with the improvement of individual rather
than collective choice. It is an ageatol.la political philosophy based
more onsocial atomism than.social community. We are taight to improve
our choices so that we think over what it is we really want within the
e)Zisting society. We are not taught to design a society that makes it
possible to serve common' uman needs, even though'one would have Beason
to presume this goal.woul have something 6 do with valu4.

The dilemma:is a virtual paradigm of the liberal dilemma in
American society, for though it is committed in thebry to the common
good, itactually provides a method (largely for maximizing individual and .

special corporate interests, and those interests are often in conflict
with the common good.

t'
Value education usually makes use of the more object4ve aspects

of science, such as clarity, logic, and consistency, while omitting 1

comparative experience and any moral presuppositions that might give the
slightest suggestion of "indoctrination." The *esult is to authorize
moral neutrality as a dethod, and so in most value education we see
little analysis of,the social, economic, and political implications of
even the concept ot the "worth and dignity of the human person." .Such
value education is disconnected from the design of future institutions
even though institutions and public policies are probably the dominant

carriers and shapers of values.
1

Oversight Number One:, The Need for Moral Presupposit4ens. Any

theory of human development must have preconceptions about thee}
toward which development should progress. And curriculuin should be based,'
'at least ip part, on a theOry of human development. The principle of

16
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"the worth and dignity of the human person" may sometimes become a cliche,
but if its implications are applied.to both interpersonal relations and
institutional values (which includes public policy) it can become the
major premise in value education. It requires that the teacher not only
try to be responsible to aid in educatiog each student, no matter what
race, creed, social class, sex, or personal attractiveness, but it also
requires that the teacher and curriculum aim toward developing
responsibility on the part of the student toward other people.

This'precommitment would affect the "right" way to think about'
such a question as whether or not thote who are dying from starvation
might be considered expendable because they contribute to the "solution"
to the food problem. It p determines whether it is right to kill under/ ----tAconditions of war if the j ification is to support one's nation or to
eliminate an "enemy" tha believes in the wrong ideology.

Radical moral equality would be involved in the selection of
children's books, that so often support racist, sexist, or nationalist
values. If "the worth and dignity of the human person" is the basic
axiom, and if those books indoctrinate an exploitative set of values that
violate this principle, they should not be used except as bad examples.

The moral growth of children would therefore not be "free,'!
(which is a myth) it would be directed (as it always is). But instead of
being directed toward acceptance of conventional exp91fliey.tive ideologies

0 it now usually is, it would be directed toward c n for human life.
MuChNAmerican education, in its hidden and overt forms, is directed
toward egocentricity and individual "freedom." It is a formula for
irrespontbility and isolation,'and it'inhibfts the development of the
qualities cif_.a responsible person and teaches the more immature goal of
individual "fee;lom" from authority. But. filked4T . rm, authority is not

ireally freedom, fOr our life is always part ota text and therefore a
structure. American'anti-totalitarianism encoUra ,,--freedom from all
structure in order to escape oppressive structure. ihe only structure
that most value- -education Orqvides is the structure'of intellectual
analytic technique. This doenotnecessitate the older indoctrination
of the "right moral and spiritual values" which were often narrow-minded
assumptions about human nature based'on ethnocentric views of human
-destiny. The "human person",principle is,nti7ethnocentric and radically
humanistic. And it has been represented in various ways in certain
established traditions. ,.. .

.

One type of "hUmanistic" traditionIs based on the principle
that knowledge should serve humanity nth& than be an end in itself.

1-7
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Medical schools have such a "bias." .they do not end)essly debate
whether there is some ultimate philoSophical basis filar deciding whether
life is good or bad before they get on with the work of curing the sick
and helping people prolong their lives.

- .

The value of the human'person and the equality, that it implies
has been recently represented through the policy of "affirmative action," .

which has affected all American institutions including the schools.
Racial discrimination with respect to previoustemployment has been
counteracted through compensatory hiring. .The equ lity principle has
made it absurd to debate whether racism is right o wrong; rather it
Makes it necessary to conduct responsible inquiry l ding to social
action to correct instances of such discrimination. If the schools
recognize their moral obligation, they will also move nto other
applications of the principle of "affirmative acti ," especially those
that would help correct traditions in which econo is and political
institutions have violated basic morality by insti utionalizing poverty,
war, and ecocide.

Oversight Number Two: The Need for Institutional Values. The
need for improving human choice wiV respect to interpersonal values is
obvious these days, and much of the educational literature, including
the trends toward humaniStic psychology, are designed to encourage
responsible interpersonal relations. However political value education
bearing on the development of public'policy is conspicuous by its absences,
Where it is taught it usually focuses on band-aid alternatives to minor
social issues rather than the design of institutions that will eliminate
such major pathologies as poverty; war, and,ecocide.

In addition to developing responsible individual choice within
existing institutions the development of choice between institutions
should be inckluded. Alternatives to present institutions therefore need
to be illuminated, and we might identify examples,. the first with respect
to national sovereignty. .

What are the positive values of national sovereignty? What are
the negative'vallles.? Is war, including 'atomic, chemical and

bacteriological war, part of the price of autonomous national authority?
Is' national competition for resources and profit inherent in the present.
system? Is the dominance of strong nations one o-4the consequences of
the nation-state system, and is the global gap between the rich and' poor
one of the results of national autonomy?' Is the continuation of the(
present systeM sensible?

H

18
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What are the alternatives and are the alternatives any "better"
with respect to their effect on people and on the ecosphere? Various
forms of regional fe ration, limited world law, and also full world law
and government show be examined.

In addition to alternatives to the nation-state system other
basic systems alternatives need to be examined. What are the effect's' on
poverty of different kinds of economic systems? Do some economic systems
predetermine unequal distribution of income and wealth? Are there ways
of designing economic systems.so that they eliminate poverty? What
distribution ratio would be feasible and morally responsible in the U.S.
within 10 years? What should be the long run goal? What is the current
ratio? What steps should be taken toward achieving a more equitable
American economic system? What steps should be taken' worldwide?

Notice that these series of questions presuppose that poverty
is bad, that it can be changed, and that its retention therefore is based
4in structural immorality that permits the continued exploitation of
people. It therefore does not focus mainly on individual choices within
the present system but on alternatives to the present system. It

elevates freedom to a new level of choice thvolving people controlling
their institutions for the common good.

The, current ecocide is subject to similar value analysis. Or.ie

can talk about individual responsibility for reduced energy'consumption,
litter, etc., or else give central consideration treconomic systems
change. If the economic system were planned in such a way that it was
required to sustain ecological equilibrium, it would be a "steady state"
economic system that delivered goodi and services within the framework of
what the life support system will permit without deterioi-ation. So 4%!--,

inquiry questions might be: At what points are economic growth and
expansion destructive to necessary ecosystems? What kinds of
technologies can be used to reduce environmental impact? How can we
stabilize population, consumption, and production? What quality Of life
do we want within alternatives that are ecologically feasible? What
transition steps are necessary to achieve an ecologically responsible
economic system?' What new laws and institutions are necessary nationally
and globally?

Once again the entire concern,for systems change is grounded in
a concern for human life, but the concern is applied to one of the `-

4
contexts in which those values arise. Without the context the value Jr
questions are reduced to questions,of individual responsibility within
existing economic syst4ms; when the ecological context is considered the

Ciro,

.1
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problem becomes one of designing the appropriate transformation of the
system,. No significant change is likely to occur without fundamental
systems change.

One system can be eliminated only by substituting anothe.
The automobile transportation system will not be.changed by eliminating
transportation either voluntarily or through public planning. Rather it
will be transformed when other systemic alternatives are substituted.
The war system can not be eliminated until there are plans to substitute
a peace system. The economic inequity system requires substitution of an
equity system. The cancerous effects oVan endless economic "growth"
system requires the substitution of a steady state system in ecological
equilibrium.

When a teacher guides students into a value analysis of some of
the most important value questions it requires study of models of
integrated systems alternatives. The failure of the progressive
education era and of much recent "alternative" education has been that it
was vacuous, for it either encouraged individual laisse -faire hedipism, ee
or it applied inquiry into bits and pieces of ad hoc, s ort range ,ee

ted the foamy
entjax4W6F
vely, ihtegratively

choice, freedom, and

problems, often taken from news headlines that illumin
the ocean rather than the central currents. Our pre

history requires that unless we learn to plan
and systemically, we are denying the possibili
probably even survival.

We now live in a world where ratio
likely to produce unwanted long ran effe
of sub-groups is likely to be contradict
society. So the wrong context for maki
be counter- productive to common human

of plans for their realization.

short` range goals are
s and where the self interest

y to the needs of the larger
g value judgments is likely to

ace values and to the development

Oversight Number Three The Need for Comparative Experience.

. Value education is 05i i7,7 4 ibeTTs a very ration61, cognitive .-

process, in which the teache is expected to help students think
logically and to examine evidence and assumptions so that alternatives
and consequences are more carefully considered. All 'of this is useful,

but the examination of alternatives is usually restricted to intellectual
judgment based on prior experiente. It may require new direct experience
based on involvement in the activity being assessed, for experience
expands the self and provides a baSis for more empathy and identification
with others which changes the context in which judgment is made.
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But even involvement in new experienceS is not likely to be
adequate without some comparison. Comparative experience has long been
ffdvocated by those who have supported "cross cultural" experience.
Whether the experience is cross cultural, cross social class, oecross
Vocational, the principleremains the same. We usually cannot evaluate
adequately without undergoing an experience and comparing it With

ntrasting experience.

Stated,so koldly, this premise seems unoperational. ,How can we
u dergo all experiences in order to evaluate them? Clearly, we cannot,
and so we must judge similarities between experiences we have undergone
and those new situations we,are judging. And we must use vicarious
experience inthe form of art", literature, role playing, and reports of
others wheh direct experience is unattainable.

It is hard for overfed Americans to empathize with the,
increasing millions throughout.the world who are now starving. Temporary
fasts:or periods of a week or two on reduced food intake could at least
give some sense of,,the pains of hunger. The point is not to make people
miserable unnecessarily but to provide a better sense.. of ideptificetion,
with those who are victims of mal-distribution of food and obsolete
politics. If concern can be generated by such empathizing,experiences,
the next step is to identify ways of helOjhg,the hungry. Such plans
could involve short range goals to help the current needy and also longer
range plans to develop ecological, and population stabilization,ald
equitable political - economic planning.

-Polls that try to measure satisfaftion often have little.
meaning. When peopleare asked to make judgments about job satisfaction,
they need to have some basis for comparing alternatives. To know what
°tier jobs ire like may require not merely observation of different jobs
but even some direct work experience with them. This principle is
incorporated into the work experience of people in China. Professors,
doctors, and managers notate with farmers and factory workers, at least
occasionally, So that each will learn from the other and so that a
broader appreciation of the social value of different kinds of work and
new career choices will develop. Human development is the central goal
rather than economic efficiency.

Antioch College has a long established.tradition'of
incorporating the principle of comparative work experience. Cultural
exchange of students anti teachers recognizes the same need for situational
comparison. Work experience programs and "schools without walls" can be
arranged to encourage evaluation through comparison. Yet, the value , .q
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education movement of recent times has largely, ignored this principle.
The refinement of intellectual technique has dominated most of the theory.
It is ironical ,that value education has resorted so largely to technique
solutions, since the obsession with technique is itself a central
characteristic of.the quantitative values on which our economic centered
society is based,' Value education is presumably concerned primarily. with
qualitative judgment.

Without comparative experience, the Rarrow range of,:e5rience
Characteristic of the social roles in most societies willioeStrict value
judgment to the meaning framework of prior experience.;""In an established
slave `society, both the masters and the slaves Je, ikely to consider
their roles as normal, and any evaluation ernatives is likely to be
hypothetical until the meaning of a chi in roles becomes plausible

and apparent.

.
Enormous amou of,poijticallenergy are likely to be released

when life alternatives ch,,,es new job opportunities become possible in

the Minds of those who havebeen conditioned to accept a demeaning view
of their potentialities,But evaluation ofcomparative desirability of _

different kinds of work cannot occur merely by,tudying job descriptions.
It requires experience working with people who do such work. If the

doctor's ion could work with the garbage collector,and the garbage
collectoWs son could work in a doctor's office, new aspirations and
appreciations could delelop% The urban student could work on a farm and
the farm students CpUld work in an urban setting. Other similar forms of
basic social-politiCal-cultural-esthetic contrast needs to be part of the

input of value education.

Summally and Conclusions. The dominant assumptions of the
recent value-educaftiin,movement,ere based on an ideology of individual

choice within existing'Sotfal-cultural-economic-political.systems.
Choices include appraiser of minor reformbgt seldom of fundamental
structural transformation, even though most,of our collective habits,
institutions, and traditions are now rapidly becoming obsolete.

Commitment to "objectivity" and fear of "indoctrination" has
,resulted in throwing the baby out with the bath and has precluded

precommitment to people in favor of analytic technique. Both are needed,
for humanistic ore-commitment applied to social systems would meetlia
value stand against poverty and for economic justice, 'against the war
system-and for a peace system, against ecocide and for ecological,

equilibrium. Intellectual technique should be used to shOw how these

. values can be achieved and maximized; schools through curriculum policy

22
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should take an explicit stand in favor of such values. Education should
help people clarify the goals and to examine responsible steps for

, achieving such goals:

But without personal involvement in the meaning of some ,of the
alternatives, value choice may be vacuous and empty. So value education
should include "a greater range of comparative experiences. Instead of
carer education to reinforce the present obsolete economic system, work
of various kinds should be compared, to judge the intrinsic satisfactions
and to explore the social use and the environmental effects pf such work.
Schools should help people learn to plan public policy which would create
new jobs and recognize that since we become what we do, work shapes our,

,T5Tues and much of the meaning of our life., So our aspirational values
should be used to transform the economic system and the jpbs it provides.

These proposals are offered to help shift the'ideology of
current value education toward a human community,fraMework in the .context
of world ecologidal problems. They do not pretend to constitute a
complete theory of value education, only an attempt to help counteract
sore of the oArsight to which most value education currently contributes.

2.!
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We have,all known the person who proclaims the virtues of fair
play but who ''ins a friend near the front of a long ticket line. Or the

'patrio flies the flag every Fourth of July, but who cheats on his

in xes., Or the teacher who shouts "Qt+t" to his class. Which are
eal values of such people (and they are 011 of us), those they in

voice profess or thos they in behavior express?

When the, uestion is put this way, most of us will probably
contend that a perSon's behavior is a better measure of his true values
than His speech. Still, in practice, we frequently settle for the
latter. Or worse still, we confuse the latter for the former. Many
teachers believe they have accomplished their task if their students can
state what they "ought to do," for we have all heard teachers say,
"Perhaps my students do not always behave as they ought to, but at least
they know how they ought to behave." But do they really know? Mouthing

. a code of conduct is one thing: Displaying character is quite another.

Ifthe title of this chapter is interpreted to mean teaching
students to verbalize moral criteria, the task confronting the author is
too easy. Teachers are skilled in imparting knowledge as information.
With such an undertaking they need no help. But if "The Teaching of
Values" is construed to mean teaching students to behave more morally,
the task facing.the author is difficult indeed for no doctor has yet come
up with the perfect prescription. Still, it is with this latter-task
that this chapter is concerned for it is by far the more important task
of the twozand though'the author may fail, such a failure is preferable
to a trivial success. .

An Epqtemological Enigma

The ambiguity in the titleof the chapter, "The Teaching of
Values," is not,unrelated to the ambiguity in the verb 'to know.' If I

'say "I know how to swim" I am referring to quite a different kind of
knowing than I am when I assert "I know how steel is made.". In the first

instance. I am announcing the possession of a skill while in the second I

am asserting the possession of information. The first kind of knowing
was acquired directly from my experience and can be called direct or

experiential knowledge. The second kind of knowing, however, more likely
came out of books or at least out of someone else's experience and is
properly designated indirect or vicarious knowledge.

, .

,
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No claim is made that 'direct' is better than 'vicarious'
knowledge for indeed, man would hardly be better off than theother

-animals could he not pass on his cultura' heritage through symbols:/it
,

is only being argued thatdirect knowledge is different from vicarious
knowledge and that methods appropriate .for promulgating, the latter are
not only inappropriatecfor promoting the-former; but are actuayly
self-defeating: For one of the basic groblepis in developing, Moral

behavior lies in the failure of many teacher to distinguish between the
two kindS of knowing and consequently attemp ing to promote the one kind
torknowing with methods.appeopriate only to he other.

It might be expected that teachers of,,all people would be the
most aware of these epistemological differences since knowledge is their

, stock-in-trade,.so to speak. But alas, such is not the case despite the
fact that educational theoristi'throughout the centuries have handed out
caveats. Socrates, for exampl 1-teVer confused the possession cf

or--)
inforthation with kpowled or he contended that "no man knowingly harms.
himself.!" ',Hence, the a dict Act, with no intention Of giving up, his

addiction, says, "I know I.shouldn't Smoke," is, kidding himself.' He

doesn't really know it, SiFrates would argue. He simply possesses
information.

In modern times mo one has put the-di'tinction more clearly
than John Ruskin who asserted;,"Education-is no teaching children that
which th1 do not know. It is/teaching them to behave as they do not now
behave -' While S4rates rejected knowledge as 'information' and Ruskin
equated the two t rms both men recognized the difference between the
possession of'i rmation and the formation of character. Mark Twain may
have had somethi g of the same distinction in mind when he remarked that
he never let hl schoOling stand in the way of his getting an education.

It'1is true,:of courser that youthneed to be informed
concerning values, but exhortation is not the most,efficacious way to
change hehavibr -- as any Wise preacher knows., The story is; told of St.
Francis w 0, traveling on foot with,a/young monk ,as a:companion,
explaine that he was going toga c rtain city to each. Finally the two
reached town and,slowly(made eir way t h it, greeting its
citizens d exchanging pleapnt les along th_ way. Suddenly the young
monk real' ed that they were a ost through the town and he turned to the
Holy Brott r to inquirp when e wat going to preaeOlyvto be told by
the witeSaint that they had:been preaching all along. Saint Francis

. knew.hisiDistemology as well ashis'Aheology.

A
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The Sources. of Confusion

Since our sages have repeatedly told us, and'since tommon men-
in their better moments have always known, that teaching is not, telling,

why have teachers and parents insisted over the centuries, on employing
hortatory tactics in the vain hope of 'modifying behavior? The answer

calls for us to recognize the motives of adults and to consider a faulty
theory of communications upon which we often operate. Finally, we also

need to become empathically aware of how our exhortation strikes the
young.

Parents and all adults shares a natural desire to spthe the
young the bumps and bruisesle hurts and heartaches life has

dealt them. Certainly such sires are understands e and commendable
for only the psychologically sick enjoy watching suffering when it can be

avoided. And since men, unlike the other animals, can transmit ideas
through the spoken word, it ust seems natural to tell ou young what to

do and what not to.do in hopes of,saving them the bitter e eri nces from

which we gained our insights. To do so, however, is to sho t circuit the

learning process.

We cannot teach our progeny howttoAwalk through verbal. *

instruction however much we might like.to'spare ourChildren the pains'of
And 'few parents are stupid enou h to try. But after months of

stru g to raise atchild who capnot to l 'where it.hurts' when he is /

sick, we are so delighted when ouchild earns to talk that we
r t

mistakenly think our instructional task b comes easier. We fall into the

trap of assuming thatlwhen our child says "I know I shouldn't play in the

street" that he actuqlyjoows he should 't play there.

The belief that Wisdom can be
rests also upon alat.(lty theory of Commu
every 'day., When Dadisays to his son, "T
sitsiMotionless, Dad :may well follow up

decibels of his own voice. The theory

ransmitted verbal.ly, however,
ication. We see it illustrated
rn your HiFi down," and the boy
is request by increasing the
operates on is 'If I doh't

communicate the firs time, I'll say it agaIn only louder.' However,.

there is little to-support the validity,of this theory. Chances are that

junior heard his father the first time or he seemCto have no trouble at
all hearing the sound of a horn a block away over the blast of his HiFi
when that horn signals the arrival of his girl friend who is picking him

up for a day at the each. Basically, we communicate, at least'we

communicate best, wh we share with others common goals. And language

is one means, though o y one means,_of achieving cooperation in the
attainment of such goals.

27
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Just as it seems natural for parents to try to spare their
children the pains of learning from experience, nd just as it seems
natural to try to communicate by raising the vOice, go it seems natural
to believe children sho d appreciate and accept advice rather than
resist and reject it. But the very task of growing up requires the young
to learn to make thei own decisions.

Transactional analysis has provided a helpful rubric for
understanding the need of the young to think for themselves. Claiming
that each of us is a composite of the parent, the adult and the child
(P-A-C), the contention is advanced that our ordinary conversation
reveals these three components. To illustrate, I wake up at one o'clock
in the morning and discover my high school daughter is still typing in
her room and I inquire,

"What are you doing ?"

"Finishing Eily English theme which is due tomorrow," she replies.
Up to this point the transaction is 'adult,' my query.being an adult
request for information and her answer being an adult (mature) response.
But then I add,

.

"Why don't you ever plan ahead and not pt off your work until
the last minute?"

My daughter may never have studied Transactional Analysis, but

he immediately recognizes the 'Parent' in me coming out as a put down
nd the tenor of the conversation immediately changes, if not terminates
ltogether.

The.chances are that the mature always give the young more
dvice than is desirable. Thus, we overload the minds of our children
ith values no longer viable and they must spend at amounts of time
nd effort in ridding themselves of their obsolete 'Pa ' For however
ertain we may be of the values we hold, can we really be $ they will
e valid for our children? John Ciardi over a "decade_ago wrot --

It is easy enough to praise men for the courage of
their convictions. I wish I could teachthe sad young of this
mealy generation the courage of their confusions. . c'. . We
labor f teach the young rules of conduct-that amount to
convictions, yet which of us are really sure of the convictions
we peddle to our cubs? May it not be that we have made too
much of conviction as an ultimate goal? Show me the man who

2 8
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..is not confused and I will show you the inn who, has not been

thinking. (1)

If the young are to learn to be free, to be autonomous and to
lead authentic lives, then indeed they need all the help they can get.

But they best learn to take the';-esponsibility for their behavior when
they undergo the consequences of decisions which they, not their parents

and teachers, have made.

Still, you ask, does this 'bean adults should abdicate their
roles as parents and teachers and throw away the wisdom they have

acquired from life? No such a course is be' u suggested.. The functions
of parents and teachers remain. It is simplY;being suggested that
parents and teachers carry out their functions in a different way.

The "Proper" Pedagogical, Procedure.

To understand a more.effective pedagogical procedure for
teaching values, it is well to begin with the realization that learning.
goes on whether there are schools or not. Lifejtself instructs the
young and thus, teaching is a ecoMerative" art.' No teacher ever learned
his students anything. Rather, by structuring the environment in certain
ways as it is possible to do in formal institutions like the schools, the
teacher can cooperate with and enhance the natural learning process that
is already going on and thereby facilitate learning:

Of what does this natural learning process consist? It simply

consists of doing, of undergoing consequences aild of perceiving
relatioships between the doing and the consequences. (2) To illustrate.
Jimmy has just entered his teens and like many of his age group has begun
to discover the wonderful world of the opposite sex. He is, in fact,

quite smitten with Karen and eagerly looks forward to the 5th Hour each
day when they both take Geometry One particular day he meets Karen on
the way. to school and invites her for a coke after school. She agrees.

During the 5th Hour that day, however, Karen is having trouble working a
problem and the teacher asks her if she remembers the Pythagorean theorem.
When she fails to quote it, the teacher turns to Jimmy who rattles it off
letter perfect. After schookJimmy approaches a group of students and
-says -to Karen, "Readj, for a coke?" "No,',' Karen replies icily, "I don't_

have time for cokes. I must study my geometry." After she had gone,
Jimmy asks, "What's with her?" and one of Karen's friends answers, "That

29
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shouldn't be diifficult,to figure out !for a smart kid like you. You know
about every square ut yourself so in time maybe you'll wise up." And

li

once Jimmy connects his behAvior in class to the treatment he later
received from Karen be will indeed have learned that it is not always
wise to parade one's knowledge in public.

. .

It is from experiencing the consequences of our doing and
perceivin interrelations which exist between doing and consequences that
accounts or our learning throughout life as well as, in our youth and it
is precis y tire attempt to replace this proqss with words that causes
our difficulties in promoting moral development.

i 4

7'
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But no sooner has a different approach been advocated than s.
,

critic will take it to its ridicufous extreme. He will ast, "Are you
saying you would always have children learn from experience?" Of course

i

not. Sometimes the consequences are,too disastrout and Other times the
immaturity"of the learner may make it impossible fdr him to perceive the
relation of effect to cause. I would not permit a month old baby to put
his hand on a hot stove nor wail/id I let a two year old play in a busy
street. But this does not mea I would exhort the latter to stay out of !

the treet nor would I threate to spank him if hejot in it. As already'
expl ined, t41)% etWacy of ex rtation is highly questionable at best.
Mor ver, the thrWf spanking encourages the child to shift his
att ntion from thp-Teel reaso s for not playing in the street'to an
extraneous one and thus it cd plicates the learning process. The child
wholstays out of the street or fear of a sp*anking has not learned he
should not Islay in the stre . He has only learned not to play in it
when Dad is around while hi desire to get there has likely been
increased.

. . Jil

Thus, the procedure being advocated is one that is conducive to
the development of self discipline since the bebaxior of adults generally
is shaped by awareness of conseq0ences. ',The sooner children are
encouraged to consider consequences,, the 0oAer they will become
self-disciplined. And no greater pedagogtal error can be made than to
underestimate the intelligence of the learner. Yet we 'over-teach'
constantly. Aesop's fables could still be part of ;a good reading diet
for the young if only the moral were not specified, at the end of each
story. Few children who are able to read the story of the boy who cried
"Wolf, wolf" are dull enough to miss its lesson and it is understandable
they resent being told what they already have figured out. The-ehild who
has literally burned his fingers needs not be told that a hot'stove burns,
but it is the unusual parent that refrains from telling him so. To say
"I told you so" is about as helpful as telling a drowning man he can
improve his position by drinking ajTot of water.

r"'N
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To be sure, the spoken word can be helpful IF (a) it is not
exhortation, (b) it does not include threats of punishment or promises of
rewards, (c) it helps youth consider the likely intrinsic consequences
their immaturity would cause them to overlook, and (d) it deals with the
means of attaining ends they seek to attain. The latter Suggestion might
be illustrated by the help a parent orteachem ould give a child trying

-lu

to learn to ride a bicycle.. first, the child mu : t want to learn which

.means the idea should be his, not that of his' rents. When this is the
case,the child weloomes the expertise of anyone who 'can help him ,

accomplish his goal and under such conditions an adult can safely be
quite directive so long as he avoi s value pronouncements. He can
suggest it might be best to get the pedal near the top when beginning to
pump and may even warn the child not to look at the tree he wants to miss
but.rather_to.look at_the-place he wants-to go.'`

._______
___.

_....., The example given is quite outside the concerns of ethics, but

the pedagogical principles involved are analogous. However, When youth

are faced with moral dilemmas, the suggestion that adults can help them
consider consequences their immaturity might lead them to ignore can

easily be misinterpreted. Such possible consequences need to be
identified in as 'value free' context as possible or the youth will
rightly regard such efforts as preaching. To puj the matter differently,
we must be sincere when we permit a child a choice and accept the
decision he makes whether it be the one we believe he ought to make or
not. If such is not the case, the child will quickly learn that his
choices are not free but conditional -- decide the way your elders want

you to decide or you lose their approval. /

Rejoinders to Likely Criticisms

It takes no seer to anticipate criticism of the procedures just

proposed. Many a concerned. adult will wonder whether a child will feel
guilty when he misbehaves unless he has been told in advance that Certain

behavior is morally wrong. And unless a child feels guilty will he be

inclined to change his ways?

The answer to the last question was provided by the wag who

firs.t said preaching never kept anyone from sinning. It only keeps a

person from enjoying it. The humorist rightly recognized that a feeling

of guilt simply serves no useful purpose. The weight.of guilt is a heavy

load toGcarry and is sometimes crushing. It does not, contrary to
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The view that the child wilp.ript change his ways if his
misbehavior is simply viewed as a mistake (rather than a moral \i

transgression creating a feeling of guilt) rests upon a number of \
presuppositions, the validity of which is highly suspect:. One
presupposition is -that there are absolute, universal and eternal moral
laws which exist and a companion assumption+ is t at these laws can be \
known with certainty by man. It is argued that nless such laws exist \
and can be known by man that man's carnal natur is such that his desire \
for sensual gratification and immediate pleasur will be so overwhelming
that he will seldom, if.ever, make moral choices that are in his
long-range interest. Were this latter conclusion valid, this article,
simply would never have been written. Let me explain.

The writer is a poor, but badly addicted golfer. As he writes
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this paper he is keenly aware that a lush, challenging golf course, only
a five-iron shot from his room, is available and enticing. When he is on
campus in Southern California his work, his family and myriad other
annoyances prevent him from golfing more than once a week. Then he has
to scramble for a starting time, poke around a .course waiting for
beginners to get out of the way, and play in whatever weather a Friday--
afternoon brings. Here in Spain, however, his teaching is concentrated
on week-ends. So his week days are free and his family has not yet,.
joined him. The nearby course is beautiful, it is almost deserted, the
cost is half of what it is at home and the weather is ideal. If

immediate pleasure and sensual gratification are so overpowering, why
then am I sitting in myroom struggling to organize my thoughts when my
heart is elsewhere?

The answer, of course, lies in the recognition that I have
faced similar choices in the past and have/learned from the consequences
of previous decisions. For many times I Nye ruined a round of golf by
rationalizing that I could finish the spdech or article I was warking on

by thinking about it while I played. That is to say, I have learned from
experience that such decisions produce neither good speech or articles

nor good golf. So I ask myself which decision is likely, to bring methe
greatest lasting satisfaction, to play golf or to write the paper I have
promised to do? When I put the matter this way, it is at least a bit

less painful to sit and write. For I.realize that five years from now
I'll likely never remember the number of rounds of golf I played in Spain,
but an article published may still be in print. Satisfaction, like
pleasure, has an emotional component but unlike pleasure, it has a
long-range intellectual component as well. Since writing is a skill I

value even higher than golf and since an article written will, be

remembered (if only by the, r) while a golf game played will likely
be forgotten, I choose the momen ry distress of writing because it
brings the more lasting satisfacti p.

Still, the critic will ask, will the theory work with the
immature? It may possibly work with the adult who has a rich
Jexperiential background upon which to draw, but how about the immature?
The answer to this query lies in recognizing that a "rich experiential
background" can only be built up through experience. It does not consist
of a reservoir of advice passed on by others. %I can be told I should put
business before pleasure, but I can only come to know it after I have
experienced the desultory results of trying to play golf when my mind is

on other matters.
'1
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deduc

Guidelines

above analysis several guidelines, but no absolutes, can be

1. The moral act is the intelligent act. The old'adage, 'stop
nd think,' ma5Tsense.--Whenever one is confronted with a choice which

significantly affects the lives of others -- i.e., a moral choice, -- it
is wise to weigh the consequences which will likely follow if one opts
for one course rather than another.

2. Moral behavior is most effectively taught 'in context.'

There is a difference in teaching and preaching and when a person of any
age is in a moral quandary he is helped far more by an empathetic friend
thanZby a person who is sure he has THE ANSWER to his problem.'

3. Moral behavior calls for doing that which will bring the
greatest lasting satTiTiETTI5n7--Tfie position being advocated cannotET
reduced to simple hedonism. To be sure, there is an emotional element;
but 'satisfaction' is more than met* pleasure. It requires consideration
be given to the long-range -consequences of one's behavior.

The Mirage of Absolutes

The thinking reader will correctly perceive that whenever
choice is made, criteria are needed. If, then, moral behavior calls for
selecting between alternate sets of consequences each of which contain'
both desirable and undesirable elements, does it not follow that some
criteria that are absolute -- i.e., which 'stay put' because they are
universal and unchanging -- are needed? This is a fair question which
deserves a straightforward answer. And the answer is NO Grit Ha, to
be sure, are required, but absolute criteria are not needed. T e reasons
they are not can be illustrated By an analogy.

Consider the case of a person who is confronted with
problem of which car to buy. To be sure, he is not.faced with
dilemma, but his need for criteria is analogous to that of the
Would anyone seriously argue that the only valid way to reach
is to compare each make and model of car to an' unchanging, um
perfect conception of a car and then select the existing mode
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comes the closest to it?. Surely not, for we recognize that'the criteria
change by which cars are evaluated. A youth might select his wheels for
pick-up, speed and a sporty looLwhile a middle-age man with a family
might most desire safety. Duriqua smog and pollutfon crises, a-man
might. select a car ,that emits the fewest pollutants while a retire arm
on a fixed income might want the vehicle which-gives him the bes .gas

mileage. Unchanging criteria are needed nor are they de 'gable
for theyecan be had only at.the price of refusing to from-e perience
add from failing to recognize the differences in contexts in whic
decisions are made.

It is easy to understand man's desire for absolutes for if
unchanging moral laws existed and if they.coufd be known with certainty
by man, his decision-making would surely be simplified. But desire may
not be an adequate base for belief for only in fantasy will 'wishing make
it so:' It seems quite likely that there simply is no ultimate or cosmic
reason why one set of consequences or criteria is to be preferred to
another. '(3) But since absolutes are neither necessary nor desirable, we
need not belabor the point. Sufficient it is for us to follow the advice
of the poet who wrote,

Do what thy manhood bids thee do,
From none bit self accept applause;

He noblest lives and noblest dies
Who makes arkd keeps his self-made laws.(4)

Documentations

1. Ciardi, John, "Manner of Speaking: The Courage of his.
Confusions," Saturday Review of Literature, p. 9. June 2, 1962.

)* .

2. The author realizes that his phildsophical biases are
showing at this pointt but such is the risk any philosopher must take
when he-exposes hit thought pfocesses to public scrutiny.

3. The author could make this point clear but that would take
another chapter and he has only been invited to write one.. .

1
4. Burton, Richak Francls, The Kasidah of Haji Abdu El-Yazdi.
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CHAPTER IV

ENHANCING VALUES WITH A BIOLOGIC MODELAF HUMAN BEHAVIOR

z

JOHN P. DECKER, PROFESSOR' OF HUMAN ENGINEERING,
ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY,

TEMPE, ARIZONA
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An'experimental course in human engineering has been taught for
the past three consecutive semesters at Arizona State University as a

general studies elective for non-engineers. Its primary objective is to
show students that application of a biologic model of man can decrease
one's interactive troubles with others and thus improve one's "set of

values."

Much of the trouble`th one experiences in a lifetime comes in
the form of anger, fear, slight or envy triggered by the behavior of

others. One who learns to keep these emotional reactions within the
currently fashionable limits of frequency and intensity is likely to be
described as having a "good set of values." This report deals only with
this one particular denotation of the catch-all term "values," and the
many other denotations and connotations are explicitly excluded.

In -the most recent version of the course, instruction began
With subjective descriptions by instructor and students of some of their
own past reactions to insulting remarks. A question was then asked as to
why we human beings re ct this way, and the students volunteered the

lausual "pop:psychiatric" xplanations involving basic human impulses as
catalyzed 5y traumatic periences of the distant past.

The
//

instructor then invited the group to become a bit more
scientific and consider a neurophysiologic model of human behavior: each

of us is, a unique individual in the absolute sense of being a one and
only; the behavior of each is determined by a central nervous system that
consists of a unique configuration of individually unique neurones; and
the system has been programmed by the unique set of experiences that each

has had through a lifetime. This model was then acknowledged as showing
so much variation between individuals as to be of little use in explaining
why we human beings react as we do to insults or in predicting how we

will behave. .

to

The instructor next introduced a 'ologic model to explain

human behavior: each of us is,a human mind i an automatic .animal body

("mind" is used here only as the name for int- nal events of awareness of
self, awareness of sensory perceptions and awa eness of memaries -- those
completely private events that are subjectively demonstrable but
intangible and inexplicable); commonplace action (e.g walking, talking,
driving, eating, etc.) are mostly controlled by 'he animal autopilot with
only occasional reasoned decisions; the human min does not have nearly
enough decision - making capacity to direttly control even our simple
actions such as walking or writing, which require hundreds of precisely
timed contractions of muscles in oi.posed pairs, (demonstrated by having

37.
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students try to write with the other hand); the animal autopilot is
programmed to handle many emergency situations quickly, for example, the
jerking response when one touches a hot stove accidentally; dangerously
threatening situations can be handled automatically by the animal
autopilot through a physiological response known as the fight-or-flight
reaction which is essentially identical in dogs, cats, rats, baboons,
people and other famiJiar animals; p -order struggles and other forms
of status-seeking are automatic respo 4-- diong most species of social
animals, with the tactics varying only 'n details between species such as
pigeons, people, baboons, hyenas, etc.; however, we of the species Homo
sapiens differ from all other species of animals in at least one important
respect, in that they are apparently on autopilot continuously whereas we
have a choice -- the reasoning mind of the human being can willfully
override many of the automatic responses (including emotions) of the
animal body.

In the course of a lifetime, a human being faces many situations
that are best handled by reasoned decisions of the mind and many, others

k

that are best handled by emotional decisions'or' ter automatic responses
of the animal body. Above the animal surviv 1 level with respkt to food,
shelter, clothing and companionship, the qua ity of human life depends
largely on how clearly the two kinds of situations are recognized and
acted upon appropriately. For example, must crimes, obesity, drug
addiction, alcoholism and interpersonal conflicts (including divorces and
second-degree murders) arise directly from. emotional overreactions in
situations requiring rational decisions.

The remainder of the course consisted of consideration of many
real-life examples of troubles created by people who have erroneously
interchanged rational and emotional decisions. Many such troubles
involved automatic but inappropriate reactions to words and other symbOls,
and a detailed study was made of these semantic pitfalls and how to avoid.
them.

It would be pleasant to be able to rePort'that the experimental
course was a demonstrable success. According to student responses as
evaluated subjectively by the instructor, it appeared to be.
Unfortunately, no method is available for evaluating, objectively the only
variable of serious interest -- what effect the inst uction will have on
behavior of the students in the real-world outside t e classroom. Lack
of such a method creates a barrier that has prevente produ4ive research
on the improVement of curricula, courses or teaching methods.in higher
education. Thus the present experiment is crippled 'n the same way as
have been all previously reported similar attempts.
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A discussion of studnt value devel pmeht as a goal of the
educational process typically generates the/view that education ought to
be limited to the discovery and transmission of knowledge. Such a -

posture, itself a value judgment, ignores the evidence "that, at all
levelslof the educational endeavor, teachers are inextricably involved in
the process of value development. /

Early schools, sponsored by religious institutions, Clearly'
fostered emphasis not onlyon subject content,, but the moral use which
the student should make of knowledge. Public institutions have been
historically less willing to prescribe, to emphasize the "ought" of
behavior. Perhaps this unwillingness hai been due to several factors,
which appear to fall into three categories.

//

a
Whether to Teach Values

re

The basic philosophic question, so easy for the church school
to answer, is whether values ought to be a focus of educational activity.
The public institution,, by contrast, seekS to.serve all who come to it,
from whatever moral persuasion and previously-held/value set. Our value
of separ4ing church and state and the nature of our pluralistic society
coalesce -as streams of prescription to resist, or at least impede,
attempts to recognize that teaching of values takes place, notwithstanding
our plan. Other praCtical considerations.add to the problem:

--the normless "sciehtific approach," so successful (by the
pragmatic test of results) in, research, is often emulated in
other fields, notably the social and behavioral ciences;

--knowledge that value deveopment often'takes place outside
the classroom appears somehow anti-intellectual, due to the
in-class; Out-of-class dichotomy we continue foolishly to
embrace; and

--our current existential modality, with its-corollary "do
your own thing" inanity, tends to ridicule any normative
postures as not "with it."

4
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Whose Values to Teach?

Our pluralistic society a so offers no single model, no clear
or consistent model of whose valued to teac Yet recognizing that
valuing takes place in the educational frame rk, teachers and the
institutions they make up would do well to con ider alternative
philosophical pegs on which to ham an approach to teaching of values.

Value Dfvelopment for Task Formation. The evolution of
identity and the 'fulfilling of its correlate tasks of ideology and
intimacy have long-.been recognized by Erik Erikson as essential to both
individual and collective development. The teacher or educational
institution which'can maintain,sensitivity to these developmental tasks
and recognize that students come to us in varying stages of having
fulfilled them, not only achieve a framework for ordering a philosophy
but go a long way toward understanding certain student behaviors.

The role of the teacher in this regard cannot be overestimated.

. . . good parents.also feel a need to have teachers
who can e trusted. For nothing less is at stake than the

nt and maintenance in'children of a positive
ation with those who know things and know how to'do

gs. Again and again-44_intertriews with especially gifted
inspired people, one is told spontaneously and with a
ial glow that one teacher can be credited with having

dled the flameof hidden talent. *Against this stands the
overwhelming evidence of vast neglect. (1)

Value Development for Coming of Age. A similar but analytically
distinct set of goals may be born from joint individual and societal needs

N to come of age, to pass, into membership jn the dominant culture. This
assimilation process, frustrating throughout history, and currently,
source of the phrase. "ger1ration gap," is nonetheless essential.

. . . every society depends on-the succession of
generations, and adults usually assume that this means that

---,their values and life style should be transmitted to the
young. (2)

Survey data which report the remarkable asS)milation of
political and social values by today's young people could,serve to lessen:
the-fear that such an approach to value. development is fraught with
problems. .(3)

41
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Value Development for Self-Direction.. Perhaps the most
articulate spokesman for student development as a means toward assisting
indifviduals to become self-directing is W. Harold Grant. An outline for
institutional concern with'this goal includes: assessing already
developed behaviors; formulating behavior, objectives; programming to
accomplis objectives; fostering development within a cultural context;
devising environments most conducive to individual development; mod' ing

behaso4ors which block development; developing values that enable t
student to judge the worth of behaviors; recording developmental pr ress;
and facilitating post-institutional, lifelong development. (4)

.

Value Development as Reflection of Personality. Many educators
may wish.Ap examine still another justification for value development
involvemedt: that of providing an arena for personality de?Copment.

This goal, which transcends vocational preparation and even
sogial deveropmeTit, sees the school as agent of formation of personality.

.Values thug developed become standards for decision-making and
components of total belief systems. (5)

How to Teach Values

The dent comes to the institution in various formative
stages of value yelopment. For some, the family has had a profound
influence. The church, as our primary moral institution, has affected
many. For others, a sense of purpose may come from peers, from other
primary groups, from a sense of patriotism. What remains for the teacher
is more than a capstone role, or one as arbiter of competing value
inputs. Indeed the teacher, like it or not, may serve as the catalyst
which spurs commitment to a fairly well-defined value system.

This activity is acopmplighed in one or more ways.

Individual Modeling. 'Teachers are more than individuals with
various levels of content-oriented expertise. They have attained high
levels of competence in their respective disciplines, but they also
assist, through modeling, the development. of values. Learning can take
place without a model, but value development typically is facilitated
by modeling. In the various roles as instructor, advisor, facilitator,
the teacher is at all times a model.

-
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Social Modeling. Interaction with practitioners in the field,
the mainstay of teacher education itself, ought to be emulated by other
disciplines interested in providing social models for students.
Intergships, field study, practica, all serve to enable the student to
observe behaviors appropriate for future roles.

.

Discussion Emphasis. Professional schools such as medicine and
law lohg have been as concerned with the moral/ethical use of the
knowledge acquired as with the knowledge dissemination itself. When one
travels over a bridge, one hopes that the faculty which trained the
engineer stressed the ethical practices as well as economies of
construction of engineering. The implication for all teachers is clear:
discussion in class ought to emphasize the possible uses of the
particular knowledge and their effects on both the learner and othdrs.

I stitutional Value Climate. Were the institution and kfis
practices to e inconsistent with its oyin stated values of purpos,
students would :the first to identify the hypocrisy. Policies oh
retention and treatment of students as Well as retention and rewarding of
teachers reveal a great deal about an institution's.value characteristics.
p I

.

Promotion of Group Activities. Research results are clear at
value development occurs significantly in groups. The faculty role
promotion, implementation and development of group activities is
important, and should be regarded as more a value learning laboratory
than an additional administrative chore. (6)

Seeking Potential in the Student. All students are not created
equal; the teacher who can believe in the student who has not
demonstrated significant value development in the past may very well
provide needed assistance for this individual's future development. The
teacher who can spot potential, partidularly when no one else can, helps.,
the individual grow.

Teachers have a profound impadt on the value development of
their students. The question is whether this impact thall be
acknowledged and programmed for the greater benefit of the student and,
perhaps, the society which brings the teacher and student together.

From the stages of life, then, such dispositions as

faith, will power, purposefulness, competence, fidelity,
love, care, wisdom -- all criteria of vital individual
strength -- also flow into the life of institutions. Without
them, institutions wilt.; but without the spirit of

11.
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institutions pervading the patterns of care and love,
instruction and training, no strength could emerge from the
sequence of generations. (7)

DoCumentations

1. Erik H. Erikson, Identity: Youth and Crisis, New York:
W. W. Norton & Co., Inc., 1968, p. 125.

r

2. Edgar Z. Friedenberg, Comm n of Age in America: Growth and
Acquiescence, New York: Random House, 19 , p. 8.

3. See, for example, Daniel Yankelovich, Inc., The Changing
Values on Campus: Political and Personal Attitudes of Today's College
Students, New York: Washington Square Press, 1972.

'4. W. Harold Grant, Student Development Point of View of
Education," Resource Materials: Emotional Problems of College Students,

- Greeley: University of Northern Colorado, 1971, pp. 1-4..

5. See Nevitt Sanford, The American College: A. Psychological

and Social Interpretation of the HigTer Learning, New York: John- Wiley

and Sons, Inc., 1966, especiaTii Chapter 2; and Florence B. Brawer, New
Perspectives on Personality Development in College Students, San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publtshers, 1973, especially 10.

6. Sanford, 22 cit.,.Part VI. -See also Alexander W. Astin,
"The Measured Effects of Higher Education," in "American Higher Education:
Prospects and Choices," The Annals of the American Academy of Political
and Social Science (Novemberv1972),,p. 1.

7. Erikson, 2E. tit., p. 141.
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The growing interest in values and their clarification can be
traced directlyto the shattering events of the last few years. On

closer examination, one can detect an attempt, by some, to close the gap
between what we do value and what we should value; an attempt, in
essence, to relate descriptive and prescriptive value connotations.
Consider, for example, the economic system of the United States.
Ostensibly, we value the capitalist system, or, in more simple terns, an
,unplanned economy. However, many economists and lay people strongly
argue that in order to ward off another depression it becomes imperative
to control the economy vis-arvis governmental planning efforts. If this
is an accurate assessment, what then, do we and should we value? It may
not,' in the long run, be the capitalist system that is. valued, as much as
it may be economic stability. Capitalism is the descriptive value, while
stability denotes prescription. It thus becomes evident that we are
confronted with two distinctly different types of values: one
instrumental and the other intrinsic.

Instrumental values serve, theoretically, as means4o gaining
intrinsic values, or ends. To illustrate this relationship, notelhe
inc ased use of job charts found in many of the open classrooms around
the ountry. Job charts are devices, through which children are assigned
spec fic work routines such as sweeping the floors, feeding the animals,
and setting up the juice. The jobs usually rotate on a daily or weekly
basis and each child:has responsibility for something. An anticipated
outcome of this activity is that the child will begin to understand his
or her importance in the group and hoW the group depends on individual
efforts to keep order in the class. 'Responsibility in the classroom is
a value to be iiiternalized. If individual responsibilities are not
carried out, the group suffers, and if the group suffers, so do all the
individuals within the group. However, the classroom, or the school for
th4t matter, does not exist in isolation. They are related to society in
various ways, nd these relationships are by no means clear. What is
clear from the receding example is the hope that by having children
internalize the value,of responsibility within the classroom, this'value
will be retain and activated in society.

There is an assumption, then, that if children learn to value
the routine chores of_the classroom in terms of responsibility to the
group-, they will understand and value their responsibility to society as
they interact more frequently with the world outside. Responsibility to
the classroom group (what we say we do),is the instrumental or
descriptive value which is assumed to lead to responsibility to society
(what we should do), and becomes the intrinsic or prescriptive value.

46
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Just as there are types of values, there-are,-elsol levels of-
values. AlthOugh the three levelt presented here do not pretend to
represent the universe of categorical possibilities, they do represent a
large portion of it. I propose that values can be analyzed within three
contexts: the personal, the institutional, and the socio-cultural milieu.
Unfortunately, there is no.evidence that the popular value clarification
'techniques can effectively deal with the institutional and socio-cultural
levels. In fact, there is some question whether this technique can even
clarify personal values

The most widely known work in the area of values clarification
is exemplified by Louis Raths, Merrill Harmin, and Sidney Simon in their
book, Values and Teaching. (1) It is, perhaps, the best statement to
date on this relatively new field of study, .but they may be presenting
more difficulties than solutions. Raths, et. al., delineate a process
of valuing which, they claim, defines a value. (2) The seven steps in
the .process are, (a) choosing freely, (b) choosing from among
alternatives, (c) choosing after thoughtful consideration of the
consequences of each alternative, (d) prizing and cherishing,
(e) affirming, (f) acting upon choices, and (g) repeating. The trick is
tozget beyond.the first step in the process, choosing freely. For in
each of the steps, there are unresolved assumptions, some of which are
not well founded and therefore unacceptable. What does it mean to choose
freely? I suspect that it depends on the information given and who is _

giving it. The mistake of this approach is to assume that man can choose
freely given the social, political, cultural, and economic contexts
within which we all must live. Can we really choose freely? Taking a
purist view, I think not. The autonomy of the individual is not a well
established fact, liberal rhetoric aside. If we do accept the
assumption, we fall into the trap of opposing 'indoctrination' which
liberals in education have had a love affair with for the past fifty.
years. The difficulty has been that the conservative element of society
has been far more successful in 'teaching' values than the. liberals. 5y
taking the stand of individual autonomy and freedom to develop values,
one is tinwittirigly playing into the hands of those who would indoctrinate.
Individual autonomy cannot be considered outside of the appropriate
institutional and socio-cultural contexts. Only when these
interrelationships are explored will aalid technique of values
clarification be possible. Only when we work toward the.ideal of .

choosing freely, instead of assuming its existence, will we be on the
true road in the process of clarification.

'Schools,,teachers and the curriculum itself are, more often
than not, assuming cause and effect relationships between the
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instrumental values they knowingly or unknowingly subject children to,
and the intrinsic societal values we hope they will exhibit as adults.
The discussion that follows will explore the various connections between
values and the educational contexts-in which they exist.

Schooling and Values

As in any inquiry
yintd

schools as institutions it is bath
dangerous and confusing to present one institutional design as a
representative model. Generalizations cannot account for the exceptions.
Yet, pluralistic model analysis, while taking account of the exceptions,
do not always provide us with prescripttonsfor the future. On the one
hand, therefore, we are confronted with a single model of schooling, such
as the factory system assumed.in he Jenck's analysis, (,3) and on the
other hand, we are faced with vatting models of schooling, as exemplified
by the alternative schools movement. (4) Each approach has its merits,
but an either/or positiop is.not helpful. The analysis presented here is
based upon the assumptia that all models of schooling, in terms of their
institutional design, can be categorized under a finite number of values
and it is the valuational efficiency of schools, rather than their
bureaucratic efficiency, that should be analyzed.

The problem with social science methods is that they tend to
assume models of schooling and proceed to analyze schools according to
the derived model. The usual response is to either accept or reject the
analysis, while the real question,is whether the assumed model should or
should not be accepted. The real r, therefore, is cautioned to keep in
mind that my analysis also depend on an assumed model of schooling which
is, accordingly, subject to accep ance or reflection.

Schools, as institutions, can be viewed es either developing.
instrumental or intrinsic values; the school is seen as the means toward
some external end, or it is seen as an end, in and of, itself.
Educational philosophy has treated schools as means, whereas educational
practice has, in many cases, treated schools as ends. Educational

philosophy and educational-pragtice do, however, share common grounds;
that is, they both operate as if the-school were at least partially
capable of changing or maintaining the status quo. This mutual belief
provides the framework for a valuational analysis of schooling.

Let us begin with the premise-that schools do stand for certain

!:
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valUes, which may be found among the various contextual environments in
which the schools exist. Politically, for example, the school might
value democracy. The valuing of democracy, however, is meaningless
unless it exists within some context. Therefore, the school must make a
choice depending Qfl its contextual.analysis of the political arena of the
country. It can assume that democracy does exist and proceed to
inculcate the political thought and practice that is currently operating
within society, or it can make the judgment that democracy .does not,'
exist, but should, and proceed to inculcate political thought and .

practice that should be operating within society. Thus, the former
judgment argues for maintenance of the status-quo, while the latter
espouses change.' Very often, though, schools shy away from making values.
decisions, and this is often ,a result of the unclarified value systems of
the school's constituency. Turning back to.the brief discussiqn on
values clarification techniques, it was pointed out that the metho
rarely takes account of social imperatives, among others. If, ho ever,
individual value decisions are made within the framework oft-he
institution of schooling, existing in some defined context-01 fvironment,
clarification techniques become much-more meaningful.

Theyaluational analysis-of schooling depends, therefore, on
the individual and_societal value standards, and on the institutional'
meta-valunlqchange or stability. It is only when the descriptive and
.the prescriptive analysis of values merge that the school will operate
with full valuational efficiency.

The nature of schooling is dependent upon value considerations
and,. it.follows then, that its nature will come into focus only as we
explicitly state its values. Any other analysis simply assumes the
values in order to describe the nature. That is why we still hear about
the ills of the faftory models of schooling; models which, in effect,
objectify a subjective construct of humanity.

It should be clear, therefore, that the nature of schooling
depends, to a great extent, on its investment in either'one of two
values.; change or status quo. Furthermore, no matter what model of

,schooling is assumed, the overt decision as to which of the two values
are internalized will determine the context for any evaluation. The
hypocracy of our school systems seems to lie, unfortunately, with the
public relations personnel who verbalize both the status quo and change,
depending upon what they think the public wishes to hear at any
Orticular moment. In an era of confusion and defensiveness, the public-
relations aspect of schooling not only adds to, but heightens, the belief
that schools are getting worse and must be purged. Indeed, the belief
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may be yell founded, but certainly not if it is based on public relations'

arguments. If we are having trouble deicribing schools, we are certainly

not in a position to evaluate them. To repeat once more, the description

Iti

will remain beyond our react until we begin to cope with value
descriptors in lieu of bureaucratic rappings. The hope of thin shift,

-however, is tempered by the renewed emphasis on business-oriented .

techniques of evaluation. This emp Ws has surfaced as cOpetency-based
education and, if anything, will Move us further adrift from the real
problems facing our,educational institutions today and in the future. '

Teaching and Values

As most people are aware, the teaching roleiis not value-free.
Teachers are not a special breed wht are trained to resist the natural
search for personal values. Nor are they "of. such chatacter as to be able

to hide their personal value system behind the guise 9f professional
objectivity. Allport, when commenting on personal va ues as/categories,
noted that

r

, The most important categories a man-has are:his own
personal set of values. He lives by and for'his alueg.C

Seldom does he think about them or weigh them; ra her he

feels, affirms and defends them. So important are the value
categories that evidence and reason are ordinarily-forced to

conform to them . . . As partisans of our own way of Tife we 1,

cannot help thinking _in A partisan manner . . . Such partisan
thinking is entirely. natural, for our job in this world is fb'
live in an-integrated way as value-seekers. Prejudgments
stemming from these values enable us to do so, :5) /

'

,...

. The teaching role is'pervaded by values: Persilnal,

institutional, and socio-cultural. Teaching is relatively comfortable

when the three levels of values are integrated. As is often the case,
however, there is conflict among and between the three levels and this
conflict carries over into the classroom and not doubt, leaves its mark, on

. the students., The partisaniinature of valuing precludes'any other.

consequence. What should not be overlooked, in any-case, is the fkdt-
that integrated or conflicted levels of values pervade the classroom

through the teaching-learning process.
. .

With this pertpective, it ig increasingly important tnat the
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educational profession pay more attention to-the actual values taught and
learned in the classrooms. Some may make a'distinction on the grounds
that values are not taught; rather, they are learned. (6) This is not
really useful, because values somehow and in some way are learned, and
teaching probably plays some role in this. 'But, the process of teaching
and/or learning values may not be as important as the knowledge of the
actual values being formed in the classroom.. Political socialization
studies represent an' important effort in this direction, as does Lawrence
Kohlberg's work on moral development. Needless to say, We need to know
more about the teacher's personal values in relation to the institutional
and socio - cultural, values. It woull.then follow, that an, analysis of the
value'relationships, within the framework of integration or conflict,
would' pave the way to a better understanding of what values we do
transmit and ultimately to an awareness'of the convergence or dlvergence
of transmittable descriptive and prescriptive values. I suggest that the
analysis of values becomes, in reality, an analysis of the curriculum .

development process. This assumes that personal, institutional, and
soc' -,tUltural values'are implicit in the, process. Therefore, -since the

_.----urriculum has ben historical +defined as the catch-all for the
knowledge,knowledge, ideas,.'skil titudes, values, etc. that are transmitted, .

learned or expe ced by the students, it seems that it would be
profita o look at the process with a far more critical eye than we

in the past.

Curriculum Development and Values

The history of.curriculum development in the United States iy"
a history of changing values. (7) Since 191 to the present, theories of
curriculum development have been based'on the attempt to relate the three*
levels of.values we noted throughout this discussion. Suffice it to say,
universal acceptance of.any one theory is not on the horizon. However,
the various.elements in the curriculum development process are, more or

.,,less, accepted by most educators working .in this field: They would also
ptobably agree that each element in the process is defined largely by the
values of tie developers. It is within this context that analysis must
take place.- t-004§6that the folloWing eisht elements describe the .

curriculum development procesi '(a) aims of education, (b) principles
.'wand procedures for selecting the,subject matter, (c) principles and
procedures for ordering the subject matter, (d) curriculum evaluation,
WtOrricmlum change., (f) types of curriculum organization used,

. (g1 particjpatOry roles in curriculum development, and (h) curriculum
'Ilfssethination.
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The important characterist* to note is that each of these

elements are underpinned byvalue t-cisions. For example, principles for
selecting subject matter may be serived from among the following: child

interest, adult activity, si ficance town orgenized field of
knowledge, timeliness, a.a patriotism. These are just a few of the many

value alternatives a able. The final choice depends, ideally, upon

the appropriate erpretation of any given educational philosophy,

which, in it wn right, is chosen partially according to axiological

consider. ons.

In short, all the elements in the process of curriculum ,

development are interrelated and/bound togetherv values. Too often,
however, the values implicit in one element are in conflict with those
underlying another element, How many times have we verbalized an
educational philosophy only to set it aside when it becomes inconvenient.

This is known as developing curriculum in a void. In otherewords,

curriculum; in order to be meaningful must be developed within the
framework of various contexts, and each and every context assumes value

connotations. Evaluation of the curriculum, therefore, as with the
evaluations of schooling and teaching, must take into account the values

underlying it. As discussed previously, a valuational analysis is called

for in terms of internal consistency and external validity:-

Conclusions

An important new book, edited by James J. Shields'and Colin
Greer, has, recently been published containing the following, description

of the state of education:,

FacegiVith the.chirge that 'there is something
terpibiy..wrong with the schools, professional edycatOrs
usaalty fall back on the consumption syndrome as '.defense.
Jnevitably, the cause, and the proposed solution offered for.
educational problems can be reduced simply to the word-more.
The sky Could,be'completely papered, with the articles
written by educators about the-need for more. (8)

Given this declared state of the art, the editors proceed to

argue that
fi

. . . more money and more schooling within the
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context of our existing society is not the answer., Yet, most'
schoolreform efforts fail to face thit reality. The answer
is not to be found in new ways for schools to do their job,
better; instead,,the task is to 'reorient schools away from an
exploitative social structure and turn them around so that
they function to promote tension in their relationship With
other societal institutions. (9)

The significance of their remarks rest with the acknowledgment
that schools (artelement ip leducation) exist, within contexts. The '

contextual relationships areranalyzed in valuational terms and found to
be destructive. Evidently, they could only proceed to categorizeithe
various articles, included in the text, .into appropriate contexts after
going through a valuational analysis..

There is no proposition here, that valuational analysis of
education within its.many contexts is readj, to be packaged and sold.
HoWever, it is hoped that more educators will begin to look at education
through different colored glasses. If we expect the education
,profession to gain respect', integrity, and credibility:in the public eye,
we will have to stop adopting and prqmoting business values and begin to
cultivate and utilize human values. Our future can afford nothing less,
and in actuality, our professional ethics demands nothing More.
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Does value hdye an ultimate definable nature? Is value a
property, relation or luality? Is it objective or subjective or are both
of these aspects always present? Surely aesthetic tastes are more
Subjective than ethical principles which are also,more subjective than
religious principles. Does the objective element increase as one ascends

,e---the scale of values? While we expect a judge to resist personal
inclinations and preferences and to act "Ojectively,!' is even a highly
skilled' professional capable oY divorcing him or herself from
physiological, psychological, social and political influences? Does

something become valu#ble because we value it, or do we value something
because it is valuable? Are some values relative while others are
absolute? While these are interesting philosophical issues which one
must defer to the philosophy department, all university administrators
are challenged f om time to time to call upon some general, guidelines
related to the liNuing process.

Student Affairs administrators seem to be challenged in at
least three respects pertaining to valuation -- one as it relates to the
broader aspects of thee 'university community and its relationship to the
greater society, another as it relates"to groups, and organizations within

the university, and_a third which deals with the teaching process as it
relates to the individual student.

61

The modern university is'changing. It is now involved to
varying degrees th nearly every corner of our society. Today's campus is
no longe1."the independent entity insulated.from the practical and
political issues of the social system. Its students come from every
geographical, social, economic, political and cultural environment. They

--bring with them widely varying cultural and ethical norms. Quite

naturally, the community expects the university tp live within society's
guidelines. Oftentimes, these expectattons are in conflict either with
individuals or group members of the university community. Administrators
generally, and perhaps student affairs administrators specifically, need
'to be sensitive to these value.conflicts.

Communication between students and the community at large is
often limited. The-importance of establishing respect am ng leaders of

k is,,
the.outside community, the faculty and.the studentcommu ty

imperative. This obligation extends beyond fraternizati n. It includes
not only an understanding of the various normative backgrounds, but an
acceptance of them as well. Acceptance should not be confused with.
approval -- a concept which is not easily conveyed tO the community at
large.-

C
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For the general university administrator, perhaps the most
complicated value conflict arises when one is called upon to arbitrate
between.the public's demands for controlling the university, or grobps or
individuals within it, and the professional edtketors' demand for
autonomy,' The administrator must defend both the public's right to
participate and the university's right to run its own affairs.
Ultimately, the'responsibility of the public university and those who, run
it is to society, and beyond-fociety to the truth. But just asthe
university need to understand public opinion and the social ,order, the
public needs to comprehend the nature and purpose of the university. A
persistent problem faced by the university is its absence of a clearly
defined, explicit and commonly accepted purpose for the academic
enterprise. While educators have the right-to determine the best means
of educating, the public hat the right to know to what ends those means
are directed.

Once this matter has been resolved between university and
community, it is time to turn inside the walls of the academy. First,
one must recognize the competing objectives of those who are the
university. Faculty members are concerned about the search for truth,
acceptance within an academic discipline, the dissemination of knowledge,
research, professional and personal_ advancement and sometimes service.
For the most part students place emphasis, as they should, on their own
individual development. Ideally, administrators should have the same
ficulty and student emphases, yet sometimes are overwhelmed by other
commitments. Such priorities as securing appropriations and placating
publlc critics cause some to lose sight of the legitimate interests of
both students and faculty. At this point, the establishment of a value
hierarchy by the administrator becomes a balancing act. Repetitive
issues such as -defending academic freedoi, explaining alleged
permissiveness of student behavior, tolerating unpopular causes, and
responding to infringements upon community norms compete with more
worldly matters such.as gaining or maintaining public support and career
survival.

At times, student affair administrators must'step aside from
their administrative role to help students attempt to workout their own
system of values. This includes the process of self-identity as well as
assisting 4 student in understanding and accepting his relationship with
his family, his'peers,lhe university and the greater society.

One of the basic conflicts whiCh university students, experience

-is a lack of understanding that value change does not necessarily mean
the deterioration of one's basic, value system. Accordingly, parents need
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to recognize that the influence of one's contemporaries, at least
temporarily, displaces the reliance upon parents qr adults for advice and
guidance. For young people this phenomenon often causes guilt and
produces anxiety. It implies a breakdown in values because they no
longer share many of the common beliefs or attitudes of their parents.
However, despite the Challenge, the fiasic core of values developed over
the years through the guidance ofamily, schools or church remain
basically intact.

Peer influences are particularly noticeable on the college
campus, in the residence hall or fraternity house and within the wide
variety of student organizations. They provide a forum for the various
issues of the day whether related to environmental concerns (such as
pollution, transportation, and population density), to equal educational
and employment opportunities, to poverty;, government or corporate
business, or to politics,.politjcians and justice. This is the time for
social and political awareness and for students to challenge institutions
and society.

For the university administrator the challenge is one of
accepting and recognizing this assimilation and adjustment process while
not placing oneself unnecessarily in an approvalAisapproval relationship.
The administrator must recognize that the process of valuation is complex
and changing. Its factors are neither homogeneous nor simple. They, are

influenced by both prior and simultaneous experience. They must recognize
that students may gauge their decision-making on what pleases someone
else rather than what is most appropriate for the particular individual
as thellecessary part of the growth-exploration process_ An administrator"
should be reminded that difficult problems are best resolved in an
atmosphere of coopetation, receptivity and objectivity rather than
concession. Also it is important to be aware that personalvalues may
not be congruent with existential realities. When such conflict-is
irresolvable, the individual is forced to choose between personal,
professional and practical implications.

The university' should afford Bach student the opportunity to
develop the skill to select, evaluate, question, analyze, criticize,
scrutinize and ultimately to make the logical decision. Ideally, this

emergence into a state of independence completes the process of
developing the personal value system that enables a student to choose
appropriate goals and to accept accompanying responsibilities. This
process began as an attitude that values are somett*g that is
convenient or comfortable or popular. At some time it was recognized
that values do have a hierarchy and finally the awareness that there are
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problems and consequences associate4 with the criteria one uses for value.
choices. When a student accepts this responsibility as well as the
commitment to stand behind that which he believes he has completed the
valuing process.

4r

If one were to prescribe a position for the'student affairs
administrator in dealing with one-to-one relationships, it would
underscore the importance of allowing the individual to choose for
himself, but with some reservation. Just as.one would not allow a
4-year-old to experiment with playing in the street or a first year
pharmacy student to dispense pharmaceuticals, it should not be expected
that carte blanche endorsement be given to college students to navigate
their way through the university experience either in or outside the
classroom. Student behavior norms are expected to conform with standards
as prescribed by various university and public constituencies such as
faculty governing boards, legislators, and parent-tax payers. This
position is not a pleasant Companion for those who suggest that policy
should be established based entirely upon the will of the majority.

While it is a fundamental, right in our society that the
individual has a voice in political and social affairs, it is a
fundamental tenant that the right of one may run counter to the privilege
of another. When such conflict arises between one student and another or
between a student-faculty-administrator or outsider, student affairs
administrators may suddenly become arbitrator and negotiator and
sometimes referee.

Value conflicts arise between the- university and the greater
community when these later responsibilities are carried out with
professional commitment. It is at this point that value conflict occurs
both within and beyond the university walls. The administrator carries
the burden of institutional defense as the public demands a voice in
university governance t the same time that the faculty is demanding
immunity from outside Intrusion. The value conflict is complicated
further by the demand of students for self-governance, legislators for
control and parents for more super'vision of their sons and daughters.

The university community is unique. Although there are those
who would be disinclined to admit it, the members of the faculty and the
administration are public servants. Their responsibiiities include not
only the preservation of the past, but the protection of the unpopular

:and the exploration of the unknown.

,c4
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CHAPTER VIII

U. S. A., 1970's, WITH SEMI-APOLOGIES TO JOHN DOS PASSOS
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From Meester Vedlson

Wilson became the state (war is the health of tbe,
state), Washington his Versailles, manned the socialized
government with dollar-a-year men out of the great
corporations and ran the big parade

of, men munitions ,groceries mules and trucks to
France. Five million men stood at attention outside their
tarpaper barracks every sundown while -they played The
Star-Spangled Banner.

War brought the eighthour day, women's votes,
prohibition, compulsory arbitration, high wages, high rates
of interest, cost plus contracts, and the luxury of being a
Gold Star Mother.

If you objected to making the world safe for cost
plus democracy you went to jail with Debs.

With the help of Almighty God, Right, Truth,
Justice, freedom, Democracy, the Selfdetermination of Nations,
No indemnities, no annexations,

and Cuban sugar and Caucasian manganese and
Northwestern wheat and Dixie cotton, the British'blockade,
General Pershing, the taxicabs of Paris andAhe seventyfive

, gun,

we won the war.
Dos Passos, Nineteen Nineteen, p. 211.

Moynihan tries to cast Nixon as Disraeli; Kissinger
would like him to be Metternich; Nixon himself yearns for
Woodrowfication.

Wills, Nixon Agonistes, pp. 534-535.

Woodrow Wilson, reelected in 1916 because 'He Yept
Us Out of War,' took the nation into war just o e month after
his second term began. In this short time eled all
the way from nonintervention and official a ra ity to
complete dictation of the terms for surren , for peace, and
for the postwar organization of nations. Mencken thought
this 'conversion' a cynically staged ,thing. :Others fasten on
one or other point in the process as, admittedly, 'expedient'',

-- e.g., Richard Hofstadter shows how carefully the first'+
'neutrality' was framed to be neutral against Germany. A`

. True, an international Covenant would be
needed (Wilson, proud of his Presbyterian background,
-descended from Scotch Coventers, liked the biblical majesty
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.of the 'term covenant, and insisted on its use for the founding-
document of the League of Nations).

---/(

Wills, Nixon Agonistes, p. 417.

He (Nixon) has not been a convincing moralist, he
dos not have the preactlef-airs of Woodrow Wilson; but he is
notable for his belief fn,preachers -- not only in Billy
Graham and Dr. Peale, but in the Horatio Alger tracts and

.maxims of his youth,. He believes in the moral reward for
efforts, the spiritual quality of success -- all that
disappearing ethos he appealed to And is trying to
resuscitate.

Wills, Nixon Agonistes, p. 394.

On June 17, 1972 the Watergate breakin occurred and with it the
arrest of the burglers; thus began the unraveling of a-presidency. In

the complex of scandals associated with what is known as the Watergate
Affair not the least of the scandals has been the ignominy of lawyer
involvement in a battery of alarming situations: some illegal, some
professionally unethical and many highly questionable. As a consequence
of the aftermath of-the Watergate burglery I have become fascinated with
the area of legal ethics or "professional responsibilities of the
lawyer."

The field of legal ethics bears some very interesting relations
to the general field of ethics, to the problems -of the enforcement of
professional norms and to the problems of imparting or teaching
professional responsibilities to any licensed, certified or legally
recognized professional group. All of these aspects involve valuing,
evaluation and the teaching of vocational values to graduate students.
Professional ethics fo lawyers and the attendant problems of fostering
and maintaining them have wider dimensions in terms of the, parallels,
,analogies and contrasts with the problems of professional behavior in
both medicine/health fields and in education.

These questions Arise:. What differences exist in the
professional codes for lawyers, for health pet'sonnel, for teachers? How
do the different fields -- law- health, education -- go about training
people within these different fields in the specific areas of professional,
ethics? What are the underlying values in the legal profession, the
health careers, and the teaching' professions?

The undone President who was to resign ultimately was not only
a lawyer himself, but an Admirer of Woodrow Wilson who enunciated most

)
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articulately, the concept of the person of the president by virtue of his
office as being the inevitable and inescapable moral leader of the nation
exercising a quasi-ecclesiastical role in delineating the moral aims and
voicing the spiritual aspirations of_the_nation and filling a role of
teaching values by word and deed to his" people. ...Richard Milhouse Nixon ,

envisioned his presidency as a Wilsonian one. liistory remains the*
supreme ironist. This association with Woodrow Wilson is an e'specially_
`revealing one. Wilson, like Nixon, was not only a product of the legal
profession's traditions; he was, besides being a product of the teaching
profession and the president of .a great university, also a product,---
Nixon, of a profound religious background in which Scotch,"PresentisM
paralleled the "inner light" mystique or Quakerism.

In my conversations with judges and lawyers a recurrent notion
thit arose was that a lawyer by. virtue of his profession should lead an
exemplory public life and at, least An official private one which would
offer moral example to the community. This notion has its roots deep in
American history. Professional people -- lawyers and teachers and
preachers and eventually even medical doctors .were the leaders of
their community and the chief upholders of the establishment inasmuch as
by and large they were the establishment and the chief benefactors of the
system. This is reflected in the code of,professional Responsibilities
and Rules of the Supreme Court Pertaining to Discipline4of Attorneys as
Adopted By the Arizona Supreme Court 1971. The first Canon.contains
this provision:

EC 1-5 lawyer should maintain high standards of professional
conduct and should encourage fellow lawyers to do likewise.
He should be temporate and dignified and should refrain from
all illegal and morally reprehensible conduet. Because of
his position in society, even minor'violations of the law by
.alawyer may tend to lessen public confidence in the legal
profession. Obedience to the law exemplifies respect for
the law. To lawyers,especially, respect for the law should
be more than a platitude.

Members of the teaching profession were probabll'held accountable for the
minutia of niceties of decorum longer than any other professional group.

In looking at the three professional fields certain
.distinguishing features of law must be recognized. One can practice
various fields of medicine without being a member of a medical
association or health organization but the lawyer to practice law, except
in the field of copywrite-patent law, must be a member of a bar
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association. The bar .associations have legal status uniquely connected
to the court sygem And it is, to the bar t at the discipline of members
is assigned_although the court (Supreme C urt) may ignore the
recommendations of the bar committees. ( he legal profession is more
actively engaged in policing itself than other professions,.) The,

consequence-of all this is that_ membership in the professional
ibrOnization is a virtual prerequisite' to earning a livelihood in law.
In contrast, a medical doctor not only may not.have to belong to a .

medical society, he may even practice medicine and earn',4 living in
county, state and federal facilitieswithout being licensed to practice,
while a teacher. without certification may find employment in'private
schools or as a tutor. ,To practice medicine when one is not licensed
still does require a valid diploma from an accredited institution
whereas legally anyone can set up shop and "teach."

In this regard concerning the closeness of the professional
organization"with the agencies of the state, (a Matter that singles out
the legal profession), there is a facet which make's aspects of the
Watergate affair very painful. One of the reasons that the lawyers'
invaveMent in the affair as it transpired into a major crises had such-
unsettling ramifications is that the legal profession is so inextricably
entwined in bur government. One whole branch of government, federal and
state, is exclusively the domain of lawyers -- the, judiciary. A

-preponderant member of legislators in Congress and the state houses are
lawyers and in addition legal qualifications are a must in many positions
of the-executive'branch while being extremely desirable qualification
others. In recent years the private sector has seen increasing members
of corporate top brass drawn from the legal profession.

The Anglo-American system of jurisprudence has a fundamental
feature which is of decisive import to queStions of professional ethics
as well as to the field of general ethics and which reflects a basic
value judgment. This is the adversary nature of our system. So
entrenched is this value judgment embedded in legal thinking and so
pervasive in legal practice that it is difficult to get lawyers to
concede the possibility that recent developments such as no fault
insurance and divorce are at all indicative of a movement away from an
exclusively adversary stance. Elliott E. Cheatham exquisitely elucidated
the adversary nature of our law and the faith in its workings.

The method for settling unresolved controversies is
a competitive one -- the adversary system Of administration
of law under which lawyers zealously represent their
respective sides. The method involves a formidable paradox --

A
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. the use of partisan representatives to bring out the truth
and to achieve equal justice under law. So partisan

representation most be enlightened if the method is to attain

its end.

What springs to my mind immediately are the numerous harpings
of Hardld J. Laski on the subject of the contradictions between an
acquisitive economic system and a formal political democracy. The
formidable paradox pointed out by Cheatham reflects the contradiction
between the ideal of a value -- justice, equally administered under law

.-- and the numdane realities of the "quality" of zealous representation
being,a variable with a startlingly high' correlation to economic power
that enables one to purchase with quite excellent odds representation.
that will win a desired verdict for the side with the most money at its
disposal.

Far reaching consequences to ethics result from any adversary

system. Any educator who has watched the consequences/of acute
competition, the salient"value of which is winning, upon'not only
.scholastic achievement but upon educational values as a whole can predict

the likelyiloutcomes. Any educator who has watched what happens to a
,physical education... program as a consequence of intramural,competition --

the perversion of'physical education to, athletics and sports -- can not

be surprised at the likely consequences to the valued ideal of equal
justiceunder law in an adversary system. Competition "works" in
jurisprudence; in athletics, in schooling; but hardly ever to the

consequences thatpa moralist might desire.

The legal profession can not be .faulted for its efforts in

examining and codifying ethical strictures. The canons of the American
Bar Association and the state bar associations now replaced by the Code
of Professional Responsibility are more detailed and explicit than the,
codes of professional ethics of any other group. One fascinating feature
of these formalized rules and regulations is that there is the
delineation made between what must be done and what should or may be done
and what should not or.may not be done. In addition there exists the

_codified opinions and rulings on the canons or codes. A further feature
of the legal profession's punctilious concern is that of the lawyer,
uncertain of the appropriateethiCal course, having recourse to
professional, advice froth his peers in that he may,formally refer a matter
to oconstituted committee to decide upon the issue.

Of central concern to the legal profession are the problems of
conflict of interest. Here enormous effort has been expended and
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produced an extensive body of rulings that dejineate the proper role of
the attorney. No other profession has so exhaustingly searched out the
ethical nuances of conflict oflinterest. (Few opportunities arise for
other professional peop e to cio7mingle f ds,,'for example.) It is not
unusual that a judge-any level should disqualify himself from a case
on groundg of conflict of interest which right prejudice him in his
court role.

hla lawyers in executive branches of government and in
ldgislative r es do not follow suit and exercise the same touchiness
that they do a the judicial area. It may be argued judiciously that a
legislator who grows cotton may himself better represent the interests of .

a cotton-growing district or state because of this personal stake inasmuch
as he will more "zealously" represent the interests of the district where
these interests are at one With his own personal ones. But what of the
public interests over and above the special ones? This is a matter one
might expect a lawyer to be particularly alive to thanks to his
professional sensitivity to matters of'confliCt of interest.

Once again the touching faith on the adversarial system
manifest itself. If all special interests are zealously represented the
public interests will emfflige out of the fair competition of Madison's
factions. The Invisible Hand at work! How much of the moral thinking
and value structures and the process of valuing on the part of Americans
does place an ultimate trust in some Invisible Hand. Emerson's
"Compensation" and Galbraith's counter veiling power are but two
expressions of the belief in the Invisible Hand. With respect to the
national scene and the conflicts of interest among Congressmen, the
majority of whom are lawyers, often the publivids kept unaware of the
special interests of their representatives in the absence of full
disclosure of sources of income,-ownership holdings and partnership
arrangements. Surely one could expect a body predominantly of lawyers to
at least opt for full disclosure. An example of undue personal
involvement was brought to Phoenix in a 1974 speech by Representative
John Vanderveen who won the special election in Michigan in President
Gerald Ford's,old.district. He related that the first day he got to the
United States House of Representatives he was approached and asked if he
had been in service. An affirmative answer brought forth the urging that
he join a reserve unit. As a congressman in'a reserve unit every day he
spent in Congress would count as a day in the active reserves. Double
pay for:the same job and dduble retirement in time,, if he could'keep
getting reelected. There'are 113 members of Congress who are active
members of 'a reserve unit. Anyone sanguine about conflict of interest
maters should be urged to look at the voting record of these 113 on
defense related matters.
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How are the rules of the game taught, to the lawyers? How are
the strictures of legal ethics "infused" so that lawyers are supposed to
have a.sense of the values that unde he criteria of what is
professionally ethical and what is ot? There are courses in law school
on professional responsibilities ich ,vary as one would expect in the

estimation of lawfstudents from t e helpful to the profunctoral and
useless. Formerly, some states quired such courses to be taken as
part of legal training, and some aw Ichbols required such d course.
Others made such a course optional as an elective; in such cases .

reliance was placed by the schoolt on the student picking up a
sophistication about professional responsibilities along the way, as
incidental or concomitant learning as just part of the various law cases
being dealt with in the process of,general.learnings as ethical issues
might have arise. Coincidental with Watergate in all schools approved by
the. American Bar Association a graduate must have completed a course in

professional responsibility. Recent moves have been made to include
continuing education as part of maintainance of bar membership. In the
backwash of Watergate it will be interesting to see if increasing
emphasis will be placed upon seminars on current problems of professional
conduct.

Lawyers probably learn the codes of professional responsibility
and acquire valuing criteria that lie behind the codes in the course of
their survival. Since serious infraction of the Code carries a very
heavy penalty even to the extent of the loss of a livelihood in such a
situation the imperative is to shape up.quickly or ship out. Inasmuch as
a good many lawyers enter into partnerships thei.e is the peer influence
to teach and reinforce a standard of behavior commensurate with the
collective image of the group.

For those students of ethics and didactic instruction who
maintain that modeling is decisive in imparting values and teaching
criteria of valuing there are vivid media images and stereotypes that
.parallel the experiments of Bandura. What more Olympian image to any
neophyte group of would-be professionals has ever been depicted than in

the film The Paper Chase?
Y.

Medicine today is caught irpa particularly acute crises.
Widespread dissatisfaction exists-concerning the delivery of health care.
Tradltional "free,medicine" although buttressed by extensive health
insurance programs seems vulnerable to some form of 'nationalization or to
being "socialized." Inflationaq pressures have pushed medical costs to
the point that the prospect of meeting the billsf a major illness
dismays most citizens. Internally, the medical profession may be altered
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A drastically by the incursion of a significant number f women as the new
feminism assaults professions and specialties that ve been traditional
bastions of male domination. There iseeven the pro pect that in the
future theremay.be large numbers of women surgeon's. These arid other
problems are causing concern as the public's traditional regard for the
physician is altering. As with other professions medical practitioners
are concerned with the public image of medicine and medical ethics,

.

reflects this.

Some of the points that arise in connection with the
professional ethics of physicians have a bearing upon problems of
professional responsibility of the educational profession.' As medicine
threatens to become increasingly public with the restructuring due to
Medicare, Medicaid and national health insurance so will the pressures' of
public 'scrutiny increase and there is likely to be a rising clamour for
increased, accountability. Both medicine and education are professions
committed to service to humanity. In both instances these services are
directed to the particularly vulnerable segments of humanity: the ill
in one case and the young and immature in the other case. Ethically both
medicine and education as professions have the duty to safeguard
themselves and their publics to insure that review and accountability are
done under conditions in which the cause.of health and the cause of
education.are'primarily served and that politicalizatipn are not the

)actual end of'the process.

Both the medical profession and the educational profession
share a commitment to truth and to he advancement and efficient
utilization of research and knowle e. Section Two of the Principles of
Medical Ethics enjoins physicians o exert effort to improve medical
knowledge and 'skill and to propaga these for the public benefit. The
Preamble of the Code of Ethics of t the Educational Profession stresses the
educator's overriding commitment to seeking truth and fostering
scholarship. Both professions have a long history of fostering
continuing education as part,of any sense of professionalism.

The two professions face different problems in relatIon to such
commitment to truth and knowledge. Public pressure has generally been
upon the medical doctor to immediately utilize the latett well-publicized /
medical miracle whether it be a new drug or an innovative technique.
Unfortunately it often takes time to-evaluate and perfect.and adjust to
the radically new and dramatic and perhaps merely chic in medicine. Such .

a situation demands of the physician wisdom, experience and ethical
sensitivity in the matter of acceding to or resisting the pressures
resulting, from the debatable and highly publicized latest "cure." He may

t
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ve to offend and even lose as a patient the dedicated reader,of,Time
gagine,o*The Reader's Digest mho may have gotten a garbledor .

e rstated report of an experimentalmental technique_on some-drug supposedly
ducing dramatic effects and recoveries.

4 .

In contrast to the plight ofmedicine in'this regird large
,gments of the public_resist and thwart the.experimental and innovative
I education. Ethically the educator fin a commitment to advancing truth
Id utilizing experimental findings may find himself in areonfrontation
th a hostile public. A compelling obligation of the educator is to
hrsuade the public to accept an experimental attitude toward educational
range. There is need to convince.the publiC thatpractice.in education
Est be aligned to practice in science and in tech-nology both of which

Imand a. willingness to experiment and to become comfortable g$th the
tk inherent in innovation. ,

The third section of the,Principles of MediCal Ethics
)nstrains physicians to "practice a method of healing foundet on a
lentific basis'. . ." and advises the physician , he stiould-Ot
untarily associate. with anyone who violates this principle."
ganized medicine is committed to the tradition of western civilization
at places its faith in a reliance upon intelligence operating within,a
:ructure of controlled distiplined research and empirical investigation
) solve problems and to advance the healing art, In ArAzona it is
)nceivable that medical doctors working with Indians mi§ht be involved
situations fraqiht with ethical considerations should they cooperate

th a tribal sh5ilia or medicine Man. qiven the academic acclaim
.corded Carlos C tinado any adverse pronouncement of a pedestrian
hdical committee

!lf-servingiand p
ght well demand
:upuncture.

SituJtions in a related vein in education raise questions about
le various "trips" and educational tours -- guided and otherwise -- of,
le'counter-culture. Educational philosophies -- Perennialism,
;entialisM, Progressivism and Social Reconstructionism -- have been in
[rims degrees committed to the primary values of rationality_and
telligence with education conceived as entailing intellectual
tcipline within somd kind of rational tradition. The decade of the
neteen-sixties,presented a Challenge to this tradition,. The challenge
rue in the many forms, fads, fashions and movements,that collectively
ie up the counter-culture. In educational philotbphy an apology for
Ich 'materialize0' in the amorphous sthilosophy known as "The New
gressivism."

c.

ght very well appear at best stodgy and at worst
cutory. In this coniction a sophisticadd-sceptiC
e enllightened as to-the scientific basis of
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What should an educator' ance
.

be toward any of the various
"ihtuitionists" and to the bla antlY lion-ratilonatT-Diopysian panaceas?

Now shodid educators regard the students' intrigued and absorbed interest.
in drugs, witchcraft, the occult, astrology, etc., etc., as All as all
the various mystery cults lately and belatedly imported, from the Orient?
All of them promise some sort of wisdom transcending mere hard thinking.

What should be the educator's commitment to.the cold hard light of reason
as Against the."light shows" of subjectivity and semishadows with their
hope of Ili-yid-flashbacks? Educatots in the fields of the humanities are
likely to have quite different strategies in regard to counter- culture
formdldtions of "knowledge" and

strategies

as Opposed to the positions of
educators in the fields of the natural and social sciences.

In the Principles of Medical Ethics Section Six-.lays down

principles regarding conditions df offering of medical services which are
A designed to'insure free exercise of professional judgment and which"

maintain quality of medical care. The' elaboration of this delineates
conditions under which a physician's serviced involve an institution such
as a clinic or a hospital.

4

The teaching profession operates within an exclusively .

institutional setting and the Code of Ethics of the Teaching Profession
under Principle IV devotes a separate section to the ramifications of the
idea of commitment to professional employment practices. Section Eight
deals with the problem of outside. employment and the problem of the
exploitation of students. This may become a vexing problem in regard to
music teachers, for example, and difficulties or supplying their students
with instruments so that it is necessary for the teacher to be involved
as an agent in an enterprise where he has vital interest.

A knotty concern in the - medical profession arises iregard to
the ethical disposal of drug samples givers to physicians by detail men
and those samples mailed by drug concerns. It, is regarded as unethical
to resell these. to firms that solicit them for' resale. In education
there seems tote no prohibition or objedtionto teachers selling sample
textbooks which have been unsolicited. To what extent are, these

ations comparable? -_

conclusion it would seem that self-policing among the
professional g ups has'been most rigorously pursued by lawyers and that
professional concerns of an'efrfCal nature have beer) least focused upon
among teachers. It would seem desirable for educatPrs to explore the
reasonsJor this state of affairs.
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Inasmuch as the legal pro4ssion has utilized formal courses
for fostering professional ethics it might be productive for both
dedjcine and education to explore with law the effects and the means, of
improving professional concerns with professional responsibilities. '

Appendix A /*

Code of Professional ponsib4lity
Preamble and Preliminary\Statement

of the Ameri slociation

Preamble.

The continued existence of a free and democratic society
depends upon recognition of the concept that justice is based upon the
rule of law grounded in respect for the dignity of the individual and his
capacity through reason for enlightened self-government. Law so grounded
makes justice possible, for ogly through such lawAoes the dignity of the
individual attain respect and protection. Without it, individual rights
become subject to unrestrained power, respect for law i\s destroyed, and
'rational self-government is impossible

Lawyers, as guardians of the law, play a vital role in the
preservation of society. The fulfillment of this role requires an
understanding by lawyers- of their relationship with and function in our
legal system. A consequent obligation of lawyers is to maintain the
highest standards of ethical conduct. _

In fulfilling his professional responsibilities, a lawyer
necessarily assumes various roles that require the performance of many
difficult tasks. Not every situation which he may encounter can be
fdrseen, but fundamental ethical principles are always present to guide
lnim. Within Oe framework of these principles, a lawyer must with
courage and foreiight be able and ready to shape the body of the law to
the ever-changing relationships of society.

The Code of Professional Responsibility points the way to the
aspiring and provides standards by which to judge the transgressor. Each

lawyer must find within his own conscience the touchstone against which
to test the-extent to whiCh his actions should rise above minimum
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standards. But in the last analysis it is the desire for the respect and
confidence of the members of his profession and of the society which he
serves that should provide to a lawyer the incentive for the highest
posSible degree of ethical conduct. The possible loss of that'respect
and confidence is the ultimate sanction. So long as its practitioners
are guided by these principles, the law will continue to be a noble
profession. This is its greatnes's and its strength, which permit of no
compromise.

Preliminary Statement

. .

In furtherance of theli14nciples.stated in the Preamble, the
American Bar Association-Kis promulgated this Code of Professional
Responsibility, contisting of three separate but interrelated parts:
Canons, Ethical Considerations, and Disciplinary Rules. The Code is
designed to be adopted by appropriate agencies both as an inspirational
guide to the members of the profession and as a basis for disciplinary
action when the conduct of a lawyer falls below the required minimum
standards stated in the Disciplinary Rules.

Obviously the Canons, Ethical Considerations, and Disciplinary
Rules cannot apply to non-lawyers; however, they do define the type of
ethical conduct that the public has a right to expects not only of lawyers
but also of their non-professional employees and associates in all
matters pertaining to profesiional employment. A lawyer should
ultimately be responsible for the conduct of his employees and associates
in the course of the-professional representation of the client. .

The Canons are statements of axiomatic norms; expressing in
general terms the standards of professional conduct expected of lawyers
in their relationships with the public, with the legal system, and with
the legal profession. They embody the general concepts from which the
Ethical Consideration and the Disciplinary Rules are derived.

The Ethical Considerations are aspirational in character and
repretent the objectives toward which every member of the profession
should strive. They constitute a body of principles upon which the
lawyer can rely for guidance in many specific situations.

The Disciplinary Rules, unlike the Ethical Considerations, are
mandatory in character. The Disciplinary Rules state the minimum level
of conduct befow which no laWyer, can fall Without being subject to
disciplinary action. Within the framework of fair trial, the.Disciplinary
Rules should be uniformly ;applied to all lawyers, regardless of the
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nature of their professional activities. The Code makes no attempt to
prescribe either disciplinary procedures or penalties for violation of a

'Disciplinary Rule, nor does it undertake to define standards for civil
liability of lawyers for professional conduct. The severity of judgment
against one found guilty of violating a Disciplinary Rule should be
determined by the character of the offense and the, attendant
circumstances. An enforcing agency, in applying the Disciplinary Rules,
may find interpretive guidance in the basic principles embodied in the
Canons and in the objectives reflected in the Ethical Consideration.

Canon 1

A Lawyer Should Assist In Maintaining the Integrity and Competence of the
Legal Profession.

Canon 2

A Lawyer Should Assist the Legal Profession in Fulfilling Its Duty to
Make Legal Counsel Available.

Canon 3

A Lawyer Should Assist in Preventing the Unauthorized Practice of Law.

Canon 4

A Lawyer Should Preserve the Confidences and Secrets of a Client.

Canon 5

A Lawyer Should Exercise Independent Professional Judgment on Behalf of

a Client.

Canon 6

. A Lawyer Should Represent a Client Competently.

Canon 7

A Lawyer Should Represent a Client Zealously Within the Bounds of the Law.

7$
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t

Canon 8"

A Lawyer Should Assist in Improving the Legal System.

Canon 9

A Lawyer Should Avoid Even the Appearance of Professional Impropriety.

Appendix B

Principles of Medical Ethics
of the American Medical Association

Preamble

These principles are intended to aid physicians individually and
collectively in maintaining a high level of ethical conduct. They are
not laws but standards by which a physician may determine the propriety
of his conduct in his relationship with patients, with colleagues, with
members of allied professions, and with the public.

Section 1

The principal objective of the medical profession is to render service to
humanity with full respect for the dignity of man. Physicians should
merit the confidence of patients entrusted to their care, rendering to
each a full measure of service and devotion.

Section 2

Physicians should strive continually to improve medical knowledge and
skill, and should make available to their patients and colleagues the
benefits of their profetsional attainments.
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Section 3

A physi-Cian should practice a method of healing founded on a scientific
basis; and he should not voluntarily associate professionally with
anyone who violates this principle.

Section 4

The medical profession should safeguard the public and itself against
physicians defteieilt in moral character or professional competence.

Physicians should observe all laws, uphold the dignity and honor of .the
profession and accept its self-imposed disciplines. They should expose,
without hesitation, illegal or unethical conduct of fellow members of the
profession.

Section 5

A physician May choose whom he will serve. In an emergency, however, he
should render service to the best of his ability. Having undertaken the
care of ,a patient, he may not neglect him; and unless he has'been
discharged he may discontinue his services only after giving adequate
notice. He should not solicit patients;

Section 6

A physicipn should not dispose of his services under terms or, conditions
which tend to interfere with or impair the free and complete exercise of
his medicaljudgment and skill or tend to cause a deterioration of the
quality ofjthedical care.

Section 7

In the practice of medicine a physician should limit the source of his
professional income to medical services actually rendered by him, or
under his supervision, to his patients. His fee louldibe commensurate
with the services rendered and the patient's ability tolpay. He should

neither pay nor receive a commission.for referral of patients. Drugs,
remedies or appliances may be dispensed or supplied by the physician"
provided it is in the best interests of the patient.

7.5
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Section 8

A physician should seek consultation upon requbst; in doubtful or difficult
cases; or whenever.it appears that the quality of medical service may be
inhanced thereby.

Section 9

A physician may not reveal the confidences entrusted to him ih-the course
of medical attendance, or the deficiencies he'may observe in the character
of patients, unless he is required to do so by law or pnless it becomes
necessary in order to protect the welfare of the individual or of the
community.

Section '10 .

The honored ideals of the medical profession imply that the
responsibilities of the physician extend not only to the individual,but
also to society where these responsibilities deserve his interest and
participation in activities which have the purpose,of,improving both the
health and the well-being of the individual and the community.

Appendix C

Code of Ethics of the
Education Profession

Adopted by the NEA Representative-Assembly, July, 1968
Amended June, 1972 =

Principle I - Commitment to the Student

The educator measures his success by the progress of each student toward
realization of his potential-as a worthy and effective citizen. The
educator therefore works to stimulate the spirit of inquiry, the
acquisition of knowledge and understanding, and the thoughtful formulation
of worthy goals. v',

In fulfilling his obligation to the student, the educator -

1. Shall not without just cause restrain the student from independent,
action in his pursuit of learning, and shall ret:without just cause deny
the student access to varying points of view..

2. Shall not deliberately suppress or distort subject Matter for which he
bears responsibility.

C
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3. Shall make reasonable effortito protect the stude from conditions_
harmful to learning or to healtWand s-

4. Shall conduct Professional j.sesiriirsuch a way that he does not
expose the student to unn p y embarrassment or disparagement.

65. Shall not on t efl ound of/race, color, creed, sex, or national

origin exclude, student frch participation in or.deny him benefits
under any program, nor grant Any discriminatory consideration or advantage.

,v)

6. S41.1- not use professional relationships with students for private

advotage.

7. Shall keep in confidence information that has been obtained in the
course of professional service, unless disclosure serves professional

purposes or is required byliw.

8. Shall not tutor for remuneration students assigned to his classes,
unless no other qualified teacher is reasonably available.

Principle II Con itment to thePublic

The educator believes that patriotiimirrits highest form requires
dedication to the principles of our de)9ocratic heritage. He shares with

all other citizens the responsibility for the development of sound'public
policy and assumes full political and" citizenship responsibilities. The

educator bears particular responsibility forthe development of policy
relating to the extension of educational opportunities for all and for
interpreting educational opportunities for all and for interpreting
educational programs and policies to the public.

In fulfilling his obligation to thy- public, the educator -*

1. Shall not misrepresent an institution or organization with which he . ,

is affiliated, and shall take adequate precautions to distinguish between
his personal and institutional or organizational views.

2'. Shall not knOwingly distort or misrepresent the facts concerning
educational matters in direct and indirect- public expressions.

3.' Shall not interfere with a colleague's exercise of political and

citizenship rights and responsibilities. AV

4. Shall t use institutional privileges for pilvate gain or to promote

,polity candidates or partisa political activities.-

7?
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5. Shall accept no gratuities, gifts, or favors thatjnight impair or

appear to impair professional judgment, nor offer any favor, service, or
thing of value to obtain special advantage.

Principle III - Commitment to the Profession

The educator believes that the quality of the services bf the education
profession dit'eCtly influences the ration and its citizens. He'therefore
exerts every'effort to raise professional standards, to improve his
service, to promote a climate in which the exercise of professional
judgment is encouraged, and to achieve conditions which attract persons
worthy of the trust to careers in education. Aware of the valueof
united effort, he contributes actively to the support, planning, and
programs of professional_ organizations.

In 61filling his obligation to the profession, 'the. educator
.

1. Shall not discriminate on the ground of race, color, creed, sek,,or
national origin for membership in professional organiiations, nor

interfere with the ?ree participatiori of-colleagues in the affajrs .of
their association.

.

,

2. Shall accord just and equitable treatment to all members of the
profession in the exercistof their professional rights and
responsibilities. .

3.- Shall not .use coercive means or promise special 'treatment in order

influence professional deciSions of colleagues.
&

4. Shallwithhold and safeguard information acquired about colleagues in
the'course of employment, unless disclosure serves professional purposes.

.5. Shall 'not refuseto particiOte in a prOfessiOnal inquiry when
requested py an appropriate professional association.,

6. Shall provide upon the request of the_aggrieved party a written

statement.of specific reason for recomOendations that lead to the denial
of increments,, siffiificant changes-inemployment, or termination of
employment.

7. Shall not misrepresent his professional qualificationS.

2. Shall not knowingly distortievaluations of colleagues. A

78
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Principle IV - Commitment to Professional Employment Practices

The educator regards the employment agreement as a pledge,to,be executed
both in spirit and,in fact in a manner consistent with the highest
ideals of professional'service. He believes that sound professional
personnel relationships with governing boards are built upon personal
integrity, dignity, and mutual respect. The eduCator discourages' the

practice of his profession by unqualified persons.,

In fulfilling his obligation to professional employment
practices, the educator -

1. Shall apply for, accept, offer, or assign a position of responsibility
on the basis of professional preparation and legal qualifications without

1 discrimination on the ground of race, color, creed, sex, or national
origin.

,

2. Shall apply for a specific pcisitiOn only when it-is known to'be
vacant, and shall'refrain from underbidding or commenting adversely about
other candidates.

3. Shall not knowingly withhold information regarding'a position from an ,

applicant or misrepresent an assignment or conditions of.employment.

4. Shall give prompt notice to the employing agency of any change in ,

availability of Service, and the employing agent shall give prompt notice
of change in availability or nature of a position. ,

1

5. Shall adhere to
.

the terms of a contract or appointment, unless these ,.

terms have been legally terminated, falsely represented, or substantially
altered by unilateral action of Ae,eMploying agency.

6. Shall conduct professfonal business through channels,, when'-availatle,
that have been jointly approved by the professional organizat' n antl the ,

employing agency.

//
7: Shall not delegate assi'gned tasks '6 unqualffied personnel.

8. Shall permit no commercial exploitation of his professional position.

9. Shall use tame granted for the purpose for which it is intended.

1
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Documentations'

..
.

1. Cheatham, Elliott E., "Legal Professions," incyclopaedia
Britannica (1968), XIII, p. 901.

2. Code of Professional Responsibility and Code of Judicial
Conduct, (1971), American Bar Association.

3. Mathews, Robert E., Problems Illustrative of the
Responsibilities of Members of the Legal, Profession, 11970).

4. Opinions and Reports of the Judicial Council includin the
Principles of Medical Ethics and uTes of the Judicial ounce , 197137
American Medical Association.

5. 0 inions of the Committee on Professional Ethics with
.reference to the Co e of Ethics of the Education Profession, 1964 Edition,
.Nationa.1 Education Asseciation.
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CHAPTER IX

SOME QUESTIONS OF VALUE-FOR'EDUCATORS

LOUISE HOCK, PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION, NEW'YORK UNiVERSITY,
NEW YORK, NEW YORK
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The qudItion of val s and the teaching of or for values in our
. schools has long Seen wit . It has la'rgely focUsed on the issues of
whether or not publicrschools have the right to teach values and what.
these values shoulj,,be. In practice educators have tended to view values
in the normativy§ense of ought/should and have concentrated on such
"values" as thiractenidevelopment, appropriate behavior, proper dress and
hair stylyrj, or on the nature and quality of text and reference
materials, controversial aspects of content, and a host of other similar

(issu .

While recognizing the persistence of these concerns and the
legitimacy of them, I would like to suggest that-there are ma y other

/ questions relative to values and valuing that deserve our ention as
educators, whatever our role or position, our level of functioning or our
subject area specialization. It is to such questions that this

discussion is directed with4the fervent hope that some of us will ponder
the answers to them and the implication's for our practices.

Greater awareness and 'analysis Of the following qudstions
would help us recognize the intricate relationship between values and
actions, a relationship that often eludes us. Fdr example, how often do
we acknowledge that our behavior as educators is revealing of a value
system, of some set of values (whether'set in the sense,of a collection
or set in terms of bias/direction)? How often do we analyze our decisions
relative to school'organization, the nature of content, personnel .

arrangements, andlnstructional strategies in terms. of the values they
reflect, some of a positive, supportive,'enhanting nature or others that
tend to inhibit,-block or restrict? How often do we view ourselves and
our educational arrangements -- physical, sociolOgical, psychological,
logistical, et.al. as_models that are perceived and interpreted
directly by.our clients (students and parents/public) or dimly,
subconsciously by them? How aware are we that the process of education'
itself, tts practice and polemic, is a complex, intricate representation
,of the values, beliefs, judgments of the people participating in the
various decisions essential to the enterprise?

44P, How often then have we overlooked the significant relationship
between values and action as we more readilj, concern ourselves with
teaching about values -- through social studies, language and scientific

.

content or through student confrontation with and analysis of values and
beliefs whether by discussion,case studies, critical incidents, films
and tapes, and various other techniques? It is with fh.ebroader more 0.

invisible world of values as reflected in educators' behavior and actions
ca and decisions.that I want to urge consideration. It is not my purpose to

.o
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provide easy answers o' argue particular dogmk but rather to-raise
questions and suggest directions,and make tentative recommendations.

How Do We View ^Valas?

Anyinquiry about the-place of values n education must begin
with delineating our meaning and clarifying the r le of values in the
educational process. For the concept of values that we accept and our
perception of their role determinesour decisions and Our actions.

\

Meaning. For purposes of our exploration lei' us accept a
definition of values asbeliefs or views reflecting the importance we
attach to ideas, persons; acts, things, conditions, and the like.
Included in this concept, of values are parameters of appraciatioTh

acceptance, and judgment.oLThe importance we attach to perton or thing
`'reflects 4n appraisal, an assessment, a judgment'resulting in our, placing
atvalue on the idea, person, or thing involved, a value that is relative

-

and part ofa priority system, a hierarchy. Put another way, one must
realize that approving, liking, admiring, appreciating, believing, et.al.
convey certain feelings about someone or something, just as appository
verbs. convey differing feelings, It is importardfor educators to
acknowledge this dimension of judgment and appr.afsal and to understand
its relationship to their behavior and actions, in various aspects of
education.

Absolute Relative Dichotomy. Another dimension needing
:clarification is our view of the permanence and absoluteness of values.
D9 we view values as absolute, normative, standard, and permanent or as
'dynamic, relative, changing, and pluralistic? The implications of our
answer to this are obvious. A commitment.to permanent and absolute
values -- the eternal. verities apptopriate.for all at all times -- may be
reflected 14 a tendency to view curricular content as fixed, grade level
norms as appropriate and desirable, and teaching as a relatively sterile
process of imparting knowledge..0n the other hand, an acceptance of
values as relative, changing, and pluralistic is more likely to lead to
continuous.adaptation and modification of content, to non-graded and
individualized organizational patterns, and to a view of instruction as
consisting of a.wide repertoire of strategies, tactics, and resources.,,

(AilWOUgh the above analysis is over-simplifieeandlover-
generalfZed, the basic 'premise deServes attention and consideratjon. How

)83 ;



insightful are we ragarding our own concept of-such aspects of values?
How perceptive are we about the relationehiponuch,commitments to our
own educational functioning? How consistent and coherent is our
commitment to one position or another or how rigid and infleXible? Do we
hold some beliefs as fixed and unchanging while others are transient and
dynamic?_ Are_some.of_aur_beliefs to_be_applied to all while ntbPrsare
relative and applicable.to some and not others? Is consistency essential
or is awareness of inconsistency sufficent'?

External/Internal Dichotomy. Another dimension of values might
be described as the external/internal dichotomy. Do we tend to view
values as always overt, easily observed, expressed largely in verbal
form, almost ex I, outside ourselves, beliefs that can be directly
and relatively eastly modified through training, probably of a stimulus-
response ty e. Do we view values then As a discrete entity, something
separate from, outside of the other characteristics and dimensions of
personality?

Or do We vit ,values in an internalized existential sense, as -

beliefs and commitments,that become apart of the person, of the total
structure of the human being? Do we conceive of values as being
frequently deep-seated, unacknowledged, even hidden, difficult to
identify, let alone change,intricately related-to various other aspects
of the human psyche,? Do we view values in terms of perceiving, behaving,
becoming -- as an integral and constantly evolving part-of human growth?

I-

Although such a view, is perhaps too polarized and extreme, let
us accept it as a helpful framework within which fp'examine related
question4. For by highlighting extreme positions w can explore the.
possiblerelationship between acdtVfArice of a given orientation and
consequent perception and action vis a vis various ducational matters.
Does acceptance of the first or, "external" orientation lead to further
beliefs:' (a) that values cante dealt with' impersonally through

.

intellectual analysis of them unrelated to personalk individual student
value commitment; (b) that values can be changed by doing something to
someone; (c) thAt-acquisition.and modification of values can be measured
through the usual testing procedures -- quantitAtive and standardized?

.ls it likely.thar,such 0 orientation is directly belated to a relatively
narrow concept of the Obrposes of education and to a generally
beKaiioristic approach to process? Can such an orientation lead to
attempted :indoctrination or result in a clever con game played by students
who. readily see through our mAchinations and maneuverings and Ielrn to
beat the system in a variety of ways?

4.

or
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On the other hand, might acceptance of the second "internalized"
existential orientation result in a different emphasis involving doing
with," working with students at a personal, individualized level, including
helping them to identify, assess, appraise, and,arialyze their own beliefs
and values and the origins of them? Is this poSItion related to a
broader 'concept of purposes of education, including a commitment to the *
optimum development of each individual in all of his attributes? Does
such a position result in a high degree of interaction between teacher
and'students as well as between students and students? Does it no?view
values education as a continuous, probing, interactive process focused on
emerging self-knowledge? Would not such an orientation relate to a
humanistic approach more gehuinelyeduCative, than that of indoctrination_
pr training?

It may be worth not that both views'of values involve a
directness of approach, but in dif t ways. In the more external --
behavioristic, if you will -- view there _direct attention to values as
ideas and beliefs outside ourselves, even imOrsonal, to be analyzed, /

argued, dissected, it is true. In the more internalized orientation
there is also direct effort but effort to help studehts identify,
clarify, probe arid analyze their ersonal values and through direct
personal involvement. to relate these alues to the brodder context of
values in others and in society as a ole, which are also examined in
clarifying fashion.

perhaps this concern with self-examination and
self-understanding that most clearly distingUishes the two orientations.
For many, it is the unexamined, unacknowledged belief or value that is
the' potentially harmful or dangerous one, both for the individual and for

. society...This concern with examining and clarifying for oneself leads to
another important question for educators---yhat are our, own values, as
persons, as citizens, as professionals? I Suggest that an understanding
of them is essential to our effectivenest as educators.

What Are Our Own Values?

L.

If, as educators, we are to be concerned with value
clarificatton and development with our students, it is imperative that we
have some unders.tanding of our own valuei anethe.ways in which they get
reflected in all aspects-of the educational process. For example, what
Are our beliefs about ourselves as persons and as educators? What values
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do we have relative to society and the cultural milieu in which the
school exists? 'How do we view our role as educators? Indeed, what

values do we hold regarding the nature and purpose of education, the
scbool as a social agency, the process of teaching? Whom do we value --
as colleagues, as clients, whether students or parents/public?

Values'About Ourselves. Perhaps further exploration of these
areas will help clarify their importance in the practice of education.
Let us examine first of all the values we hold about ourselves as
individuals and as educatqrs -- whether teachers, counselors,
administrators, or others. Without going into detail, it should be
apparent that one's own self-concept, one's understanding of personal
strengths and weaknesses, one's awareness of one's own attitudes,
beliefs, biases and prejudices are revealed through our functioning as
educators. Whether or not we are fully conscious of-the fact, it is true
that our performance as educators reflects and reveals much about our
self-image and our value system. The extent to which we are aware of
these attitudes and beliefs has much to do with the effectiveness of our
functioning.

However, it is with one's values as a professional that I urge
even greater concern. How do we view our role as teachers, for example?
To what extent do we understand ourseltet,as role models for our students,
models that are sometimes consciously accepted, emulated, ignored or
rejected; or more often as models whose beliefs, attitudes and values are
absorbed indirectly, subconsciously, almott by osmosis? How much do we

lly know about what is actually being "learned" by students through
it prolonged exposure to our behavior?

What model is presented to them -- that of guide, counselor,
friend, showman, martinet, director, authority figure, one who seems

omniscient and omnipotent? The' possibilities are many and readily

recognized as we think about our educational performance and practices. .

The important. -point is that in our concern with the artifacts of education
-- organizational patterns, content, processes, materials, etc. we

should not overlook the powerful influence of the role model we present
to our students and their parents and the public in general.

Views About Our Clients: As for these clients of ours, how do

we view them? Whom do we value? How conscious are we of our attitudes
toward various ability levels, diverse competencies and skills, wide
ranges ofleopironmental background, differing value systems of families

and other oups? Do we favor one type over others? Do we value one
kind of learning more than another? How extensive is our own acquaintance

86
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with various segments of our pluralistic society or how provincial is our
experience? Do we tend t&-prefef-to teach those already educated by home
ang community and well motivated for continuous-learning or are we

-willing to undertake the difficult task of helping all move from
illiteracy to literacy, from immaturity to-maturity, with or without the
.help of various supportive agencies, persons, institutions, even our
clients themselves?

Our Views of Society. Or let us lobk at our views of society
__in general -- the broad context of complex intricate relationships within

which and for which the agency of the school exists. Do we tend to view
society a$ highly competitive, even cut-throat, ambition-driven with
selfish motives and goals or do we tend to see society as having a high
degree of cooperation. and trust, with limitless opportunity and some

__:_//altruistic motivations?,

Recognizing again the simplified nature of such contrasts and
the existence of a wide range of views in between, one cannot overlook
the relationship between one's general view of society and one's behavior
as educators. Valuing the competitive emphasis over the cooperative can
result in significantly different practices in our schools than would be
the case were the reverse valuation to be the case. Similarly,do we
tend tostress the bureaucratic, hierarchical, otganizatiOnal aspects of
society or do we try to highlight the opportuniti es for expression of
individuality and a high degree of personal autonomy along with the
potential for independent action?

Again in relation to schooTing do we tend to view society as
"life out there," as something future-oriented and adult-centered or as
the present environment in which ourtstudents are growing -- both the
relatively limited environment of their own experience and the broader
social environment that so profoundly affects them as they grow into
adulthood? One's values along these lines, too, have much to do with
one's attitudes and practices relative to education. Do we argue that
something must be learned because it will be "needed" at some future .
date? Or do we try to relate content to the here and now, in, individual'
and societal terms? Do we-postpone consideration ofhe complexities,
conflicts, and controversies of our society until students "are old
enough to understand them" in some indefinite future or do we try to help
children and youth cope with the manifestations of such problems in their
'current lives at whatever level of comprehension of which they are
capable?

Our Views of Our Profession. Even more of serious

,
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analysis and study are our attitudes toward our lves as educators and
toward the educational process and schools the elves. For example, do

we have a high degree of self-respect as professional educators) do we

-value our careers, do we take pride in our work, do we view it as a

_worthy contribution to society? Or do we tend to denigrate education, to
see it as the least of several evils in terms of careers, perhaps as a

way station on the road to other destinations, to compare it
disadvantageously to more "glamorous" careers in medicine; law,

engineering, government?

As educators do we believe that we have learned everything once

we have been awarded our degree(s) or do we see the need for continuous

stud. growth, and development in an effort to keep up-to-date with
theory, research, experimentation? Do we resist faculty meetings,
conferences, and workshops designed to deal with substantive educational
matters or are we curious and inquiring, alert to new developments and
willing to examine, analyze, and test?

,,-

In fact, how do we view the educational field itself --. as a
dynamic, controversial, ever-changing, interpersonal enterprise or as a
relatively safe, static, secure, unchanging field in which content,
prbcesses, and purposes can remain the same over long periods of time,

if not throughout one's career span? How do we view the school itself --

as a place or an agency, a building or an environment, a dynamic setting

for interaction with ideas and people or a sterile alignment of cells,
isolating faculty and students from themselves and each other?

What do we value in the. process of education? Do we attach

;priority, undue emphasis to the symbols of achievement -- marks and
norms and promotion or to the process of learning and the varied

evidences of it? Do we favor standardization, homogenization, the
molding of all in one image or do we value human variability,
individuality, diversity? Are we concerned with dimiAishing, even
eliminating differences amopg students -- in interests, skills,
competencies; goals, etc. in our efforts to prod and pull them toward

norms and standards and possibly eventual mediocrity? Or do we value the

c/fri

ancemene of differences, the encouragement of growth in individual
r tential, the'challenge of excellencejn its glorious multiplicity?

Indeed how do we view excellence? Do we perceive it in a
limited sense of "academic" accomplishment as reflected in a focus on the
fundamental skills and the accepted quadrivium pf "respectable" courses

in our typical curriculum? Do we value excellence only in the more
professional fields of achievement through acquisition of degrees and

8
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certificates and in terms of financial\reward? To use current educational
terminology do we tend to favor excellence in the cognitive realm while
neglecting its manifestation in the affective and psychomotor domains?

Or do we, agree with John Gardner (1) that

In the intellectual field along there are many kinds
of excellence. There is. the kind of intellectual activity
that leads to a new theory, and the kind that leads to a new
machine.. There is the mind that finds its most effective
expression in teaching and the mind that is most at home in
research. There is the mind that works best in quantitative
terms, and the mind that luxuriates in poetic imagery.

And there is excellence in art, in music, in
craftsmanship, in human relations, in technical work, in
leadership, in parental responsibilities.

Some kinds of excellence can be fostered by the
education system, and others must be fostered outside the
educational system. Some kinds ,- e.g., managerial -- may
lead to worldly success, and others -- e.g., compassion,
may not.

There are types of excellence that involve doing
something well and types that involve being a certain kind of
person. There are kinds of excellence so subjective that the
world cannot,even observe much less appraise them. Montaigne
wrote, "It is not only for an exterior show or ostentation
that our soul must play her part, but inwardly within
ourselves, where no eyes shine but ours."

A conception which embraces many kinds of excellence
at'many levels is the only one which fully accords with the
richly varied - potentialities of mankind; it is. the only one
which will permit high morale throughout the society.

- What is our view of intelligence and its manifestation? Do we
see it as readily recognized, 'easily measurable, relatively unchanging,
of .limited definition? Or are we willing to consider Bernard Iddings
Bell's (2)'concept of intelligehce when he wrote

ak

The word intelligence comes from inter .....

and legare (to choose), and means ability to discriminate.

89
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It is the faculty by which one knows the beautiful from the
ugly, the permanently valuable from the transient, the good
from the bad, the'better from the merely good. Intelligence

is the power to survey things and one's relationship to
things with objectives disinterestedness, undirected by
prepossession or prejudice. By exercise of intelligence one
learns to see things as they are rather .than as for the
moment they are esteemed to be by the crowds which shout
mass-judgments at us.

I suggest that as educators our views of these many areas and
aspects of education determine our fundamental approach to the
educational process. Our beliefs., attitudes, and values determine

whether we view education as something to be done to people in certain
limited ways with an emphasis on the Artifacts or as a dynamic
interactive process to be engaged in by people, with people,and for
people -- students, faculties, and parents, perhaps a genuine conducatidn.

Now Are Our Values Reflected in Our Actions?

With what values are we concerned? With what values should we

be concerned? Do.we place high value on unquestioning obedience,
conformity, competitiveness, information acquisition,,testing procedures,

grades and norms, et.al.? Or do we value highly detision-making,
cooperation, self-direction, self-understanding., acceptance of
responsibility, sharing and service, creativity, uniqueness, and the like?

Our priorities along these various lines are readily and
overtly translated into our actions. A current and disturbing (to some)
example of such a celationship between valueS and practices Is the wide

interest in behavidt modification techniques. An undue,concern with
order and obedience in our classrooms and with student readiness to
perform as teachers. demantl has led to controversial "experiments" with

the use of drugs with hyperactive students in some classrooms. Aside

from the,many questions of propriety, ethics, human rights involved in .

such usage, are we not basically dealing with symptoms'only when we
resort to such temporary and dangerous methods of coping? Would iv not

better use our energies and money in probing the causes and the mot.e
complex4aspects of individual human behavior, attempting to guide
hyperactive and other children to positive fulfillment of potential and
drawing upon many resources in our efforts -- psychologists, social
workers, sociologists; internists, the clergy even?

1
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How often do our priorities, our values result in ludicrous or
misguided practices? One has only to reflect on the frequent attention
to relatively superficial external values, many examples of, which often
find their way into the news media. A case in point is that of the
five-year-old boy who was suspended from kindergarten in*Hquston because
his hair was too long. (3) What does such an extremecoheern with hair :

,lengh in five-year-olds.and strict dress codes at various ages reveal
about our value priorities? In this particular case it is interesting.to
note that the boy's, parents let his hair grow because of a misshaped

.

head in order to protect him from embarrassment. The continued
insistence of the school administration on conformity. to the "standards"
for appropriate hair length in tpiteof this factor,says much about our
misplaced emphasis and values as educators.

iiow congruent is our practice with our beliefs in other ways?
Do we verbalize a commitment to critical thinking, self-direction,'
inquiry strategies, yet in our daily and weekly planning, tell students
what_to do, 'how to do :It, and when talc, it? Or do we provide ,

opportunities fdr-chOite, for makirig decisions, for accepting
responsibility and the 'consequences of one's decisions? Dotwe preach
'cooperation and effective human relations yet function in a highly
competitive fashion:even authoritarian, with few opportunities for,
students to learn to live and work with others in their school
environments? Do we 'advocate ddmocracy yet function more in terms of
authoritarianism?'

In short, what kind of model do we provide as individuals and
as institutions in terms of our actual behavior, performance, and
practice. -- not in terms of our verbalizing?

.

How Can We Cope With-Conflicting.Talues?

The sharpest challenge to education lies in coping with the
complex realm of conflicting values. To what extent do we acknowledge'
and understand the nature of such conflicts? (Three_kinds-deserve-odr-
attention the generational conflict in,valUes, the conflicts inherent
in a -pluralistic society, and the professional-lay conflicts relative to
education.

.e*
The Generational Conflict. So much has been written and spoken

about the value conflicts between generations that only an example or two
.--,

.
. , .

.I
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need'be cited. Perhaps the most wide noted characteristics'of young
people today are their cynicism, their disillusionment with and distrust .

of established institutions, their feelings of.hopelessness. How to cope

with, let alonetcounter, such attitudes is indeed a challenge. However,

trying to understand various aspects of causes and sources is a start.
For example, reflecting on the societal-environmental setting in which
these young people grew up is helpful. As Tom Wicker reminds us, (4)
"There are thousands of young voters today who have never known a
President they did not hateor scorn or suspect, or a Government they
believed they could trust, or an American of whose role in the world
they thought they could bp proud."

Similarly these young people have grown to maturity in a time
of increased emphasis on consumerism, of the environmental movement, of
growing awareness of potential health hazards everywhere, including our
drinking water. Such developments and concerns result in a vastly
different outlook than that,of an older.generation,that did hot face
directly such threats and problems but tended to view much of life through
relatively rose-colored glasses. .

What,are the implications of such differences for us as
educators? How do we help students understand other eras in American
history, other ledders, help them understand, if not accept, the idealism
that has'been a persistent part of American life? Do we not als have an

obligation to help students confront directly the differing va es of the

generations in an effort to reduce conflict?

Conflicts of a Pluralistic Society. Then there are the many
conflictstin values growing out of our society that is pluralistic in so
many ways -- ethnically, religiously, economically, among others. How do

we cope with problems of conflicting pressure groups? How do we providg

opportunities for'strengthening the self-respect of various groups,
whether Chicano, Indian, women, or others? How.quicklY.do we modify

curricula and introduce new text materials to reflect our concern with

pluralism?

k -g

Professional/Lay Conflicts, In another direction conflicts,

between professional educators and lay citizens.exist and are too well
known to'document further. Deyelopments of the past few years suggest
that'the role bf lay persons in many, if not all, aspects of educational
policy and practic.will continue to grow. The waYS in which
professionals and public identify our differences, clarify confusion, and
attempt onstructive solutions will again reflect important beliefs about

the rel tionship ofschool to society. Issues of thisIfind need to be .
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studied an our'chool curricula bychildren and youth, not only as
aspects of current life but also in order to educate future citizens and
parents about the,intritacies and complexities of the educational
process. If there is an important neglected area in the curriculum of
schools todaydit is that df education itself.

Deserving.far more attentiallthan it has yet received is the
conflict in values within our profession itself. It is Apparent that
each person brings to his work As educator his Own unique congeries of
values derived from many sources, not:least of all his college .

experience, especially that in'teacher education. Attitudes toward ones
role as teacher, toward one's students, toward the nature,,purpose, and
functioning of schools have become a profoundpart of one's being.
These attitudes Often differ markedly from one person to another,
possibly also in broader terms of institutional, societal, and, geographic
background.' Certainly it would.be iMpossible to erase suchdifferences
and undesirable to attempt any ho geneity of value system for educators.

However, whAt would be desirable is..an increased understanding
of these value differenteg, greater'clarification of the value'framework
out of which each of US functions, and

'perhaps

even some effort at a
greater degree of consistency 11) given sthools and.given situations. A
continued lack of attention to the vastly differingl4ews and priorities
espoused bleducatOrs can only result in continued confusion for the
students and the public. Certainly we hoed be more conscious of the
differing orientations that profegtional personnel bring to their tasks.
r7whether the extreme commitment.to subject matters as absolutes"and
paramount or the priority given to student needs, interests, skills, and
combetencieg, whether the advocacy, of extreme specialization or the
belief in a general education approach, whether the tendency to conform
to tradition and the status quo or.to jump on whatever bandwagon of
innovation is passing in review.-

The list is endless but.deservin4 of seriois study. There is

. .

an obvious need for more'effective communication among teachers;
administrators, guidance personnel, et.al. in Order td.understand each
other's value'system, professional orientation, attitudes and beliefs.
'for only through such understanding can we'work toward greater coherence
in the' educational processand away from the highly fragmented,
unconnected, even dysfunctional character of too many schools and .systems.
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.What'Can We Do?

.o 9. .

Although a few suggestions have been scattered through the
above discussion, I should like to conclude with some tpecific suggestions

.for action. Some, relate to' forMal post-secondary preparation of
educational personnel, ihether at the undergraduate or lraduate.level.

'Others refer,to in-service growth and development.

Formal Post-Secondary Preparation. .There are some obvious
areas of study,relative to preparing personnel more effectively-to,
understand the value component of education. In addition to the usual
.basic,requirements in teacher edutation,-turely, it is not too much to
ask that all 'prospectqe teachers study the philosophical foundations of
education and,have some formal contact with the fields of.human
relations,.group dynamics, and counseling techniques.. In addition, I
would urge some direct attention to processes of value clarification and

to self analysis procedures. Whether the latter should take the form of

some direct, though brief, therapy experience;°ai some would advocate, is

debatable.. However, some experience with encounter and consciousness -1

raising sessions would be desirable..

\/'
4, For graduate students preparing. orfor stretialized roles, the

aboVe stud/ and experiences should be provided if lacking at the
undersraduate level and supplemented and extended when already provided

for-,tiarlier. Observational student teaching and internship experiences
should provide ample study of values teaching as welLas intensive
analysis of the relationship of educational .practice to the values

reflected.

At Some point at.every level of formal study -- undergraduate,
masters ana.d6ctoral.degree1/4work -X provision should be made for all
candidates regardless Of\are( or level of specialization to share a
common,experience in a seNinir or course that examines broad.problems of
educational practice and policy. The typical approach of relatively
specialized degree programing -- of subject area, level, or rble '
leaves Much to be desired id\its neglect of'expOsure to differing points

of view orientations, and values. Some kind of coordinating seminar for
all candidates,at each degreelr certificate level would provide
opportunity for interaction.; challenge, and the. probing of 'ideas and for

aveloping much-needed insights Into each other-s thinking.

In- Service Growth and Development. In terms, of On's-

professional work.lifi-WeTe are many opportunities to deal with questions
`""
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and issues posed above. Workshops, institutes, and conferences are
requently held and deserve to be more widely used for exploration of-:
lues and their relationship to practice. Also we need to

the ature of our regular school meetings, faculty and departmental and
Otheri, and our use of meeting time. Instead of focusing on the
immediate and ofteri trivial-matters-frequently found on the agenda of
such meetings, we,should give priority 'to sessions in which values are
shared, issues clarified, views.communicated, questions raised,.
alterna ve solutions and actions probed and evaluated.

Obviously there must be willingness on the part, of schpol -
persoial to,engage in such continuous, comprehensive, and fregnently
confrprltation-type of scrutiny and analysis. It is all too apparent that
such interest is not universal in our profession. Overcoming this lack
is one of the most formidable tasks facing both professional educators
and practitioners. For even more important than handling administrative
and instructional paper work, however necessary it may be or developing
sterile statements of philosophy for the inevitable accrediting agencies
is the need for school faculties to spend time analyzing policy, practice,
process, performance, and purpose in terms of the beliefs and value
systems that these various aspects of education reflect.

Such rigorousrigorous analysis might do more to point toward ways of
improving the educational process than any amount of money or any
particular motivation, no matter how creative or worthwhile it might be.
For unless money and ideas are used in a context of coherent
underitanding of the totality of the educational process and of the
values out of which it functions, they can be little more than temporary,
disconnected, and rootless efforts. As such they must inevitably fail
of achieving long-term reformation, renaissance,'or reconstruction of
educational practice.

Dobumentations
4

1: 'John W. Gardner, Excellerice, N.Y.; Harper and Brother's,
1961, pp. 127-28,' end 131: .0.4
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2. Bernard IdAings Beli,-"We Lack Leaders'-- Is Education at
Fault," The New York TiMes Magazine, January 18, 194.8.
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'Mr ,3. News item in ttle,Los Angeles' TimesOarcii 6. 1974. ..
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The teaching of values represents one-of the greatest
challenges in education. It sounds the depths of the teacher's person,
knowledge, understanding of values and skill as a facilitator of
learning. It represents the most profound goal of learning for the
student as a human being since value beliefs and actions are the stem of
life, the basic outgrowth of personhood. Finally because of thep
confusion of values in our ordinarily more slyy altering institutions,
we find serious conflict in our society as well as in ourselves. In

post-classical Greece, unprecedented cultural changeland the consequent
strain in individual lives prompted Socrates to raise the challenge, can
virtue (read values) be taught in an explicit way? His answer was.a
tentative yes. And so it remains today: a challenge we pursue in the
spirit of hope.

Values, as most perceive them today, represent founded beliefs
about what we ought to do, that eventuate in concrete action. The
emphasis .upon action represents the commonality of u anding .of al l

who work seriously with values in the context of edu ion.. For some,
such as Lawrence Kohlberg, action follows necessarily from value belief.

N,,_for others, such as R. S. Peters, "rational passion" la learned desire to
pursue a course in life congruent with belief) must be developed along
with value beliefs, to bring about right action. For still others, as
evidenced trflthe writing of Louis Raths, the meaning of value lies in
consequent action upon belief. The act of valuing, then, finds its
necessary terminus in action.

The reference.of values to action in human life, through belief
and knowledge, is what Socrates meant by "virtue." Thus, action is the
crux of values teaching as the challenge to education. It is; I'am
convinced, what teachers mean, too. But there are as deep, differences
among the modern advocates of the teachingiof values as those are among
teachers with respect to the relative force of-value content, knowledge,
articulation, affect and the strategies of teaching to produttive effect
in the lives of students. On the last point, strategies, the deepest and
probably the cumulative perplexity lies for teachers, and it determines

. whether and what they will commit themselves to in the systematic
teaching of values.

Before confronting what.I estimate'the perplexities, and even
objections, of teachers are when confronted by the challenge to teach
values systematically, I should like to expose a few of my own
presuppositions concerning the strategies of value teaching.
Fundamentally, I discover that I am governed in my thinking by the
genetic actualities of learning that Alfred North Whitehead,articulated.-

97 4
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With hii concern for students'. real lives and the utili y of learning, he
distinguished among the naturaj,progression of the romanticism of young
children, to the precision of early adolescents, and finally to the
generalization of later adolescents. In general, the rhythmic sequence,
not exclusive at any stage, is from an enthusiastic, uncritical,
ingathering of facts, ideas-and beliefs; to broader concepts with a
concern for their practical implications and logical relationships; to
consideration of their significance in the broadest terms for their
lives, a point where generalized, vitaT-k-Flowledge has bearing on their
intellectual, aesthetic and moral lives. I see a strong parallel between
Whitehead's rhythms and the position of the three advocates of-values
teaching strategies noted above: romanticism to Raths', precision to
Kohlberg, and generalization to Peters.

With my principal presuppositions stated, I wish to raise a
note of caution and one further explanation concerning them. My
presuppositions are just what they are logically taken to be starting
points in a limited exposition which will not be justified or defended
further in this paper, though I am committed to. more ultimate assumptions.
What this entails is that I am not making the further Assumption in this
exposition that Raths is somehow simplistic in his approach while Peters
is sophisticated in his; both, alohg with Kohlberg, are complex
inquirers into the strategies of values teaching. What I am saying is
that there are, a' close focus, cycles within the larger rhythms of
learning that co ld, in turn, be styled romantic, precise and general;
and that further, again with Whitehead, the rhythm of generalization
leads to still of r more elaborate cycles of romanticism and so forth in
adulthood. Aside from the applicability of th strategies of Raths,
Kohlberg and Peters to ages to students, in schools there is an inferred
progression for teachers' understnding and utilization of values
teaching strategies when they are unfamiliar with it. The sequence of
reading, instruction and experimentktion by teachers with values teaching,

yithich I recommend, proceeds from Raths' to Kohlberg's to Peters'.

. So much now for presuppositions. -Let us ex mine the objections,
apprehensions, and possillilities of teachers when co ronted by the
challenge of the.systematic teaching of values.

- Perhaps the most 'zestful challenge that a protago\v,nist 0 the
syStematic teaching of values has posed, is that of subtle resistance to
the entire notion that values can be taught. It rises from a number of
perceptions concerning value teaching, long at the core of inquiries from
Socrates' day to our own. "I have not right or responsibility to teacher
values; that is the job of the family, and of the church or tynagogue" is

9
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the central reaction of some prepiringto teach. We'll call this the
non-interventionist attitude. .....

Another response arises out of ideals, embraced steadfastly
from the romantic and existential litehture on education that has an
avid readership among undergraduate candidates for teaching. The ideals
sought involve a warm, open relationship to children to facilitate
learnings pupils desire to pursue out of their own curiosity and
creativity in exploring their world. Aside from a gentle nudging to
develop the fundamental skills, the personalist teacher is solicitous to
safeguard the child from routinizatioh, authoritariap demands and
indoctrination whether personal or institutional. There is a positive
self-concept to be lost if reinforcement is aversive; there are
subcultural values that may be submerged by an insensitive teacher. If .

in the multiplicity of value systems in our culture, the child has already
been imbued with certain norms and habits by hoMe, cbur?h or ethnic group,
so be 1 . Who is to say, given our cultural pluralism, such values are
not the quivalen o he teacher's in some general way, and the
superio , given the chi strife situation. Authenticity of the person
is striven for. The teacher will Accept the child in nurturent wonderment
if only their consciences may touch. In the end, every child has an
integrity deserving respect and fUrther development, not inference. The
ideal I-Thou relationship is accepting, so long as the stuilent's
self-concept is enhanced through a genuine relationship.

The next attitude, the cognitivist; is more likely to be
encountered in fairly experienced teachers of a highly cognitive and
logical subject such as mathematics. .Math instruction is petceived to
lend little or no opportunity for the,teaching of values. Certainly
the enterprise is seen as forwarding intellectual goals, and as
mathematical insight, careful attention to appropriate logics, and even
rationality and accuracy. Students are motivated on the basis of aroused
curiosity, possible utility in further studies'and concern, and in a few
instances the authentic essentially private, pleasure of harmoniobs on
the operation and insights. However, such instrumental 'or consumatory
values are principally viewed as motivation to learn mathematics, means
to the end of mastery. The mathematics teacher perceives values, then,
as restricted primarily to the cognitive.

A somewhat similar cognitivist outlook is discovered among
science teachers with the added 'objective of pursuit of truth about the
world as it is. Truth is established by scientific method about
environmental facts and laws, not about persons. Perhaps there is an
added exhortation to use science in the service of mankind, to advance

\
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the progress of civilization. Nonetheless, the truth is held to be
objective and not man-made;, about things and not society. Science speaks
about the world, not in total abstraction from it.as does mathematics
despite the latter's applications. The science fields are thus
intellectual or cognitive at core, leaving the usual teacher no
opportunity or justification to pursue value teaching.-'Values are
better left to others who teach "soft" (a pejorative) subjects -- an
attitude which ) s a disvalue in itself.

Among the most experienced teachers is to be found the
teacher who is sure of his values, verbalizes them occasionally as norms,
for hi& students, and maintains that they are basically caught, not
taught. Values are taken to be the obvious standards of solid thoughtful_
people of which he considers himself one. Commonsense combined with
.forthrightness.will do; teachers and schools make an impact in a
straight-forward, though mostly, indirect, way to his mind. Reference to
moral, behavior is appropriate at times, but for the most part, students
model themselves on'significant persons like teachers quite
unselfconsciously. This is about all that teachers and schools can or
need do, so the conventionalist maintains.

Such seems to be the range of attitudes and strategies of those
who are opposed to, or reticent about,. the systematic teaching of values.
The span runs from opposition to systematic values feaching because the
school .cannot claim justification to do so on non-interventionist or
personalist grOunds, to reticence because values in the comprehensive
sense are not the chief responsibility of the teacher.Whose.goals are
construed to De cognitive or because values are transmitted
'unselfconsciously through modeling and institutional press. The span of
'attitudes appears to have a correlated run from teaching candidates to
the experienced older teachers.. On reflection, then foregoing attitudes
do not seem to be exclusive of one another, but rather to be predominant
in certain persons or subject fields probably somewhat more typical of
secondary teachers than elementary. But they are not universal.

A new breed of teachers, seared by the moral social conflicts
of the past decade, have joined the profession. They have experienced
these conflicts in their lives and are seeking to work their,way through
them existentially and to help their students do likewise. For the most
part, these teachers have been influenced by the ferment in the
humanities and the"sbcial sciences and some have made note of the efforts
of Raths, Narmin, Kirschenbaum, Simon, Kohlberg, Newman, Oliver, and
others. They wish to confront values teaching, directly, comprehensively

and sustainedly, convicted of the significance of the values dimension of
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society, schools and developing persons. Emphasizing almost exclUsively
cognitive objectives and techniques is insufficient; the effective and
values realms cannot be avoided. Persons and society are numb to humane,

values since the rational is overstressed in the political, economic, and
business worlds, and even the schools. The goal is to change the balance .

from the cognitive to the humane. Rational objectivity does not define
the human person; rather the emotional, affective, subjective, and
personal do. Traditional teachers have truncated life within the
schoq.:4; let a new breed restore its integrity and personhood throfugh
sensitive ways of teaching values by helping persons confront their
internal conflicts, and to define themselves as centers of belief and
action, say the new teachers.

Thus we have the list of attitudes complete: a spectrum of
value avoidance to enthusiasm for value inquiry: albeit the latter may
have deficiencieS. Analysis and prescription arein order for-holders of
each of the five attitudes described. The analysis hinges upon the
presuppositions or assumptions about the nature of values, their learning
and especially the strategies for value teaching. No attitude is without
presuppositions) some defensibre and some'not.

Presuppositions have a primary logical significance as.starting
points with respect'to any inquiry, whether they be axioms in mathematics
or fundamental beliefs in theology. ;They also represent the direction
.and extent deductive or inductive inferences will go in that inquiry.
However, in the context of the systematic teaching of values,
presuppositions have other normative functions to fulfill. They determine
whether and how value inquiry and action will be approached as a=part of
teaching. For example, if only cognitive goals are taken to be the
proper concern, of the school -- a functioning presupposition of many
teachers -- then values teaching has no place in instruction except
incidentally, since instrumental norms are required for the orderly
pursuit of knowledge. Even then instrumental norms do not have to be
understood or accepted, only obeyed. 3:0s, any comprehensive teaching of
values is ruled out of the school. In sum, strategies of values teaching
are pursued, modified; or avoided altogether, depending upon the
eXplicit or implicit presuppositions made concerning the nature of
values, including the strategies of teaching them.

. . Now let us reconsider the general attitudes toward the teaching
of values previously mentioned. We will examine certain leading
assumptions and their implications.

',The advocate,of non-intervention of the school.in values
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teaching views the'home and church as the sole spheres of the development
of values, primarily because values are construed as moral norms, which
cannot be taught separately from religion. Hence the operating
presuppositions are tlfreefdld: values are limited to moral,principles;
they are inextricablybound to religious life; thp norm of separation of
'Church and State forbids the teaching of religion (though ,perhaps not
about religion). .

On the practical level, the advocate of non-involvement
generally is implicitly making other assumptions. The business of
efficient cognitive learning does not go forward without instrumental
norms for student behavior. Knowledge is a means for citizen
particiTetiOn in 'society, government,,and careers, the usual aims of
schooling. There may even be an aesthetic pleasure in the pursuit of
knowledge. What this does comb down to, when pointed out to the
advocate of non-interventtbn, is:that he is'actually willing to teach,
probably unsystematically, instrumental value-5 and certain aesthetic
values under the. labels,of school rules, of preparation for citizenship,
and of enjoyment of learning. He is presupposing, implicitly, that
values denote only ends in human life, that moral Values are not practical
or'instrumental, and that aesthetic vaIde,s .have no bearing upon.religious
commitment,

1
. .

Though' I am convinced-by experience that exposing the
presuppositiqpt the-advocate of non-intervention does in fact make often
becomes the impetus for deeper reflectionuppn values and-values
teaching, I wish to point out three bther.of his presuppositibnS I

endorsep. One is that the individual ,rejects authoritarianism in his /,
value teachingi by not infringing.upan students' values with respecito-
acknowledged end values. Another 'assumption is that teachers in public -
schools do not haye the right to denigrate or disestablish-the familial
and religious values of students. He makes'as'assumption of open- Ns.

endedness about value inquiry in practice, if not in explicit terMs.
This is a presupposition which I believe ought to'ope'retg ig the- .

systematic teaching of values,,especially as they relate to religion,
morals and social issues.

The keynotes in teaching of the personalist are freedom, joy in
learning, positive self-concept, authenticity, and the building of an
I-Thou relationship with each Student. These are values for which he
strives with artlessness as a theme; he rejects/the notion of a project ,

of value teaching. Presuppositions concerning the nature of values
include relativism -.: no values are universal to time, place, or person
-- as regards their content. Value$ are individually subjective, being
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validated in authentic Choke; they are essentially private and ate most'
Tikely,to,be in opposition to,commonly.held'institOtionX.va;,lues-
Furthermore, valueS are to be chosen in freedom with the pupil growing in
.self-direction. Understanding one's pelf increases as one reflects upon,
,choices. With respect to the teaching of,values, the,personalist assumes
his role to be limited since he has only the rightto evoke, through his
personal encounters with students, the conditions for authenticity.
Non-interference is his primary presupposition'; berejects "strategy" or
"systeMatic" as personal or intelTectualinan4pulations. 'Feelings of the

student. are to bedirective in, the self-develOpment,of values.

'The.personaliSt's approach, and it is, one despite his probable
denials* does have presuppositions both as to contente.g., authenticity,
and to the Manner of teaching values. He 1 active in the teaching of
values, contrary to disclaimers. However,'limited presuppositions narrow'

the consideration to personal values, when social values require attention
also. Objective and universal attributes of values are foreclosed withqut
sufficient reason. Nonetheless, the personalist respects the freedom of
the, student and does quite,:correctly, begin'Aere the student feels and

perteives he is, tq build outward. Along with - engagement and challenge
for the student, these presuppositions represeOt defensible starting.
points for aSystem of teaching values, .butstare-not, taken along,,
sufficiently comprehensive. 'As-we shall.:see later,' the Ratlis approach

can be faulted for similar shortcomings: f . '"

The cogniiVisf,teacherrejects the personalist themes though , f,

he acknowledges openly the scientific ap#,,,civilizationai values inherent
in his discipline. He assumes tke-universal and objective status of t}
limited scope of values he teaches have a non-persona't authority
social and consequently individual decision making. The validation of, 7
values, such as the directive force of analytic and scientific truths, is
interpersonal and rooted in reality external to the human mind/. The

rational accommodation of man to the laws of the universe is presupposed
to be"the chief obligation of human,beings, particularly An an
ecologically precarious and energy short era. -There is no. meaning, other

than the expression of feelings or the commending of courses of action,
in personal or social value utterances. Against these presuppositions it,
is difficult to understand the directional value of science in a set of
presuppositionsthat turns what is into what ought to be. Nevertheless,
the maintained non - relevancy of,Talues,tiaThing is.actualjyconditional:
knowledge does have directive' force, Value, but only the kind of value
base the proponent chooses to give it. Thefiretupposingthat,at least a,
limited number of values are universal, objective and rationally
established,deserVes consideration rather than rejection by the

so"
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systematic tekher,of values, as does the tandem relationship of
inteliecual,athievementand moral progress. Kohlberg makes this
assumptionas"we have seen., .

'The conventionalist is ambivalent concerning.certatn
presupposititons.' It.is not Clear wheiher he maintains that values are
universal and objective, on culturally relative. The presupposition of
nis-actualrteachin§ points to the' former since he maintains
authoritatively that priMary values are stable, e.g/, tiat ifterature is,
an established good in human life and, a measure of the quality pf,a
culture. Subsidiary values are perceived to't'e fluctuating. He
pres.upposes that values are validated in our individual'and collective
modes of intuitive'knowing. Though, subsidiary values may be relative,
the aplhoritatiygfraditionSof scholarship.and of literaryrartistic
'purtuits'are.assumed. However, the Status quo is open tb/eTaborationand
-a soft .of limited progress, -he presupposes-,Ibus-there is a dynamic
dimension to the 'learning of valuel,

. TSA assumes that-he h-asP
Right to, introduce a broad ispect -of valueS into his teaching and:can
do-so in an authoritativelyjntellectual maneler while literature and
Oistory provide emottquarComplementarity, by provoking insight. nd

aintuttion.

Thus,' he-00JMeg.that'intellectUal,personal,:iCi),
religioAs, and aesthetic values are Open Whit and his students,!
exploration, despite theAhtimes foregoneCAnclutions,they mitt draw, .

The only .values uponwhiCh the advocate ofthe,statuS qUo ekpipre
but not press for coMMjtMent.are religious velvety since he'asSumes a
conscientious freedomCOOWn:)),ut of the',COnvgntional,wtsdot of public
education. It is on,limited,prisuppositions of 4pventiOnality, a certain
ultiMate possibilik,of Student$, and, the;,,dubioUs;trust.of intellectual
intuition that this position may,be,faillte&" Thestrengtkof the.

jiresuPpositions for syStelilatiC teaching of.rilues lieS:in.thebroad
spectrUM of yalues'exp*ed,apd the attemgt_aOheir,intellecpil
articulation.

,,,The new breed pf tqcherlia'hit-greatest:strength 4n.
.440uraging students tOe4erience the-yaluatIonal process .as thoroughly.,

as possible. ,He presiPpoSeSthafthOiXjmtim self-conibfOut involveMent,
in valuing'is.the inteVatinOlotiVe and 014.ot educagAmfOr the student.
In aiiorld%of conflicting values, he-aStUmes,tha aY0aldes are relative,

.sibjective, and *OW; he starts and eipeCtS-studenti,,to epd on these
assumptions. Valdes Are learned in'the,:freedom frPM iMposfilAn
specific materfal beliefs of the teacher, Values orig,inate,lnternally, to
tire, and math outward to-the worlds. of others as the student
4Patureshft The-, approach must involvOhe,feel'ing,afthe 4

ttudent intwo.ways: Oat,he,feel good about himselfand that he feel

Tn
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gd6d.in chodsing and acting, upon each of his values. Unlike the
advocates of non-interventfon,of,coghitivism., the new teacher will
challenge end. va1,1.1es:; .andfie.,,can..0q. it without hesitation since he

except on his own values.. iva of valdes is assumed along with

pretupposeeihe personal rer itYlif.vAlues -- he Makes no judgments

freedom'and relativifyythus ope ness is limited norm in the teaching
strategy. The shortcomings of this position are the bias toward value
subjectivity of the most used methods of yaluds clarification and the
avoidance of rnpre powerful and incisive rational methods. The realirm of
'knimledge,are not sufficiently appreciated as sources for logically
,relating values and for supplying the crucial minor premises in
valuation. The new teacher, though, on the basis of certain positive
assumptions.and commitments to systematic values teaching, represents the
farthest advance into a learner centered strategy. He can only be
faulted on his stat ents about growth for more growth. On this he must
raise his'perceptio and horizonsi:

. . As the foregoing examination'of the presuppositions of five
commonly held attitudes about values teachinglshows, there has been some
ambivalence in shifting between generalized positions and real persons
who hold,-one or more of the attitudes. People, who have manifested these

p. : attitudes, have been encountered in educational philosophy courses and
hUMan relations workshops, both pre-service aud--tr:service teachert. The

...*:, attitudes were examined to uncover probable presuppositions as
individualt verbalize their poiitionS on values teaching and describe

. a
A

what they:do fn'the area to understand at a deeper level what they are
afiout. T'All of-thWis based upon the notion that clarity of intent will-

,. ,qhhance.pratice. as teachers reflect on their gwn work and as they .,

..,e

A*00 possibilities with collaborators. Unless foundational beliefs
.are, plidated, teaching strategies are likely to be deficient and the.-.

_claim of,ttUdents 'and society to sound values teachihg probably cannot be
fulfilled: ',''

. ,

When:fundamintil beliefs of teachers are finally exposed, they
,,,should be'sCrutinized comprehensively with respect to the logic of values
as'Well'as to the learning and teaching of values.- This is of
co'nsiderabl'e 'finpottance, though not always the most appropriate place to

begin for a given'teacher or group of teachers. Somehow the philosophy
of values (axiology),* as represented in Peters, has to be pondered
critically to . assure that values teaching is systematic in the broad

, *sense, i.e., that values learning by students can eventually reach the
upper limits of the affective domain. Generally, for thdte not
conversant with values teaching, Raths, and his followers -such as Harmin
and Simon, it the best place to begin reading 'and discussion.
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The Raths group, after straightfdrward explanations of values,
gets into the strategies of "values clarification!' very quickly, and so
can the unconversant teacher. The strategies start from where the
student perceives himself to be.on a value challenge; moves toward
clarification in response to the questions of the teacher; peers, or
eventually himself; verbalizes his decision; and then acts upon it,
presumably, to higher levels of selfconfidence and effectiveness as a
person. The teacher is non-judgmental in the varied exercises; the,

. student acts out his-own conclusions, though he may claim privacy.

Valuing originates ?itrapersonally and a sure outcome isfeeling good
gout one's self. positive creative note is struck throughout the
learning situation whatever the exercise:, Though the Raths approach can
be faulted for its facile relativism, its incomplete exploration of the
affective domain, and for its deficient axiological base, the approach
has the strengths of getting into a difficult area of teaching with
enthusiasm for teacher and student, and for its possibility for open,
relevant engagement on a personal basis.

But there are deeper challenges in the systematic teaching of
values. Kohlberg represents the next stage. His approach looks to a
psychological and especially logical deepening of the learners'
organization and characterization of values. He has divided moral
thinking into, three levels which have, he contends, clear psychological
and axiological sequencing. 'These levels subdivide into empirically and
rationally superable stages called "orientations"; they are the
punishment and obedience, instrumental relativist; interpersonal
concordance, law and order, social-contract legalistic, and universal
ethical principle orientations. Each stage has its characteristic
argumentational structure in moral reasoning; each one is an improverhent
motivationally anelogically upon the preceding. The teacher who learns'
these structures insightfully and the methods of confronting students
with dilemmas will advance along with students over the Raths
possibilities. Chiefly, both he and his students will move toward
precision and systematic values teachibg. A caveat should be entered
here: Kohlberg does restrict himself to moral values and needs
supplementing in the areas of social and aesthetic values.

. Beyond Kohlberg, a sound axiologist like R. S. Peters is
recommended. It is my assumption that there is an ethical responsibility
that isdassumed in teaching, and most.espeoially upon.the systematic
teaching of values. For example, there are psydhological theories and
applications that cannot be entirely justified ethically -- operant
conditioni)gg in many of its assumptions and ramifications is, probably one.
Peters is capable of launching.one into this critical area of reflection.
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Finally, Peters' stress is upon language analysis; he can be the surest
guide into the presuppositions made by the other two investigators .

mehtioned. That is, Peters can be a source of critical inquiry for the
teacher himself and, in turn, for penetrating students beyond what the
questions'raised by the methodologies of Raths and Kohlberg suggest.

To conclude, I have presented an expansion of the Whitehead
parallel noted at the outset: for romance it is Raths; for precision,
Kohlberg; and for generalization, Peters. Reading, discussing and

'relating all three sources should bring one to a surer understanding, of
'systematic values teaching and a broadened set of practicial approaches.
I leave it to you to respond to the challenge of grasping still more
firmly the nature of values and the assumptions concerning the strategies
of the systematic teaching of values. The principal assumptions I have_
been making have been that it is necessary to avoid simplistic relativism
as a working presupposition, to leave open the possibilities of
functioning religious beliefs students possess, and to respect the
freedom of students as broadly as possible. You can carry on the quest

ferreting out the other presuppositions I made in this exposition,
44ipa ticularly the ones that may constitute my "hidden curriculum."
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There is a new public consciousness regarding morality. It is

once again intellectually respectable to speak of morality and even

virtue as desirable outcomes of educatIon) Until recently, the teachi
of morality was conceived of as tantamount to indoctrination, an anath
to the political and intellectual freedom of the individual, and an
undesirable interjection of subjective bias in the continued progress of
objective science.

From time to time, the inherent moral structure of scholastic
institutions and the moral teachings that inescapably occur therein were
'recognized but usually to assert the importance of not moralizing to the
young. At the same time, the moralizing that went on, indeed, is going
on in the schools was justified as the will of a democratic society
reflected by its institutions. Thus, morality as a scholastic phenomenon
was simultaneously condoned and condemned, but rarely examined as a
viable school subject worthy of careful curriculum development and

well-planned instructional processes.

The purpose of this paper is to deal with morality in

educationally cogent ways. Basic to this undertaking is the belief that
morality can be the subject of public school teaching without being
transformed into indoctrination. This clearly must_mean that the
conclusions 0* studying morality must be in the hands of the students.
It also means that the questions of "goodness" and "right acting" must be
the central subject of study.

The sixties saw the dawning of a renewed interest in morality
brought, rather obliquely, into the educational context under the guise

of "Values Clarification." It is not. easy to say what actually spurred'

this renewal. The challenges to traditional values were not merely
numerous but part of the..basic weave of thitt decade's history. There was

the painful and increasing awareness that industrial progress was
dictating rather than serving basic decisions regarding the quality of
human life; there was the Kennedy-Johnson rhetoric of social justice and
the grandeous though brief effort to improve the standards of living
first of the Blacks, then of other minorities, and then of all the poor;
there was the reality of public school desegregation; there was the uilt

of the Viet Nam war; there was Vatican I and Vatican II. In sum, ere

was a confusing cross-section of values and countervalues building up
into decisions which each one of us had to make personally. We tottered

under the burden. Our educational background had prepared us to be
objective observers, superficially knowledgeable, but relatively passive
citizens, following moral paradigms we had never examined closely.
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"Valued Clarification," as developed by one of its foremost
proponents, Louis Raths, (1) offered a way of meeting, scholastically,
this very personally-felt need to decidehat was really right, without,
hovipver, confronting the questions of "goodness" and "right acting."
Its goal is to help young people develop their own cdherent set of
values. It is not concerned with the content of people's values but
rather with the processes by which each individual can/engage with
reflectiveness and consistency in acts of valuing.

In "Values-Clarification," the abstract concept of valuing is
given practical farm via seven processes in which individuals do, or, at
least, ought to engage while valuing. These are: (a) prizing and .

cherishing, (b) publicly affirming one's values when appropriate,
(dl' knowing the alternatives and choosing from among them,,(d) chooging
with knowledge and consideration of the consequences, (e) choosing
freely, (f) acting on the basis of one's values, (g) acting consistently
(i.e., according to a pattern) with one's values. Instructionally, the
seven processes are posed as personally-oriented questions which students

are asked ,to turn to repeatedly-as:they consider a wide variety of events
and issues: PAm I proud of what / believe?" "Have.I taken a public

,stand?" "Have I considered the alternatives?" "Have examined the
consequences sufficiently?" "Have I made my choice without undue
pressures or influence?" "Have I acted in a way reflecting my values?"
"Have I continued to act in ways consistent with my values?" (2),h

Pedagogically; the list is very useful. As an analysis of the
behavioral processes which comprise valuing in a practical or "real
world" sense, it is somewhat lacking. In its omissions, it makes the .

assumption that the values present in a situation are easily divernible
-and/or distinguishable from each other. (3) This is not the ca e. There
is often present in a situation a mixing of values and a hiding of values
behind confusing circumstances to such an extent that it is necessary to
make a concerted effort to seek out the values. This process, which
could be cagleda "values search," needs to be recognized, explicitly, as
an important part of valuing.

Raths', list of processes presents another omission which tends
to lead to still another unwarranted assumption that all value's are of
the s me importance. As a category, prizing and cherishing could lead to
the q estion of what is prized and cherished more. How6er, the relative
import nce of values is:not and ought not be determined merely by the.
extent to which an individual cherishes something. The analyses of.
consequences would obviously be helpful in the.determination of .

importance,but according to what criteria would such a determination
,
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take place? For instance, the world is confronted with ajar:sr} shortage

and the United States, which has a Aiminished supply of--f56P'is faced
,

with the decision of whether or not it ought tO exporgs/nificant
quantities of foodstuffs that would give subsistancelb many millions but
would also increase the cost of food on its domestic' market and \thereby
effectively lower the standard of living of ,its'-own poor. By what
criteria will such a decision be made? In other words, developing
criteria for determining the relatiKe i'mportance of values ought to be a
process of valuing receiving signiflarft consideration in any set of
instructional methodologies geared .edward value clarification.

Is

Even with the addition of these two processes, i.e., values
search and determinihg the relative importance of values, Raths' approach
remains essentially amoral as well as asocial., Societal considerations
are held in a peripheral position dependent for inclusion in the school
program upon the personal interests And concerns al each student. In the
words af Raths, Me. tll and Simon: "The development of values is a

e9,
''----pel.sonaNnd litre ng process." (4) Anything prized by the individual

1 may be the ofd : of study though such study will lead only incidentally
to the considetation of what makes a value decision a morally "good" one.
Indeed, in its original form, the approach is not even directly concerned
with th'e relative/importance of values. The addition of this concern to
the list'of,processes does not, however, assure that the set Of criteria
developed will 1)e anything more than a set of personally-felt
requirements; a consideration of societal needs and,of the good of
humankind may occur because of the innate humanness of the students; for
that very same reason (hut due to the egocentric characteristics of all
men) such a consiberatipn may occur too.infrequently to achieve a
behavioral pattern of thought.

The major pedagogical contribution of "Values Clarification" to \
the study of morality lies in its thrust towgrd the clarification of
those values held by each student.,,, Left in this state, it is also its
major drawback. The student is encouraged to question alternatives,
consequences and the consistency of actions with his values. These
processes do help to achieve an accirate descriptkon of what is as
perceives by personally-oriented,-rational ana]ysis. However, any active
search on the, part of Students for more adequate or "better" sets of
values is relegated to incidental activities that might occur when
consequences and consistency-are described. The stance of objecti e
amorality embodied in the approach and combined with ,a .totally per nal

orientation would appear to successfully control the. indoctrination:of
values that hasso often COmpri?ed the teaching of morality. It does so
by purposefullyavbiding the largely social and fundamentally moral
questions of our times.
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While Raths and his students were devising strategies to
involve youngsters in acts of valuing, Lawrence Kohlberg of Harvard was
developing his now well-known schema of "Levels and Stages in Moral
Development," (5) which is a psychological analysis of six forms of
thinking related to three levels of moral judgment..,,Unlike Rath0
approach, it is directly concerned with the quality(of people's moral and
social activities, though it, too, has a fundamentally personal
orientation and is little concerned with the actual content of such
activities. Table I presents this schema of moral development in its
totality.

Kohlberg suggests that the same sequence of stages in moral
development exists in an invari,etway in all cultures. (6) While the
assertion is far from proven, having been only limitedly examined in a

few divergent cultures, it does parallel the observations and conclusions
of Piaget, (7) Bruner (8) and others which indicate that the child's

ctual develpment follows a universal sequence leading toward the
cquisition of abstract thought. Given such a sequence, there would
appear to be good reason to believe that the development of moral
analysis, fundamentally an intellectual, undertaking, might follow the
universal pattern of intellectual development, However, Kohlberg's
stages of moral thought extend beyond the age sequences observed in the
acquisition of abstract intellectual powers mell into mature adulthood.
His studies have led him to believe that many individuals never reach
stages 5 and 6. (9) This suggests.that, at least in part; the stages do
not describe a universal sequence programmed into the nature of man, but
rather reflect a set of conclusions about the best vAys of engaging in
moral thought. These conclusions may have been reached independently by
a number of societies and, as such, are extremely worthy of consideration
as patterns of thought we would like our young to achieve. However, to
say, as Kohlberg does, that there is, " . . . no Stage 6 without a
previous Stage 5," (10) is to freeze our perception of moral behavior,
among the most complex, multi-dimensional intellectual behaviors engaged
in by mankind, into a simplistic linearity that is poorly sustained by
our own cultural experience.

Kohlberg alludes to this complexity while discussing,the
uselessness of teaching a "hag'of virtues." (11) He notes that cheating
is an activity engaged in by almost everyone at one time or another, that
cheating in one situation does not mean the same individual will cheat in
another situation, that an individual's expressed moral posture toward
honesty reveals little about how he will act in a cheating situation. (12)
The results of one of Kohlberg's experiments-confirms the non-linearity
of moral thought. In this experiment, 75 per cent of the 6th grade
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Table I. Levels and Stages in Moral Development

Levels Basis of Moral Judgment Stages of Development

I. Moral val'ue.resides in

external, quasi-physical
happenings, in bad acts,
or in quasi-physical
needs rather than in
persons and standards.

Moral value resides in
performing good or right
roles, in maintaining

.the conventional order'

and the' expectancies of
others.

III. Moral value resides in
conformity by the self
to shared or shareable
standards, rights, or
duties.

Stage 1: Obedience and punishment
orientation. Egocentric deference
to superior power or prestige, or a
trouble-avoiding set. Objective
respontibility.

Stage 2: Naively egoistic
orientation. Right action is that
instrumentally satisfying the self's
needs and occasionally others'.
Awareness of relativism of value to .1".'

each actor's needs and perspective.
Naive egalitarianism and orientation-
to exchange and reciprocity.

Stage 3: Gobi:I-boy orientation.

Orientation to approval and to
pleasing and helping others.
Confomity to stereotypical images
of ma ority or natural role behavior,
and judgment by intentions.

StAge 4: Authority and social-order
maOtaining orientation. Orientation
to "doing duty" and to showing
respec for authority and maintaining
the given social order for its own
sake. Regard for earned expectat'
of others.

'Stage 5: ContractualLlegalistic
orientation. Recognition of an
arbitrary element or starting point
in rules or expectations for the
sake of agreement. Duty defined in
terms of contract, general avoidance
of violation of thelWill or rights
of others, and Majority will and
welfare.

('
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Table I (continued)

AO,

Levels Basis of Moral Judgment Stages of Development

Stage 6: Conscience or principle.
orientation. Orientation not only
to actually ordained social rules
but to principles of choice
involving appeal to logical
universality and' consistency.

Orientation to conscience as a
directing agent and to mutual
respect and trust.

:

ti
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youngsters who had not reached stage 5, according to the moral. udgment
interview, cheated while only 20 per cent of those who had reached stages /

5 or 6, cheated. (13) While the differences between 75 per cent and 20
per cent is obviously significant, the fact that 20'per cent of those whop
had supposedly reached the highest levels of moral development aid cheat
is equally significant. Furthermore, if we hypothesize that the same
individuals will not always cheat nor always be honest, the 20 per cent
figure could probably be extended to include a far greate' proportion o,

the population having reached the highest levels of moral development. 1

The point of this discussion is not to invalidate Kohlberg's
schemi, which offers six conceptions of thinking that could be very
valuable in estimatingmoral development and in establishing teaching,,
goals, but rather to place it in a balanced perspective with regard tol
how it may be used. In all probability, it is a culturally subjective
tool which, especially in the last stages, takes a position about what is
the best kind of moral thought. !Nevertheless, if it gives us a "handle"
on estimating a youngster'smorat development, it is an extremely usefdl
tool. If, on the other hand, it is to dictate the segtience of thought,
processes believed necessry in order for a youngster to achieve the

iprincipled level of moral judgment (stages 5 and 6); it could become a
detrimental instrument,by, imposing a fixed line& ity upon moral teaching.

It is more reasonable to.believe (the gh this, too, remains to
be proven) that various stages of moral thought ay be engaged in by the
same individual during the same sitUation. At t is point, it is
important to note that the first group of Kohlberg's stages comprise the
only kinds of'moral thotight of which we are capable in the early years of

,childhood. What we learn of right and wrong is both unreasoned a
powerfully developed at gut level. These "learnings" might be labelled,
"value feelings." As we grow more mature and more capable of abstraction,
our forms of moral analyses become more complex and liable to be in
conflict with our earlier "value feelTngs." Nonetheless, we do not I

shuffle off these gut level,ways of making moral judgment typifying early
childhood; rather these Auld seem to,existssimultaneously with the more
reasoned levels in a state of contindou's tension, resolved from time to
time in acts of valuing that are not necessarily consistent with each
other. It may be that circumstances ofo situation recall more strongly
than other situations our childhood modes of judgment and lead us to adt
at a level of judgment and in ways thai-We would not were the
circumstances different. For example, if an individual is brought up in
the Catholic Church and then, in later ltfe, after reasoned evaluation of
his religious position, determines to, leaye the church, he is still
likely to feel certain obligations in aporal way when finding himself
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inside a church, such as bowing before the_altar or praying even when his
reason has told him it is meaningless.

Built into Kohlber6'§ schema, if used as an instructional
vehicle, is the educational goal of achieving within each student the
capacity of principled moral judgment. Awareness of the stages and their
repeated use in the analysis of various events could help to build a

highly moral way of thinking without dittating the moral conclusions of
any single event. It gives the individual a qualitatively-oriented

algorithm for determining the moral quality of his values and actions as
well as indicating the intellectual directions that may be taken to
achieve a more adequate or higher level of moral judgment.

While s' seven processes (expanded by this author to nine)
suggest overt ivities that can draw forth and make explicit what d

,youngster's values actually are in terms of expressed-beliefs and
behaviors, Kohlberg's schema leads to an introverted inspection of the
quality of the moral judgment involved. The former is primarily
descriptive, the latter primarily evalaative. Both emphasize the
personal orientation, although Kohlberg includes at every stage social
considerations (i.e,, "deference to a superior power," "orientation to
approyal and to pleasing others," etc.) which bear implicit social
references. Essentially, the two conceptions can be conceived of as
complementary pedagogical tools that may be profitablybrought together
in thd same instructional plan. Raths' approach offers the clarification
of values, Kohlberg's the improvement in the quality of moral thought
with regard to values.

Combining the two into one basic instructional methodolbgy
would necessarily limit the values'and activities dealt with to those
that may be considered as bearing moral implication, that is, as being
right or wrong, or somewhere in between. In other words, a personal
value such as, "I love this dall'because her nose is broken," would have
no real place in this combined approach for it has no moral implication
of right and wrong (or, of good and bad). It would, furthermore,
encourage students to.question the quality of their moral judgment as

, reflected in the value decisions made,and could thus help to achieve
40gher levels of moral thought. Figure 1 is a diagrammatic summary. of
the proposed instructional methodology.

The efforts of Kohlberg and.Raths, both singly and as a
combined pedagogical approach, are representative products of the`
educational reform movement of the sixties. Typically, they emphasized
involvement in the processes of knowing and coming to know and tried to
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FIGURE I. RATHS/6LBERG COMBINED PEDAGOGICAL APpPACH

Phase I:

Description of amoral valuing
process and related actiofts.

considering
alternatives

prizing
and
cherishing

acting ia pattern
consistent with
values

search

acting on
the basis
of valu

!choosing freely

considering
consequences

taking a
public Stand

Phase II:

Evaluation of
Judgment cont
the descripti9

the Moral
fined in

What 1 evel (s ) of Moral

judgment isrefl,eted?

What stage(s) of Itiotal

thought are apparent?-

determining
relative
-importance

of values

(Note: a non-sequential order
of the above processes is intended.)

A
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.reflect, via the processes, the nature o the content without, however,
° specifying what that content was to be. ;So long as the content was
assumed to be a discipline such as mathematics or physics, the curricular

. ambiguity regarding content was a welcomed "opening up" of what had been
rigidly structured sets of facts leading, primarily, toward passive
memorization. HoWever, as the reform povement reached the social

,

studiei, where the very vastness of the,content areas had already created
considerable curricular ambiguity, thelitendency not to 'deal with what'

long as students were involved in the pt cesses. The processes and

would be studied was taken to mean it not matter what was studied so

accompanying instructional strategies we to be the content. "Values
Clarification,"vhich may be scholastically.placed in the social studies,
is.an exaMPle of the willingness to deal)gith the processes involved in
a concept and with the strategies for adhieving student involvement while
paying little heed to the range or deOth':.of content to be dealt with.

, ',I4 ,::

limilarly, Kohlberg's schema 4 oriented toward an analysis of
file thought processes involved fp moraltdeveopment but leaves guidelines
concerning the nature, range and depth of the content about which moral
judgments are made to conjecture. (14) Kohlberg does state that the only
legitimate form of moral education in-'the public school is justice. (15)
He universalizes file conception in the latonic sense,,put he does pot
come to grips with the "real world" are f of justice that might be
treated in the classroom. In other wor f, justice about what? Moral

-'thought about what? t

,,, ,,
,

Certainly, the willingness to let content develop from the
experiences of.students contributes importantly to the limiting of
indoctrination, a tendency always present 'n the relationships of adults
and children.' However, both logic and exp rience tell us that what we
choose to study'.and think-about makes a vital difference withregard to
hov well we are able to deal with problems if our ti es as expressed in
those experiences that are uniquely of our, istory. In more concrete
terms, let us take an individual who is very erectile with regard to the
operations of an adding machine. Even thOug much4f this creativity may
transfer to his use of a computer, the diver e characteristics of the
computer and the differences in its outputs 11 pose significant
problems to.him if his experiences, have beep imited to adding machines.
It makes a difference what we deal with as we become competent in the
processes of knowing and. conceptualizing.

Given the broad, complex sweep ,of mo al questions, it is not
sufficient to deal with whatever comes to the inds oflhe students who
happen to be in the class (or, for that matter of the teachers who,

.
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happen to be teaching). The Raths/Kohlberg format moves toward the
achievement of a more rational, higher quality of moral thought and
toward a clearer picture of the values held, but it does so at the
individual level while leaving those questions of morality that are
general to society waving aimles,sly in the background. The emphasis upon
personal moral development, if taken too far, risks transforming all
moral questions into affairs of mere personal judgment while.allowing the
activities of society and government to remain unexamined and unmeasured
against a well-thought-out set of moral criteria. Indeed, the activities
of government and/or society might prove immoral and unacceptable to the
individual were his attention and efforts guided toward consideration of
them.

In our society, where the participation Of citizens is a
necessary quality for the continued survival of a democratic form of .

government, it is vital that the young be asked to deal with morality and
to develop moral positions at the broadly social/governmental level
against which they may measure the quality of actions taken. It. is also

clearly important to the survival of a democratic society thaethis be
done with a minimum of indoctrination.

That we have tended to avoid specifying the nature of the
content to be dealt with in studying moral questions would seem to be an
outgrowth of the persistent relativelyiplour life styles that has
dominated this century. The rapidity of change and our increasing
willingness to accept new modalities of living so as to assimilate the
changes, the pervasive effort to achieve scientific objectivity with
regard to the events of our times and the accompanying openness toward
the revision of any belief in the light of new circumstances have all
,created a mind set of relativity, a feeling that there is neither good
nor bad in human living but simply shifting circumstances and perspectives.

In the seventies, this stance has brought us to the brink of
social indecision, rendering us less than capable of acting in
constructive ways toward desired ends. While the struggle to gain control
over a better quality of life goes on with increasing fervor, we continue
to perceive of all values as relative. By not accepting certain ways of
Jiving as "better" (or, good), we are also rejecting mankind's ability to
plan a better existence for mankind. How can we, as a society, work
toward a better life, if "better" is only relative to circumstances and
to the unique perspectives of every individual?

With regard to values, we seem to have misconstrued the concept
of relativity on at least two counts. First, confronted with significant

12.0
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lacunas in our ability tO'determine "gooCiness"and "good acting" in a

broadly social sense, we have made a logically indefensible leap that is
tantamount to saying, "since we do not know all we need to know, and
cannot, therefore, judge with certainty what is a better life for all,

'societal 'good' and our moral judgments concerning 'goodness' are
relative." Obviously, there is a tremendous chasm between not being able
to judge what is best because the criteria are lacking, and assuming that
there is no best. It is the difference between continuing-to search for
basic principles of morality by which one may improve judgment, and
giving up the search for such principles on the assumption that all ways
of acting are equally good depending upon the perspective and the
circumstances. This latter position would deny to mankind the abiTity-to
plan a truly better life.

Secondly, with. relationship to morality, we have not made an
. adequate distinction regarding the comprehensiveness of values. There

are values we hold which are comprehensive of only ourselves; they
concern the relationship of self to self and of self to intimate life
with others. Moving along on a continuum of comprehensiveness, there are
values which are comprehensive of the relationship of the self with
social groUpings and with government. Still further on, there are values
whiCh are comprehentive of the relationship of the self, mankind, this
planet and the universe. ,There are no sharp lines of demarcation
distinguishing one state of comprehensiveness from the other but rather a
continual overlapping and reaching outwardly. It is nonetheless possible
to say that those values which comprehend primarily the self and its
intimate relationships and which r guidance toward "goodneis" for
personal ways of acting and believing that do not interfere with the ways
of acting and believing of others are part of a personal morality that
does, indeed,-bear the mark of rela vity. Though, for,instance, each
person's religious beliefs are hel6to be comprised of moral absolutes by
him, it is reasonable for society to hold them to be relative to each
individual. If; however, mankind is to work toward a better life for
mankind, those values which bear generally upon society, government, this
planet and the universe cannot be thought of as relative, even though
their form of greatest goodness may not yet be known.

A course in morality must deal with the questions of relativity
and comprehensiveness. It must further deal with the development of
criteria to determine, both in the broadly social/governmental/universal
sense and in the personal sense what "goodness" and "good acting" is for
mankind. There needs to be a curricular plan which insures that this
range of moral concern will be adequately confronted while indoctrination
of the individual is held to a minimum. (16)

O
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At this stage, it is important to rbint out that i s a viable'

and productive educational practice to have students engage the

development of, an axiomatic.system, i.e., a system that po its a set of
absolutes not subject to Ooof but generally agreed upon. uch an

activity would involve students in the processes of dete ining basic
values. It must, however, also be noted that it is a ft' bent and often
useful practice in modern mathematics to apply the coh t of relativity
even to axiomatic systems. This is done by not requi tig that axioms

correspond to jntersubjectively understood phenomena f the real world.
"Given such and'such, then it follows . . . ." The .etically, it,does.
not matter What axioms have been given or how false they are agreed to
be. What matters is that the given axioms are dev japed into theorems or
propositions that are logically demonstrable in tins of the axioms.

Axiomatic relativity in terms of human social v ties has already-been
discussed as an unproductive approach. It is t 0,Euclidean approach to
axioms that is being recommended here. The E lidean model premises that
axioms are not arbitrarily chosen but reflec common sense understandings
of real world phenomena. Historically, so f these common sense
understandings were found to be'fallaciouS inadequate. Nevertheless,
the establishment of axioms was an effort fo reflect irreducible.
(nonprovable) aspects of the real world.iith other words, it is hoped
that students would work toward a systemTof irreducible values.

Any conception of a non-rela ((le morality implies an a iomatic

7 system of moral values in the Euclide sense, which is to be held basic

ssto the achievement of greater "goodn " and a better way al life. This,

however, does not mean that student ,, ould necessarily follow some
predetermined. mold for developing th a system% .While this paper has

suggested that there is an axioma system of morality (a set,of
absolute human values) to guide toward the greater "good," it has also,*
suggested that each individual bearer.(or ought to be) of a

personally-oriented axiomatic 'tem of modal values which is largely
dependent upon his perceptionsi4 nd experiences. It has furtheebeen
suggested that the assumptio f the existence of'a set of non-relative

Moral values having general: ort to humanity does not mean that these
basic values are fully know or understood. In,other words, there is a
true need for the active i lvement of individuals in the clarIfIcation

of basic moral` values ands e accompanying axiomatic-system. There is

also the need to relate, effective ways, personally-oriented axiomatic
systems of morality to Z set of basic moral values necessary for ,fie

achievement of mankind good' and 'figood acting. " Just as mathematicians
modify their axiomatic ystems when the operations derived from their
systems prove fallacio or insufficient, so, too, is it necessary to
examine continually t 'axiomatic systems of moral values operating at
both the personal and,Oneral levels.

122
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Since the students theltselves would be expected to engage in
the d velopment of axiomatic systems of morality, there would necessarily
be a eriod of data collection, which, to some extent, would be dependent
upon !individual experiences, and, to a much greater extent, upon

observations and analyses of the broader relationships that human beings
have to society and government, to this planet and the universe. Cases
of the morel- problems arising in each of the e areas of human
relationships would be explored and evaluate according to the previously
outlined Raths/KoIllberg format, and would c prise the introductory
sequence of the proposed course in morality. Figure 2 suggests the kinds
of issues that might be specifically, treated under each category.
Certainly, other issues could beas valid. It is the range of moral
issues that is being emphasized as well as the d,h of treatment.

. 41
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FIGURE 2. CURRICULAR PLAN FOR A COURSE IN MORAL STUDIES

Questions of Moral Concern

E Issues of'Personal Concern
0

0,/ 1.,--When should I seek help?

(When is it right for me to
ask help from others?).

0

a)

ea

0

>,

0
0
0
_c

a.

2. When should I give help?
(When am I really being kind
to others?)

3. What do I hope to achieve
in (life), (this class),

etc. (Are some achievements
bettfer than others?)

4. How much should *expect
to earn as a good living
wage? (Is it right to
,expect to be paid more than
others are paid?)

5. Should it really make any
difference how I dress?

.(Dbes dress carry moral
implications?) ,

6. Is marriage really
necessary (Is marriage a
moral is4?)

57-

O
14

s
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Hypothetical Cases

la. I was ashamed to take up
his time by asking him to
explain again; I hate to be
asked the samg thing over and
over again. e

2a. Though they needed the
money very much, they refused
to take any from me; I

watched a woman in a
supermarket buy lobster with
food stamps.

3a. My applications to law
school were all turned down;
Having children may mean I
will have to give up Many of
the comforts I have now.

\\,
4a. All of my friends are
earning more than I will even
fter I_get my teaching

certifiCate; Teaching gives
you more security than many
jobs.

5a. They think I am a
"hippie" because my hair is
long; It shouldn't be anyone's
business how I dress.

6a. Some of My friends are
living'together without
getting married; Birth control
has really 'reducedthe number.

of illegitimate babies.
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FIGURE 2 (continued)

issues of Broader. Social and Governmental Concern

z
What are the obligations

of voters in a democratic
form of government? *(What
are my obligations?)

2. What kinds of punishment
should be used against
criminal offenses? Is

"punishment" an acceptable
way of dealing with an
offender? *(What would I
want if I were the victim?)

3. What kinds of protection
should a government offer its
citizens? *(Should I be
forced to use a seat belt,
even if I don't wish to on
the basis that it is
protecting my life?)

4. What kinds of non-
.governmental organizations
should be allowed'? *(Why is
it illegal for)me ,to join

the Communist-party?)

5. When ought laws be
ditobeyed? *(If I believed
the Viet Nam War was morally
wrong and even illegal,

should I allow myself to be
drafted anyway?)

.1 2 5

la. Only half of the eligible
voters voted; Many voters
don't know anything about,
candidates -- they just ,vote
the straight part,y_ticiwt-:-

2a. A mass murderer is on
trial in Texas; Detroit has
one of the highest mugging
rates in.the United States; A
shoplifter receives two years
in prison aqd Vice-President
Agnew receives a commuted
sentence.

3a. The obligatory seat belt
interlock system may be
repealed; Punishment for the
use of marijuana can be one
year in jail.

4a. ,Members of the Ku Klux
Klan have often engaged in
illegal, violent acts but
*there is no movement to make

the Klan illegal; The FBI
watches many student
organizations like the
Students for Democratio;Action
very closely.

5-4-.--Forme-r President Nixon

believes that Viet Nam Draft
Dodgers should not be given
amnesty; John Erlichman
believes that !'breaking and
entering" is justified in the
interest of national security;
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. FIGURE 2 (Conttnued),'

Issues of Broader Social and Governmental Concern (continued)

V
6. What is justice? *(How
does justice operate in my

life?)

Nelson Rockefeller thinks
former President Nixon has
suffered enough and should
not bezosecuted.

6a. Some say that the
impeachment proceedings
against former President
Nixon were unjust; Millions P

of middle-income citizens pay11-,-
more taxes than many
millionaires.

lite: These personally-orientea'suOquestions are intended to
help students examine the interaction of personal and broadly
social values.

Issues of the Relationship of Mankind to the Planet and Universe

1. Assuming that human life
would not be endangered, does
mankind have any obligation to
avoid polluting the world and
the universe?

2. Ought genetic manipulation
of cellular life (including
the creation of new kinds of
cells) continue?

3. Are'other living species
as important as mankind?

12Q

I

la. The United States is
considering "dumping" nuclear
wastes into outer space.

2a. A group of scientists
recently gave up their genetic
re ch because they could
not edict the outcomes and
wer, of certain whether they
were apablv,of controlling
whattver I4ey produced.

3a. Whales are on the verge
of becoming extinct as a
species and mankind is to
blame.

J.
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'FIGURE 2 (ContinuedI

Issues of the Relationship of Mankind to the Planet and Universe
T5iiffnuedr-

4. If there is life on

other planets which is
inferior, intellectqlly or
technologically to us, should
we try to use it for the
benefit of mankind?

r"..1

5. Should the resources of `-

the world be divided evenly
among all men?

6. Should the seas' and all
of earth's resources be
controlled by an interrattofal,
code of law?

4a. Many scientists believe
that there is probably some
form of life similar to ours
in the universe.

5a. There is a serious
threat of world wide famine.
with many millions expected
tb starve to death.

6a. Columbia and othgr SoUth
American nations de.* a much
larger area of the sea
surrounding their bordersas
belonging to them than does
the United States.

.
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The curricular sequence following these exploratory (and data
collecting) discussions would attempt to establish a general understanding
of-steh-concepts as "morality," "valuing," "axioms," "axiomatic system,"

. ".Euclidean axioms," "goodness,"-and "good acting." Asopposed to Ole
active input of students using themselves as primary resiodrces in.the
Raths/Kohlberg format of moral values explorations, thksequenceris
perceived of as a period of intellectual absorption during which students
would deal with a variety of documents concerning the problems of
definition and of application contained in the set of concepts. The

,major objective of this phase would be an increased comprehension of
established theoretical meanings and "real world" complications within a
relatively brief scholastic period.

l curricular phase-wouid again involve students
actively as pimary resources. Beyond the plahned curricular experiences

developed in oral value explorations, students would be continuously

encouraged t analyze the value models they have personally experienced
in their home lives as well as vicariously through 'literatures T.V., art
and tOe liked. In the light of all their moral value explorations and
with the increased conceptual understandinTof axioms, axiomatic systems
and good acting, students would be asked to establish a personally-
oriented set of axiomatic morals by which, in their opinions, they could

estimate the quality of their personal actions. They would be expected
to specify, either by writing or by tape recording, the axioms of their
personal systems and, where _possible, to give some demonstration that

they had tried to develop some reasonable correspondence between their
axioms and the real requirements.of human survival and/or essential
characteristics of existence: In other words, students would be asked to

develop a Euclidean system:of personal morality.

Following this personally-oriented effort, ther't would be a

teacher -led, group effort to achieve a general axiomatic system of basic
moral values.: The qualification of "teacher -led" is limited to the
assurance that a moral system covering the range of human activities in a'
social, governmental and universal context will be developed; If, for

example, students were to reduce their system to one basjp. .WomHsuch

"Do to others as you womld havje,.others do, to,-you,"' or "justice must be
...sought for all living things;" it would be the teacher's function to

press for the theorems of this basic axiom applilable in the following
categories of human.actiVities!

(a) in the relationships of people to social, groupings,

(b) in the relationships of social groupings to each other,

(c) in the relationships of people to government and

governmental institutions,
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(d) in the relationships of social groupings to government
and governmental institutions, and

(e) in the relationships of people to this planet, the solar
system and the universe.

Since the moral value explorations of,the Raths/Kohlberg format are
organized somewhat alOng'these linei, Students could return to the cases
of their earlier discussions and ask themselves how their basic axioms
might apply. Of course the final statement of moral value would need to
be sufficiently general so as to be inclusive of the activities usually
contained within the category.

There would doubtleii-gTome compromise among group members
all of whom have already worked out a personally- oriented axidmatic
system of moral values. This proces, of compromise is considered a

necessary part of the experience of bringing the personal and the broadly \
human together in ome viable way so that society can work rationally
toward its own "god" as well as toward that ofindividuals and of the
universe.

The last phase*Of this course in morality is planned as one of
current event analysis and subsequent moral 'judgment.. Students would be
asked to describe value models that they perceive operating, withbut
formal acknowledgement,.in the world around them. LiteratureTT-777
etc. would be included as current evett sources of such models. Examples
of sources might include.the well-acclatmed'movieThe Sting, with
heroic depiction of "con" artists and the highly unpopular strike of NFL
football players. After a careful description of the situation and of
the valuetimplied, students would apply their personally-oriented
axiomatic.aystems as well at their general axiomatic system clrbasic
moral values to ascertain the consistency of theset lent event value
models with their owl). if strict rationality is followed bothot the-
personal level and at the broadly human level, it may well be that
contradictoryljudgmebts will be the, outcome. In dther words, the heroes
of The Sting may be judged as acting well from a perional perspective but
not a broadly human perspective, or vice versa. Students may feel
the need to modify their systems to achieve greater consistency between
the personal and the broadly buMan; they may come to believe that some
aspects of their systems cannot be perfected until they have achieved
greater knowledge and understanding of human activities; it is up to them.
In any case they will neither be trapped by an over emphasis on moral
relativity, nor by the school's traditional tendency to indoctrinate
morality while avoiding the more difficult moral questions of current
events.
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I
fl, though thii an has bee treated as a singl course

____ .. , I

in morality., its outline could easily and pro itably bridge sever 1 years
of moral studies. If extended over this long ,period, there wog d
naturally be greater likelihood that the clarOication of moral, Auestions,
the rational enalyses of current events in theft moral consequences and
possible alternatives, the involvement in developing basic moral values

_and the effort to act consistently with these Values would becOme an
intimate part of our way Of living as individuals, as meMbers/of-society,--;
and as a spebies of the universe.

.
/

..,
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There arbihOse in teacher education whose pr glary involvement
is with the prediston of methodS; and thbre are those Whose major effort
is to work at elucidating the relevance of various abstractions, value'
for example, which keep bobbing up in.their minds. In Sn i

state, there are those who avoid the pressure of immecliat
problems by' writing about Education in the 'year 2000.:'
wonder about the utility of such effort, we can indul
suggesting a ild'analogy. The

___ game going into the final
Disaster? Analogo

entieth century c
r. Who sh 1 win -- Civilization or.,
'ant fo and -pass we can, imagine the

ting a value-revolution similar to that which
the Founding Fa pulled off in the last quarter of the Eighteenth:,
It has been fashionable for some time to think in terms of "society's

-need" to reconstruct its values. This essay shall not recommend or
clarify a comprehensive set of values needin _reconstruction. Rather it
is limited to one specific problem: How m value-talk function in
teacher education?

-between

concrete '

ile we can
the genre by

n 'feel like a football

h

"Value-talk" is a half-way sort of term: it denotes that whOph
is mid-way between values -felt and value theory' I take the position
that all three of these concepts should operate meaningfully in what I
term the academic communications of teachers. Academic communication is
that which is manifestly theoretical -- i.e., heoretical per se -- not
theory as_ seen In concrete practice. Academi communication,is
fbadational for all oth6 professional performance. I't.is alio a matrix
in which a'workingknowledge of value theory :can flourish.

.:,

- When we know a valueswe know it in our thinking and feeling as
some thing or some state of affairs having value or being of.value. The
object of valuing is that which is deemed worth wantinogNheTher or not it
is existing,in actuality. More precisely, it is valuing that we know
directly in our consciousness; when we communicate the valuing we know we
do'so, ordinarily, in terms of values, i.e., we abstract:the experience
in terms such as "achieving," "loving," "harmony," or to-use an example
of a more.specific description, "discovering a new insight while rewriting
an essay." Such abstraction is more convenient than to:try to describe
precisely the existential flow of valuings through our st.lbjective minds.
Thus values are the conceptualized objects of ourvaluings. The meaning
carried by a particular value depends upon the.particu1at circumstances.
For example, the value of "freedom" has very clear meanpg for a political
prisoner; it is likely to be less clear for a teacher c itating over the

F
need.for better classroom discipline or for a student f ling compulsive
about pleasing. his professor. When one reports values-,elt such reporting
is value-talk, the reporting of valuing-felt. Value-taqk (or valuing-talk
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is necessarily an approximation of values-felt. To conceptualize valuin
is to take on a task of representation which is perhaps inherently the
role of the artist. In a group situation the degree of approximation is
likely to be even greater. For example, a study group inquiring into
"the better social values" which schooling should.reenforce is even
further afield than in the approximation of any particular group member's
valuing. To put it yet another way, "values-felt" (or valuing-felt)
means the awareness of good which characterize the flow of consciousness.
Value-talk is values-felt put into words. Such value-talk provides a
primary source of data for the construction of value theory. But - ,before
value theory can'be constructed, values-felt need be communicated.
Intelligent consideratiod of valuing is of a level of abstract complexity
distinct from feeling,t,but we hasten to say that one's "values-felt"
(i.e., feelings) about intelligence are distinctly relevant.

Ordinarily, everyone has some trouble knowing how to express
what he feels, and our language conventions complicate even dedicated
desires to share values-felt. Also once feelings are even firmly known,
there is the matter of what is politically wise Or safe to express. If
value theories are to reflect values-felt selection from among the latter
is necessary. Which values-felt are worth communicating (i.ey, beitg
rendered into value-talk) is everyone's'problem. Even our fantasy life
can be relevant to our interest in reconstructing oursocia) values.
Intelligence is a function of taking_into account-ifl the values we know
we hold and trying ta reconcile the differences through creating new
values which provide the best compromises among the older ones; the
Hegelian doctrine of a conceptual synthesis is pertinent. Howgrer, this
is not a matter of complex esoterics. Creation is not solely a function
for a God setting forth to mastermind a seven-day work/rest schedule.
Creation can describe the conceptualizing of values; this can be a matter
of finding fresh expression for a good we have been ,long familiar with or
for one which feels relatively new.

Any choice can be analyzed in terms of the values it implies.
Making a choice necessarily means that values are involved. Some
choices in the history of philosophy of education.ftre worth reporting
because they feel instructive with respect to our current bags of
problems. For example, William James chose to believe that a particular
definition of free will he came upon in his readings was valid for him.
This reported even marks a watersheclbetween his adolescent meanderings
and his' confident ademic life which led him into not only his well -
known pragmatism u also_int6 the basic underpinnings for our
contemporary twen th-century phenomenology. Not every choice made by
teachers can lead/to theoretical or philosophic conviction, but surely
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some of them should or we can hardly believe that teachers deserve to be
known as professionals. To know the values implied and/or those which
were conceivably present when we make a particular choice (or after we
have made one requires expert introspection. Although the concept of
introspection as a method for psychologists is currently out of fashion,
introspection has been taught and needs to be taught, especially to
teachers. William James has it that every science essentially rests,
some form introspection. Introspection is clearly implied in
psycho-th apy, depth counseling, and the like and it must be encouraged
as a ve le for creative writing.

Introspection is the name we give for various forms of noting
or reporting the on-flowing contents of our mind, The avid interest in
electronic recorders is evidence of the high value which is widely felt
forthe situation of getting the words just as they come from the
'spontaneous reflections -Of the speakers. Watergate is just one
manifestation of this interest.

What sorts of motive might cause students of educatitih to want
to learn productive habits of introspection? Just to agree that
introspection is possible is no guarantee that teachers can learn
something spproximating professional habits of introspection. To put the
outpourings of one's mind on paper or on tape can be to collect
conceptual garbage.

There is the possibility, however, tiat education students
shall-learn to value introspection as one poss bly fruitful, method for
acquiring a body of professional theory -- so /manifestly professional
that it is not a mere formalizing of the, common - sense of the culture.
Teachers do learn much of what they take to be their professional
theories didactically, i.e,, through- such as lectures and assigned
readings; and the point here is not to iTpugn such general methods in
themselves. We need, however, explore,the,postibility that some sound
theoretical knowledge can be formul tled,W students of educJiErT as

6) Wmore-or-less direct issuings from heintrospections on value. This

can be called a form of the disp vepfmethod, but what we explore here
can be more properly described/as a combination of didactics and
heuristics.

.
When we have had a hand in making something We identify more

empathetically with it than with the thing we receive as products of
others. We like the cookies we bake better than those we buy; and we are
very,likely to adMire the theories we construct as better than, those we
passively receive. ,The "discovery method" is a misnomer; a better

//,''',
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description is the "discovery thr ugh personal constructive inquiry
method' because it puts more emp asis in the hard disciplined work
involved than on the "happy a-ha" feeling of "I've got it!" All thiS is
to assert that if teachers can construct their own value theories (and in
time their own learning ,and teaching theories) this necessarily means
they are in a position to feel, think and act more intelligently
concerning anything relevant to such thedries.

. .

The society-at-large understands (and we say, somewhat e
illogically, "the culture upslerstands") the role of the teacher in a
no-nonsense manner: While -students of education can have metaphysical
reservations about the possibility of values being taught (directly or
indirectly), "the culture" (i.e., the average commonsense) contains no
misgivings. "It" wants the right values taught in the most efficient and
most economical mannen; it is here where a point -of strict theoretical
preCision is very pertinent because it hinges on the motives pf education
students. Nbt only can'no value be'directly transmitted from one mind to
"another; but neither, in a direct transmissional sense can anything be
taught. The feelings and thoughts of any person with all their value
content and overtones As they occur are the exclusively and directly
known events which are solely the private possessions of the holder. My

' thought or feeling as I know it cannot be transmitted to you even though
you may be talking with,me face-to-face anymore than *feeling can
remain in my own mind beyond'Ahe immediate present momft. Every feeling
I have'begins to erishls the succeeding thought or feeling arises.

It(For those reade desiring elaboration we can commend the writings of
William James and lfred North Whitehead.) What does happen when I
,believe I know your feeling.or thought? The.Jamesian solution is that
with the primary functioning of my efferent nervous apparatus I
conceptually construct your thought or feeling. This is distinctly
contrary to the standard cultural account that I know your mind ,

essentially through the sensations your behavior sends. The Jamesian 0
°account is that I know your mind essentially with the out-going
constructions I make of your behavior. I do choose the conceptions which
render the outward signs of your behavior intelligible to me.

4

Teacher education is a Matter of persuading education students
to persist in cultivating their theoetical identity -- to persist in
feeling that the values they feel are worth being rendered into value-

- talk and that just possibly that some of their value-talk shall in time
be useful in constructing valuekjheory. Just to know that the standard

,,i cultural conceptions need acaddmit interpretation, if not drastic
I 'revision, could help education students persist in the hope of fruitful
-introspection.
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What values have functioned in'the histpry of education?
Three abstract descriptions of value have dominated the thought of
Western Man: TRUTH, GOODNESS, and BEAUTY. Of _these three, it is
`reasonably clear that formal schooling has concentrated on the first

/leaving the other two primarily to churches, courts of law, the dictates
/ of fashion, and artists. We can make a good case for our culture being

"really hooked" on the belief that THE TRUTH is really there (somewhere)
existing in some vaguely apprehended monistic metaphysical state --

constituting, if we can indulge thejletaphor, a cow so sacred that it
would be presumptuous for ordinary folk (including teachers and education
students) to inquire into the evidence. Since the advent of the Puritans
in the New World, SCIENCE has increasingly become 'regarded as the primary
vehicle towards TRUTH. Because of the force of this tradition, the
gut-level feeling of most teachers is to serve TRUTH rather than WISDOM.
Wisdom is an abstraction denoting good judgment and decision-making; it
should not connote a quality of mind describing an elite minority. The

-maxim: "Thou shall know the TRUTH -- which shall make you free" has had
far greater sentimental value than the more-prosaic injunction: "Improve

your judgment-making functions -- your methods for deciding." We can
only speculate on how the history of education might have differed were
Plato to have formulated CHOICE as an Absolute having equal parity with
TRUTH. What can be argued very forcefully is that there has been at all
levels of schooling a horrendous imbalance on education for facts (sort
of baby-steps toward TRUTH) instead of education for valuing. Hopefully,

*there-is a point of view do valuing in teacher education which shall
legitimately employ the metaphor of giant steps towards JUDGMENT as a
primary societal value for schools.

At one level, education students as well as a large segment of
society-at-large are highly prone to value-talk. It is,difficult to
discuss theories of education without bombardments of pronouncements on
what schools "ought" to be doing. Thus, value-talk is abundant as raw
material for value theory. But such raw value-talk has to be refined and
examined if it is to become a basis of theory.

All three aspects of value: values-felt, value-talk, and value
theory are relevant in all phases of teacher education. This essay is
manifestly value theory in that it attempts meaningful generalizings on
value. In the foundational aspects of teacher education (ordinarily
found in courses described as social or psychological foundations . . .)

value theory is unavoidable. Value theory, as we have stated abOve, can
be presented didactically, e.g., through lectures and assigned readings.
An alternative 'process would be to use foundational courses as
laboratories for constructing value theory employing the value-talk of
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students based on their values-felt. It is possible that the value
theories formulated by even neophyte students shall prove to be as
comparably valid as those formulated by seasoned educational theorists.,.,'

Whatever the judgment of validity such writings when issuing straight-
forwardly out of "socialized value-talk" are apt to have humanistic
value, a quality'Which is often lacking in formalized value treatises.

Much signi cant valuetheory has been written directly out of
the deeply felt conce of writers without explicit reference to formal
doctrines of sociology or psychology. Pestalozzi's Evening Hour of the
Hermit is a noteworthy example. There is no logical reason why the
valuings-felt and the value -talk of our contemporary students should
issue into any less significant value theory.

Thecial climate of the foundational course can make a
difference in the quality of the various introspective efforts and the
cooperative efforts in relating value-talk to projected value theory.
When the foUndations classroom feels like an intellectual democracy this
could mean less reserve in communicating "just what one feels."
Communication in candor, however, requires the' understanding that the
appraisal of academik performance (the course-grade) is not contingent on
which value theories one holds but rather on quality and persistence in
effort in putting values -felt into words and in making intelligent use of
one's own data of value-talk. `...

The academic guidance which the education professor provides
relevant to fruitful introspection can also make a qualitative difference.
Students are likely to feel that the candid reporting of one's feelings
is a matter primarily for the shrink not having releyance for the
up-grading of one's academic efforts on value. They are likely to be
suspicious -- even frightened -- by the invitation to assemble their
personal data on values-felt. 111.4 concept of the ideal report of
values-felt can becomd a psychological deterrent. The very concept of
collecting one's personal "psychological data" is likely to be guiltily
confused with an unexpressed felt-duty to first master the writings of
eminent psychologists such as Freud, Skinner, Maslow and Hull before
presuming to be "one's own psychologist," i.e., one Who introspects his
values-felt.

Ideally, discussion in a permissiye social climate should be
characterized by felicitous communication premised on the legitimacy and
high significance of values-felt and ordered by deVres to use one's
value-talk in the construction of value theory. The reality is
ordinarily markedly different. The discussions of,teachers and would-be
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teachers (and their administrators) are characteristically methods-
centered. Rather than discu-iiing the "what of.education" ti.e., the
values to be served) they prefer to discuss "the how" (even when
manitestly unclear on. "the What"). A derivation of methods-talk is the
making of moralistic pronouncements against corrupt teacher practices --
e.g., featherbedding (with, of course, the unspoken reservation of
"present company excepted"). Vari6us forms of "rapping" can dominate
unstructured educational discussion: "American schools are inherently
corrupt" (often more so if the speaker is European); "universities foster
alienation of students"; or "minority groups (women or blacks) are
getting unfair shakes." "Rapping" can also take the form of complaining
that a very course dedicated to laboratory study of value theory does not
present sufficient structured content worthy of memorizing. The anomaly
is that while we dread the-challenge of acad mic freedom we have come to
enjoy our dependence on didactic hand-outs; have a love-hate
relationship with the'Establlshment of Acade Because of these-

.

tendencies, if teacher educationis to focus construction of value
theory using students' person al-data, a struct re of discipline is
imperative.

It is very American: to take on the value of disciplining one's
efforts in trying to Order one's valuings-fell; by writing about them.

The evidence for this is the journals of Emerson. 'However, this would
mean a drastic shift in orientation for the student who ha's been
indoctrinated in the belief that the only worthy objects for academic
writing are the tested conclusions of bard natural science. When the
student's modest begi ings are unequivocally accepted as worthy human
data he is likely to eel ready to make the transition. Even a hard

dispositiqn to rap at "them who are the cause of it all" is susceptible
to being sublimated into the desire to take on'the role of objective
scientist noting the eqidenceAirectly present in introspection. Small

group discussion.caRyinsteadtif indulging rapping, encourage the sharing
of accounts of introspective efforts. tThe "natural" tendency to argue
education can be sublimated into the,desire to know in depth how others
feel.about it. In such a context the rudiments of philosophical dialogue
can be. introduced. Plato's Republic has the potential utility of making
clear that Thrasymachus (the chap who wanted indoctrinated answers) has
many a modern counterpart.,_

. A "new" student of education is apt to be up-tight about the
adequacy of his methods and consequently he is likely to want to escape
from value theorizing into practical methods talk -- even in foundational
study. Conceivably, he can be persuaded of the pertinency of Dewey!-s
maxim: "there is nothing more practical than a good theory" es cially
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if he has had a hand.in formulating it. The discipline required in
formulating oneTs own theories should serve to increase one's confidence
in confronting the value - issues in the society and (especially the
educational controversies within Academe itself).

An education student needs to feel that he can be his own
psychologist in introspecting one's values-felt: (This is William James'
conception of being a psychologist -- one who reports the functioning of
consciousness.) Ordinarily, one needs extended and repeated critical
reactions of a friendly supportive sort to what one writes. Such writing
should not be confused with mini-term papers based on library sources.
The appropriate end is to sensitize oneself to one's developing potential
as a value theorist. When one has a fair collection of more-or-less pure
personal value-talk (recorded in writing) the transition from "I have
held these values to "Shouldn't everyong?" is inevitable. Here it is
.even more important that student effort be conditioned by frequent
friendly critiquing. Hopefully, the education professor shall not be
just another academic taskmaster indulging his status of rank. He needs
to value his (or her) role as a party to a humanistic dialogue. His role
is not to disprove and correct the modest theoretical ruminations of the
student. I have heard it said that one should never try to disprove
offered theories but to try improving them. The student who complains of
paucity of experience on which to base his value-reporting need only be
reminded that he has had at least sixteen years of schooling which have
conditioned his values-felt.

How shall textual sources be used? In this context-they ought
'not be treated as repositories of definitive value theory -- even
considering that the temptation to so view the products of classical
writers such as James_and Dewey and worthy contemporaries shall be
strong. Instead they should be viewed as laboratory reports in the
on-going search for'more relevant value theory. The better writings are

to be those which explicate the method leading to the theories rather
than those which merely4fdactically. adumbrate the theories, but we must
avoid being dogmatic even about this distinction. Normally,, a student is
more ready for philosophical studies in value after trying first his.own
admittedly amateurish hand. He needs to ,be persuaded that the laboratory
for value theory he belongs to in this actual, foundational classroom is
just as signifiCant as the "intellectual laboratories" in which James and
Dewey worked. These eminents are fellow workers in the vineyard -- not
academic saints to revere.

t The student needs special warning abput the inherent
discursiveness'of educational writings. In his zeal for knowledge he
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looks for firm axioms and instead finds elaborate exiilan tions. When the
latter become incomprehensible, he is apt to suspect the inadequacy of
his own logic rather than error in his readiness strateg or even
syntactical confusion in the phrasing of. the eminent wrier. If we, '''

condition ourselves to write our own value theories we are apt to be
avidly attentive to the efforts of eminent philosophers; we mayeven in
time aspire to be professional philosophers ourselves eve if our basic
economic livelihood comes from teaching the fourth grade. To write value
theory is one approach in philosophic inquiry. Plato pr dicted that
societies would continue to be in grave trouble unless t e governors
become philosophers.. Isn't it fair to think of teachers as governors? ,

They are the legally constituted authorities in their classrooms.

In drawing to a close, I. haven't said enough about choice. We

can say that the student chooses both his value-reports and chooses his
values theories, but it is likely that the really significant choice is
more foi. persistent effort in uncovering the data of values-felt. The

data, when clearly expressed shall normally imply some tentative
formulations of value theory which more-or-less logically follows.

The value theory we have already implied is that the making of
intellectual choices when formulating value theory shall have positive
carry-over value in the actual activity of teaching,. It seems reasonable

to believe that an education student's having learned something of the
discipline of writing his own value theory should feel comparably
creative when relating to the customary modus operandi he'll find
enshrined in the activities of hard-bitten practitioners. If there is to

be a value revolution affecting the schools, hopefully a student who has
had value-based teacher education shall play a positive role.
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Typically, educational articles begin with catchy quotes,
poetic distillations, or intriguing bits of dialogue.

I have not done this. Purposefully. I have begun inste d with
an observation on the beginning of educational irticles. My inten is

neither to appear more (or less) clever than others, but rather to
indicate early that this article will be a departure from usual fo
attempting not so much to inform readers of what others have leaf h l and
experienced, but to allow them to develop their own personal obsery tions;
more specifically observations about some important elements involved in
their own, values and the teaching about valuing.

As a matter of fact, this article will not, in the conventional
sense, be an article. I haye designed it instead to be an experience,
hopefully a unique experience, to assist the`teacher-reader to explore
his or her own perceptions about certain values, and equally, if not
more, important, the implications of these perceptions as applied to
teaching in the realm of values.

Because the following exploration will focus upon specific,
subject-matter in the area of values and because it will structure a
specific approach to that content, it will require your pencil and paper
commitment and cooperation as well as your intellectual commitment and
cooperation if,your experience is to be valid and productive. Therefore,
before proceeding into the activity you will need to agree to do the
following three things with me:

e

1) to actively participate in the suggested sequence of
activities, ALLOWING AND ENCOURAGE THE EXPERIENCE TO
HAPPEN. At this point this means Do not look.ahead,
but take each phase in its turn.

2) :TO BE IN COMMUNION, to the greatest extent possible,
WITH YQUR OWN THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS AS YOU UNDERGO
THE EXPERIENCE;

3) TO DESCRIBE YOUR THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS, as precisely
as possible, in writing whenever the directions
suggest you do so. (My own experience suggests you
do this with a pencil, preferably one with an eraser.
You may also wish to secure a piece of paper and use
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C.)

it'because of space limitations for writing_ your.
responses in the text.)

.

,
.

If you now have your pencil, please indicate your willingness
to accept the commitments above by placing a check-mark next to the
number of each one you intend to follow 1 -exgriencing the activity.
(Please take note of yoqr thbughts eelings as you make this
dedisionj

.., If you do not have epencil.in hand and have decided not to'.
make these commitments, please ponder the following questions before A

- Proceed to look ahead:

1. What happened to bring you to the conclusion not to
participate? .

. 2. What are some of the specific elements (thoughts and
feelings) that supported your decision not o participate? ,-

1/(t

3. Was, one of the elementS'yo dentified a fear of stfigied?--kin
If so, how would you describe this fey -for example, a fear of the

'.- unknown, of failure, of trusting a stranger, etc.)? In what ways, if any,
has. this fear operated1 in your,life 'before?

,

4. Was one of the elements you identified a prejudgment'of the
value of the experience? If so; what assumptions might this prejuidgment
have been based upon?. In what ways, if any, have you prejudged possible
experiences before? With what consequences?

.

.

5. What might be at least one value you hold (a belief about
personal conduct or an ideal state of existence) that is consistent with
"y64-'de tft-i-On-not"t6 participate as invited? In what other ways fiaVe.you
used this value standard in making decisions about your behavior? With

.

what consequences?
.

6. What might be one tentative conclution or generalization
ioU .Could make about this experience so far? In might. you use
such a conclusion or generalization in the future?

' ..

If after poriddring these questions you have changed your
-decision, welcome back! 'Please get your pencil and paper and begin by
checking 'off the commitments above, ,!.

PLEASE PROCEED WITH THENEXT ACTIVITY.

.
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THE ULTIMATE VALUES OF AMERICANS

The Situation:
,

. -
Below are statements of eightden4Iltimate values (ideal states

. 1
of existence worth striving for) 'listed in alphabetical, order and
containing an explanatory phrase within parentheses. These.were
presented [in 1968 brthe National Opinion ReSearch Center (NORC)] tq a
representative sample of Americans drawn from all strata of Americab
society. Respondents were gpecifically asked. to "". . .'arrange them in
Order of their importance to YOU, as _guiding principles in YOUR life,." (1)-

Directions: Please complete both steps below before turning the page.

Step One: In the column to e left of the value statements, rank-order
each value listed in terms hoWYOU.would rank it in accordance with

,

its importance to YOU'as a uiding principle-1n YOUR life: Place'a
number 1 by the value,yo hink is most important as a guiding.principle.1
for your life, a number by the second most important, and so on through
number 18, the least iM ortant value to you of those listed.

Step Two: In the column to- ethright of the value statements rank-order
each value listed in term§ of how you would predict the ave American
in the study actuaITY7FiWenEei. Place a number 1-Fit e va ue you
think the average American ranked as most Important, a number 2.by the
second most important, and so. on through number 18,,the least Important
value-of those listed.

Step. pm:
My Personal

Ranking Value Statement

Step Two:
My RredicTIEn of.the
Average; American's

Ranking

A COMFORTABLE LIFE (a prosperous life)
AN EXCITING LIFE (a stimulating, active life)
A SENSE OF, ACCOMPLISHMENT (lasting contribution)

. A WORLD OF PEACE (free of war and conflict)
A WORLD OF BEAUTY (beafty of nature. and the arts). ,

EQUALITY (brotherhood, equal opportunity-for 01)-
FAMILY SECURITY (taking care of loved ones)
FREEDOM (independence, fide choke)
HAPPINESS (contentedness) "
INNER HARMONY (freedom from inner donflict)



; SP,'

2C.'4
i;

MATURE LOVE (sexualand spirltUal_14imacyJ
NATIONAL SECURITY (protection from attack)
PLEASUR (an enjbyable leisurely life)
SALVATI N (saved, eternal life)
SELF-RE PECT (self- esteem)
SOCIAL ECOGNITION (respect, admiration)
TRUE F IENDSHIP (close companionship)
WISDOM (a mature understanding of life)

..' Before pr coeding to analyze and,interpret yOur rankings and-.
. predictions take ti e to identify and write down some of the.reactions
you had and now hay about doing the activity by briefly co4leting the
three questions below. We will come back to these answers later.

1. Complete,the following unfinished sentences:

a) When I was askedto'make the three commitments

b) During the activity I

c) My personal rankings of the valUes

d) My predictions of the average American'S rankings

e) Some feelings I had while doing tee activity were
1

f) Some interesting thoughts I had well*

was pleased by

h) Now, that I've completed the ranking activity

. How satisfied are you [r'ight now] about the way you have ranked the
eighteeh values in terms of their importance in Yotar own life?
(Circle one number below)

2 3 4y 5 6

Extremely
Satisfied

. 146

,8 9 10 141

R. .Extremely

Dissatisfied'

,
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Please explain briefly why you circled t e number you did.

3. How confident are, you [right now] that "y u have accurately predicted

the average American's ranking of the eighteen values? (Circle one
number .below)

2 3- 4 5 6 9 10 11

Extremely Extremely
Satisfied Dissatisfied<

.Please explain briefly why youicircled the number you,did.

III

In order to analyze and interpret'some of the important meaning of this
experience for you take time now to write down briefly your responses to
the followipg:

1. Write down one gra.two major results you find when you compare and .

contrast the data collected into Table I.
4

2. Whit are some of the important reactions (thought's and feelings) you
have about these results?

1
3. How do these thoughts 'and feelipgs compare and contrast with the
'specific reactions you identified earlier (in Section II of the .article)
before seeing Table I? What similarities and/or differences do you find?
Holl might you explain them?

N4

4.' .How satisfied are you right now about the way you have ranked the
-eighteen values in terms of their imlortance'as guidelines'in your life
(circle one number below)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Extremely
Satisfied

-

117

Extremely.
Dissatisfied

.
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at?
_.....-.----."

.

Explain briefly why you circled the number yOu did. Is this the
same or different from the way you responded in Section II of the
-article? Why? r)

5. What are one.or two useful conclusions or generalizations you woul
make about this total experience?

6. In In what specific Ways or situations might you apply or use these
conclusions or generalizations in the future?. What consequences migh,,

, - result from applying them?

i

.-
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NOTE TO READER: You-have now completed the activity portion of
this*article. What you have experienCed as you ranked your own values of
sample Americans, and analyzed and interpreted both your values and the
process of valuing has hopefully evoked,a few (possibly many)
applications for you in your personal and professional life. If so, we
have joined together in a win-win endeavor* I have not written in vain
and,you have not read in vain. Therefore, if you stop reading right now,
assuming ybu have gained some insights, you will take away with you the
,!'guts" or "meat" of the experience we have both engaged in and will have
achieved,the major outcomes I had hoped for.

Unfortunately, the media which has allowed us this opportunity
to explore values,limits us to a one-way exchange. Nothing'would afford
me greater plelsure at this point than to sit down with you and mutually
explore our feelings, insights, and suggestions about teaching. In lieu
of that highly desirable state of affair I am offering, as an addendum,
some of my personal thoughts, definition and feelings regarding values
and the teaching of values as illustrate, somewhat by the preceding
activity. Td this purpose, then, I have appended section IV should you
eleetto pur ue it. Also, because I am o totally committed to mutual
exchange as a means for human understanding and professional growth, I
would feel greatly privileged if you as a reader chose to respond to me
with whatever thoughts,, feelings, and insights you gained from entering
into this experience with me.

IV

, The preceding activity illustrates, perhaps as best a-written
article can,. the experiential. approach to teaching (aboutivalues.and most
other things) that my students and I use to learn together. There are
two interrelated aspects to thit apirlbach th4 are ,of flxcial interest
and I will discuss them here in relatibn, to;the'aCtivity you have just
en agedin. These two aspects, although not separated in practice, are
(1) the content or concept(s) being explored at particular time, and
(2) the process used to structure and direct the.exploration. I've found
that ap ropriate consideration of both'aspects of this approach to
teachin and learning is necessary for having me ningful experiences with
my students.

150



The Content of the Experience

The'content or concepts selected for the experience serve to
directsattention or focus the exploration and provides one basis for
active reflection on a specific and manageable amount of subject-m
In the case of the activity just presented, the content selected
provided by the sociiT-resevph of Milton Rokeach, research which .

attiiiPts, generally, to exPrfstin the nature of human values and,

specifically, to identify some of the values Americans say theyUse to
guide their life decisions. The content of the activity, then, is one
important aspect of this approadh and serves as one thing that my
students and I talk about in analyzing and interpreting the meaning of a
particular experience.

Regarding the importance of values as content, I think that
most critical observers of the present social scene agree that we are
presently in the midst of a value crisis. They point to increasing signs
of personal alienation as evidence that individuals are experiencing a
diminishing sense of what is really important to strive for or to become-
as persons. Thus, for me as a teacher, a consideration of values seems
crucial to my understanding of social events and of individual behavior.
In considering values I think it is essential to ponder such major
questions 'as:.

163

(1) What Are Values?

(2) What Role Do Values Play in the Lives of Individuals?

(3) Where Do Values Come From?

Rokeach, in his study of human values, helped me to
clarifyby *inking about the first question when he defined a value as

. an'enduring belief that a spebific mode of conduct or end-state
of existence is personally and socially preferable to Alternative [ones]."
(1) A value, then, is a standard or a criterion that I use inpaking
decisions about my 'MIR. When I internalize this criterion as part of my
self-concept, I 'use the value (and I think others do too) in at 'least the
following 4 ways: 1) to decide what behavior is most appropriate in a
particular situation (for example:. Is it more appropriate for me to
finish this article today and feel a sense of accomplishment or to go and
have a martini and watch a football game 4nd feel the pleasure of a

.,.cOMfortablelifel), (2) to develop and justify my attitudes towards
'specific objects and persons (for example: I think and have thought for

\
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a long time that owning a lot of things was not as important to' me as
spending my time gtd money enjoying and helping other people, therefore,
I think I will keep7mpeight-year-old car longer, And not follow the
example of my neighbor who has the attitude that a person's success is
judged by the kind of c he ives), (3) to compare and contrast myself
with others which leads me to m al judgments about myself and others
(for example: I think my neighbor is dead wrong for spending so much of
the fgmfly's income on automobiles), (4) to provide guidance about
influencing the values, attitudes, and actions of significant others in
my life (Tor example: I would urge my loved ones to follow my example in
placing family security ahead of social recognition and limiting the use
of money for material things to only those things that are.really needed
for the kind of life we have agreed upon).

My values, although not the same thing'as my behavior, are at
the root of my actions, serving as the directive purposes fdr my
decisions to strive for certain states of existence and/or to strive in
certain ways. Personal values are not always specifically or overtly
,expressed by my students, hence, a growing concern by me and other
educators for teaching and learning about valuing and for helping
students and teachers clarify their own values. But clarified or not,
values are nonetheless operative in the lives of individuals.

The above definition of a value implies two kinds of basic _

values or standards used by Individuals. One is a terminal or ultimate
Value and takes the form: "I believe that, for me, such-and-such an
end-state of existence (for example, personal salvation, a world at .

peace) is personally and socially worth striving for." tTerminal values
served as the content for the activity presented in this article.) A

second kind of value is instrumental in nature an takes the form: "I

believe that; for me, such-and-such a mode of co duct or way of behaving
(for example, being honest or acting courageous) is personally and
socially preferable in all situations with respect to objects and".
persons." (A similar activity could' be designed around Rokeach's
eighteen instrumental values and used to illustrate that concept.)

R arding where values come from, I-believe I have come to hbld
my values p marily as a result of my experiences with family members,
peers, teac and members of other social institutions like doctors,
policemen,. businessmen, etc. Whenever I perceive myself as a person .

through asking the question: "Who Am I?" I must necessarily answer it
in the light of a second inquiry,."In Relation To What?" because I cannot

really know. myself in a social vacuum. Therefore, I view myself (as J
"think others do) in relation to social and psychological concepts about
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which I have gained some important generalizations through past
experiences with others.

Building on the work of Dewey and Piaget, Lawrence Kohlberg has
suggested that a child, like you, me, and other adults, has certain ways'
of thinking about values and, thus; the proper way to view a child is as
a "moral philosopher." (2) Through this process of "philosophizing" the

child formulates moral ideas into organized patterns of thought. It

becomes important then for we as teachers to do the sagle, i.e., to be
conscious of our own values, the 'process we use in arriving at them, and
the way these values influence our actions toward others. In addition, I

think it important that we be aware of the value positions of others in
the culture, like those in the Rokeach sample, who influence the child in
the development of his values.

-The Process of the Experience'

.If the results of Kohlberg's studies are correct, that is, that
the child acts as a "moral philosophei.,' then it is necessary that you
and I as educators, understand and provide a compatible,Anteractive

process whereby that child can effectively arrive at his own value beliefs.

Such a process I believe is outlined in Diagram I entitled "An
Experiential Approach to Teaching." This is essentially the process I
used to structure the activity presented in this article and the one
predominantly usd in my classroom. Although a complete explanation of
thes.dynamics of this process is precluded here, a brief discussion of its
phases might provide some clues for your use of it in teaching in your
classroom. . ,

This experiential process has four sequential phases. Phase I

.which I calls the "What?" or activity phase -- involves engaging my
students in an activity which is structured so that the student willingly
commits'himself to experience the selected content by "actively
participating in the exploration of the concept(s), and, ordinarily, this
is done through interacting in some specified way with others as this
exploration takes place. In section I of the activity in this article I
asked you to commit yourself to actively participate according to the
directions given, to tune in continuously to your reactions, and to
verbalize those reactions in writing at appropriate times. Thus, I
attempted to gain your commitment to experience the activity as it was
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166 DIAGRAM Ii AN EXPERIENTIAL APPROACH TO TEACHING*

Dr. Gerald L. Moulton

PHASES DYNAMIC SEQUENCE

"WHAT?"
(Activity)

;II, .

"WHAT
HAPPENED?"

(Awareness)

IfI

"SO WHAT?"

(Analysis)

IV

"NOW WHAT?"

(Applications)

SELECT

STRUCTURE AND DIRECT
EXPERIENCING OF CONCEPT

IS THE INDIVIDUAL AWARE ,A NO
OF THE EXPERIENCE? EFFECT

YES

HELP SHARE PERCEPTIONS 1"

AND INCREASE TOTAL

HELP TO IDENTIFY SPECIFIC !

ELEMENTS OF THE EXPERIENCE'

HELP TO IDENTIFY CONCLUSIONS AND
POSSIBLE NAiS,TO APPLY'ELEMENTS OF
THE EXP R1ENCE

CAN ANY OF THESE BE

USED TO ENHANCE THE
7

YES

CAN THEY BE USED
IF CHANGED?

. YES

DESIGN NEW EVENT
OR EXPERTFWF

CL FORGET_S,
IT?

HE

USN.

E THEM
NOW?

YES I/

HELP APPLY THROUGH
CHANGED BEHAVIOR `/
IN TERMS OF THE

INSIGHTS GAINED

CAN HE
USE rt
!ATER,

YES

STORE IDEAS
FOR FUTURE
USE

NO

*Developed in paft from ideas suggested by Sue Cuinnings, Homer.Baker and Tqrry Bofton
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structured and to experience it and examine it in specified ways. For

the teacher, phase I involves,1) selecting the content to be explored,
and 2) structuring the exploration in a way that actively involves the
student. There are a number of sources now where activities of this sort
can be found and adapted to your particular situation. For example, in
the area of valuing,-the book by Sidney Simon, et.al., entitled Values
Clarification: A Handbook of Practical StrategiiSTor Teachers contains
seventy nine possible activities. 3) I am also preparing a book which
will contain, in addition to some practical activities to use, a chapter
on how to design such experiential activities for use with a variety of
concepts.

Phase II -- the "What Happened?" or awareness phase =- involves
my helping students become aware of the elements of the experience.
These elements are the perceptions, thoughts, and feelings.of the
participants. My crucial role as a teacher in this phase is to facilitate
the identifyihg, clarifying, and sharing of all of the important elements
they may have experienced in participating in the structured activity.
Guiding this interaction involves the effective use of questions designed
to encourage students to%allow their reactions to surface and be
verbalized. I've found that three kinds of questions generally aid the
interaction of this phase: 1) general open-ended questions (for example:
"What(happened as you did that? or "What are your reactions at this

" point'to what you did?" or "What else happened?") are likely to generate
recall responses and do not intimate any kind of restriction on reporting
personal reactions, 2) questions which focus on or ask for reactions
about crucial points in the experience, especially those areas neglected
in response to open-ended inquiry, (for example, "What feelings did you
have when you tried to do such-and-such?" -- many of my students Are not
accustomed to sharing feelings or considering them as relevant elements
of.an experience and I many times have to probe for these in the
discussion to make the students aware of themY; 3) questions which
request clarification of what is reported and, thus, enhance the awareness
of everyone about the meaning of a particular reaction (for example, I
often promote clarification by using and encouraging paraphrasing, that
is, restating a response in terms of what it meant to me and asking the
student if.that represents an accurate statement of the meaning he
intended).

During this second phase, I try hard to remember the strong

need of students for acceptance of what they report and the need to avoid
making judgments or evaluations of their responses at this point. I

often have to remind students (and myself) that the purpose of this phase
is to collect data not to interpret it. The elements being reported are,
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after all, the "facts" of the experience, even though these "facts" may
-differ from one persoicto.another. -These diff6fences of "faetP in
themselves often serve as fruitful avenues to reaching important
conclusions about the concept being explored. Section II of this
article contains some examples of the kind of questions I would use to
enhance awareness although the format have differs from whatwould
ordinarily be used in a two-way discussion.

i:/base III -- the "So What?" or analysis phase -- is essentially
a period o analysis and interpretation, i.e., a -search for the real
meaning of/the experience for each of us. We try to focus the discussion
on both the content and the process of the experience and eventually
arrive at some important conclusions or generalizations abo

,
t this

tiexperience

that has relevance for us in enhancing ourNiv in the future.

In facilitating the interaction of Phase III, I attempt, as I
'd in section III of this article, to use several basic types of inquiry

q stions: (1) interpretative and analytic questions which call for
re ating the "facts" of the experience in such a as to arrive at some
specific results, conclusions, or generalizations

J

ich seefil justified by
these "facts'' (for example, "What would you concl e about the use of

?" "What inference.can you make about -'4 '"c711 "From your
experience so far, what generalization do you think is rranted
about . . .?" "What conditions must exist or process be used before
such-and-such is likely to happen?") (2) application and evaluative
questions which call for identifying and judging ways to use or apply the
conclusions or generalizations, i.e., transferring current beliefs to new
or different situations in the future (for example, "If you were faced
with the following situation in the future, what do you think you would
do? Is that consistent with your conclusion about'what happened here?"
"What might happen if . . .? or What do you think might have happened
if . .,.?" "What might; 6e the consequences of doing that?" "In what
ways and situations might that be useful to you in the future? How might
we change it so it would be better?").

Phase IV -- the "Now What?" or application phase -- is a
continuing process of the person wherein the possible actions and
applications resulting from the classroom activityare tested in the
crucible of human experience. My role here as a-teacher is to help the
student to find appropriate ways to do this testing and to provide ways
for him to receive feedback on his efforts. This, in essence, is the,
real outcome of any learning arising from the experience in the classroom
and takes the form of changed behavior or tendencies for changed behavior.
My planning of additional experiences:for my students and for myself will
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be guided the results of this phase in the approach, thus, the circle
or closed loop of the model is completed and we are back at the beginning.

When I vie/ my own growth and my teaching with this model In
mind I find my life and my work is exciting and rewarding and freeing.
And a free, exciting, and achieving existence is high on my list of
values to strive for. I'sincerely wish the same for you and for your
students!

Documentations

1. Milton Rokeach, The Nature of Human Values, The Free Press,
New York, 1973, 438pp.

2. Lawrence Kohlberg, The Child as Moral Philosopber', Dushkin
Publishing Group, Inc.

3. Sidney Simon, Leland W. Howe, and How4r&Kirschenbauni,
Values Clarification: A Handbook of Practical StrategieSr.for Teachers
and Students, Hart Publishing Company, New York,PPp.
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American. teachers are being asked
to-agde#

rtain how many of"
their,pupitshive Wag tn their socks. This request comes not from some
fedqral_agencycopcerned with the podiatrit health of the'nation's
.children, butftom prominent educators who assert the,result to be
!'valuds clarification." In-'the name of values clarification, teachers
have been .asked to quiz their students about how often they wash their
hair, hoii mach they spend, on Christmas -- gifts, whether or not"they buy

sexpaperaCks-or believe in G.O. 'Co' prevent the inevitable wave"of
anger aneripiallet, ("What did you learn in school today?" "I learned
that Pete'sq110/00pOn!t-darn his socks.");we stiovid carefully_ examine
this propqgal*Otherattonale.whichgdpports it.

.. . . .

The mosrwidely known advocate Of values clai-ification is
Professor Sidney B..SifiOn of .the University of Massachusetts,--He Was ;
co-author, along with; Louis E,,Raths and Meri:i1J Harmin,,,of the -first
important book on'the'subject; Values"and leach' . Since thg 19667-

,
publication date of this vtIume,-PTOTetsOti Simon as coauthored two
handbooks of teaching strategies,and_publicizedthepoVement through a
variety of lectures and -artic?es:jn edycatiohal,journajs. The ,purpose Of,

the present inquiry is a grit cal eXaminaftOn of valdes pacification as'
represented in the work of Professor aiMon gheibis closOgtociatesj 'jp :.
accomplish this task; values clarification theqry.and practice-will ftrs
be analyzed. Then a more adequate theory of value,e4dCation will be '

suggested and the curricular techniques of values'c1arificat on will be
criticized from this new viewpoint.

A definition of value in the formof seven criteri comprises
the most significant the() etical statement of the values.cla ification
movement. Initially appe 'ring in Values and Teaching, this riterial

definition has since been repeated in a variety of abbrevia ed and
restructured fOrmatS. As originally enumerated, the crite .1a intlude:,
(a) A Value must be a thing chosen freely without coerc' . (b) A value

must be chosen from among available alternatives. (c A value,must be a
thing chosen after thoughtful consideration of the consequences of each
alternative. (d) A value must be something we are pleased with, something
we prize and cherish. (e) A value must be a thing we are willing to i

publicly affirm. (f) A value must be something which we act upon, which,
affects our life. (g) A value must be something which creates a constant-
pattern of reheated behavior in our life. (1) . .

..,

For the advocates of values clarification, these' even criteria
.

function as a standard, determining when a value is,present. Raths,

Harmin and Simon declare, "unless something satisfies all seven of the
criteria . . . we_do not call it a value." (2) Thus, according to thtif
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analysis, essential bodily functions such as eating cannot be.Said to be.
Valued since we have no choice in such matters. We must eat in order to -

live. Choices about what we eat and when may reflect values, howayeil.'
Further, impulsive or thoughtless choices, because.they.iolate:triterion
three, are held not to lead to values: A choice which' an,jndiyidual,iS
ashamed of, which he or she cannot, willingly wOUld Baia to
qualify as a value under,criteria four and.five,.and.choiCes

. reflected fn Our lives fall short,of criteria six andsgven. Any single,
deficiencpis enough to disqualify,sometbIngas a value..

.,.

-The first four
.

of these seven Criteria concern personal.and
)f subjedtive conditioni, and this subjectivism onstitutes a

,

/ . element of values clarification theory. The'e is,.a way about the'
source of such subjectiVe decisions. At ti s, value choices a're,held to
emerge entirely f;pm the seffeSimon inaearticle co-authored by Sara
Massey, compares the values, clarification process to an archeological
expedition.in which the object-Of study is the self. .Rather than ,,

.:supplying'pogsible value choices, the purpose of values clarificationis
to enable thg student to "discover" his or her own inherent values. (3)
On other otp.asions,bow406r, values are depicted as being chosen from

. alternatives-external to the self. Thus, in an interview published in
, Nations Schools, Simon Offers, values clarification as "a process kids ,can

use to examine various value systems and then. select and reject elements
,from each." (4). No matter whizh-of these positions we accept, however,
value choices are visualizeeas personal and subjective.

1------

This,subjettivism leadS values clar fication,proponents to
adopt the"thoroughl relativistic pasitio at all individual value
choices must be accorded equal merit. Since values are individual and ..

tubjective; and;, further, must be determined in a situation free_of._
coercion, no one has the right to try to influence the value choices of.
any other person. Values clarification theorists conceive of valuation
as aterritory where all maps are, subjective. Should you decide to

.
locatetilifornia to the north of Oregon, I may privately admire the
beauty of your map or secretly scorn its lack of symmetry. Tn,thelast
analysis, however2 your map is,your map; mine is mine. As neither can be

o Judged better than the other, any attempt on my part to Influence the
arrangement of your map must be rejected as illegitimate. In the

"'classroom, this injunction against passing ludgment on the yalue choices
'. of others applies with particular force to the teacher, who must avoid
.41oralizing, criticizing,-giving values, or evaluating. " (4) To comply .

with this requirement, the teacher must eschew !tall hints of 4good' or .

, .. ,l'rightl'or !acceptable,' or the opposites," (5) in efforts at values'
clarification. This restriction on teacher behavior, repeated.

. ,...-.
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frequently in published materials conderning values clarification
epitomizes the relativism of the movement.

.
...:,, . .

,

,Anyone who attempts to fdund a value education program on a
bas.i$' of Subjective relativism must deal with the question of why it is
ie:cessary or desirable to have value education at all. If all value
thanes are_petsonal and subjective, if one choice,cannot be defended as

.- ,. superior to another, then it is as pointless to teach valuation as it is
,to"teach cartography in a world where all maps are arbitrary and personal.
If carried to,A,s, logical conclusion, subjective relativism renders
instructiOn Wvalues an idle pastime, While a review of the various
Unscored'and unSdorable games that constitute values clarification
strategiemi§ht lead to the conclusion that an afternoon's amusement is
the,e*in-View, the charitable assumption is that the champions of such
tla.stroom',Procedures do not consider their techniques as mere-

entertainment. Therefore, careful attention must be given to the manner
ip whicehlney ittempt.to resolve the problems of subjective relativism.

.c.,, ,

Since values. clarification advocates have denied the legitimacy.
cif direct intervention by teachers in the value chdices of students, only.

.two alternatives remain. Either, teachers must ignore valuation as beyond

. the scone of education, or they must turn their focus 'to the methodology
by which value decisions are made. The authors of the values
clarification movement attempt to implement the latter alternative. As

an enthusiast expressed ft: "Values clarification involves a.series of
strategies.which are not guilty of forcing one set of right Values down
the throats of all students. Instead the process,tends to raise issues,
to confront the student with inconsistencies and get him to sort out his
'own values." (6) Raths, Harmin, and Simon originally articulated this
same principle:

. . . we shall,be less cerned with the particular
value outcomes of any one_, n s experiences than we will

with the process' that,heilses to obtain his valys. Because
,life is different ,ti-Augh time and space, we-cannot be certain
"what experiencesitny one person will have. We therefore
cannot be certain what values, what style of life, would be
(most suitable fbr any person. We do, however, have some,ideas
about what processes might be most effective for obtaining.
values. (7)

At first glance, this position seems to resemble that which the
'Australian educational philosbpher, Brian Hill, calls "normative
autonomism." (8) Normative autonomism is a second order ethical theory,,
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which means that it focuses on t e standards of rational ethical
discourse rather than dealing directly with standards of ethical

. behavior. Although we may not be able tofdirectly decide what is gool
and what is evil for all perSonscwe can, perhaps, decide what is a
legitimatg and what an illegitimate reason for an ethical decision and

, what conditions we must observe if we are to commit, ourselves to
rationality in our,valuing. A normative autonomist argues that although
every perSon must decide value Issues privately, the standards for
rational decision-making are public. Thus, we.might teach cartography,in
°dr non-objective terri'tory by focusing upon the rules of good map making,,
assisting our students in implementing these rules rather than presenting
them with ready-made maps to be copied exactly. A normative autonomist
teacher would scrupulously avoid dictating value laden conclusions to
students while inculcating the standards of rational inquiry. The goal
of such an approach is to enable every stuient to reach his or her own
private subjective values by the most reasonable procedures. As an
ethical theory, normative autonomism has serious weaknesses, but it can
and has been used as an effective basis for value education. (9)

4P

Many statements made by proponents of values clarification
might convince the casual observer thatsthe movement is based upon
normative autonomism. However, a closer examination of both theory and,
practice demonstrates this conclusion false. In terms of theory,
normative autonomism demands a fully developed systematic discussion of
the standards of rational deliberation, an element missiing from the
literature of values clarification. In practice, valueg clarification
strategies do not emphasize the process of rationally justifying value
choices. A survey of the practical techniques advanced by Simon et.al.,
indisates that the prototypical procedure is simply to ask tie student
verbally to react to same question or hypothetical situation. After the
students make their statements individually, the lesson ends. No
judgments are passed on either reasons or conclusions.

Typical of this type of practical procedure is the strategy
called -"values'voting." The teacher utilizing this'strategy asks a
series of questions beginning "How many of you . . .?" and the students
indicate their response by raising their hands. Somg representative
questions include:

Howmany of you . .

'1. enjoy watching movies on TV?
2. go t'o church or temple regularly?

15. think you are racially Prejudiced?
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57. have a hole in your sock rjght now?
73. think we should legalize mercy killings? (10)

Directions for this strategy suggest that the teacher occasionally pick
one of the questions and ask students to state their reaction to it.
This might take bravery considering the absurdity of many of the 'queries.
Even with this addendum, however, the strategy goes no further than
individual statements of belief. No attempt is made to develop methods
of rational justification. -

In some strategies-teachers may demand reasons for student
choices. Even in such cases, however, any standards of judgment
introduced are entirely arbitrary. For example, in one strategy the
students sit in the corner of a darkened classroom with a lighted cand
at the center of the group. The teacher asks them to imagine that they
are trapped in a cave with only a narrow passageway for escape. As t ey

must exit single file, and as the passageway may collapse at any time/,
those who go first stand the best chance of survjival. After establishing
this imaginary situation, the teacher requires that each student in turn
give reasons why heor she should be near the head of the line:

Your reasons can be of two kinds. You can tell us

what you want to live for; or what you have yet to get out of

life that is impoitant to yOu. Or you can talk about what
you have to contribute to others in the world that would
justify your being near the front of the line. Both types of

reasons will be considered equally; the things you want to
live for can have just as much weight as the things you do

for others. (11)

This latter restriction on the scope of.the discussion is the only
contribution of the-teacher to setting standards of inquiry. The authors

give no reason for the elimination of such obvious arguments as "I'm the
strongest of the group and will push aside anyone who gets ahead of me;
I have a club to enforce my will." One of the most important value
issues of the situation, whether social worth is to take precedence over
personal satisfaction, is eliminated by fiat: both are to be treated

equally. Yet it is impossible, to know how this equality can be
implemented, for although the students are asked to determine the best
order of their withdrawal, they are given no guidance concerning the
methodology of a rational collective decision. Within the parameters of
the strategy, such a decision might as easily be reached by fist-fight
as by vote.
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Al hough the values clarification movement hasizspawned many

1;

other class om strategies, none go beyond this level' of arbitrary
personal.j Wfication. Without the application of so stalidards of
rationality, such a recital of private statements can ardly qualify as
public dis'course. Therefore, the claims of values clarification
advocates that they focus their efforts on the process of valuing must
not be taken to mean that they expect to improve the quality of the
reasons students use to justify their value choices. The subjective
relativism of the movement applies not only to the results of the valuing
process, but also to the reasons advanced forvalue choices.---Values
clarification cannot'qualify as a variation of normative autonomism. The
proponents of values clarification must pun elsewhere to convince us
that values shoul'd be of interest to the teacher.

Professor Simon and his associates respond to this challenge
with the surprising assertion that, although one value cannot be judged
as better than another, the mere possession of a value as defined by the
seven criteria yields desirable consequendes. Simon alleges that when
the seven point standard is applied, it turns out that most people have
very few values." (12) If we are to believe the proponents of values
clarification, "people with very few values tend to be conforMfng,
apathetic, inconsistent and often very thbivalent." (13) The goal of
values clarification strategies, therefore, is simply to lead students
into the possession of a larger number ,of values, as the movement defines
that term. Professor Simon claims amazing results for this accretive
process:

T1)

. . ., students mho have been expo ed to this /approach
have become less apathetic, less flighty, less conforming as
well as less over-dissenting. .They are mope e zestful and
energetic, more critical in their thinking, and more likely to
follow through on decisions. In the case of under-achievers,
values Clarification has led to better success in school. (14)

In another putilicati&', Simon touts values clarification as "a touchstone
for living, producing "a new confidence, an internal security, a sense
of potency., . . which are life giving," (15) claims which, if true,
Might well interest the classroom teacher.

Some inconsistencies emerge from these claims, It is not
difficult to imagine,that one or more of the traits that Simon and his
associates seek to eraditate, conformity, for instance, or "over-
dissenting," might 'qMalify as a fully developed value under the seven
criteria. In such al Lase, a values clarification lesson could be
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conceived as, an effort to "depose" a student's existing value an

"impose" a value judged superior by th teacher, rather than simpl
providing a situation.where the studept."eXposes" his or her own value
Out qf enthusiasm for their methods, Simon and his adhefents seam at
times to be more normative than their theory 'permits. In spite of such.

lapses, however, values clarification remains firmly. rooted in
subjective relativism. This position, plus the assumption that values-1j
which meet the criterial definition are intrinsically useful, provide
the theoretical basis of the movement.

To this undergirding position must he a ded the implicit
pedagOgical assumption that students may be t gh to conform to each one
of the seven criteria in isolation from the oth six. ,The notion that

valuing may be taught in the form of seven diparap operations runs
through most of the practical proposals of the movement. For example,

if we allow that a raised hand in response to a teacher's question is a
publiE affirmation, then criterion six, by itself, is easily met. The

average teacher may secure_such nominal affirmation easily, a fact 'Which
may explain why Simon, in a recent reordering df-the roster, lists
affirming prior to choosing and acting. Several clarification strategies

appear solely for the purpose of securing repetition of such
asseveration. Thus "values voting" is described 'as a "simple and very
rapid method by which every student can make a public affirmation on aka
variety of value issues." Students 'are asked to practice raising their

hands in responsf to questions such as:
,

HoOrliiy of you . . .
,

. ,
1 1. have m ,;than 5 pairs of shoes? ,

4t,

122. think t f., teachers shouldn't say 'hell' or 'damn( in the,

classr .

123. have fu polio protection?
124. like to, read the comics first thing in the Sunday paper?

125. belong to a Christmas. savings club? (16)

It is hard toipagine how the empietcal fact of whether or not a-student
has more than five pairs of shoes, a Christmas club account, or a full
set of polio antibodies could qualify as a value issue, but neither this
bafflement 'nor the frenetic leaps between disconnected topics troubles

the creators of the strategy. Behind this exercise lies the assumption

that if enough drill in'hand raising is couplid with strategies focused
.

upon other cr. eria, students will eventually be able to combine aT1

operationsinto full complement of values.
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Pursuant to this presumption, most values clarification
strategies focus on a single criterion. Infrequently one meshes into
anot duce some continuity. For example, "Alternative Action
Searc ," in which students are presented with an hypothetical situation
which calls for some '(hypothetical) "action, was presumably designed with
criterion two in mind. After students write their responses, each
compares the proposed action with that of two classmates. In the first
"sample vignette"

% You are walking behind someone. You ee him take
out a cigarette pack; withdraw the last cigarette;, t the-0
cigarette in his mouth; crumple the package and nonchalantly
toss it over his shoulder onto the sidewalk. You are
twenty-five feet behind him. Ideally, what would you do? (17)

FollOwing a discussion of various possible actions, from picking upe-the
offending wrapper to accosting the gentleman and making a citizen's
arrest, the students go back to their arithmetic lesson. At some future
date, hoWever, the teacher may. decide to utilize the 'strategy designated
"Consequences Search." (18) If so, the students are asked to write the
alternatives produced by the earlier exercise across the top of a page,
giving the result the rather grandiose head, "Consequences Grid:" Then,
either individually or in groups, the students list all of the
consequenCes of each alternative, from acqtiring a grimy cigarette pack
in your pocket to acquiring a fat lip from an angry.litterbug. Through
such tenuous interconnections, an attempt is made to monstrate
relationships among the seven criteria.

The various elements of values clar' 'cation theory combs
-make such classroom activities attractive many educators. The
doctrine of subjective relativism elimin es the necessity for teachers

develop defensible values of their for the responsibility of
dete .lues to be espous-o by students lies, supposedly, with
the individual studen e itemized definition of a value is
an easily remembered substitu for a ormulated valuational theory,
malting tt unnecessary foredUca.tors to investl that troublesome
subject. Finallyhthe division of the act of:valuation into seven
simplistic processes whiCh may be attacked in separate lessons completes
the transmutation of an intractable set of ethical dilemmas into a
pedagogical problem easily_re.saved-b dL a pre-p an
classroom exercise.. No matter how baffled a teacher may be by the se ious
problems of society -- sexual promiscuity, drug addiction,,racial big try
-- he or she may confid tly utilize the "Rank Order" strategy in which
students are asked to, uantify their responses to each item on a lift':

)
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Which do you think is the worst?

to become (or get someone) pregnant (unwed)
to be dependent on hard drugs
to date someone from another race (19)

Unable to comprehend the problems of marriage and divorce in our society,
or'ev resolve his or her own marital difficulties, the teacher may
opti istically request the class to mark their attitudes toward divorce
o continuum of choices between such polarities as: "Steadfast Stella'
- nder No Circumstances" and "Multi-Marrying Martha -- at the Drop of
the first Unkind Word." (20)

Unfortunately, this approach to valuation is too facile. No

combination of these trivial classroom games can be of much assistance in
the difficult business of establishing viable values. The entire values
clarification technique recalls a stofy told by John Dewey:

I am told that there is a swimming school in the
city of Chicago where youth are taught to swim without going
into the water, being repeatedly drilled in the various
movements which are necessary for swimming. When one of the
young men so trained was asked what he did when he got into
the water, he laconically replied, "Sunk." (21)

Practice in responding to a teacher's questions, practice in listing
hypothetical solutions to hypothetical problems, practice in listing the
possible consequences of hypothetical actions, such procedures taken
singly or collectively are not valuing. They are, instead, dry land
swimming, empty activities far removed from the environment of living

where values take on real significance:

Exercises such as

4)
.these are the inevitable result of an

incorrect and inadequate theOry. Consider the main tenets of the
movement: (a) Values are personal and subjective; no one may impose or
even suggest what might be a valid value for another person. (b) Although

no value may be judged to be superior to another by, any standard external

to the self, values per se have intrinsic worth; it is better to possess
many values than few. (CT It is both possible and desirable to -teach
valuation by dividing a value into its component elements and approach
each.element separately. Of these three tenets, the first and third are
false, the second merely foOlish. A brief discussion of an alternative
theoretical view will serve to further illustrate the dangers inherent in
values clarification and point the direction toward,A more adequate
social approach.
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The most significant theoretical error of the values
clarffication movement lies in its conception of a value as the mystical
creation of the self 'acting in splendid isolation. Instead, valuesare
social products, continuously formulated and reformulated by the
interaction of the individual and his or her social environment. It is
nonsense to imagine a reservoir deep within the psyche fromNhich values
may be called forth and acted upon in total indifference to those around
us. Our values are constantly judged by others in terms of their social
consequences. Our tolerance of offensive values in others has obvious
limits,,and the same applies.to the limits that others place upon our own
predilections. As John Dewey expretsed it:

Liability is the beginning of responsibility. We
are held accountable by others for the consequences of our
acts . . . . Approbation and disapprobation are ways of
influencing the formation of habits and airs; that is, of
influencing future acts. The individual is held accountable
for what he has dbne in order that he may be responsive in
what he is loingto do. Gradually persons learn by dramatic
imitation to hold themselves accountable, and liability'
becomes a voluntary deliberate acknowledgement that deeds are
vur own, that their consequences come from us. (22)

It is unrealistic and counterproductive to try to suspend,, for the
purposes of some classroom game, the natural judgments that we
continuously make about the statements and behaviors of others. Even if
this suspension were possible, it would hinder rather than facilitate the
development of true values.

Values emerge froM a social situation, and as the school is
manifestly a social institution, the classroom is pregnant with values.
One of the bost vexing habits of educators is to view the classroom as
preparation for living rather. than a full, rich social environment. Thus
we neglect values expressed before our noses in the classroom while we
imagine we arepreparing studers to participate in valuation after they
reach maturity. Even the rais ng of a hand in response to a teacher's
question may be an act of valuation, and it behooves the practitioners of
values clarification to enquire what values are actually being taught in
their lesions.

Recall, for example, the e rcise in which studehfs were asked
to raise their hands if they possesse ore than five pairs bf shoes.
The stated purpose 'of the exercise was to provide practice in public
affirmation, yet, because the act of raising.one's hand, in a, classroom is
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'a public act, it is committed in expectation of the response of otherS.
According to Dewey: "Our thoughts of our own actions aresaturated with
the. ideas that others entertain abodt them, ideas which have been
expressed not only in explicit instruction but still more effectively in
reaction to our act." (23) It is not difficult to 'imagine a situation. in"

which a child would think that the open admission that he or she possessed
fewer than six pays of shoes muld prove embarrassingwhereas the
proclamation of an abundance of footgear might enhance personal prestige.
An affirmation m61 therefore, represent a deliberate Tie, committed
after a consideration of the consequences of truthfulness. If, a few
minutes later; the child is asked about bank accounts sitilar
considerations may induce a pattern of lies, and an exercise which sought
to provide practice in public affirmation has ended in teaching the value
of mendacity.

Prevarication is not the only questionable value which might be
taught by such strategies. Consider, for example, the effects of the
classroom use of the "Forced Choice Ladder." This device asks students
to rank order eight to sixteen stereotypical situations according to
strength of feeling, pro and con. Among the stereotypes presented are
these;

10. Nitional Guardsman -- On guardduty at a college campus
a national guardsman is attacked by students and shoots
at 'Them.

11. Two -Faced -- A person who talks about how great
integration is, but wouldn't)$nt to live next door to .

a black.

12. Dodger -- A fellow. who goes to Canada to avoid the draft.
13. Hard Hat -- A person who uses an axe handle and fists to

knock some sense into the heads of 'long-hairs'
demonstiating flit. peace.

14. Informant -- A neighbor who calls the police because she
suspects the teenager across the street is using pot .-. .

(4)

The contrast is stark between such a classiToM exercise and the actual

business of living. All of 4e terrifying consequences of leaving ont's
native land rather than fight in a war one cannot support, all of the
agony of a peaceful demonstration that ends in death, the alienation of a
city plagued with racism, drugs and crime are reduced to the mere copying
of a few words on a piece of paper. Such an exercise cannot possibly
accomplish the purpose for which it was intended; instead, it quite
obviously teaches the value of the use of the most destructive kind' of
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stereotypical thinking. Those who left their country out of conscience,
including thousands still in exile, are "dodgers." Anyone who wears a
hard hat is a violent, mindless reactionary. The busy-body prying
neighbor is always female. Much of the strife in our society results
from the heedless application of such stereotypes, yet here is an
exercise which actively encourages'their use, offered to us in the name
of values. education.

A thoughtful consideration of the nature.of values and their
function in our lives will lead us to reject such exercises. Values are
not private possessions to be acquired in isolation and admired privately.
They are the glue that holds our actions together, and are therefore
constantly expressed in the way we approach our everyday responsibilities,
whether as students or teachers. Valuation will be taught best by a
teacher who is constantly aware of the values inherent in the social
situation of the classroom. Any program of value education which
neglects this fact in an attempt to relegate the teaching of values to a
series of contrived exercises will surely end in failure. To attain
success, we must act on the advice of John Dewey:

a.

We need to see that . . . the term 'moral' does not
designate a special region or portion of life. We need to
translate the moral into the actual Conditions and working
forces of our community life, and into the impulses and habits
which make up the doing of the individual.

All the rest is mint, anise, and cumin. (25)
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One of the, recent developments in the study and practice of
education which has been experiencing popularity among educators is .

values education. HoWever, the excitement and puMerips activities
carried-TITE-Tes name, have not produced clariMation as to what
constitutes values education because there islittte agreement on:the
meaningiuse of the terms "values" and "valuing." (I) "About the only
agreement that emerges is that a value represents something important in
human experience," say some'Writers of.the area. (2) Obviously such a

broad description of 'values' is not any more clarifying than to say
'What I want is important, what is important is a value to me.'" However,
to admit the difficulty in clarifying the meaning of 'values' and then
say that what is more beneficial and useful to study and thus to, teach
the student is the process of valuing rather than ". . . to consider what

he might find valuable at any one time . . ." (3) or to emphasize values

as entities, is not to say that the process of valuing,has avoided or
solvedIthe question of the meaning of 'values.' Saying that the process
of valuing is "more beneficial and useful"" is a suggestion of value.
Moreover, employing one process of valOng and another is choosing,
preferring, etc. which suggests criteria which, in turn, indicate value,
If we are not clear on 'values,' on what grounds may we say that we are
,clear on the process of valuing, if one is the expression of the othea
For example, when the analysis approach to values education is employed,
valuing is conceived of as the rational process of-iiiTirTing the
"goodness" or "worth" of phenomena. The student is encouragedto employ
logical thinking, and scientific investigation procedures in dealing with

value issues. Clearly, this is not merely saying that reasoning is a
mere skill, out of many skills, but it is also admitting that in teaching
reasoning, there is a prior copmitment to it with regard to. its status as

an operation'of human valuing. Once a teacher,decides to employ any one
of the approaches to values education (4) he is'saying that he has
responded to certain values and his-behavioural_responses are determined,
partly, -by-his prior value commitments. In this case, he values the
analysis methodo-ogy over all other approaches because there is also a
prior commitment to the values of science, its findings, its methodology,
and so on. What one comes to value is the result.of a valued"valuing
process which, is necessarily employed. Most social science educators
advocate the analysis approach (5-)-.because contemporary notions of
knowledge, education, schooling, teaching, etc. all value/uphold the
value of rationality.,. But what doeskt mean to say: "Rationality is a

value?", "We value rationality?" The prior question of what "values" is

simply. has .to be asked. Similarly, in stressing the valuing process and

minimizing, if not bypassing, the concept itself, what is one to do with
the advice: "We should be telling the young people that their task is to
recreate, rather than watch,over, the ancient values continuously in

1,
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their own time?" To recreate "ancient valueS1' suggest the young people.
now have another set of values on which to "recreate ancient values."
What is imPortant is; not to "recreate,"but to know the new set of
values which is the basis for the recreation of "ancient values" or, for
determining new rational. choices. Business, likewise, bypasses the
Concept "values." When it tells of the "value" of-a thing, it tells'its
price, but the two ere not equilialepts. An object *may be priced more
than its value. Or, when stores advertise "sale days," they claim that
their products are of"a "given value," that is, they have the qualities/
benefits they claim to have and they are priced less than they should,be.
The price of an object, then, is not necessarily its value.- Knowing the
price of an object does not help us act rationally unless we know what
its value is. Knowing the price is an empirical matter; but knowing its
value includes assessing its claims to worthwhileness for certain uses,
under certain circtImstances, its magnitude for usefulness, and so on.

The' preliminary discussiOn shows the need for an elucidation of
the concept "values," But before engaging in it perhaps, it is
instructive .o look at expressions such as "science education" and
"mathematics education," at this point, and inquire into their possible-
meanings which may help identify problems of values education.

Education, as a profession, has areas, of study described, as,

science education," "mathematics education," and so on. Each one is
distinct from one another, nonetheless, both of them share the label
"education." This means that the body of propositions respectively

identified as science, as mathematics, meets the requirements of the
logical meaning of "education." "Education" is a class and "science,"
"mathematids," and so on, are aspects of "education," but not all of it.
If one may argue that "science" or "mathematics" were all of "education,"
then each one would'be equivalent to "education" and, there would be no
need to say "science education," "mathematics education," and so on. To
say 4o would be a redundancy; in the same manner that it is a redundancy
to say "education education." The existence and use of the above
,approved expressions, however, indicates that this is not so. "Science"
'or. "mathematics" is "education" but education" is not only or all
"scienCe"' or "matheMatics" or both. It includes both and other areas of
study as Well; it is)broader than either "science" and "mathematics,"
hence not reduciblerto one or the other.

What is the logical meaning of "education?" To say "He has
acquired some 'education" Is also to say "He has acquired some koowledge."
Or, to say, "He is educated" is also to say ."He has characteristics which,
qualify him to be called educated," which characteristics have to do .
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necessarily with having undergone the process of securin owled9e,
knowledgeability, and so on. The logical meaning of any given concept is
that which is necessarily entailed by it. To find out if'such a elaiMed '.
meaning is the logical meaning of a concept one may negate it to see if
the expression results in a sem antic contradiction or nonsensicality.
To say, for example, "He has education and does not know anything," is
simply odd. Similarly, no one says: "Having been educated and having
acquired education, he remains ignorant." "Education" in such
expressions as "science education," "mathematics education,".and so on,
refers,to knowledge/knowledge claims in these areas which, as'shown
above, 11 its logical meaning and is shared by all areas of study that
qualify as' "education." "Science educatiOn," "mathematics education,"
and so on, means knowledge of/in these areas, and it must be necessarily,
true of them. Knowledge'is a body of propositions of a give its
nature (what it can do and

`c

what it cannot do), its prOcesse, and i ,

form of assessment. , .

NOW, any claim td being an item of knowledge is a claim' to that
which is true. When one says "I know" it must-be the case that what one
knows is true. If shown to be false, then the use of "I know" is wrong.
The condition of truth-is a logical meaning of knowledge. And when one
claims that something true, and it is true, evidence is necessarily
entailed.' It is,gimply pretentious for, one to. say:. "What I am saying
true but I have no evidence for it." Or, if he claims to haVe,eviaenc
and says: "I cannot offer'evidence publicly for it 'is internal,
subjective, to me." There 1s-something odd .about his use of "evidence."
"Evidence" is never private to the person who holds it. ',For if evidence

is to count as evidence it must 6e,true.and beforeit is accepted as _
true, it must be subject to,publicinirestigation and assessment.

The discussion,thuS far, suggests that educatioh is knowledge
and it is necessarily true. Since that which is true requires evidence
in order to be accepted'as true, this, in turn, suggests that the "truth"
necessarily related to/with knowledge is that which is public, amenable
to approved.methods of verification and/or validation. 'In short, the

empirical/Scientific and/or logical, truths. "Science education" and
"mathematics edlacation" meet the necessary requirements of the-concepts'
fleducatioe and "knowledge." If both of them are taken as paradigms of

,..the'studies in education, hoW would "'values education" fareq There is a
'Similarity among them in" their syntactic struct , but this does, not

. fulfill therequired conditions of knowledge. If' is isivso, it may beIlk
mean that "values,",like:"S'cience" and "mathema ," could,lherefore,

asked whether or not,,Nalues".could be spoken of as,knowledgi, in its , ,

strict sense. If not, is .there airy sense at all in which it maybe
'

I. .
V
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argued that "values" is a "good" candidate for the claim "knowledge?"
This question is important for it raises the other issue of "knowledge"
and "schooling." If "values" can in no way be spoken of as "knowredge,"
and can be rejected aS "knowledge," should ",values education" or
approaches to it'be taught?

To make explicit some of the problems of "values," consider the
following statements: (a) "I know Darwin's biological theory of
evolution." (b) "I,predict that President Ford's economic programme will
s'olve probleMs of inflation." In sentence (a), the claim is that I know
something to be so. My right to the c,laim,'however, can be challenged.
Someone may ask me for some information on an aspect of Darwin"s theory
and I may give answers which, in his further reading of Darwin, he finds*
to be false. He can tell me that my claim to know Darwin's theory was
not altogether correct. However, if my claim is shown to be true, the
challenger cannot say: "I don't agree with you." Sentence (a) is a
verifiable claim, easily settled becaUse it is subject to a set of.
criteria independent of both the challenger and of me. It is either true
or fa se that I know the claim and the claim is true.

I ,

Sentence (b) is not as simple to solve as (a). The bases for
my prgbiction may be factual and they could be checked. Still, my
prediction may turn put to be false. Not being in economics, mine was a
layman's analysis and although-my bases are true, still they were
irrelevant to the inflationary problems. More knowledge.pin,economics may,
solve the problem; as it did in Darwin's theory in (a). Not so. For
economists, while not in disagreement on,what constitutes inflation, are
in disagreement, over the solution to it. Economic problems obviously
partake of factual, observable matters and at the same timerequire
judgment /rational-conjectures on the part of those claiming to have the
solution to them. As soon as 'u ents have to be made, Ihen, the
difficulty of making choices on t e asis of inconclusive evidence has to
be admitted.- Consequently, someone can contest the soundness of President
Ford's economic prOgramme. Erroneous judgment is always a possibility.
,In.contratt with sentence .(a), solution to economic problems, is difficult
to settle because along with matters of factuality, observability, and
predictability there is the added dimension of sound Judgments

Consider,'now, the following sentences: (d) "Schooling is of
value." (e) "Schooling is a value." Sentence (d) claims that "schooling"
,possesses, has certain qualities of its own, which may be considered "of

./Ivalue." Simply translated, jt reads: "SchoOling has value." The,/
qualitiesof,schooling may simply be described and, as such, they can be
examined whether they are so or not., Having described them, they can be

0
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equated with."of value/has value" and with some arguments is valuable."

The move in sentence (e) concludes: "Schooling is a value." It is a

good. On the surface, "a value" or "a good" is here used as a
substantive. But, perhaps, this is a reduction of the expression "a good
thing." That is, "a good" has taken the function of the noun phrase "a
good thing. ", "Good" like "value/values" centrally functions as an
adjective and thus partakes of value-judgment, whether it be moral or
non-moral. But, in claiming that I am merely describing schooling, I may

say that I am not imputing characteristics/qualities which are ,not
already in it; hence, no judgments or commendations tare made. As a
descriptio , the statement is verifiable. However, in looking at the
qualities escribed, one may ask: 'What makes these qualities "of

value?" by do they constitute value? What is value?' The qualities,
may, indeed, be descriptively true but there can be disagreement on
wily /whether or not they are "of value."

4

The basis for contesting the claim is not factual but now one
of judgment and meaning. The question is: "What are your criteria for

'value?'" What do you mean by "value?" If the criteria given do not

satisfy the challenger, then, he can counter: "Given these qualities,

Schooling is of no value." Notice that his counter claim has not
.rendered sentence (c) alse and both claims, although contradicting each
other, are acceptable semantically. (Recall sentence (a) and the
challenge that rende ed it false.) This is, of course, the main
difficblty in value-questions. Opposing value positions, for example, in
moral values, political values, religious values, and so on, may be
presented but there is no agreed upon methodology for assessing their
truth, cogency, and correctness. One position may provide a complete
justification for itself but this does not mean that it has excluded all
other opposing views from competing with it. Another way of life may be
equally well-reasoned, susceptible of complete justification. There are
irreducible open options in the field of value questions. And, even if

my criteria for value satisfy the challenger, he can raise the further
question of why I chose such a criteria, or the criteria for my choice of
the criteria, and so on. It is like-a case of my persuading a friend
that cheating in the classroom is an instance of dishonesty. It is not a

matter of survival or knowing the "tricks of the trade"-of learning.
Since -I believe in being honest all the time ("Honesty is the best
policy") it is reasonable tp expect me not to cheat at any one time. My

friend may be convinced that cheating, no matter how we attempt to change
its meaning, is a case of dishonesty. Itbelongs to the moral question
of what honest behaviour is. However, my friend may ask: "Why do you

believe in honesty being the best policy?" This is harder to answer than
to show that cheating is an instance of a dishonest act.. Here, I appeal

ti
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to a rule to justify my beliefs about honesty, such as, "Honesty has '

always been encouraged by my familY." When pressed further, "Why?" I may
reply: "It contributes to pleasurable relationships with others," which
is an appeal to a general rule. Still, the point on "pleasurable
relationships with others" may need to be justified. I appeal to a more
general rule and finally to my superrule: "Honesty is anchored in my
belief in God" or, in the case of others,'perhaps, "in man's ultimate
gobdness," which rule is no longer susceptible of proofs. It constitutes
one's first principles, or some would say, value, used in the sense of an
ordering principle, My friend, although convinced of the reasonableness
of my position, ay reply: "I agree with you, cheating is a case of
dishonest behavi r." But I say: Honesty is the best policy only under
certain conditi s. My superrule is: "Live and let live." Either view
does not cance the other out-but, on the contrary, with their
differences, both seem to have a semblance of "truth" and equal
'plausibility.

$

Oft religious values, taking religious to be derived from
religion considered as a realm of "knowledge" beyond verification and
human 'inspection; the problem.is much more obvious. There is simply'no
way of'finding out which religious values based on which religious
"truths" are capable of-responding to questions of truth and, some may
add, of,logic. All are equally acceptable which is, perhaps, also to
say: "We do not know how to go, about assessing religious statements" or
"We do not know how to show what we claim to know/to believe to betrue."
Who is right? Who is wrong? The Jews/the Arabs? The Irish Catholic
or/and the Irish Protestant? Could all of them be both right and wrong
at the same time- -

Is this then to say that any value position, be it in moral,-
religious, political situations, or whatever, is acceptable and that
there are no standards, whatever they may be, external to the value
position and to its adherentS which can be employed to assess it? To
admit thus is to say)with Humv- "Tis not contrary to reason to prefer
the destruction of the Whole'worldsto the scratching of my finger."
Surely, this is not so. The point there is that in the realm of value
questions, even when it is considered solely Within the context of

ordinary, human experience andknowledge, there are complex problems 'to
be attended to Wohproblems do not obtain in sentences (a) and (b). If
such problem are missed, then, value positions may be nothing more than,
mere p Wate feelings or subjective intuitions which may be impossible or
T5Tendent of rational considerations and thus' questionable as
ed cational matters. Notice, also, that with the use of "value" in
sentence (c)there is a suggestion that the sentence is not merely
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describin schooling, but also, alttiough in, this case, not necessarily
so., comm nditlg or prescribing a certain course of'action, saying, "We

ought to o such and such . ; ..*" If value statements/judgments almost
Always are prescriptions.for action, then; it is all the more imperative
that the bases for accepting the prescription and for deciding to act be
made clear. Values/value questions, "What ought Ito do with such a
problem*, "How zught we to decide and act? ", .are mote directiY-related

.

to human actions, to a gabd part of our daily living, hence, there is
mush concern and anxiety over them. The problem, of course, is that we
are never absolutely -certain of our values, moral' values, religious
values, whether they Fe-7ght" or "wrong ,r "lied" .or "good," "sound" r
"unsound." We are nol absolutely certain hOw we come to "know" them, f

at all wecan saythat we them in the same manner that we can s y
"We know that Edmonton "is e capital of Alberta" or in the same manne
that we are sure pf "2 4-'2 F 4." -

.. -

To summar., ize this' sectioni:- It ha been shown that unlike.
problems in sentepc4(a). and (b), sentence (c) and .(d) involve more
than matters of truth/falsity and judgment. The problem of driteria, 9f

.

standard, fbr choosing. one Dositton and not the other for purpogis of
diredtion and action in matfqrs of'value qu stions is the main' difficulty,
along with the fact that there is personal nvolvement, on the part of
the chooser,.in choosing the value position' While matters of evidence
and logic ar necessary the justification of-a value position, they
are not suf cient to cance out other opposing value positions. There

.pre simply, irreducible elemen in all of them, which.elements, some
suspect, s ubbornly resist educational analysis. If, in.the end, it is'
shown that value-questions cannot be resolved solely on matters of. truth/
logic", which are the demands of knowledge, then, on what bases maY we say
that values education, recalling the analysis on "science" and t
ninfilematics"- education, it at all possible? .

1

,

Now, to, inquire into the c cept "value" by analyzin t e'

meaning of the expressions "an aspect of a thing/something i-S or-Value/ ,

.k 'has value" and "the values of the individual." And then to isolate
.aspects of value-questions which may be assessed for their responsiveness

\

to fht standards of knowledge. ' , .

.,. .

,
. Consider the sentence, (e) "John values rationality. "..(6,) What

idoes this mean? Obviously, a relationship, which maybe called a value
relationship, has been established between a sentient subject (John) and
a non-sentient object (rationality). Does this mean that "rationality"
is,"therieftre, valuable for/to John? Not necessarily so. The converse
of "John values rationality"ja nO :rationality is valuable for John"

- .
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but "rationality is valued by John." Also? What is valued is not
necessarily valuable, in the same manner thg what is desired is not
necessarily desirable. Notice, too, that John did not Claim that he
values rationality. Someone imputed the value of "rationality" to him.
It is possible that rationality is not valuable for John or we do not
know whether it is or it is not valuable for him. The latter suspends
judgment on the question. NOw COM-rast sentence je) with (f) "I value
rationality." Others, of course, may question the valuableness of
'rationality to,...me butte- cannot say, withoui-sounding crazy, "I value
rationality ariFTT-has not done me any good." It -would be 'like saying
"My beliefs are falte and j continue to hold on to them, believing them
to be false." Clearly, if-we say that our values have not benefited us,
have not in any way improved us, then we would be irrational to continue
claiming ITempto be our values. ,

In saying that "I value rationality" I am saying that
rationality has certain qualities/properties which have been of benefit
to me. In imputing certaTh values to others, however, we cannot be
certain of its benefits to them. The notion of "benefit" seems to be
central to "value" even,when one considers "value" relations between
material objects, for example: "Rain is good (valuable) for the crops."
"Sunshine is good (valuable) for plants." "The droughts in Dacca are bad
(disvalued) for the farms." A valuable relation holds when either the
survival/growth (valuable) of something is encouraged or when something
is destroyed (vane withheld).

It does not, of coulee, mean that anyone who finds rationality
of value will automatically find the properties which are beneficial to
me beneficialto them simply because they are properties found in
ration ify. If this were s.o., there would-be no discri 'nation between
someon 's value relation (with regard to rationality and that of
anothe.. To the extent that I have. certain ends for which I find certain
properties rationality to be relevant-and benefiCial, then, to that
extent my value relations may differ with otheri. When we say: "We

value tchooling",we are not necessarily saying that S17 of schooling are
valued,equally by all who say ".We value schooling." -7-Equally-here means:

in.the same mariner, to the same extent;,in short, sameness.), And when I
say: ."I value schooling" neither am I saying: "I value all aspects of
schooling." When one says: "I value" he is also laying: "I appraise"
and may or may not find something wanted or desired by him. In

apprai%ing rationality or schooling, I asertain its evaluative properties
or features which are selected on the basis of their being wanted not
simr3lAr on the basis Of their being properties of an object. To admit
the 14tter wevld be to say: "I value all properties that are found in

- -L
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schooling." This' is difficult to accept because to value/to appraise has

to do with .ranking and/or grading. How can all the different properties
of schooling or rationality be equally appraised? The concepts of
ranking and grading cannot be discussed in this paper but are mentioned

only to show that when one says.: "I value schooling/rationality" it is
always boSsible to ask for further cl4rification.

*Now, notice the term "want." A given "want" has always been
shown to be either "good" or "pad." It is not necessarily of value. In

contrast, "need" is always a "good" and often is used in the context of a
normative statement: "You (or 1) need to go to school." Or, one may
say: "I want to spend my money on a car but I need to save it for next
year's, schooling expenses." Here, a "want" is judged on the basis of a
"need" which is Of more value. But could it be argued that any property

of something which is judged "of value" to someone always start as
someone's "wants?" Clearly, it would be odd, for example, for one to
claim something to be of value/a value to him if he has never wanted/does

not want it in the firit place. Notice the oddity: "I value x bpt I do

not want it.", pr, "I value my life but I don't care to protect it. It

does not mafter.whether I get killed or not." ("To Value-something is
also "to protect/preserve/enhance it.") However, it may be the-tase-that
of all wants are,necessarily of value/a value to someone. For if to say

value" is also to say "I appraise" then some wants may not be of
lue/a value, as in the example of "wanting.a car." "Wants," however,

may achieve the status of "a value/of value," when they are appraised,
evaluated (commonly expressed as the evaluation process) on the
properties which they, claim to,have, which they claim to confpr on the

valdt.-holder, and whether such properties can accomplish th.v*. claimed
purposes and if such purposes are beneficial and which benefits are
such a magnitude that they are con ferred not only on the individual

value-holder but also on society at large. This means that even those
who do not share my view that something is of value benefits from it.
This, then, is to say that something is of value/has a value to.someone.

But, perhaps, we have not established securely the case that a
"want" is not necessarily a value/of value to someone. Notice, again,

that there is something wrong in saying: "I value something but I don't

want it" or "I want something but I don't value it." It has to be

-admitted that it js acceptable to say: "Whatever I want I also value.

My want is my value." 1 seems that whatever one wants one also values.

In saying this, however, on is obligated to answer such questions as:
"Why do you consider any want a,value/of benefit to you? If all your

wants are your values, have you appraised them, since appraisal is
central to be the expression "to value?" If so, how is it possible that
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all your wants are of value to you?" The answer is, of course, that all
wants are not given the same value, which is to say that there is no
claim that all wants have the same capacity to confer on the value-holder
the same amount and kind of benefits. Some are of lesser value, hence,
may be put aside for a while in considering other values which have
greater capacities to confer greater benefits on someone. The_car_that
is waned fs a lesser value. In labelling "schooling expenses" a "need"
one has given it a "higher value." It could be that if one buys a car he
may not be able to finish his education; but if he secures his education
first then he could also secure a car, granting that he still wants a car
because he judges it to be of value to him. There is then a graduated
series of values expressed by such related terms as desires, wants,
tastes, needs, prizes, treasures. The point is that for something to be
considered of value to me, it must be the case that I also want it. But
all wantsard not claimed,to be of equal value/benefits to someone.

In judging different wants to be of different values/benefits,
it is also possible that different evaluative criteria are employed.
For example, according to the evaluative process of medical science,

.smoking is physically harmful to the body. In some cases, it can be
either a direct or contributory cause to lung cancer. No questions are
asked of the appropriateness of, the employment of the scientific process
in evaluating the effects of smoking to the physical body. Now, when
people continue to smoke, it is not because they do not accept the
factual judgment of medicine, it is factually correct. Thdy simply
employ a different evaluative criteria in assessing the effects of
smoking, which criteria have nothing to do with whether or not the
effects of smoking are harmful to the body, but perhaps with one's
feeling of relaxed pleasure, a sense of manlinest, Continental
sophistication, especially when one smokes a pipe. While,the alue of
smoking is questionable according to one set of criteria, its benefits
are upheld by another. And there will always be these prob ems of
appropriate criteria, ranking, or grading, etc. when one appraises what
he claims to be of value.

The problem, of course, is that there are dive)* wants and
they are person-relative. No one can question someone who claims he
knows what is of value to him, thus want something because it is of value
to him. He alone can judge a value to him. (Recall the problem of
imputing values to others.) But to talk of the value of something to be
no more than "private, personal wants" is to encourage solipsism, extreme
individualism and, perhaps, even anarchy. This also gets us back to the
discussion of subjective and objective values, which, I content, is
uninformative in elucidating the concept itself. In any case,
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subjectivism empties the concept "value" because, in its view, it is
possible, given all kinds of private tastes, needs, etch to value all
things. In so doing, the discriminatory force of "value/to value" is
lost. Moreover, the view may be forced to allow for some distortion of
meaning, in some cases. For example, one may claim that it is of
value/benefit to him to torture himself physically to the point of
bleeding. If "a value" is purely and solely based on the "inner feelings"
of the individual, then, perhaps, there is not much we can do for the
above inctividual. He might as well say: "I am against that which I know
is good/of interest to me." This, of course, is what Dostoevsky's
"underground man" persuades us to accept. BUt to agree with example
here, we must allow him the right to give a new meaning to "to torture to
the point .of bleeding" such that it fits in with the meaning of "benefit."
If not, then, it is reasonable to say: "This is a pathological case."

On the other hand, objectivism talks of objectst acts,
expqriences, as having values in themselvet, having intrinsic values.'
Th'iS, perhaps, is a misunderstood expression. To say that a map has an

14 ,intrinsic value is to say that it fulfills its rightful purpose, fo
example, to tell the relationships of different roads, different aces.

However, if the map is outdated, hence, no longer serving its i ri sic
value, it can still have a secondary value, either as an aesthetic or
historical one. Objects, entities, etc. have intrinsic values given
their primary purposes. There it n hing more to the expression. (8)
The main difficulty of objectivis is its point that a value-object must

0,p0N,, exist antecedent to the occurren e of the value relation. If so,.it must
be any object. And it would hav to say, with its absolute-property view,
that all objects are gapable of being valued, suggesting potentiality.
But if all are potentially capable of being valued, there is no way of
finding out which is and which one is not capable of being valued except
after it, in fact, turns out to be so. To be an object capable of being
valued is no different from simply being an object. Objectivism has not .

rescued "value" from its obscurity completely.

To say that there can be' no total agreement on,what a value/
benefit is to someone, is not to say that it cannot be studied objectively
and independent of personal tastes. Certainly, it is possible to study
what items are wanted by whom, for what purposes, under what
circumstances, etc. Or, to ask: "Why do they want them? What- for?"

Such questions inquire whether or not such wants can be shown to be of
value/benefit, whether,or not they do make a favourable ,change /difference
in the lives of people. These are indications that although Wihts/
benefits are person-relative, they are not necessarily beyond objective
and empirical assessment.
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In.talking of appraising wants, whether they qualify as of
value or not, it is also suggested that there are certain aspects of a

person's judgments that something is 0 value which may be isolated and
publicly questioned, independent of his conclusion that this something is
of value to him. ,Perhaps, it will not be easy to convince him that what
he claims to be of value to him is not actually so, especially if he has
started to believe it. However, it may be easier to show him that his
method of arriving at his conclusion is questionable. Already suggested
is the point that there is an empirical/factual basis of what one claims
to be of value. If one insists on certain properties of a thing to be of
value to him, and it can be shown that these properties, translated
capacities-, are in no way related to his purposes, hence his purposes
cannot be achieved by them, then t is sheer, hard-headedness for the
individual to go on claiming that the thing has the capacity to achieve
his purposes for him. This is simply a matter of truth or falsity.
There is also the matter of reasoning, whether it is valid or invalid.
That a "want" may be of value to someone,does not mean that all his
"wants" are therefore so. Arguments, too, may contain logical fallacies.
And, as shown in the example of "to torture," there is also the matter of
spurious definitions, grossly extending meanings of certain words until
they are emptied of their sensible meanings. But no oullhas the license
to distort the meaning of words in order to support a private view on a
given matter. To the degree that these inadequacies may be noted in one's
claim that something is of value/of benefit to him, then, to this degree
is his claim questionable on public grounds, even if he argues,that what
he claims a value is only a value for/to him and is of no concern to
anyone else.

That there are such cases that refuse o be examined sensibly
is evident in the often heard expressions, as "It is my value, that's
all," "What I value, I value," or "That is just is value," suggesting
either that they need not be taken seriously or hey cannot be assessed
rationally because of their "purely" subjective attire. But such cases,
must be distinguished from what has been termed h re "of value/a value"
and be 10elled "objects of prizing." (9) To express a value is to
appraise, which is also to judge. And as shown in'the previous section,
a judgment, insofar as it is a judgment, is grounded on evidence,

reasons, and other publicly accepted standards. Some judgments are
correctly called factual value' judgments because they are mo like
findings than subjective, appreciative feelings. Some jud ents in
medical and nutritional sciences are of this nature. "Pet has lung
cancer," judges the Medical doctor. Or, "Spinach), because of its iron

---' content, is good for growirig children," advises the nutritionist. To
prize, or the act of prizing, pn the other hand,'ft.a . . bestowal of
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value on a thing" (10) regardless of the value of the p'roperties of the

thing, whether or not the value bestowed responds to certain appropriate
objective standards. Here, it is a matter of feelings, preferences,'
likings, favouringS: ". . . prizing . . . is a matter of love." (11)
It is to say: No matter what the antique dealer says of my piece of
jewelry, its value is all the world to me." We cannot question one's
object of prizing or expression of personal valuation (or value) unless
the corresponding process of evaluation/appraisal is also showp. The
two, however, are related.

Notice, that to talk of a value/of value is ambiguous. Its
suggests either that which is valued, hence, suggestive of values (or ,

valuations), or that it is an expression of appraisal or value judgment.
(Bu t, of course, to assess the value of a thing is not necessarily to
commend it; nor, to say it is value . Gold is found of much value these
days -- this is an expression praisal -- but very few find it of
value to them enough to buy it. Gold is not everybody's value, or prize.)
In other words, when ore,i_ekpressing a value judgment, he also knows
what to value as a -fel-01 of his judging/judgment. "One who can make
accurate judgments, or appraisals, is also a person who has learned to
prize what, according to his appraisals, has worth. Hence, his value
judgments will be simultaneously an expression of his judgments based
upon grounds of reasons and also expressions of his preferences, likes-or
favourings." (12) .

\*

In attempting to show that "wants" may or may not qualify as of
value, the process of appraisal was invoked. It was then suggested that
to appraise is to value, or to make a judgment of value, and as such it
is capable of being discussed in terms of trutty.:10.ty, validity, and
meaningful reasons. Such standards apply to al -Iaims to knowledge and

to be considered knowledge or good claims to knowled e, such standards
must to some extent be 't. If they can apply to an can be met by value
questions, then, such ar not empty of rational cons derations. Since we

have attempted to show t at value questions do indee meet these
conditions, then value questions can be considered as educational matters
and can, therefore, be taught. The activities here pertain to attempts
at making knowledge claims which may be described as ,"making judgments of

value/worth." Is this to stress the teaching of the process of
evaluation, appraisal, Or making of "sound" value judgments to the
disregard of the teaching of values/valuations? Not $o. II are

emphasized, for the argument is that when one knows how make a so
value judgment, then, he also knows what to value, w items he
claim to be of value/benefit because he has good groUnds for saying
Values such as physical health, happiness, pleasures, love., honest
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loyalty, trust, altruism, and many mare, need no apology. There is much
evidence to show that these are of value, that is, they are able to'
confer certain benefits to those who hold on to them and also the
benefits are of such magnitude that they extend to all members of one's
society and even to those of other lands. The idea that "values"'are
discursive and are formed non-ratiorially, hence, cannot be taught (but
may be forced down the learner's throat) is 'rejected. There is nothing
in the meaning of the concept "values" that says that "values" are
necessarily non-rational. They need not be. (13)

Now, what of the expression "the values of the individual?" It
has been stated that if one knows how to assess the value of something,
then, it is also to say that he has certain values which guide him in the
making of his judgments. What then does the above expression mean? When
one says,: "I value rationality" he cannot say at the same time "I never '

bother to practise it." Nor can he say: "I do not care much about'
rationality. Again, to say: "I value my health" is also to say "I
perform cer4in activities, such as eating well, sleeping decent number
of hodrs, which preserve /enhance my health and I refrain from doing
certain other activities which are injurious to it. I minimize my
smoking." All these expressions suggest a tendency toact in one way or
another, which actions constitute the meaning and fulfillment of the
claimed value. From these, it may be gathered that the "values of an
individual" are his ". . . tendencies/dispositions to behave in certain
ways which can be ascertained by observation." (14) One's values then
can be publicly assessed, for one thing whether it is true that what one
claims -to be his value is in truth (as observed) his value. The
discrepancy between what one says and what one does with regard to what
he says is only too well known. (This point will be touched on briefly
in another section.)

Along with dispositions, one's values 176 Ergo akin to beliefs-
and convictions. When one says:. "I value educatidn" it is absurd for
him to --say "I do not, however, believe in it or say "I do not cherish
it." To say "My values are my guide in decision-making" is also to say
"I believe in my values." One's values are also one's convictions
because convictions tend to issue in action, they are behavioural
tendencies to action. A belief is also sometimes described as a
conviction favourable to action. Although in conviction there is a
suggestion of the degfeq of intensity of held beliefs which is.not
explicit in beliefs, this: "My beliefs convicted me of my behaviour" or
one acts out his beliefs because of the "courage of his convictions."
Action, then, is a feature shared necessarily by beliefs, convictions,
and values; hence, values is also used in the sense of beliefs, or
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convictions. When used in this way, then, the-relationship of values to
eternal ideas, beliefs about goodness, moral emotions, ideals, norms, _-

spiritual principles is suggested. Sometimes, of course, values are
wrongly reduced to any one of theth. But action is a necessary condition
of "one's values," which may not be se with all of these terms. They are

, suggestive of sets of established criteria, static, rather than dynamic,
descriptive rather than behaviouristic. As suCh, they are not necessarily
related to values, only associated'with the concept. That is, their
relationship is more psychological rather than logical.

When values are wrongly reduced to these terms, then the idea
of "what one does one ought not to do" is encouraged. Values, then; are
taken as merely ideals or norms. -But, the ideals or'norms which are
employed to judge, the individual's behaviour are independent of him and
may not be related to his wants, They, moreover, may constitute the
so-called "collective, settled wisdom of society" which tends to be
"treated as "objective truths," handed down from one generation to
another, but rarely, if at all, participated in by its members. In

actuality, such claimed values, mnrelated to the times and not
participated in by its members, have fossilized. Empty of Cantent, they
remain as rituals, ceremonials, incapable.of informing or correcting
behaviour, resulting in the discrepancy between them and the individual's
actions. But they may continue to be claimed as values depending upon
the feelings of society toward them. Norms and ideals-function as
"decorations" of society, arousing one's sympathies and positive
feeli'ngs toward one's own.

Like the value of a thing, appraised for its evaluative,
property and its ". . . capacity to confer aibenefiton someone, to make
a favourable difference to his life," (15) one's values also necessarily
claim to benefit him. One tends to actualize his values if he knows or
if he has good rounds for believing that the consequences of his action
will secure his intended benefit for him. If I claim that church
memberthip is on of'my values and observing my obligations never gave me
a' feeling of bei g blessed, but only being asked for monetary donations,
then I begin to estion my saying that church membership, is one of my
values; it does n t seem to do me any good. -"A person's disposition to
devote his resemr es in, certain wayS constitute his values if he takes
them, to be ben ial, to be good ways of expending his 'resources,, or to
make his life better than other ways would." (16)

Earlier, it was suggested that "wants",and "values' are
related in the sense that something ju4ged to be "of value"starts as a
"want." When appraised, it.maY turn out to be "of value/a value." Now,
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whenever one says that he wants something,he usually gets it usually
knows what it is that he wants. What one wants, one usually does. For
"wants" are mostly motivational; often we act according to our wants.
Now, if the values of.a person are associated with wants, it is because
the values of a person are also associated with tendencies/dispositions
to action. "Values are measures of tendencies of persons to promote
certain ends because they take the attainment of these ends to make a

favourable difference to peoples' lives." 117) There are, of course,
Aifferent kinds of dispositions, among them, for example, are

intellectual dispositions, the tendency to behave in a certain.way with
the cognitive, rather than affective, elements dominating. If values of
a person are his, dispositions, then, they are also attitudinal

dispositions.Tlity are not merely, inclinations or dispositions but also
are a "complex organization of thoughts, ideas, or beliefs which are
given degree of cohesion by a necessary component of feeling . . ." (18)
Values as attitudinal dispositions partake of affective elements. One's
values then are necessarily complex, and; somehow they have.a .

stubbornness, a lasting quality, invested as they are with much feeling
and t ought, intellect and emotion. Values then partake of feelings but
the are not merely feelings. And even as they are complei, certain
as acts can be isolated and be subjected to objective assessment,.in
o der that they be judged sound or not.

For values, characterized by appraisal elements, are also

9,114'
formed on certain licly accepted grounds, for example, those of,
evidence, of lo ,, and meaningful reasons. As such, no one can say that
the grounds for forming his values are only those arbitrary to him, since
his values are his own. If that which is of value is of value to-him '

only, then it is also of limited value. It is not necessarily'pf value
to OtherS. What if it conflicts with other values in society? To
dismiss the point by saying "My values are my own and society has_nothing
to do with them" is to misunder'stand the problem of values. Value-
questions arise in the context of society, when in the complex network of
human social, relationships, conflicts of interests are generated. If one
were all by himself,'he would not need to ask himself: "What ought I to
do considering myself only?" When values clash with each-other, they
need to be justified on grounds publicly acceptable to all, the grdunds
of knowledge. .Decisions on value questions cannot be arbitrary for to be
arbitrary is to contradict the n4ture of value claims. An arbitrary
dedision, empty of reasonable grounds, is not a judgment of valub/worth.
It Is to say: "I watit" not "I/alue."

.

. -

. ,.

In sum; the argument in this paper is that there are public
aspects `to t e questions of values and.evaluative/appraisal process. In
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analyzing the expressions ",a value/of value" and "values?of the
individual," it was shown that their problems arg not necessar y beyond
verification and validation._ Value problems are rational con derations;
as such, they can be acknowledged as claims to knowledge. An e more.
we know of human beings and. their wants, it could also be pos ble that
knowledge (true statenints) of values could be generated. values can

taken as knowledge/good 4knowledge claims, and there ar- indications
that they can be, then they can be taught and, sometime,/gan perhaps
partake of the universality. of scientific truths. "A sound judgment
anywhere could be a sound judgment everywhere." To be 'able to say this,
with good reasons and appropriateAvidences, could be the beginning of
the development of universal values for all mankind.
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Preliminary Statement. Living in such a rapidly.expanding
society, it becomes increasingly important that our citizens be capable
of handling prpblems, not only on an individual level, but also on A
'level which might be of benefit to others. How might this be
accomplished? What role shall the schoolS play, not only in helping
citizens define the problems of society, but also in equipping these
citizens with the necessary skills to solve the problems which will
confront them, both now and in the future? How can one possibly predict
what society will be like in the year 2000? No matter how unreasonable
it may seem, is it imperative that the schools even consider the role of
the individual in the year 2000? Is tifere a need for a change inthe
direction of education, not only to meet the needs of tomorrow's culture,
but also to meet the needs of today's

. . - there are far too many children in'the
schools7.today who do not seem to learn as well as they might

because they simply are not clear about what their lives,are
for, what is worth working for." We put into this category
those children whom teachers recognize as being very
apathetic,.flighty, uncertain, or inconsistent,. Or whbare
driftersoverconforMers, overdissenters, brrbfe players.
One thing which,unites them all is that they have not yet
found a meaningful role for their lives and are therefore.
unable or unwilling to marshal' 0 their full intellectual
resources for use in the crucial game of 1jving. Could it be
. . . that the pace and-complexity'of modern life has 'so

-exacerbated the problemHof deciding'what:is gobd and what is
right and,what is worthy and what ts desirable that large
numbers of children are finding ifincreaSingly bewildering,
even,overwheTming; to decide what isVorth valuing, what,4s
worth one's time and energy? (19:7)''.

Perhaps the most unfortunate attitude held,by many educators
relative to the concept Of the role of education tn.our culture is that
in our schools we are adequately'meeting,the needi'of our citizens today
by leading them by the'hand through a curricaum overflowing with.
relevant information which will help. them.be the "leaders,of tomorrow."

By allowing the student every opportunity not to thin-k, not to accept any
Osponsibilities, and not to consider meaningful roles for their lives
both now And in the future; our schools are instead rationalizing the
fact that'they ere developing leaders 'and capable citizens for today, and
hiding their heads.in the sand when someone asks, "How will these people
be able td solve their own probleMs and decide how"and what to 'value in
the future?"

4
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To place all schools- arbitrarily in this category would be to
do a great discredit o.those educational systems which are attempting to
graduate students who can think critically and independently, and will
undoubtedly be capable of resolving problems and making decisions about
how and what tt value, without someone resembling a teacher standing over
them directing their every move while the students memorize the battles'
of the Revolutionary War. However, the schools which are determined to
tell students what to think and value concerning a 'society which may
already have changed to the degree that it is hardly recognizable, are
still numerous enough to cause Rogers great concern:

The world, is changing at an exponential rate. If

our society is to meet*the challenge of the dizzying changes
in science, technology, communications, and social
relationships, we cannot rest on the answers provided by the
past, but must put our trust in the processes by which new
problems are met. For, so quickly does change overtake us
that answers, "knowledge," methods, skills, become obsolete
almost at the moment<=r achievement . . . . In the

world whh is already us, the goal of education must be
to develop individuals who are open to change, whore flexible
and adaptive, who have learned hdw to learn, and are thus' able
to learn continuously . . . . educaUTT*ThiMselves must be open
and flexible, effectively involved in the processes of change.
They must be able both to conserve and convey the essential
knowledge and values of the past, and to welcome eagerly the
innovations which are necessary to prepare for the unknown
future. (20:17-18)

Rogers went on to say that witnin the educational system, considered as a
whole, methods must be found to develop a situation in which personal
growth is considered important and innovation is not something to be
feared. The climate in this educational system, according to Rogers,
must be upon the facilitation of self-directed learning, not upon

teaching. The individual must be aware of all of his experience,
accepting it to the degree that he realizes this eiperience is constantly
in the process of changing to meet new demands of'sbciety. (20:17-18)
The concerns of Rogers must also be considered when discussing values and
teaching.

We therefore see values as constantly being related
to the experiences that shape them and test them. They are

not, for any one person so much hard and fast verttiesas
. they are the results of hammering out a style of life in a.
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, certain set of surroundings. After a sufficient amount of
hammering, certain patterns of evaluating and behaving tend
to develop. Certain things are treated as righ;, or
desirable., or worthy. These tend to become our 'values . .

We shall be less concerned with the particular value
outcomes of any one person's experiences than we will with
the process that he uses to obtain his values . . . . From
this assumption comes what we call the process of valuing.
(19:28)

The emphasis in this chapter is on the process of valtling,
rather than the teaching of values, and the difference is more than a
slight shifting of. words -- it is indeed a differencein degree, not in

kind. The climate that should exist in which values clarification might
occur will be discussed, but nof-the outcomes of establishing such a
climate. If values are highly personal (and this author suggests that
they are), then ta specify which values are to be taught in our schools
would be highly personal. TETiad of specifying values, the author would
prefer to describe a climate which he feels must exist in the classroom
if the consideration of value alternativeg`and consequences is to occur.
The writer supports the belief of some that because youth are bombarded
today with so many conflicting value positions, the primary service the
school setting can provide is tecreate an environment wherein value
clarification can begin. The reader will note that in earlier statements
in this chapter, the authorohas been careful' to use thiSphrase: "how

and what to value." This was not by accident. It is necessary to know
how to vane in order to make any sense out of what to value, as well as
FaTing alterations in value positions throughout life. Specifying a

process for valuing does not make any prefdetermined judgments about what
values are "good" or "bad." We have a system of voting inour country.
This system is a "process" and does not always guarantee that voters will
make "good" decisions relative to placing people into elected office.
The process is guaranteed, but not the products. The same is true for
values and valuing.

Because the author's subject area teaching field'is social
studies, the examples provided in this chapter were drawn from that area.
Although the process of v0,ing must permeate the entire school scene,
much emphasis has been given ovgr'to this process in the last ten,years(:,
by social studies educators ip our country.

An Analysis of Society and Culture. The writer feels that it .

is important to have an understanding of the roles played by society and
culture in education,j,n order to gain a better perception of how these

roles relate to a proess of valuing.
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. If we are really convinced that th'd democratic "process" is the
best form.of government under which to live, then it seems reasonable to
._assume that these same ideas should be reTated, directly to our schools.

Tor how can we live a democratic process outside the schools and expect
our stpdents to accept any other process inside the schools? What does
ddmocracy mean for the valuing process? A partial answer lies'in the
definition of democracy given by Bayles: "We propose that democracy
should be/defined as equality of opportunity to participate ip making
group decisions and equality of obligation to abide by them, once they
are Trade, until they are revised or rescinded." 11:157)

Defining democracy as above places no limitations
on the laws that a people may enacto.as long as the
enactment-stipulation is satisfied. The process of-law;
making is stipulated, but not the product. Therefore bad-

laws may be enacted as well as good ones,, both kinds
democratically. Democracy does n specify no guarantee
that laws must be good ones -- tha they mu p ote the.'
general welfare or satisfy-any oth r criterion, for. odness.
This is the dangerthat forever faces a democratic people'

. it can democratically make thistakes as we.11 as avoid them
. . . . By defining democracy. as process rather than as 0
product (as the,definition dOes), no properly enacted-law
violates the definition. Even if one law contradicts or
negates another, if we wish it that way, that way it shall
be. (2:71-72)

This same process applies directly to valuing. Values which-art deemed
"good" and "bad are only in the "eyes of the beholder." This is in,
itself a value judgment. We must afford students the same freedom in
making mistakes which Bayles discusses above. The freedom to make
mirsta.kes is a luxury not reserved to adults. As teachers, we should not
shield students and try to create an artificial vacuum around their
lives. We become afraid students will not adopt "our" values and beliefs,
and therefore the tendency is to impoSe instead of providing (1 climate

wherein students can...explore, discover they have made mistakei, and leaj1
The question then is: If we do this, what are the protection$ that
prevent unwise And irresponsible behavior? Bayles identified two
safeguArds in his definition of democracy which Also apply to the valuing
process. The first safeguard is

"in
the latter part of the definition of

democracy itself. The idea that we must live with whatever laws we make
is a very powerful concept. As,Bayles.said: "If we have to lie in the
bed we make, we tend to exercise care in its making." (2:72) If we feel
a commitment to live by those values we cherish, we may exercise-cart in

I
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the selection and prioritizing processes. The second safeguard,
acEording to Bayles, is educational. "We need not only to want to do as
well as we can, but we also need to become as able as we can." (2:72)

Isn'tit possible to arrive at these same societal conclusions
relative ttidemocracy as they might pertain to the schools?, Education in
a democracy lhould help members of society find a consensus in their
central values, and a consensus on the meaning of democracy, but in Ways
which are in keeping with the requirements of a democratic culture: not

indoctrinatiod, but in terms of equality of opportunity, and equality of
obligation. <An apt term for describing the task of education in a
democracy is "creative resolution of conflict:" (11:10-11)

The writer has found the following criteria useful im
deyribing the process of valuing in a democracy: choosing freely,

choosing from among alternatives, choosing after thoughtful consideration
of the consequences of each Alternative..prizing and cherishing,
affirming, acting upon choices, repeating. (19:28-29) These criteria are

described in much greater detail in Values and Teaching; however, the
authors make a point that these criteria, taken.collectively, comprise
the process of-valuing. If one is Omitted, or is incomplete, the process

has not been used iniits entirety,:

Instead of viewing values and teaching as a process, teachers
have traditionally done one or more,of the following in teaching values:

1. Moralizing is the direct, although sometimes°

subtle, inculcation of the adult's valueS upon the young. .

2. Some adults maintain a laissez-faire attitude

toward the transmission of values. The rationale here is:
No one value system js right for everyone. People have to
forge their own set of values. So I'll just 1J my children

or students do and think what they want without intervening
in any way; and eventually everything will turn out all
right. . . .

3. Modeling is a third approach in transmitting
values. The rationale here is: "I-will present myself as

an attractive model who lives by a certain set of values.

6
The young people with whom I come in contact will be duly
imptessed by me and by my values, and will want to adopt and
emulate my attitudes and behavior." (22:15-18)

19.6
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Raths, et.al., had similar examples of ways that have been suggested for
"helping children develop values:

Setting an example. .

2. Persuading and convincing. . .

3. Limiting choices by giving children choices
only among values "we" accept. . . .

d

4. Inspiring by dramatic-or emotional pleas for
certain values. . . .

5. Rules and regulations intended to contain and
mold behavior until it is unthinkingly accepted as
"right".

6: Cultural or religious dogma presented as
unquestioned wisdom or principle. . . .

7. Appeals to conscience, appeals to the still,
small voice that we assume is within the heart of everyone.
(19:39-40)

These same authors were concerned about the above-mentioned traditional
methods of teaching'values. when they asked:

Why must teachers see their role only as putting .

things into the mind of the child? Why can't a role be
defined that would help a child take all.the confusion that
already exists in hit mind, remove it, look at it, examine it,
turn it around, and make some order out of it? Why can't
teachers learn to spend some of their time helping children

- understand what the bewildering array of beliefs and
attitudes that saturate our modern life are all about and
which suits him best? Is this not the road to values, to
clear and personal values? 119:45)

Hilda Taba, in her book, Curriculum Development: Theory and
Practice describes three current conceptions of the function of the
school in society. It is necessary to examine these in answering the
questions raised above. The three ideas suggested by Taba are:
(1) schools as the preserver and transmitter of cultural heritage;
(2) schools as the instrument for transforming culture; and (3) schools

3



as the means-for individualndividual development. Taba said-in discussing these
three functions of the school, that an educational program based on any
one of the three, is inadequate. The writer will take each of these
ideas; discuss them in turn, and suggest the importance of t ese'relative
to a process of valuing.

In the first alternative, we have man as a rational animal, and
the chief function of education is to develop the rational mind.
Education then becomes the cultivation of the intellect. The premise
here is that if the faculties of the mind are developed in balance, man
will lead the ".good" life. "This group arguet that since 11 cultural
traditions have roots, cultural continuity is possible on'y if education
preserves this heritage by passing on the truthS worked.out in the past
to the new generations, thus developing a common cultural background and
loyalties." (23:18-19), The Harvard Report on General Education points
out that it is the funOtion of thschool "to pass on the 'inherited view
of man and society, and that its main task is to pe"rpetuate suchideas as
the dignity of man and common beliefs in what is good: . . It is the
business,of education to instill a commitment to these truths.9r(23:18-19)
The writer's question. here is "How do we do this in light of the teaching
of values as a process?" PentOn considered the following questions,
'Which seem relevant at this point:

1. Should social studies education try to help

2E/
preserve American culture by 'passing on-its val s? If so,

how? Should teachers endorse the values of th it culture
over those of oiber, cultures? Should positive, attitudes

toward the democratic law-making process be taught, beyond
simple compliance with laws as a proceddal necessity?

, -

2. What . . . does the Word "democracy" . mean?

3. How best can citizenship be defined for the
education of the ydung so that they can functiOn in a'changing
world and yet adhere tothe ideals of our democratic society?
..(9.;64) .e!

After listing these questions, Fenton inserted the following thoughts:

44
"Transmitting oUr culture" in a changing society

means self-examination and & certain detachment; for, unless
our analyses are good,: our teachings may go into limbo with
the )Passing Of some special set of circumstances . . One

great danger we face under this system i$ not that the child

19,8.
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will be relielTfciuS or insufficiently. cloC'ile*I*-,- 1;ut that :he
---. ......,-:,.:....4....,.,, ...4.:.......,...........

`, ....

-.- _

w i I I learn his lesson of docility'tp6 we'llr::-Dirfschools' ,,_,
.

,

impose the school' sChedule,, the Subject matter*, the;*sonnet -.4
,

the akes,':;,
what is offeredi As long asjie.*epts.these:arrangenients "a$' '
the Aondition *of hi s' progress- tOward;-adulthood,.,,hiS,.dOcility,..,
in these matters does-not -mterfere-With.'a,laterAnde.pendence..

. But thetraining is ovehthelMingly in doci,lity- raf,her'thah i,11,,
f, . ---s el f-rel ian6e- and independence, and many., adults ,have OViotisjy:- .

.4 been ovvinflUenced by this training, They'find -de:00400y'. ,-

haxd to relinquish. .(g:68i71) '. '' ..,. .--s

"e='. ... . . ,...
child'The author was not only concerned with ,the child learning...the lesson of- .

dependency too well, but also learning ,the lesson'pf allowing_hiS :moral
conduct to be imposed upon him from without, rather than. .from within. ,.,,

' \ , .:-.'-:*
\ .. . Is cultural continuity possible only ,if truths are,` sled On',.,.

'Can we ask:the learner to accept culture as having.value, without-
teaching him how it came for be? -yes, We .can ask him, but Should we': 'AS ,..,
an example, do _we indoctrinate children in the traditiOns of patribtism,,
or do we follow a steP`hy-Pp.arialysis of this concept? The key ,

question to this entire position is Do we impose our values, on ; . ,
someone., or rather do we allOw`them to establiSh a personal Set of, , ''.
valueS for themselves*? What are these truths, and how do=we teach theM?
Along with "transmitting cultural heriti-FrTiust go the acquisition -of
self - reliance and i ndeperldence'. Patrick also _attempted an answ-v to

..f.

Sr.

these questions:

4

. One _might interpretqlie findings of political:
soci al ization esearch -as leading to the -cbmc.tusion that
fresh positive efforts Should be made to improNiethe,
political socialization strategies" of ,American schools- .-.,- .. .-
Social reconttruCti OM SDI according to a preconogi ved :

blueprint of iniutable, "truths' is certainly not consistent'
. -with the previously'nentioned ideological ,orientation.

Rather it ts asst9ied _that central to the ,improyement of. .. .

-. political socialization stnategies of secondary schoOlS
should be efforts to ke#P.the so alizatibn procese,'open- .

-ended by providing young' people the tools to reflectiyely,
think-about their ,bel i es:, With di otitions to Ofitically ,
exagiiiie traditiohal ,practice's, and ith an educational ,
.atmosphere conducive'to reflectiVe hiliktng. (16:71-72)

. ..
- r s

.. ' 0l . ,''''..5:The second _alternative, as introdiked by.Patrick -ts the.,.,Patrick;
..-
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reconstr_uctioniAt theor In stiOcis.ed1;:10-6k at it5ei,etYa

s'ee,:the, needS , and then 4tIcate the ,people.tif :go fOrth and MAIO the , :;.
,

',i:-,., .. necessary chahgeS7 It is used upon, the fact that, societi changs, and '", iti:,' not -upon the. fact that the are e-terna4 7truths..%
,0,4 4

not

.

., . The',main-the" A,0sfyi-his grouh`was :thAt the, t,;chbOr.*
is not merely a retid64 f.institution-to maintain thing ,:',

. they are: 'education 'hWa ',Creative function, to plak- :in tie':
shaping of individuals anrthrough them in the shaping of :',

the culture . ..* * Th'e ni litk theses of the retonstrUCtionfst,,

position are. somewhat As llows:-'. the tranSformatiop, of

society by techn91 ogi cal ', ' sLscieriti fi c, revolUti on it-, so ,,

. radical as to require 'a newViOral, ,and intellectual ConsenSus°

. capable of folding and dire4ing thiS,,.transformatiOn. It 1,tf,.
the task Of educators to analyze the,soCia1 trends, to ,
discern the problems society 14 facing, to speculate :on,the.,,

consequences Z of the current siki al .dynami ts , and-, to pr.Piect..

the values andthe goals -,whic.fOneed ,t0 be Sought, to,',.itaintkin.

a democratic way of. l i fe.. -. .,-:,;,' Ctiti cal: examination, ate

'reconSfrirction of the cultural' heritage '-- in; the I i gift, of

current prob),ems and,, co'ndi tionS, %rather, thek in4t1catiOn of

,traditional - ideas.-. must-consti tite the c.O:re of; the2e,deational

.
-&:-.-

,... progam Of today. (23:23-t27)- ,, 1f,,;,-. ?,, ,

....' Is no one eisi responsible Or,'analyilig the soti,a1 trends, .

ixcePt- the 'educators? 1,1hat 61e. 'pes:, society- pl ay i n` dec i di ng what needs
-,:, '-'-',, -
,..., ,- .,`..- -`4-0" *e sought "to maintain a- demotratic ;it. of life? What 'is meant by.

?,melding and directing?" What do we ime, by -"shaping individuals?" How

:).....,do, we predict, What society will be tike twenty-five years from now? How

'.;.*I.iti is it -tordecide,_ upon values. of any kind ,by reconstructing society

.`:10ne-i,4pd considering no other Alternatives? ,

,,, ,. , ,,

'

",

. , -
.- The thii-dalternative, as -presented by Taba, iS that it is the

Attic-Hon of t*"Schbol to delelop the individual . "The idea was to move

,;:tlid_61r,ild into the center. of educational activity and to allow him

freedom to develop aS a unique personaTityP (23:28) A more moderate

conception of individual development as dtscussed by Taba "included
. concern with the needs of the individual and-with his fullest opportunity

for self- realization-in an intellectual as veil as emotional sense, while
recognizing that this development needs to combine social and intelleCtual
discipline and freedam.in reasonable bafart4e." (23:28) Again a question

arises; Are we ;taking the student out of a-situation in which he. had
relatively little freedom and placing him in a situation in' which he has
too much freedom? .Does the -child have comOlete freedom in making the

1-
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rules by which he lives in the classroom, or in the learning.situatiOn?

This attitude resembles the laissez-faire approach mentioned earlier lin
this chapter. When Bayles discussed "equality of opportunity" in making
group decisions, this could be ipterpreted,as audesirb to have a
cjoperative student- teacher process in arriving at procedures best
.designed to develop the individual and initiate and sustain the valuing"
process.'

As Tabs concluded, it seems that no one of.these by itself:can
answer the problem of the school's relationship to society; "the : .

overlapping in these conceptions are too great to make possible a refined
-classification of concepts of the function of education." (23:18) ,

It would appear rather difficult to find the function of
educatiOn in society' alone.. We cannot blindly accept the values of
society for education, but we must make a professional interpretation of
these values, and this involves soMething different than reconstructionism.
If we are going to have a,democratic tystgm of education, we must realite
that our ideas of what constitutes "democracy" are constantly changing,
to meet new conditions. Teaching and learning and'educational values
must reflect the needs of the learners. There is a need to equip
students to meet and cope with change. Students should learn under their
own initiative, with a a5iding interest in doing so.

In th 70's the schools would, at the very least, seem to
have these-ft6r majortasks:.

1. The task of strengthening general rather than,
special education;

2. The task of creating minds capable of coping
%with a fast-changidg world;.

3. The'task of providing value orientation. DO we
instill the valuestwe want our students to have, or do we
lead them to consider the consequendes of accepting or
rejecting any of these values? Do we ask them to commit
themselves to values which will help them later in life? The.
writer feels we do, with the understanding that future'
developments might alter these values. Does everyone have
the right to his own opinion concerning what he Nalues? Ps:
long as this opinion is a considered opinion, students have-a
right to value those to them. How does an
opinidn become a considered opinion? As long as one follows

ti
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the seven criteria listed earlier for the valuing process,
opinions will be thought to be considered.

4. Thd task of developing new insights into the
- dynamics of individual behavior.

219

Perhaps at this point we should differentiate between society
and culture. Simply stated,' society would be current 'factors, and
cultufe would be the.broader patterns of different types of society. It

is a design or pattern of shared regularities, and expectatiOns.
Immediately we come to the problem of relating personality and character
in terms of cultural concepts.

In his book, The Lonely Crowd: A Study of a Changing American
Character, Riesman distTuishes types of socThlization in
culture. These are: (I) tradition-directed -- a tendency ,to follow

tradition; (2) inner-directed -- early development of an internalized set
of'goals; (3) other-directed -- tendency to be sensitized to the
expectations,and preferences of others. The question becomes one, then,
of how to reduced.omeradjustment, conformity, and anomie, and how to'
support individuality and autonomy in this age. The function of the
schools is to move the student from a situation in which he is basically
other-directed, to a situation in which he is basically self-directed, in
which he can think and act for himself. The student may begin his
educational career being directed by a teacher, but hopefully he will end

--this career directing himself in the kinds of activities which appear
'lost meaningful to him. The student must have the freedom to utilize the
seven criteria which taken together comprise the valuing process. The
writer would maintain that the concept of personality of culture is
phenomenological in nature. The meaning we give to culture is what we
.make it to be. The individual is not governed by his environment, nor
does he master it; but we see environment and culture in terms of how it
relates to our concept of self and how we see our self. We develop a
concept of seft and a relation to culture through our interaction with
different things. This is also nother way to describe the valuing
process.

We have a tendency to be ethnocentric and concentrate on our
culture. However, again, "culture" means different things to different

people, depending-upon their perceptions. For example, people living in
a "culturally deprived" area tend to perceive their culture differently
perhaps than those not living in that area. Consequently, our value
patterns will develo0 out of the things we see as significant, growing
out of our experiences.
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Teaching(Learning and the Valuing Process. Before discussing. .

the teaching/learning procesiTiqiicTf complemerTEs thi valuing process; it ,

is necessary to enter a brief discussion of human behavior. This-
behavior is based on theory -- we do A because we theorize it will
produce B. This behaVior ts based on assumptions about people, what they
are like and what their nature is. When we have different assumptions
about what other people are.like, we relate to these people differently.
If we think people are naturally "bad" we relate to them in this way.
Witness the teacher who just cannot leave his clasS alone during attest,
because they're sure to cheat. Isn't it too bad the teacher created the
'kind of atmosphere in that class Where students felt they had to cheat to
survive? If we think people have the capability for good, we/tend to
relate to them in positive ways. The self-fulfilling prophec.li usually
proves us right -- if we expect bad, that's what we get, and if we look
for good,,we usually can find it. Gordon.AlT)ort has specified three
psychological models about the nature of man. The first model is that
man is a reactive being. Here we see man being pushed and pulled around
by the.st-iiiirifiT his physical environment. He is not proactive in the
sense that he controls or wishes things to happen in certain ways. Heis
reactive, and his behavior is controlled by his environment. The second
model is man ,as a reactive being in depth-. Here man's behavior is a
function of things of which he is unaware. /the third model' shows man as
being-in-process of becoming. Man has the Potential for good, and this
potential ts nurtured by his environment. Man is not ontrolled by his

.eenvironmente nor does man do the controlling over envi onment. Rather,
man and environment are constantly interacting as man i in the process

,7,,of becoming.

These three models are not verifiable in the scientific sense.
There is no way to establish the "truth" about man's nature. E. G.

Williamson once said that he did not like the word truth:
nature.

said,
"Truth is a shady 'spot where we sit down to eat our lunch before moving
on." (17, 1972:119-120)

Douglas McGregorin The Human. Side of Enterprise haS\developed .

two theories to explain human behavior. The traditional view of man,
widely held, was labeled "X" and seemed to.be based on the following set
of assumptions: :

. 1. People are naturally lazy; thet
.

nothing.

2.' People work mostly for money and status rewards.

203
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3. The main force keeping-people productive im
their work is fear of being'demotedpr fired.

4. 'People remain children grown larger; they are
naturally dependent on leaders.

5. People expect and depend on direction from
above; they cid not think for themselves.

%
6. People need to be told, shown and trained

proper methods'of work.

7. People need supervisors who will watch them
closely eno gh to be able to praise good work and reprimand

errors.

8. People have little concern beyond t eir
immediate, material interests:

i9. People need specific instruction on at to do

and how to-4o it; larger policy issues are none of their

business.

, p1, 10: People appreciate being.treated with courtesy.

11. People are'naturally compartmentalized; work
demands are entirely different from leisure activities.

12. People naturally resist change, they preferrto

'stay in the old ruts.

13. Jobs are primary and must be done; people are

selected, trained? and fitted to predefined jobs'.

14. People are formed by/heredity, childhood, and
youth; as adults they remain statfe; old dogs don't learn

new tricks.
.

15. , People need to be "inspired" or pushed or driveh.....

,Another view of man was called "Y" or theory "Y". This set of NN`'

assumptions about thenature,Of/Man is set out below:

1. People a4 naturally active; they set goals,

and enjoy striving.,

204'
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2. People seek man; satisfactions in work; pride,",
in achievement; enjoyment of process, sense of contributi0404
pleasure An association; stimulation of new challenges.

3. 'the main, force keeping people productive in
their work, is desire to achieve their persOnal and social,
goals.

4. People normally mature beyond childhood; they .

'aspire to independence, self-fulfillment, and responsibility.

5. People close to the situation see and feel what
is nedaedand are capable of self-direction.

4

6. 1,6ople who understand and care about what they
are doing can devise and improve their own methods of doing
oaork.

People nee a sense that they are respected as
capable of assuming responsibility and self-correction.

. People seek to give meaning to their lives by
ideptifyi g with nations, communities, churches, unions,
companies, and causes.

9. People need ever-increasing understanding; they
need to grasp the meaning of the activities in,which they are
ngaged; they have cognitive- hunger in extension into the

;niverse. .

,

tt
10. People.crave genuine rbspeCt'from their fellow

man.

11. People a naturallyintegrated; when work and
play*are too sharply s anted both deteriorate; The only
reason a wise man can ive for preferring leisure to work is
the better404ty-of the work he can do,duringleisure."

. 12. People naturally ti-re of monotonous routine andw reenjoy new experienc1 in some degree everyone is creative;

13. People are primary and seek self-realizatiom
o s must'be designed, modified and fitted to people.

4 235
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14. People constantly grow; It is never too.late
to learn; they enjoy learning and increasing their
understanding and capability.

assisted.
15. Peopleneed.to be released andencouraged and

or

4 - The need is to make our assumptions about human behavior, more
explicit and to check how well our own behavior reflects our assumptions.
Theory Y is more dynamic than X,.more optimistic about the possibility
for,human growth anb.development, more concerned with self-direction and
self-responsibility, more consistent with the available social science
knowledge. The kind of environment necessary to allow the process of
valuing to occur is the Theory Y environment depicted by McGregor, and

the being-inr-process of becoming by Allport. The student must
have an ogportunity to inter with his environment, and we as teachers

must aff0E,tb students' t freedom to become. It is vital to understand

that the way we view ma and his behaving has a tremendous *pact in the
.way we perceive the v ue-forming procets.

/What type of teaching is most complementary to the learning
atmosphere describ d above? The writer feels that the method known as

reflective teachi, . deserves c9nsideration. HoiNan reflective teaching

facilitate the v uing process? "If, in addition to developing as many
insights and as .eep,..penetrating, dependable, and inclusive ones as

ssible, democr,tic education is to be focally concerned with enhancing
the capacity to .evelop insights independently, it follows that a basic
education objec .ive is to teach students hot to think as well as what to

think." (2:76) , And if we are to keep within the framework of democracy,
it would seem hat.we would want to "promote more adequate and more

--Faxmonious stu ent outlooks on the life of which they are (or foreseeably
will be) a par , and heightened capacity to reconstruct outlooks
independently.' (2:99) Reflective teach ng and learning is a process of

/
arriving at I don't7know situations. .T e first step is problem-raising

*(arriving at "fork-in-the-road"), an the second steR is problem-solving,-
,'... .

..._

Re r ctive teaching is problem-centered teaching, and the fact

that genuin roblems.which'are meaningful to the students are being

, 1

considered istinguishes reflective teaching from nonreflective teaching.
'At the ou set of the study, a realiquestion develops for which students
ave no a w'r, or at least no adequate one. And through the study the

students nd teacher, working cooperatively, develop a new or more
adequate of Win." (3:327) The teacher Acts more as a guide, and the
c)aqs is involved actively in attempting to arrive at tentative
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conclusions. The word "tentative" is used, becausel the conclusions

reached by the class will not be final, fixed conclusions; but, rather,
they will be conclusions which are left open, pending further
investigation. Once the valuing precus is complete (i.e., all seven
criteria implemented and tentative con lusions reached) it is necessary
to continue using the criteria -- future conclusions will quite likely
alter present determinations. The teacher guides the students by posing
hypotheses, insisting upon definitions, and separating facts from value
judgments.

.o accomplish this, the teacher uses apprOaches
which help student become aware of the beliefs and behaviors .

they prize and wound be willing to stand yp for in and out of
the classroom. He u45 materiaTi'andmethods which encourage
students to considerfillternative modes of thinking and acting.
Students, learn to weigh the pros and cons and the .

consequences of the various alternatives. The teacher also
helps the students to consider whether their actions match
their stated beliefs and if not, how to bring the two into -

closer harmony. Finally, he tries to give students options;
in and out of clast; for only when students begin to make
their own choices and evaluate the actual consequences, do
they develop their own values. (22:20)

Summary. This cha ter has been concerned with creating a
climate in and oyt

to extend the classroom and encircle our
t of school wherein the valuing process might'occur.

This clime nea
students' lives. We're making a plea for consistency. We do not want .

"life" to be ane thing and "school" to be something, else. The two should
be completely interrelated. If teachers feel comfortable teaching.: and
in fact being, in the kind of environment described in this chapter, the
'criteria which comprise the valuing process will take care of themselves.

There are numerous examples of the use of values in the
classroom. The book Values Clarification: A Handbdok of Practical
Strategies for Teachers and Students contains numerous values-oriented

bactivites, representative of each of the seven criteria of the valuing'
process. The reader is urged to familiarize himself with this
publication. The publications from University Associates (17, 18)
provide excellent activities and springboards for value clar'ification.
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For sometime philosophers of educatibn have Claimed to be
hampered in their philosophizing about education because of the ambiguity
of the concept 'education.' It is as if the changes in knowledge` brought
about by new empirical inquiries and methodologies has made, heretofore
acceptable criteria for using this concept no longer adequate. And,
since it'is the philosopher who must see to it that such problems of
language use are set right, it would seem that attempts at .philosophizing
about education without a clear understanding of what 'education' means
(i.e., how the term is to be used) are premature. But 'education' is not
the only concept for which criteria must be reviewed and/or revised.
'Teaching,' the subject of several philosophical investigations over the
past dech4 still requires attention. Its relation to 'learning,' which
itse as acquired new senses as a result of educational/psychological
res arehes, as well as its relation to 'education' are but two of the
ma facets of this concept that need to be dleamined. That the title
" e Teaching of Values" is at best very wide-ranging and at worst
peless y confused bears witness to the ambiguity of this concept.

S -1 or some, this phrase represents a practice inherently worthwhile
and ull 'of promise for the "new generation" while for others it implies

the most invidious form of indoctrination. And, if this were not
trouble enough; just what values are to be taught? Personal values?
Inherent values?. Pontributory values? Societal Values? Isthe teaching
of values meant to forM the'basisbfa.-moral education or is amoral
education one wherein duties and obligations are made clear.(i.e., rules
are presented and the consequences of rule-breaking described in detail)?

,Is the teacher of values like the artist who unlocks new meanings in
works of the masters or is he more like the Calvinist who describes Out
one way of seeing the world?' And finally, is it correct at all to say
that teachers can; do,,or should teach values? Would it not be better to
refine the students' processes of valuing -- to sharpen their criteria
for holding or making certain value claims, or, does this shortchange
them? Is the teacher attempting to provide the students with insights
into what things are valuable by allowing them only to discuss and
reappraise their own valuations and, if so, is this not like teaching the
joys of gourmet cookery by concentrating on how to manipulate or choose
utensils, balance ingredients, and how to chew and swallow? Surely there

is more the teacher can do, or is there?

It will perhaps be objected that to raise so many questions
while claiming. that 'teaching' is ambiguous results only in a
proliferation of problems and is, at base% a..rather unfair practice.
Surely the questions are difficult enough but\the answers seem now to be

almost impossible to give. What answer's are considered will depend on

how one understand, the matter of "teaching values': which itself depends

".
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on how the concepts 'teaching' and 'value' are to be understood. And, as
if this sort of analysis would not therefore be difficult enough,
"teaching values" Must be examined in the context of edudation (i.e.,
whatever is.referre
important to these
But questions of the
than they may inspire
carefully consider jus
to answer these questio
What can be done, howeve

to by 'education') the aspects of which phenomenon
orts of, questions have yet to be clearly understood.
type above must be raised if for no other reason
educational philosophers and practitioners to more
Whats"teaching values" entails.' It is impossible
s here and no attempt will,be made to do so.

and what seems appropriate for a philosopher
'to do in a few words, igto attempt to put in clearer perspective some of
the reasons why teaching, vAlues,'and valuing have been and are regarded
as important ingredients of moral schooling.

To say that "X is teaching" is elliptical usually for' "X is
teaching something" which in turn is elliptical for "X is teaching
something to Y." What is required of X is that he be knoWledgeable of
the something, at least as knowledgeable as is necessary fOr him to know
what it is (e.g., that it is mathematics rather than english, geometry
rather than algebra). And,-besides a knowledge of what Ttis,,X mai be
expected to be knowledgeable of hoW this something is to be presented to
Y. Minimally this requires X's understanding of the easy -to- difficult

:sequencing of the something but may, and usually does require X's
.

understanding of this sequencing with respect to Y. But more than X's
unaerstanding, of the something and his understanding of it with respect
to"Y it,-implied-by the statement "X is teaching." -The. something that is
taught:must be.of value in X's estimation or'X must accept that it is
valUed by-someonewposeinterest(s) X represents. More than this, X
must regard .the something as Valuable or regard it as "a Valuable". in the
ty0;afthOte he represents, for Y -- whether or not Y feels this way. An
interesting distinction may be made here-between in-schnoj, and out:of-,

ScitOl,teaching..,,While certainly not true in all,cases, it oftentimes is
t% 'true that what X teaches is valued by Y when the teaching; takes place

dut-of:schodl (.:1;e.;, Where X is Y's friend, sister, music teacher).. It
May afso.not.beVtogeper incorrect to say that when X is Y's father. or
6oth0, thafthe ifinetIOng taught is valued and indeed is asked for by Y

.--while-the teaching ofthat which is felt by Y's'father or mother but not
' by Y to bevaldabie for Y is left to Y's in-school teacher.

.

\

This may'aound overliconfusing but it surely is understandable.
zt Onsthe bne.hand one may say that all teaching has 'a purpote, that the

person doing the, teaching can give reasons for what he does in terms of
its proposed effectftl. On the other one may say that all teaching
involves values!, necessarily ,those of.X or those whose interest(s) X

)
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represents and possibly those of Y as well. Thus theophrase,'teaching of

values" seems redundant. But it will be objected and rightly so.that
what is meant by persons who speak of teaching values concerns.those .

cases,wherein the something that is taught is, ,a value rather than a, .

something of value., It may, of course, bt'OT value-as well but this
seems due more to the fact it'is taught than for what it is What then

are these values which X can be ,said to teach? Goodness? Beauty?
Truth? These are the sorts'of values which it seems those interested in

value-teaching must be considering.. They certainly ,represent in a.

traditional sense the!highest of values. But they present,a problem in
that each is quite abstract and the concepts "goodness," "beaUtyi"
"truth," are not easily defined. How then is X to teach these-abstract

concepts to'Y? Will (or'cen) X approach this task as he-would approach
the teaching of mathematics or english? Or, will X have to use different

teaching techniques?

If X teaches goodness to in the same way he teaches
mathematics

Y

to Y, the X must knoW what goodness is, understand how to
present it in the ,appropriate sequence for Y, and either value goodness
himself or believe that those persons he represents valuegoodness.
Assuming that no one does not valuesgoodness, X need be concerned only
with what goodness is.. But what is the good? When asked ip this way it

is implied- that the good exists independently,of good acts, qualities,
etc. . That is, the good is to besknown as the good not as a property
of those thIngsthat are good, and; more importantly, not as a property
of things,conAidered as good by these people inAhis -Situation. -In
short, the result is much like thicilven by Moore --'the good is the
good and is not so much known as it is intuited (since its character is
not determined empirically). Thus, the teacher who teaches thegood must
either have intuited what the good is or have been told by those .he
represents what the,good is -- the latter definition having been duly
intuited. But perhaps the teacher does -rely on those qualities and

actions which are called good _to pattern his teaching. , If so, then what

is taught may be those aspect i the good whith are common to all these.

instances. But how many instalifts-need'be considered, across what
cultures, and in.which contexts? Mtnfmally,it seems as if the good that

is taught must.he multidimensional. Il must be .the gobd for each gtudent-
taught, taking into consideration thecuyture and 'situation of each. .

Hence, it is "varieties of goodnes's" thdt must be taught. Bueremembering
that whatever is taught must be of value to the teacherto those
persons the teacher'represents, and that the good may be2differentially
or in some caSes pontradictorally defined,, then the teacher may find
himself expressihg-or representing many,dtfferent if not opposite

versions of thegood in the classroom. How Many versions, can he manage

G.
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.

to teach,and how, can he teach all that are required when for each student

.,
. . those situations considered may need to be treated uniquely? In fact',

4
would it not be simgler to merelY teach the stOdents how. to recognize the
good when they see it -- each in his own situation? Surely this would
enable the teacher to present a single subject matter to the students, a

`r
structure within which the students themselvesmay arrive at what is the

S' ., good, ,
A.

,

V

The subject matter of X's teaching may be 'valuing' or how=to-
value rather than a description of ond.or more, values themselves. And,
:while examples of the good, the beautiful,,etc., could be used as
possible valuables to be reviewed by X or by Y or by both'X.and Y.
together according to,the method of valuing'suggested, none Of these
examples themselves can be accepted as good, beautiful, etc., prior to
such analysis at least in principle. One problem that arises,,however,,...
is just how these examples of the, good, beautiful, etc., are tobechosen
for review. The teacher may have some ideas or may ,haVe'already reviewed
several Possibilities so that what is presented really is the good, the
beautiful, etc. But this amounts to teaching the gobd and. leads to some
of the difficulties noted above. One might argue that the problems'are
.different,' that in this case the teacher is not so much 'teaching. the
value but the method of re4lizing what is of value. But what if the
'students came to the conCliision that what is reviewed is not of value?
Can this happen_4f both the.teacher and e students.use the same method?
It probably can and should since whateV the ilethod its applicability
and'reSults. Must be person-specific. at, thOn, is the'teaCher
Suppose the students suggest examples f the gdod, the beautiful,retc.,
that the'teacher is not especially convinced are really "important"
examples of these values. If the teacher and students"together evaluate
the examples using.the method previously presented will they all come to
the decision that the examples are really examples of the goo.27-the
beautiful, etc.? "Surely it is possible (and rather likely) that more
than one view will emerge -- even with the-same method used. It is here,
then, that proponents of the teaching of how-to-value rather than of
values themselves have to refrain from claiming that .one Method will
produce necessary agreement on What is good, beautiful. And, it is here
that they must regard the teacher and students as equally experienced,
equally perceptive participants in determining what things are of value.
This all sounds very, well.

even Dewey had_some reservations about this sort of ,

laissez-faX valuing. The teacher was not to allow any inquiries but
.

was to have some plan for determining what inquiries would'be-most
rewarding fbr the students. Thus, one might say that at the least the

1 14.
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iAdacher of hdw-to-value must have an idea of what student-given examples
are worthy of further class stidy. But this may seem to border closely
on'teaching values as well as how-to-value. And; this sort of move from
tptally free to more controlled inquiry seems to correctly capture the

of Dewey as wall as present a more realistic picture of how a
teacher might approach the teaching of how-to-value. Is this sort of

.combination then the best of teaching strategies for examining values?
Wd'uld the advocate of teaching values per sg be likely to support this
sort of position? The answer would seem to be no. Although many of the
.so-called neo-idealists in philosophy of education do claim that Dewey
..himself was a kind of idealist, espousipg the educational relevance of
the good, the beautiful, etc., and would accept,fhe above pdsition, Dewey
himself does not truly represent their idea of what teaching values fiust
necessarily include.' What-they seem to have in mind is a more
Whiteheadian view, that the teacher has the responsibility to provide the
'students with as many insights into what is the good, the beautiful as he
is able while allowing as well for student-oriented inquiries..:Thit sort
of position differs from the one above in that it allows for the teacher's
insights as well as judgments.

In sum, then, the matters of teaching, values, and valuing are
quite complex and in need of critical review., What has been. done here is
merely, the briefest-af-fteliminaries. It should be clear,' however, that
' teaching' does Itself involve values n'd/or valuing. And, neither

"teaching values" no "teaching'valu g" alone seems sufficient for those

. concerned with the, greater appreci ion and understanding, of the good,

the beautiful, etc., by teachers nd students.

V"
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A wise man's heart discerneth oth time and
judgment, -- Ecclesiastes 8:5

.24 I would. have you wise unto that which is

- - Romans 16:19

Follow not that which evil, but t
good. -- 3 John 1:11

Labor to keep ally in your bre st that Tittle /

spark offcelestial fire -- conscience. - George Washington

Sir, I would ather be rig than President.

- - Henry Clay

* What i v luable is nod new, and what is new is
not vaNable. Daniel Webster

/1>`"
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Though admittedly difficult to accomplish, it is not' impossible

to identify 4 series of values/that should be made the cord of any -
educational !program in t is society. That such a series of value should

be.taught I /take for gra ted. I shall have to try
I believe this to' e th case. To do so, it will
the inevitability of tO schools' manifesting cer
instruction and in their social structures and t
choice of the partic 1 values they will manif
an array of possib alues, despite the natu
that exist ov udh, matters.

VI

we make choices injWhenev

o show; however,why
e necessary ar9ue

ain values in their
indicate how deliberate

st can be made from amo
al differences of opini

stools between teaching one thing
rather than ano er, between encourag g one attitude or behavior rather
than another, between structuring young people's schedules and'activitles
one way rathef than another, between governing school affairs one way
rather an another, we are laying the building blocks that will manifest
certai school-sanctioned values which influence the values assumed by
ever pupil coming in contact with them. There is no escaping thps fact.
E cation,.both in its purposes and processes, is a moral enterpOse. It

is shot through with expressions of preferred values, and whatever values
are represented as preferred, values of some kind are inescapably present
in the day to day 'life of the school. (1)

Since schooling is a form of social intercourse, those values
that are active in the exchanges between individuals (and Oetween groups

A
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and also among group" and individuals) influence the formation of values
by each person involved in schooling. This too is inevitable. Almost
unconsciously,, values are adopted by the uncommitted person from those
being manifest in his Social situation. If all those value preferences
being,e0ressed around him are received by himhwith a degree of personal
psychic satisfaction, they beoome'part of his repertoire of values. The
more he matures in his acquiring of his.own value preferences, the more
he is likely to notice a serite of <dissatisfaction arising within himself
when he begins to recognize-that some value preferences he has absorbed,

' or adopted appear to bA in conflict with certain others. At this point,:f
he is forced to think, to sort out the conflicts,'to reason why this
value grates with that value in his psyche, and, eventually reject certain
values for himself in favor of Others. (2)

Anyone who has ever taught school knows that these "givens" of
any educational situation pose challenges and obligations in the realm of
,values education with which teachers and other responsible leaders in
education must come to gripS. ,There is first of all the problem of
consistency or inconsistency of the valug being manifest by the
curricular and social structures of the schools. Within the curriculum
or within the norms of the school society, as well as between the two,
there can be conflicting or irreconcilable values being manifest. It is
extremely important that these eacirbe made internally consistent and
then consistent with'each other if we are dealing with young'people who
wo Id be overwhelmed by the ned to sort out their own value conflicts
s Uld a number of value inconsistencies be present in their studies,
their school norms, or both. 4

,

One cannot easily say when a child can begin successfully to
cope with hit 'own value conflicts and at ,what rate those coming at him
can be reconciled; every child differs in this respect, no doubt in

'relation to how much help he has in learning to deal with the rational
and emotional aspects of the task. But we know that to overload a child
with such value-resolution tasks has unfortunate consequences in terms of
disintegration of personality and separation of self from the natural
core of his being. (3) Therefor, it is imperative that educators
recognize how much inconsistency of values is present in all that is -

manifest in the exchange of value expressions in the schoOl setting and
reduce as much as possiblepese inconsistencies for the sake of children
who as yet are unable to cope with very much of the needed value -'

.

resolution. Watching each child absorb certain values from the array of .

value expressions present in the setting, including those sanctioned by
the school's curriculum and social norms. as well as those appearing
inadvertently' from other children, teachers; and outsiders, which may'pot

P
,
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be consistent with those values being sanctioned, can give important %.
clues as to whether too much value disturbance,is present for the child's
stage of value development. The older child should have acquired more

ability to cope with his value conflicts and may need less systematic
protection against overload, but the goal in either case is not to
shield the young person from the necessity of making preferences but in
fact to enhance his ability to Make such preferences and to resolve value
conflicts'for himself adequately and at an ever-increasing rate.

/
.

No. one can argue for the complete elimination of value conflicts
in school (to say nothing of elsewhere); it is, a fact of life that such
conflicts will always and everywhere exist and that every person must
choose-for his own reasons and with his own feelings those value

preferences that are to his own (or live wiprthe consequences of
non-commitment and psy ic value conflict). "One can argue, however, and

. must argue if the school is to assume the responsibility for how children
,learn to acquire values, that teachers and other educators should
;regulate the exchangepf value expressions within e educational setting

o that the optimum level of unconscious and conscio s adoption of value
p ferences by children, exists in relation to their owl g abilities to

iegrate a set of values into their lives that will er be solely

environmentally conditioned nor ultimately conflict-riddeb- and'
disintegrative. .

.
This, of. course, is not as easy to accomplish as it is to

'prescribe, but the whole mater is facilitated by'the effort to identify
those values which actUallXgere manifest in the school's program and
processes, We are now able to utilize a number of techniques for
detecAng the presence of value assumptions in program substances, in
teactilng practice and in social norms and rules of a school. (4)
Analysis of findings from these procedures can go a long way in
sensitizing teachers and other educators to the potential-value impact of
the educational environment:'``' To my knowledge, there are fewer techniques

available forrdetecting the stage of "cope-ability" a given child is- at;
there is no substitute, however, for knowing children's minds on these

matters on a continuing basis. This is one good argument for having the
school experience organized so that a single teacher can monitor all the

activity of each child. All good teachers try to take account Of the
.actual value acquisitions, the rate of conflict resolution they see
displayed, and the integration of value commitments into consistent
character that each child attains in the development of each young person
he teaches. erhaps the best techniques for doing these things will be

"written down d shared by those educators who4have found something

workable.
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A second challenge and value education that places an
obligation upon educatorsis related to the direct teaching of values per
se: I have suggested that it is better to gTViTdiliberate attention to
the value dimensions of the curriculum (and also to the so-called "hidden
curriculum") than-not to do so,-for the reason that values are taken up
indirectly by Mils ,either way and it is well to be sure that the
desired values are consistently presented. So, too, is it important not
to be satisfied With teachers teaching of values incidental to the
teaching of other material. Pupils must be deliberately provided

assistagce,in their endeavors to ;acquire their own set of values, and
this must be made a legitimate part of all teaching if the importance of
this type. of learning is to be made consistently manifest to pupils.

If all that teachers appear to be required to do is to teach
subject matter (either content or processes), pupils will get the
impression that personal values.are not of much consequence because most
of their learning is focused elsewhere on objective knowledge or on
non-personal affairs. Or perhaps, they will get the impression 04t the
making of preferred-value choices is so easy without benefit of

tot

in these matters that anyone should be able to come to his value .

commitments with little though and -quite naturally ne.1 considerably on
"fnstince,or on "the stars." Or worse yet pupils can ge .ression
that a relativity of value c ces must be tfe nom, that it really
not matter what v olds, or that pR ely self-centered judgments
are involved in all value choices, because the actions of classroom
teachers signify the avoidagog of all these issues as a part of the
educational process.

Once agai- we are in favor of value educ inthe
schools, we must be consis ent in providing time to teach and'time'to
learn the content,and proc sses of individual value commitment as well as
in providing time to teach math, science, etc. Pupils are hot going to
believe it is as important to acquire solid values and to live by them as
it is to acquire the usual ,sorts of knowledges and skills in school if
time is not allotted proportional to the importance the school must think
Value development deserves. Casual reference by teachers to the
importance of value-learning will sound pretty hollow iflittle attention .

is deliberately focused on such matters during some portion of the tots ----t
-learning time -

.

-- Now, I am not suggesting that hee way to chieve this balance'
between value education and other kinds of cation as to insert a
half-hour-period of ins ruction everyday for a s 'ect called "value
-education, Nor am I suggesting necessarily what so e schools are trying

4
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- now (and it is a worthwhile experiment, that is, to structure their
entire curriculum around value concepts and wing in math and science and
social Studies substance incidental to these value courses. I am,

rather, sdggesting that to take the obligation for value education
seriously means that in all courses and lessons (however organized as to
primary objectives and focused as to content) all teachers have to give
deliberate attention to the progressive development of integrated systems
of value and belief within each of their pupils. It is at base a

teaching problem.
, .

The imperative placed upon teachers to teach in t is values
area demands that a whole new range of pedagogidal approache be learned
And utilized by teachers in addition to the usual methods of "nstruction
associated with matching 'pupil psychological states with cognit

objectives. Insofar as there are cognitive dimensions involved in.

1Pt'
acquiring conscious value

r
mmitments (and, of,course, 'there are such

dimensions), many of the raditional methodsjif teaching are quite

suitable. But where one is attempting to en up value options to be'

assessed and selected from, when value conflicts within individual pupils
need to be.shown up in reality as conflicts to be resolved, or when

4

critical reasoning processes must be acquired and practiced by students
enroute to value choices or conflict resolption, some very different
approaches and types of lessons are /equiped that are not customarily
employed idOother types-of instruction. 'Providing choice-situations and
reflecting upon the consequences are two very basic approaches of

value-oriented teaching. The opportunity to learn 0) act on one's

.tommitments and beliefs is another kind of educational experience that
can be provided by teachers or drawn upon,from previous or non-school
experiences of pupils. (5)

All these approaches require tIat the.teacher have objectives
in mind which Are not common to a group of pupils bdt which are unique to

each pupil. After all, the pre-lesson state of each child's value
learning is bodnd to be different because of the unique series of value- /

choices he has already consciously or unconsciously made. To be faithful

to the overall goal of val education means that teachers must allow and
recognize the-existence ofndividual value choices about a very great
many matters on which their pupils will have had to have made different

choices. The opennessto work with values of all kinds within differing
pupils is a-quality difficult to possess for some teachers, but respect
for pupils who differ in their values from those held by the teacher and
an expectatiori that pupils'will sometimes not choose what you think are

"best" values e characteristics that must be acquired by teachers whq

wish to be tech ically competent in this area. The whole business

Z21
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. requires a different stance from that taken, for instance, in teaching
the difference betwedn real and imaginary numbers, or the rules of
evidence in scientifk" investigation, or the proper procedure in the
breast stroke. It requires unique objectives/ for each pupil and
instructional approaches appropriate to: aluing-type experiences. Some
of what is being dispssed in relation to personalized instruction (if
not individualized) will be pertinent to the requirement for unique
objectives. (6)

In the realm of teaching methodology, the type of approach
be used depends chiefly4poo whether the pupil is being exposed to a
value pre-established by the school that all pupils hopefully, will adopt
or whether the value is among those he may freely adopt or reject
according to his own value structure. This issue between being entirely
free to choose and not being entirely free to choose will be taken up in
connection with the last challenge in value education I shall discuss in
a moment. Clearly, however, while there are ,certain components of sound
value-teaching that transcend this distinction and remain common in both
categories, there are other instructional strategies that would differ if
the objective were eventual adoption of a certain value, for instance,
rather than'exploring or clarifying value options for which no compulsion
outside the individual's need for integrated values is to be applied.

An example, in the first instance, would be a method for .

teaching, let us say, "intellectual honesty" -- that is, a habit of being
able faithfully to represent ideas of others accurately and unbiasedly,
without twisting them for personal motives to personal advantage. If we
were to agree that this is a value to be taught to all pupils and that it
is one of those tO`Vaoctrinated" rather. than to be merelye"considere by.the p ; then it reqUires a' teaching strategy that
might include some of the folic:ging approaches.: (a) hide a particular
child's bag-lunch, set up a whisper-circl in which each person.ip the
circle whispers the locatipn (some cued t falsify the informatio as
they pass it along) until the child those lunch is missing hears t e
needed information, then let him sea unaided till he finds his unch
or gives up, and finally let that c d share his fee)ings and Te ctions
with the class about not being acc rately informed (-this may not b as
good an exercise as one with deep r, more serious, less trumped-up \
emotional impact would be, which ould equally affect all the4upM at

\once); (b) clearly, distinguish fOr pupils between learning experiences, 1

where utilizing ideas of other- pupils is all right, and testing \
)

situations, where one's own ide s must be represented accurately; do not
11

as teacher impose rules approp sate for testing tp these other setting
and thereby obscure in the child's mind when intellectual honesty is ....._,.--1

0
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applicable and when one is rightfully obliged to state an opinion or
knowledge of one's own; (c) let classes examine together case studies of
misrepresentaiibn and their cAnsequences, from politics-(Nixon, et.al.
in the Watergate situation), science (case of the painted mice in cancer
research where` data was altered affecting scientific conclusions '

SR/World, Nov. 304 1974, p. 50), business (written contract
falsifications of in-person agreements); (d) let pupils practice
preparing abstracts, precis, research reports, and the like, unti4hey
can in fact accurately represent ideas of others, all done in the context
of seeing the significance of accuracy over error in the purposes to

which such documents are put. Note that the methods appropriate to
indoctrination of a' particular, value (when that is an agreed-upon aim)*
are not one-time matters; the same aim must be attempted through a
multiplicity of approaches over a long span of time until the habitis
developed and commitment to it is established by strongly held personal
reasons and feelings in the individual himself. It should also be

mentioned that one should be prepared to accept the fact that some pupils
will never achieve full and dependable learning of indoctrinated values.
This is simply human willfulness operating in spite of good teaching.

Now, whit methods of teaching are suited to those situations
where values must be chosen by individuals but where 1atitude among
various optional value-choices is natural and expected? Let me suggest

some teaching strategies and appropriate methods for this type of
objective, again with a.speciftc example to illustrate the broader

concept. I could pick a value dilemma that is social/civic in nature,
such as, should the U.S. increase its domestic oil production to attain
energy sufficiency or turn to nuclear power or to imports? I might also

discuss a value dilemma that is personal/moral in nature, such as, should
4 date Susie who will want me to do things my own value stem rejects?
A more technical value dilemma which might involve aest etic matters as
well, such as, would I get more service and satisfaction from a Vega, a
Matador, or a Mercedes-Benz, could also be discussed. The same sort of-
teaching strateyes are involved in helping students learn to cope with
all of these kinds of.value dilemmas. For the sake of this discussion, I
will focus on one that ispften used in schools as a prototype in values

education. In precise form the question might be stated, which
presidential nominee shall I support in the 1976 campaign?

The value-preferences to be made here are complex. The options

are numerous. The criteria availableito be applied are varied. The

decision to be made is not expected to be the same for everyone. The

choice is bound to be affected by a whole range of values that already

eXist within each person. And the significance of making the right

5-
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choice (for him) will undoubtediy be recognized by anyone going to the
trouble of trying to make a determination on the question. Thus, we have
a classic "valuing situation" that is free and open and realistic.

-Teaching in this kind of context requires a whole series of
approaches: (a) help pills identify the actual options (candidates);
(4) help them learn how o locate stated positions held by each candidate /
and records of their previous positions d performance; (c) hel them to
analyze the critical components upon which. ents of preferen e might
be made (chpActer, skill, views, political obligations to per uns or 0
groups, etc.); (d) help them identify their own political ueiand ,

hopes to which they might wish to see a presidential cAndidate subscribe;
(e) help them to analyze the information they have Obtained in terms of
these personal criteria; and (f) help them to compare the relative
adequacy of the various analyses of candidates with the object of
identifying the one -(or more) mho seems (all things considered) most
worthy of support.

What is sseritial to be mastered by the student in thistype of
learning is for the most part a process, a habit of reason n, a
clarification of his own values. The teacher does not urg- one option or
another. The teacher asks, have you thought of this, what out that,
are you sure you know what you are convinced of? He facilitates the
student's access. to pertinent informatSon. ,He holds the student on the
track toward value- adoption and choice; he does not let the student
"cop-out" of the necessary stages of the process. Of course, the object
in this kind of values education. is not simply, to get this one decision
made about which presidential candidate to support) but it is to develop
the habit of 'facing all such dilemmas with a valid way of_approaching
them. Different opportunities to face similar questions under similar
guidance must be providedjm order that the pupil may generalize the
process and see that-if he continually utilizes ft, he may reach
satisfactory value-choices for. himself.

. 'The teacher functions pretty much in a "pastoral role," as
noted by Charity James. (7) when dealing with the teaching of valy0 and
valuing. The teacher must care enough about the pupil's deyeloking .

values-structure to facilitate his learning in this area -acid refrain from
judging and invading his "personal space." The to is perception of
himself and his own values and his perception cAliis pupils' identities
and their values always interact. The relati9nship b tween the two must
take the form of "communion" with each Oiler, as Gar S. Belkin points
out, (8) rather than of domination-subanssion or con rol and lack of
free-choice. There must be a coav6gence of spirit and mind between the

, ,
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teacher and the student, though there hay be a divergence in value
positions held by each.

For all educators, the overriding challenge in value education,
and the third one I shall treat in this article, is the necessity to
determine which values are to be chosen and justified as appropriate foh
teaching to all pupils as a minimum core of their individual value
structures aTia-Which are to be left for them to weigh independently and
taken unto themselves to make uOva unique value structure of their, own in
a life-time of value exploration.

As a first step in attempting to reach informed' judgments on

this question, I would urge educators to brush up on their knowledge of
values and the process of making judgments. This knowledge conventionally ,

falls in the areas of study known as axiology and ethics. There are some
convenient resumes of this knowledge especially written for educators
that might be worthy of study by those having limited time to dig into
these fields. The Belkin article,j8) already mention@d, is a good place
to start. It defines various types of value, such as.moral, values of
choice,.taste, and self-values. Drews and Lipson, in Values and
Humanity, (9) trace more fully the sources of value anUTheirtTelationship
to man and to reality, as well as describe the evolution of hierarchies
of value and changes in them over time. Clive Beck's little handbook,
already referred to in footnote (5), is extremely succinct, yet helpful,
especially the section on "A Theory of Values for the Schools." A

collection of recent papers, presented at an Ohio ASCD Curriculum
Research Institute, also has excellent background resources iR this
connection. (10) Roteach has presented in this booklet a refresher
course in values and valqe systems, terminal and instrumental values,
change in values and attitudes, and educational values. Implications for
education are dealt with in another article, included in this bOklet by

'Arthur Combs. Clive Beck has also treated psychologically the
derlopment of moral judgment. I have, also cited several other books for

th se needing more depth in their study. (11)

A second step in preparing-to decide what values to manifest in
schools is to establish criteria for the values to be chosen, Some of
them May need to be identified as ones having universal or dear- universal
acceptance on the basis of their being humanity-wide, so fundamental to
the life and welfare of the individual and of all mankind that we very
nearly take them for granted. Regarding human life as being so valuable

that taking the life of another person is considered unthinkable would be
an example of such a value: Another categoryaf value might-be
culture-wide or society-wide. One might chopSe a value of this kind,
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_such, as, the right to. Produce goods and services for,p)Ofit
individual or:Private dorpOration, or freedon1 of artittic,--liierlrA-on-,,,
personal- opinion expremion. There are also bound to'be community4wide
values or standards'that can be identified as appropriate for schbolinq
within that community whether other communities believe strongly in these
same ones or not. Even in a pluralistic community, .there could be a
value agreed to by most, such as, the enhancement of agridultural fairs,
sporting 'contests, special parks or other community facilities. School;
in these communities dare not fail to indoctrinate the young into certain
of-these localized values. Individual schools may: also have distinct
..values to be fostered. In all these instances, you wilVhatite

. have 46ctjhb,s..0,ffk.:Ift7gdg44.,4hisAts.441-suggept)Xhi.t oftco:iterimfar
choosing vallieS'that are to detib*rAt4ly:4(04friatriVetiot wflJeb

' universality (or nearly so) within the VariRus;levels '0 rittoned

Anather kindcof criteria has to dO,with the nature.of the ......

Itpchogl as medUcational institution. Depending won whitr.philtsophy;Of
education the school operates under, there are certain values inherent in
the educational process that demand allegiance or else the process will
be thwarted. "Tntellectual honesty" and "it is OK to make mistakes"
might be examples of educational values inherent in schooling itself.

There are no doubt many other ceiteria for selecting values to
be exemplified in the curriculum and through school norms, but 1 will
mention only a few others. (12) It would seem advisable to choose values
that are norms rather than abs9lutes. That is, they should be ones
accepted as worthy of commitment now whether they are to be regarded as
worthy forever. You will not get agreement on what values are absolute,
bUi you can get agreement at any given time on what shall be temporarily
supported, admitting thatthe ljst will change' from time. to time.
Secondly, it would seem advisable to accept into your list of school-
sanctioned values many that may be beyond the capacityq given
youngsters to understand fully (perhaps'even by the-end of their-
schooling). Schooling in values shou14: probably not be limitedto,what
you can get a group of children to accept-at a particular time or place.
After all, the values .on the list haye/their sources beyond the ideas and
experiences of young people.themselvet and come forth from the whole
history of man and from broad knowledge of given' social _contexts.
Thirdly; eVery'value'selected shObld probably be capable of three kinds
of treatment in.4nd through schooling: careful differentiation from
other values (no sense\ in muddling bp kids' thinking about two so- called 4

values if nobody can discy-Tminate clearly between the. two); judgment's
between alternative or opposing values (qo sense, in 'indoctrinating if the
pupil can't,tel/ what is not.fieing indoctrinated at, ,well as 'what is
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being);and demonstration and fo
value (no Sense in obtaining men
pupil's actions are not governe
other kinds of criteria suggest
values to something finite enou
an exact list of criteria to be
values), theSe suggestions shou

:establishing criteria. And tha
- have to establish such criteria

A

tering of action consistent with the
al or verbal consent'to,a value t ra
by it). These points, along with the

d, should reduce the list of accept -d
h to work with. While T. have pit et up
drawn Up (let alone,a reco -rtded list of 4'
d indicate, the nature and p rpose of
is the chief thing being u ed-,, that yoti'

before you can select the v ues.

The question May hay occurred to,you'during the pr= ions
iscussion,how do we ever get.such a list selected, even with some

reagonatile criterla available? Just a comment or two on this. It would
seem to 'be arkelverWheaminglaskAf every local school were left, to its
own devises in this )matter However, there a're people who atteMPf to
identify values aspired to by people in the variousqonteXtg mentioned :

-- mankind, socie community, etc. We need to diScover well-done liAtt
. derived for each of these contexts which are not just opinion surveyS but
careful assessments of enduring and generalizable values.

At the humanity-wide level, I can citea brief, but useful
array of values in the area of person-other transactions, which believe
could stand the test:of any criteria you set up. (13) /You may wish t
judge whether its scope is broad enough to cover adeq ately this ate ry.

of value. Turn to Appendix I for%n explanation of kris list.

At, the society-Wide:level (American socie y), I can cite, a very
comprehensive list of values in' nine ategorieS by Ralph H. Gabriel. (14)
Turn'to Appendix, II for extracts from, this list.

N

Efforts should.be made at the lOcal co unity and local-school
levels to develop a list appropriate to each of these levels. The aid of
avalues philosopher/sociologist may be enlisted in deriving a list of
community standards and values that the board of 'education may be willing
to suppbrt as values to be taught. (Boards need to accept lists from the
other, wider cons is as well, once such valid lists can be folaId.) sAt

the school level,' probably the professional staff with the ail' of the '

student body and professional educational bodies can identify the lists
'appropriate at that level.

ig

As in beginning this article,J end thii article by asserting
that schools thevitably indoctrinate ih values (at well as aid pupils in
exercising their freedom to choose values beyond these core values cop,*
to alloupils) and,by underlining the obvious: that it is better to,,

. .

I.
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deliberately chodse"Whichlafties shall be manifest in the teaching and
the norms of the school than it is to let, this matterf6TTeo. chance
through lack of effort to determine which ones the school really wants to.
sanction. I have argued that'both in teaching and in selecting values to
be taught and manifest by the school, there ire defensible procedures
that can be followed.' If we are to improve education in values, we will

'have tb understand and act on these procedures.

Apjoendtx

The Rucker Categori4s of Values for Humanization (15)

-

Value Category

1. Affection

. Respect

4. Understanding

5. Powe
infl

and

ence

6. Goods and
services.

Pulfillment Of'The Concept ,

. .
,

.

Human transactions of emotional warmth,

intimacy, and support in love, congeniality,
and friendship .

. ,
.

Human transactions recognizing admirable
uniqueness and individuality ina-lcontext-
of mutual identity

Human transadVons thatAevelop talents to
the limits of their potential

HuMan ti.ansa tions that stimuTate_each

a)
-person to fin his own truth in every.issue-
while gaini understanding of socia \1 norms
and the significant events of human history

Human transactions in which each person will
participate in making decisions that concern
him and will exert informal influence,

according to his talents and responsibilities
- . -

Human transactions providing facilities,
materials, and.services to promOte excellent
conditions of living

2
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Human transactions which foster the physical,
and mental health of each person

8. Responsibility *Human transactions that share experiences
enabling the person to develop a sense of
ethics and integrity inshis behavior within
the broad limits of his social 'context

In Politics

. Appendix II

Traditional Values in American Life (16)'

1. T e concept of the state as a-utilitaran device created to
provide or e common defense and to further the reral welfare.

2. Freedom and responsibility of the individual adult citizen
to have a voice:in./the government under which, he, lives, as

exemplified in the right and responsibility to vote.

3. Freedom of access to knowledge pf all kinds save only when
disclosure of,particular information would endanger the whole

.community.

4. Freedom to express orally or in writing opinions honestly
held concerning economic, religious, political, or social matters.

52 The protection of the free citizen against unreasonable
invasions of privacy by officers of government.

6. Thg right of free citizens to assemble peaceably.

7.' The supremacy .of civil authority over the military in
conformity with the principle that the civil authority is the
decision-making power and the military is the instrument, when
'needed-, totecarry decisions into effect.

%AM
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8. The concept of the American Federation as a "permanent
union of'permanent states," firmly established after the Civil War,
maintained by judicial enforcement of the Constitution and
forbidding nullification or secession my the part of the states.

In Law

1. The concept of a "govern.thent of law and not of men." In
the United States this means the supremacy of law administered by
the regular courts over the officers and agencies of government.

2. The concept of law as a living growth, changing with the
evolution of society..

: .

3. The right of every person to be free to move about and to
choose his occupation, unless convicted of crime and subject only to

"the general law, thus forbidding slavery or involuntary servitude.

4. The right of every person to be informed specifically of
any charges made by the state against him, to speedy and public

.trial, to compulsory process for obtaining witnesses, and to legal
counsel atsuring,him equal protection o the laws.

sli5. The right of 'a person to refu e to testify against himself.

6. The right to a trial by a jury,of peers when the United
States government brings the charges.

7. The protection of persons from being "twice put it jeopardy
of life.or limb!' for the same offense or, if convicted, from, "cruel
or unusual punishments."

8. The denial to government of the power to punish a person
through the instrumentality of an ex post fact law,)that is, a law
formulated to make an act an offense.after the act had taken place.

In Religion

1. The idea that the state is not coterminous with society but
that religious institutions exist of their own right in society
independent of the state -- the separation of church and state.

2. The freedom to believe and to propagate one's,faith as the
conscience of the individual person directs, or freedom to.refrain
from worship.
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3. The idea of the church as a free' association of believers
who assume responsibility for its support.

4. The widespre d but not universal emphasis on some form of
theism as a frame for explaining the meaning of human life.

5. The ideaowiely but not universally held, that ethical
standards spring from religion. .

/
. '

6. The idea that the furthering the brotherhood of man
under the fatherhood. of God caTls'for the outreach of the churches

--to the far "corners of, the world on errands of mercA,to assist
social evolution toward a better life, and to further mutually
helpful cooperation among all peoples.

7. A' sense of c arity, stemming in part from thAhumanistic

tradition and in part from that of Judeo-Christianity, coupled with
the idea that the performance of acts that contribute to the
well-being of individial persons and of society are, in themselves
religious activities of merit.

8. The idea that the state must respect the convictions of the
conscientious objector to refrain from participation in the bloody
violence of war, but that the state may require of the conscientious
objector in time of emergency special service of a nonviolent nature.

In Education

1. The idea that effective self-government requires that a
significant proportion of the electorate have sufficient education
to be able to inform themselves of issues and to consider them

.ioationally.

2. The idea that equality of educational opportunity for all
citizens is the just and desirable foundation for a democratic
society.

3. The idea that the state has an ligation not only to
pro ide educational opportunities fro kindergarten through the

uni ersity, but to require childre o attend school until their
ear y teens.
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4. The idea that the state should not have a monopoly of
education and that independent, privately supported schools,
colleges, and universities bring to the educational system a
diversity and variety that-further the general welfare.

5. Th 'idea that 'education, particularly-advahced education,
by trainin specialists:to:work in society which emphasizes
specialization, increases the opportunities of the indiVidual person
to find for himself a useful place in the community and to achieve
an income - commensurate with his-abilities.

6. The idea that from the elementary graded to the bachelor's
degree, the school exists for the training of the student as a
social being as well as for the cultural enrichment of the
individual and the training of the mind.,

7. At the level of the university, the idea that general
education should precede or,pace side by side with the training of

'ePthe specialist to the end that the specially trained person have
breadth of view and flexibility of mind along with a particular
competence:-

,8. .Thejdea of academic freedom which asser that teachers
in higher education should be free to.tearch for a d,,to teach the
truth.as they-see it without compulsion from the state, the church,
the business community; or the administrative authorities of the
institution and:to this end should enjoy security of tenure.

9. The idea that education should be a lifelong process and
that opportunities for post-school training should be available to
adults as fir as practicable.

Social Values

1. The dignity and importance of the individual person.

2. Freedom of thought and action of the individual person.

3. Freedom, and so far aspoisible equal opportunity, of the

individual person to make of his life what he can in accordance
with his abilities
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4. Regard for the group and for groUp activity as a means to
the ends of developing individua4l personality and of enlarging the
pgtsibikities. for effective action that has importance for the
individual person, resultin in the formation of voluntary
associations in extraordin y number and for a-wide range of
interests.

5.. Regard for the family as the basic social .institution.

'6. Iegard for weft leading to recognizable accomplishment --,
professioAal preferment, the accumulation of property -- as a normal

. aspect of the good life.

7. Concern for the physical and mental health of the commun ty.

8. Kegard for voluntary publ service by private individu s.

In Science

L

1., Regard for rationality -- the critical approach to th
phenomena of nature and of society, coupled with the effort to
reduce these phenomena to ever more consistent, orderly, and
gener lized forms of understanding.

2. The conviction thaeman must dare to unlock the secrets of
nature to the extent that his abilities p rmit.

3. The conviction that man must accept .and not shirk the moral
responsibility for the use of whatever new power increased
knowledge brings to him. ,

4. The understanding that the method of science, combining
precise reasoning with accurate observation and controlled
experiment, can achieve new knowledge when and only when it conforms
to an ethical code, a code that might almost be described as the
laws of creative thought.

5. The scholar who seeks new knowledge must have freedom to
aplore, to reason on the basis of discovered fact, and to express
his conclusions, .

6. In communicating what he has, found the scholar must be
faithful to the truth he has discovered;' he must describe honestly
what he has observed or found by calculation.
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7. The scholar must,approach the solution of.problems with
objectivity, a willingness to accept evidence and to reject
disapproved hypotheses, no matter what the consequences.

8, Regard for the application of scientific knowledge through
technology to the affairs of life.

In Economics .

1. Work,on the,part of the individual person has been valued'
since the theology of the 17th-century Puritans sanctified it.

2. Economic well-being of the individual person is valued not
only as the cornerstone of a sound economy bup'as the essential
foundation for a full and rounded individual life.

3. The sanctity of contract and respect.for property are
valued as the foundation for orderly and dependable economic
relations.

4. Production of goods is valued as a prerequisite to economic
wel/4. eing.

5. rivate enterprise is valued because it gives oppority
for the creative potentialities of the entrepreneur or of corporate
management, because it gives, the entrepreneur the largest measure of

edom in working out the distinies of the particular-concern, and
.

be use the opportunities of sharing in'the profits resulting from
successful management provides a stimulus for individual effort.

6. The profit system is valued because only where there are)
profits can Oivate enterprise long continue...

7. The economic well-being of the community (from the
community to the Nation) valued for the same reason that the
economic well - being of individual persons is valued.

/

8. Social security,for the individual person is valued.

9. The principle of assistance by the state to certain
economic groups is valdeebecause it furthers the economic
prosperity of the community.
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10. In spite of the fact that the .policy of price supports by
the government for agricultural products prevents competition among
producing farmers from bringing down prices below certain levels.

- 11. In the production of goods, rationalization and
mechanization are valued.

12. The principlebf collective bargaining is valued because
it enables the worker to negotiate with the employer on more nearly
equal tams and, as a result, have a voice in the formulation of
policies of vital importance to his life as a workman.

13. Opportunity for the individual employee to rise in the
managerial hierarchy of an enterprise through promotions based on
efficiency is valued for two reasons: It provides for the

ilization of the maximum ability in the management of the
ent rise; and it expresses the larger American ideal o giving

the i di idual person the opportunity to make of his life what he
can. . .

14. American value government in the roles not only:of
maintaining order and adminittering justice, but also in those
aiding stable economic growth and preventing excessive economic

inequalities.

In the Arts

1. Regard for the creation and presentation/of Music,
reflected in the multiplication of composers, the rowth of musical

organizations, "and the vast importance of recorded usic.

2. Regard for the collection of and making\available to the
public in museums painting, sculpture, and the crafts, both
classical and cpntemporary.

3. Regard for the quality of design in the artifacts of-

everyday life.
4

4. Regard for creative literature as an instrument for the
fuller and deeper understanding of life.

5. Regard for the-drama and the dance as presented in stage,
film, and TV 4s instruments for enriching human life.

I
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6. Regard for tradition and for innovation in. painting,
sculpture, and the and for popular and mature participation
in these arts. .

7. Regard for tra on and innovation, together with the
principles of form and f nction, itl-the architecture of a nation
building to meet the needs of an increasing population and a- swiftly-
evolving civilization.

8. Regard for criticism by scholars and specialists in the
various arts to encourage discrimination by the public in appraising
performance and recognizing excellence.

In International Relations

1. The principle that changes in t elations between
nation-states be accomplished by ul means alone -- the
rejection of violence as an i rument of policy.

2. The principle of national sovereignty under international
law.

3. The value of collective security within an organization of
nation-states has been, increasingly recognized in the 20th century,
superseding the older isolationism.

4. The observance of international law and international
commitments formally.undertaken.

8. The use of international adjudication to settle legal
disputes.

6. The concept that free nations should' practice
neighborliness and that/the stronger and more advanced among them
should respond to requests for help, particulkrly from peoples
struggling to escape'from inherited poverty.

7. The concept thaCgoveimment should encourage and support
cultural exchange among-peoplesr on the ground `that increased
'understanding among Overte civilizations and mutual appreciation
of their art and their values further the cause of fellowship4among
imea-of good will, and so of peace.
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CHAPTER XIX

THE TEACHING OF VALUES.

DONALD S. SECKINGER,'THE UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING,
LARAMIE, WYOMING
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I choose to write this paper, in the existentialist phrase,
"from my own bldodstream." , This is not becaUse -I disregard or downgrade
the.many learned authorities who have written over the years on values.
Trained as a philoSopher of education I can hardly do that._Rather, I
want now to testify to you on the basis of my own suffering and personal
experiences-just what I believe can and cannot be done -7 and should and
,should not be done -- in the realm of teaching values.

Your editor and I share, I believe, certain value judgments as
to what constitutes the kind of human 'attitudes and behaviors we prefer.
Like, him,. I am attracted- to the.qualities of openness, honesty,
authenticity, and sensitivity to other personS, without which education
is a'meaningless enterprise. Also with your editor I agonize overthe
closed; suspicious, inauthentic, and warped behavior we have odseryed.in
the public life of this nation and the private value systems of too many
of its citizens.

Starting from this base of agreement on what is generally
desirable on the one hand,and commonly practiced on the other', I propose
to set before you a number of value-laden propositions onthe teaching of
values. These propositions have to do with the ways we encounter valuing
and the teaching of values in our everyday lives, including. the
distortions that enter in through educational and other social
institutions,

The didactic instruction of values is still widely practiced in
our schools, families, and churches, to mention but three of the most
crucial institutions of cultural transmission. It is a highly potent
means for the inculcation of various kinds of orthodoxies, especially if
one is able to gain acce s to the mind and feelings of the learner at an
early age. Classical se ular philosophies, expressing themselves in
traditional liberal art curricula, account in large measure for the
power of this approach to captivate the imaginations and command the
allegiance of generations of teachers. These philosophietr taking their
cue especially from the pedagogy of Plato and Aristotle, were enormously
magnified in potency by their marriage into the orthodox mainstream of
the Judeo-Christian tradition.

There is a wonderful tertitude, a "security blanket in
confused and evil world *of destruction and hatred, in the regularities of
-didactic instruction.. Most students appear to, be trained in this manner
of teaching values and are therefore baffled by the teacher who attempts
a more democratic and less authoritarian approach. The students
themselves pinpoint both the strengths and weaknesses of traditional
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didactics: they used to believe ever him their teachers and parents
told them; as:titre went on, howeVer, t ey have come to believe less and
Tess of anything_ told or "sold" to them by way of any social institution,
from schools and churches to politicians, advertizers,.and the7news media.

Didactic instruction, in and of itself, is not inherently evil.
In a truly authentic community of true believers, it is a positive good.
Among the "Old Ordei." Amish, for example, or in an Israeli kibbutz, adults .

practice what they preach and all members of the community,7FoTihe
youngest children to the elderly, know that values arepore, than dreams.
It is wheh what we call "schooling is separated from life experience'
that this manner of instruction loses credibility. The child then grows
up into a confused adolescence and finally into an adulthood of lifelong
dissonance between ideology and survival.

An appealing way out of this dilemma'is to shift o the
proposition of behavioral engineering. This is enormously. ttractive to
disaffected young people who haVe unmasked the hypocrisy, herent in .

ideals emptied of their original creative bases in dail ife.

The wonderful thing about behavioral engineering is that it 7

works. By employing the manipulative skills and ,technological expertise
of modem, biological-behavioral sciences we cant alter human actions beyond

-
the vi#lom of utopian philosophers, and theologians who have gone before.
The probleMs of good and evil are removed by Making these distinctions
irrelevant. We can.be.conditioned to do what is best for a more
efficient social order, and to be made-to feel good, through positive
reinforcement; about.ourselves and our relitiWris to others.

Behavioral' dngineerfng-ii psychologically possible and -

educativelyefficient but it Wan ethical and moral nightmare.. It,
carries owt the reductionist tendencies in modern science to their
ultimate conclusion., Human freedom of choice, which makes both.good and
evil possible, is negated. This istoo high a price to pay for the
solution to our. personal .and social ills, yet it is the terrifying
prospect that'faces Us as an alternative to'the bankruptcy of didaCtic
instruction in a world going mad:

'Restorative dtalogue.,is the third,and last proposition I would
offer as the basis for the teaching of values. The terms are chosen
carefully; restorative, for bringing persons back together in a sense-,of
shared'interestt,that has been lost inour modern world; dialogue, for,
the process. of seeing our students and peers from their side of a
teaching- learning -situation that involves us mutually.
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We live in an urban industrial society which is creating a
culture that is more andmiore inhuman. The perton in such a world is
becoming a standardiied part who can be cast off when no longer -'

functioning and replaced by a younger and presUmably better conditioned
Self. We may succeed in "humanizing" this kind of system at a
superficial level by providing welfare benefits,retirement communities,
and even psychiatric care of.an "adjustment" nature, but the problem .

.:-. .still remains. All the soothiTib propaganda in the world will not alter
the real..ity status of those of us who are either worn out and used 0 in

,

-such e culture or who never had a chance to compete for its material and
psychic .rewards in the first place, . ..

Restorative values go beyond social justice even as such a
redistribution Of opportunities may be desirable at this time. These
values seek to.return us into a situation of community -- as distinguished*
from Mere Collectivity -- in which we may truly share ourselvesmith our

. fellow human beings. The maintenance of community in the face of the
onrushing industrial culture was one of the great goals of progressive
education,. nurtured, by social psycholbgists such es, George. H, Mead and
phtlosopherslike,John,Dewey. Unfortunately, their creative humanistic
ideas have proven vulnerable to the distbrtions of reductionist
manipplation. ,

,,

,. .. ,
. , 1,,

We haye reacheclthe'ttage in human history Where communities
must not only be maintained but recieeted in.the face of bureaucracies
,quite capa4le of routinely letting patients die in, the waiting rooms of
public hospitals or of sterilizing welfare clients without their'
knowledge pr of experimenting on captive:populations in mental
institutions and'pritons. It is also time for=that special form of
social interaction, ethically informed dialogue, to come into the process
of educating.

.
. ., .,

. .

. The greatest pain and frustration I experience in teaching is
watching a blankness appear on the facesbf Siu4404.when Lam obliged
for one reason or another to fall back on didactic instruction:. My joy
in the communication of yalues 'arises when I allow myself to see pupil's
as persons fromtheir side of experience, so thattogetherWe'ite
invoIvedin the unanticipated revelations of dialogue, .

Now does one.bring about restorative dialogue3- 4 is not.so
, much a, question of, method as of manner: lectures can 42ecome,die)ogical

if they are conductia-17ia low-key, unpretentious manner. i Ots40$4414 tn
which student participation is not over-controlled by the teacher are a
form of dialogue; the "social,itu es" student committee approach lendS
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itself very well to gio4A-take and vnintiqipated-outioMei-:-

' Dialogue is as much a matter of the feeling tone of a class,
the express ion passing across the face of a.student, the atmosphere of
learning as it is an exclusively cognitive process. A teacher can feel
mutual respect, openness and good vibrations as he or she also can feel
tension, hostility, and barely concealed rebellion. In elementary
education, restorative dialogue means fewer directions and negative
corrective commands and a de-emphasis on elaborate verbal descriptions,
with more and more initiative and activity coining naturally into the
hands of young learners. By the time these children are growing into

"adolescence in the secondary years, they should be open, honest, and'very,
much in partnership ith their teachers in the discovery of personal ,and/
social knowledge. . I

;---{-
1

,Ultimately, the restorative dialogue of the school must b c e
the reconstructive culture of the society. The whole person iMpli lso
the healed community. Schdols as we have knoWn them will need to v lve
into open community learning.centers. "Onl$ then will we be able o ay
we are truly teaching values that are real and lasting because th are
lived in. the world around us.
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CHAPTER XX

VALUES AND CHANGE e.,

JOE CARSON SMITH, OR, CAMELBACK CHRISTIAN CHURCH,
SC TISDALE, ARIZONA'-4
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On the first 'day of ray' :daughter's. secondr of high schodl,

her English teacher wrote on the chalkboard, l'EV6ything changesi" She
then elaborated upon her statement to the effettthlt-reality is change.
In response toka,query from mY,Oaughter, the following was jotted down
for,her consideration.

Some Questions For a Teacher Who Says That Everything Changes
(That Ultimate Reality Is Change)

40

If so, does not this proposition change? Isn't it

logically self-destructive?

If everything changes except thii prOposition, how '
can we account for the stability of our minds, which understand
this proposition the same way day after day?

If everything changes, how can we conduct this class?

Won't we all be different people tomorrow? How can we find our

way, to class? How can we tell it's a class and not a
hor§erace?

If everything changes; butnot that fast, how can
you tell the rate of change without some fixed criterion? How

can you have a fixed criterion if everything changes?

If everything.changes, how is it that this point-of
view of Heraclitus has maintained its essential features for,
over 2,000 years?

How-can you tell that everything changes? Isn't

this really a statement of faith?,
A

Isn't the proposition that.everything changes really
a line of bunk utilized by demagogues and charlatans from time
immemorial to get people to change their beliefs to those of

the pitchman?

If reality is constituted entirely by change, isn't

it impossible to hold any value with conviction? If na, why

do you believe in telling the truth? What relationshijoido

your reasons have with permanence and 'change? If yes, why

'
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should we-believe anything you'say? Yes or no, why should we
believe anything you say, since you may not believe in telling
the truth tomorrow? ,

Does not the assumption that reality is chahge lead
to a philosophy of absolute relativity? Are you for progress?
Are not-the, concepts of progress and absolute relativity
mutually exOusiye? If no, how in,a context of absolute
change, can you detect or measure progress? If yes, why do
you talk to your students about change in the interest of

,

progress? -

Can relativity exist in a context of absolute flux?
How can you identify relative entities? ----Take them-
seriously?

Isn't it more reasonable to believe that both
permanence and change are aspects of reality?

The teacher involved was in fact making a massive metaphysical
assumption. Consciously or unconsciously, she was engaged in a broad
scale intellectual seduction of those committed to her influence.' By any
adequate definition, she was teaching religion. Her procedure
constituted a flagrant example of indoctrination, in the worst sense of
the term. Sadly, she was probably only dimly aware of what she was doing.
This does, not alter the fact that her guiding concepts may lead to
personal and social catastrophe. To accept the proposition that change
is reality necessarily eliminates the possibility of committing one's
self to normative, values. This leads to nihilism and cynicism in direct
proportion to the individual's capacity for logical thought and rational
behavior.

It is fashionable to respondto this'iort of complaint with the
rejoinder that people are not rational.apyway,Jhat vOrues are controlled
by social, psychological, and physiological pressures. But this does not I

justify the sort of teacher behavior described in our opening anecdote.
It suggests, rather, that such behavior is meaningless and inefficient.
To be consistent, teachers who argue. in this way should cease to
philosophize about change in front of their classes. It does no good in
this connection to argue that change is everywhere present in experience.
It does not follow that the concept of change is therefore simple,
Concrete, commonplace, and easily understood by everyone. When extended
at 411 beyond the simple empirical registering of specific movements, the
idea of change -quiCkly beComes as complex and difficult to define as, say,
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the Christian concept of the Triune God, Since people in general, or
teachers in particular, are-no more apt to quit talking about change than
they are about God, educators should accept the necessity and
responsibility of dealing with change in an honest,, adequate, and open

manner. .This suggests the desirability of a degree of philosophical
:.,sophistication not always manifest in the-profession.

One does not move in Educational\ circles very long wi ut

becoming aware of very careless use of the word change. The in uence of

John Dewey no doubt accounts for educators' fascination with the idea.
Not everyone, however, uses the term with Bewey's philosophical
expertise. Many, unfortunately, reflect what is .a central flaw in his

system of thought. Although he is the American philosopher of change par
excellence, he never adequately defined his term. One searches his
writings in vain for a Careful delineation of the idea itself. (1)

Coming into educational circles some years ago as a relative
outsider; it was soon oWrved that most speeches by educators made a
dozen to thirty references to change in the introductory remarks. These_

references were almost always to change in general, or to change in the
abstract. Analysis revealed that they were without specific referents in
the real world, -They were in fact metaphysical expressions of a
symbolic nature. They were ritualistic devices of the sort commonly used

to insure group identification and ideological acCeptability. This was

easily established by inquiry as to the specific 'changes being

recommended. It became embarrassingly evident that the remarks meant

nothing at all in terms of real conditions or actual proposals. Their

efficacy as means of cultic,participation was evident, however, in the
hostility generated toward one who did not share in the common mystery.
No one cared to. say exactly what change meant in this context, but the
subversive character of one who did not know' was assumed to be perfectly
apparent to all right thinking educators. It should be observed that

this kind of invocation of change is a persuasive device for committing a,
group in advance to whatever specific changes its leadership subsequently
proposes. After all, 'f one is in favor of change in general, how can he

resist changes it'll') icular when they are, put before him? It is not

surprising that tors who use this manipulgtive device on their peers

would use it o heir pupils. This does not, however, improve the

ethical quail of the procedure. Because pupils learn from the

procedures us d upon them as well as from the ideas and actiyities
presented.to em, in the long run this practice may resuV in commitment
to values no wanted or contemplated by the teacher, such values as

craftiness, d eitfulness, and psychological domination of others.

'

(1,
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If !one is to be seriously involved in the teaching of values,
he must grapple with fundamental philosophical issues. Basically,
philosophy id\ concerned)with three questions. (a) What is, (b) what is
true, (c) what is good and right. Though the third areaTs the area of
values, the firstand second are integrally'related to it. Change is an
,aspect of the first. When peopTe talk as if change is the arbiter of
values, they do so because of certain assumptions about reality. It,is
vary easy to.assume that every concrete physical object that comes to our
attention is subject. to change. Does it then follow that reality is
change? Before jumping too easily to that conclusion, notice something
about the concept of reality. It is involved in its opposite, the
concept of illusion.' Is the distinction between reality and illusion
expendable? Hardly! .We have tripped over an aspect of reality that is
'permanently necessary to all thought about reality. It would also appear
to belllecessary to human life and society, since this distinction marks
the border between sanity and insanity, How can one asser t reality
is change when faced with the necessity of assuming p rma tin order
to meaningfully make the assertion?.

f

There are other problems inherent in the assumption that reality
is change. For instance, take the problem of assigning proper value to
human beings. In order to do this, one must assume that humanity is a
permanent thing. In no other way can one hope to convince anyone that
all men are to be valued. superlatively, in a way that distinguishes their
from other objects in t world. Without these assuMptions,,all

--discussions of huMan ri ts are meaningless. In order to deny their

r

rights to certain people, all ore must do is convince himself that
change has altered the proper identification of human beings. He may
then reclassify certain people and misuse or destroy them without
compunction. By this device the Nazis murdered the Jews in World War II.
On the same grounds, the Communists killed millicns of Kulaks in Russia
between the World Wars. History strongly suggests that wherever people
intellectualize such behavior, someone is likely to implement it. When
men convince themselves that change affects the definition of man, they
may then kill and abuse other mep without conscience. Indeed, they may
easily come to believe that they must do so out of necessity. Marxism
long since should have taught us the bloody pot ntiality of assuming that
History is an engine that is properly driven by hange. This is to endow
the source of power in history with the capaci directing history.
Since this power is mindless, the real source of direction becomes thd
minds of the peopit who identify 'themselves with change.

Teachers who indoctrina their pupi)s with, the irrationality
that reality is change should notAre surprised when they resort to
barbarism, with technological improvements.

"t
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Also related to one's view of what is, his view of reality, is
a person's self concept. The idea that everything is subject to change
undercuts the capacity to value one's self at critical pdints in life.
The idea that all values change with changing conditions may easily lead
to the conclusion that your life is not of high importance. One wonders
if the exaggerated emphasis upon change that has characterized AmeriCan
education in the twentieth century may have contributed to the drug
problem in this way. Emphasis upon change easily leads to the
conclusion that short range satisfactions are preferable to.the long-
range goals. To substitute the sovereignty of change for the
Judeo-Christian heritage of the permanent worth and eternal potentiality
of each individual tends powerfully toward contempt for the self as well
as others. It is a curious pedagogical mentality that harps continually
upon the omnipotence of change while denying in principle that ideas have
consequences inhuman life. The,cult of change is not very well equipped
to protect the individyal against corrosive attacks upon his or her
values as a human being. If what a human being 'is is presumed to change
by the hour withobt qualification, why should a person place any
particular valueupon himself anyone else?

The second major consideration of philosophy mentioned above is
the question of truth. This is sometimes referred to as the problem of
knowledge, but in all real problems, it quickly becomes apparent that it
is a problem of truth. When .people are urgently concerned with knowing,
they wish to distinguish bttween illusion and reality. They want to know

the difference between what conditions and procedures will allow '"a
solution to their problems, and which will not. This distinction appears

. to be permanently relevant to human life. It is not difficult to
convince sane men that if they do not respett this value they will die.
For this reason truthfulness and truth seeking are generally considered
to be very important values. They must be given high priority in any
educationpl program. Yet how can this be done if all permanence is
sacrificed to unlimited change? .The questions directed to our exemplary
teacher about this (see p. 1) are not facetious.' If reality is

constituted entirely by change, why should anyone value the truth? How

scan a teacher recommend this value by referring to ,change? How can
people believe a teacher who tells them that they should always value
truth because absolutely everything changes? This Is part and parcel of
the problem referred to by Alexander Solzhenitsyn in his Nobel Lecture.
He indicates that the human abuse of human beings is made possible
suppression of the truth about what is happening. Viol &ice and lying are

siamese twins. When people adopt violence as a method, they must accept
"lying as their principle. The mark of courage in a vicious world is not
to participate in lies. Commitment to truth is essential to humanity in
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the late twentieth century. (2) Solzhenitsyn h d man's need for
a stable value system in a hard school. (3)

Educators, should take both permanence and change seriously.
They cannot safely dispense with either concept in theory pr in pragtice.
The two ideas are, especially potent in the area of values. The nalvb
invocation of change.so evident in much educational writing constitutes
a kind of disciplinary fetish. It rarely qualifies as serious thought,
and its metaphysical.implications are ludicrous. To generalize change
into a metaphysical absolute is a logically self-deStructive process".
One cannot account for a steady metaphysical axiom in the_context of an
ontology of absolute. flux. To invoke progress as a guiding value in such
a context is fantasy, but fantasy not infrequently evident in education.

Progress, as a value, requires stable standards for its detection and
measurement. Likewise, change cannot be equated with process. A process
implies continuity, regularity, and identity. All of these are subject
to change rather than reducible to it: No philosopher of change is able
to show why absolute change does not imply chaos. There i4 rather
general.agreement that temporal change is irreversible, s6mething like an
Axiom of historical process. Neither the past or the dead normally
return in reality. To suggest that this concept of time might be a
temporary reality or principle is not a viable maneuver to protect a
philosophy oflux. Rather, it is to entertain the possibility that
change may be an illusion! 'If time is not linear and irreversible, then
history becomes' circular or repetitive. Change loses its credibility.

Western thought and culture has a profound commitment to the
.: concept of linear time. It is unlikely that this concept can reasonably

survive in conjundtion with an assumption of omnipotent change.
Unfortunately, to abandon the concept of linear time,.the idea that
events may be going somewhere in particular, it to undercut the concept
of progress. But this is one of Western Civilization's most creative and
productive ideas, Change is necessary to progress-, but unlimited change
is the enemy of progress. To abandon progress is to abandon the hope of
improvement in human conditions. A radidal concept of change cuts
harshly into human hopes and aspirations.

On the other hand, the naive espousal of permanence in values,
knowledge, and reality is equally invalid. Permanence and change are
both evident to human experience. N6 comfortable scheme is evailable by
which certain values,.realities, or truths can be guaranteed immunity--
against change. Man cannot escape, the necessity of faith by either the
obscurantism of the reactionary or the irrationalism of the radical.
Neither permanence nor change is a panacea whose adoption as an absolute

ft
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will deliver us from the pain of confrontation with an uncertain reality.
The fusion of permanence and change which confronts man's thought'
presents him with both enlightenment and mystery, and the two often pull

against each other. Both, however, are frequently recognized as

authentic human values. It is possible to flee from reality by turning

to change as an absolute. It is equally possible to perform that

maneuver of immaturity by making permanence an absolute. One may seek

solace by denying the power of change over certain realities or values.
One may also escape certain problems by denying all permanence. This. is

a common haven of self-justification for tyrants, traitors, and crooks.
The reactionary is stalked by fear that his truth, his God, or his status

quo may be dissolved by change. The radical is frantic to keep God at

bay by a too-persistent denial of permanence, and tie perennially falls
victim to some utopian scheme or persistent theme that betrays his hunger

for stability of purpose and meaning. There is no, authentic humanity ,

that does not grapple with the anguish of permanence and change. There

is no salvation without faith, whether secular or sacred.

Perhaps the most persistent question relative to the teaching'
of values is the why of values. Why is one thing, or condition, or kind
of behavior valued above another, or valued at all? To give an answer to

any such question is to invoke a sanction for a value, or for.values in

general. Always some reason will -be given, some reality mentioned, by
which. the value is made apparent or in which it "finds a ground upon which

to stand.' For every value a justifying referent will be found in what
is, or in what is true. Implicit in every referent is some degree of
permenence, for no-FErationship can exist without identification of what
is related; and no identification can be imagined in the midst of total

flux. On thp other hand, all human valuing takes place in a context

which includes change. It is imwssible to imagine any human valuing in

the absence of change because it impossible to imagine human existence

in the absence of change. Therefore, the presence of both permanence and

change is implicit in any consideration of human values. Teachers can

hardly deny to their pupils their right to search out permanence upon

which to base their values. It is evident that this'involves faith. In

essence faith is the same thing whether secular or sacred, temporal or
eternal, naturalistic or supernaturalistic, theistic or atheistic. The

justification Of values simply cannot avoid this problem. Valuing always

invOlvis faith, as soon as it involves public policy or social behavior.

,- .Offer noes inevitably arise about what is good or bad, right or wrong.
,Such differenc0 simply cannot be answered by scientific method. They

quickly leap-frog to questions of normative value. This involves what .

people believe, not what they know.

.
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Lately, one observes a certain educational maneuver designed
to avoid this pressure. The teaching of values, is alleged to involve
merely.the process of valuing. Valuing itselris adopted as the object
of educational procedures. Thisjs gutless end hypocritical teacher
behavior. Since people will value"anyv)ay-i the process itself is not
educational. Pebple no more need to be taught to value than they need to -
be taught to breathe. Such activi y is not education, since it has no
objective.' Such teachers know per ectly well that they are utilizing the

Plfiek
process'of valuing for the purpose of rec ding certain values
preferred by themselves, the administrat on, some part of the
community. No one is fooled by this, especial y the pupils and patrons
of the school. The major result is simply diminished respect for
eacators.

This is related.t6 the canard that teachers are simply "change
agents." It is implied that this is an adequate educational objective.
Such assumptions are valid only if it is accepted that change is the
ultimate reality, that change is the normative value of human life, and
that change is the sanction for all alues. This is to say that change
is everything. About all one can th n do is change, until he disappears,
since one can hardly hope to continue to exist if change is everything.
This is, of course, nonsense. No more, however, than the notion that-a
t er is simply a change agent, especially when trying to teach values.

,Eve effective teacher is a change agerit. Effectiveness is recognized
by changing pupil belief and behavior toward specific objectives.

'Especially in teaching values, these objective§ must be recognized and
acknowledged. Not to do this is to be ineffective or dishonest, or both.
There is an ethical necessity laid upon the teaching profession here.
Teachers cannot effectively teach values that they do not hold. They
cannot teach normative values to pupils who do not respect their
integrity. They cannot escape the element of faith involved in the
sanctioning of values. Superficial appeals to the alleged secular nature
of the American public school are not adequate to the solution of this
problem. It cannot be avoided forever. Problems of 4nstrumental value
lead inexorably to problems of ultimate value. These are religious in
nature. This is equally true fOr adherents of secular and supernatural
religion. In either case, ultimate value commitments involve faith, the
assumption that certain things are true that cannot be proven to be true.
The Constitution of the United States no more justifies the use of the
public schools to support a secular establishment of religion than it
does their use to support a supernatural establishment of religion. The
history of the twentieth century suggests that secular bigotry is no more
benign than sacred bigotry. (4) The increasing emphasis upon the
teaching of values will,not permit educators to continue to avoid this
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problem. It is no longer possible to evade it by recourse to a bankrupt
philosophy of absolute change.

It would appear that values cannot be justified without
permanence. It would also appear that no appeal to permandhce can
eliminate uncertainty in the validation of values. The sanctioning of
values always involves faith. Also, no appeal to permanence can
eliminate the radical challenge that change presents to values in
practical application. Change is a reality that eliminates sipplicity
from consideration of value. A world that exhibits both permahence and
change guarantees the presence of mystery in human life.

Closely related to the problem of sanctioning values is the
strength of value judgments. There is common agreement that some values
should be held with great tenacity and conviction. This is especially
significant in the face of changing demands and circumstances. In one
way or another, however, implicitly if not explicitly, unction and
duration in values are of necessity related to permanence. Philosophers
who theoretically embrace change do not prove to be exceptions to this.
(5) Strength in value judgments is always related to permanence in some
way, at least to the permanent identifying characteristics of a
philosophical system. Values are required because of change, but they
are maintained by reference to permanence. Values are applied in a
context of change, but their power depends upon permanence. To suggest
that change.renders some values irrelevant is to imply that unlimited
change would render all values irrelevant.

At a time when the concept of system is increasingly receiving
attention, it would be useful for teachers to familiarize themselves with
what Sorokin calls the principle of limit. (6) He points out that if we
posit unlimited possibility of change in a given system, it can change to
such an extent that it will lose its essential characteristics and become
unidentifiable or non-existent as a system. Rather, for a system to
exist certain limits are necessary. To a to unlimited change,
therefore, is to advocate the destructi n .11 systems, whether
personal, intellectual, biological, col cal, political, or socio-
economic. If educatori choose to espouse hilosophies of absolute
change, they should at least take responsibility for what they are doing
and acknowledge to their pupils at the beginning the end-results of their
recommendations. Those -results would include the destructfon-of all
present values, no matter how precious, as well as all human beings to
whom the principle is extended.

During their professional preparation, teachers should be made
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aware of the probability that both permanence Ad change always functions
in the sanctioning and teaching of Values, This probability shoul,d,-be -.-

acknowledged in teaching values in the public schools. ROt to .do,io i's
o deny to. the teachers and pupils essential insight into the processes.
involved in human valuation and in the teaching and:learning of values. .

ilure to do this in can education,ig usually the res41torthe -

adoption of a general i superfitial philosophy of-change through the,.
direct or indirect infl ence orJotin;Dewey. It should. be recognized!that
philosophies do not in fact successfully, eliminate permanence from their
systems. The permanent:features of, Dewey's system .illustrate this.
Permanence as well, as change plays acrudial role jn human valuation.
Philosophical extremism relative to.the reality or sianificance of
permanence or chingeseriously impairs the. normal human: processes of -

evaluation...4plicit'denial of the full significance of either
permanende'br.4han6e is an eff tive means of axiological seduction.
through ttiveduca,tional process. tt is contrary to demOcratic deals and
con*titUteS.4. particularly repre ensible'form of indoctrination. In the
mo*St serf us tentev -it is a violation of theintegrity.and personality of .

'-'' '-the indiftlual pupil Permanence and change are two of the. most powerful
concepts at worg in human life. Their ubiquitous ,inflOence is undeniable.
The relative weight and function assigned to each of them is of crucial
importance inthe.determination of the phllosophyand life-style of the
individual. Education should be designed to bring each person to the
fullest poisible insight into the significance of:these 'deas in order
that he may employ them freely in ttie determinatiOn of hi own vaiues,.
To indoctrinate people with a particular,. liMited, and t, dential view
regarding permanence or change is a violation of human personality. The'
subtle and subject4ve aspect of such a process makes'it even more
contemptible than overt and blatant acts of propaganda and coercion. It
is unworthy of the teaching profession.; .

.

To install absolute change as one's giliding principle
guarantees the pursuit of the unknown and unknowable and eliminates the
possibility of truth from the World, One can only encounter. To do this
is to guarantee 'futility in life. To appeal to change in,generais to.
appeal to the unknown and the unprediCtable, It is an. act. of unparalleled
obscuranttsm:- The educator who installs absolute change as his leading
value Ant guiding concept7has decided in advance to avoid accountability,
to limit purpose to personal and arbitrary, whim, to eliminate

'responsibility from society and government, and to guarantee the absence
of true direction in life. Education must aknowledge both permanence and
change, for both are present to all authentid human reality. Change is,
more,than movement. It implies the alteration of quality. Itsthereby
forever defies reduction to the qbantihable world of extension: It is
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'distinctively human, a permanent aspect of man's experience. Both
permanence and change are integral to all education that is 'autOntjcally
*an.' ,
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There is good reason,ta wonder if our schools have sufficiently
helped students with value aevelopthent. We see young people with
'Substantial knowledge who,do not know what to do with that knOwledge. We
see others who chronically react in a qiegative and unthinking way to

.-almOtt everything in.their surroundings. In general, we see many,'
students who 'are 'confused about what their values are or should ,be.

. , Given .thelondition of theworld, such value confusion is quite
understandable. 'The jontrasts and changes that serrOund,611 of us today
.are dramatic.

Look, at these-social realities,for example: Support for the .

arts is hard tacome by. Educated men insist that our leaders twist the
truth for their own purposes. The crime rate/ goes up and pp. Roaming
mob face riot-trained police. And AmgricAn solders in foreign lands,
are accused of,rounding up old men, women, and children and shooting them.

At the same time there is new concern for the plight, of the
,American Indian, the elderly,. and thd slum dweller..,. people no longer
lookA,04(aS.the air, streams,!and lakes become polluted. The courts
Str then the individual's freedom of speech. The rich are asked to pay

,AR re taxes; there is new support for the poor. And people are wondering
aloud if America is on the right track.

,'-'0ne can see how lit is difficult for students to relate to this
..inconsistent Traditional values are not accepted the way they:
used tq be; some students plainly reject them. But many students cannot
seem to find replacements for traditional values. The result is often an
absence of values. Students are unsure, of what to do with the knowledge
they find in school. 'Some/are not sure that knoWledge'has any use at all.

."And. some seem to confuse knowledge with wisdom and adopt a-life-style of
eithgethroniC conformity or impulsive rebelliiOn. (1)

More precisely., a value problemjs indicated for'a student if;
in the absence of a prior emotional disturbance; he finds itsvery,
difficUit to face typical lifesituations and,to"make choices and
decisions: Or if .he typically makes choices without the awareness that
some alternatives may be more worthy than others. Or.if he does not
behave in,wayi that are consistent with his choices and preference's --
that'is, if there'is a-gip between his creeds and his deeds. ,

.
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What Teachers Can Do About Values

There a e other ways 'of characterizing value problems among
youth. (2) B wever one sees value problems, the question of what, if
anything to chers can do remains. That is the subject of this article.
What alter atives are open to a teacher who would help students with
value de lopment?` We will address that question by listing several of
the ono ommop approaches to values end commenting briefly on ,each.
There i d assumption that the list As exhaustive or that any one.
approach should be used exclusively. For example, although the authors
favor the last approach introduced, we would use other approaches in
certain circumstahces,,as we note in our concluding remarks. -

Teachers have threepain alternatives in dealing with value
development. One alternative is to &nothing about such development.
Another is to transmit a preexisting set of'values to students. A third
is'to help those students find their own values.

Doing Nothing About Values

Some choose the first alternative because they believe plat,,:
values are the domain of the family and religious institutions. Others

.choose it because; practically, they do not know what to do. Some
educators choose to do nothing about value development because thty.are
trained for and are interested in teaching only subject matter'. A few"
educators believe that values come fromArial-and-errot interaction with
life, and that there is nothing a school can do other than provide an
array of useful experiences and encourage students to use those
experiences the best way they can.

But the reality of sohooling is that it is impossible to do
nothing. (3'), When a teacher says that it is important to, master a lesson
to get good grades to get into college to get ,a good job to earn a good
salary, he is obviously promoting several values -- a work ethic, a
future orientatiOn, and materialism, to hame a:few. When a textbook
constantly pairs communism with autocracy and capitalism with democracy,
values are clearly suggested. And, simply, when schools talk about
safety, good manners, and good'health, they are usually trying to promote
these values. Thus it is unreal 'to say that schools should do nothing
about values. ;he question is, should they continue to work at values
the way they currently do? t

A
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There is a special problem facing those who would leave the
'teaching of values to the family or to religious institutions. Most
parents probably do not know how to impart values, and most religious
institutions have only minimal impact, on the values of youth. (4) One

could, of course, argue that these institutions should learn to be more
effective. Until that happens, Kowever, it is unlikely that. parents .or
religious institutions will change the way young people perceive and deal
with values-.

Transmitting Values

Some educators who are concerned with the ftate of youth's
valUes believe that we must work more effectively to transmit the values
we know are right, desirable, and good. They assume that such values are
known, at least in part, and that the task of the educator is,to learn
betW ways of passing those values along to students. .

TWo general problems face such educators: being certain that
their values really are universally right, desirable, and good; and
finding ways, to transmit them. The problem of value certainty is beyond
the scope of this article, but it is dealt with in a book by Abraham
Maslow. (5) The question of transmittal is considered below in a
discyssion of six common approaches to transmitting values: the model
approach, the reward-AN-punishment approach, the explanatory approach,
the nagging approach, the manipulation approach, and the transmittal
liberal arts approach.

The Model ApproaCh

( Some people Who assume that what is right and wrong can be
identified and communicated,to others believe that one should model
destrable values. Such people try to behave in ways that reflect the

, values' they want to transmit.
.

. .

There is lich evidence that modeling has a strong influence on
children's behavior. If we assume that one absorbs values as one absorbs
/behavior patterns, we can say that modeling affects children's values as

4
:well as their .behavior.

''',
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There is a parallel between modeling and what is sometimes
called imprinting. Thus some experiences, esp cially those repeatedly or
strongly presented to a susceptible subject, re deeply imprinted in the
growing orgamism. (6)

.The most serious problem for the modeling approach to value
development is that, in our complex society, conflicting models exist for
almost every value one could name. A parent or teacher could model hard
work, for example, but'a friend or television star or story-book
character might present the opposite model. The modeling approach by'
itself proVides no means of helping youngsters deal with the conflicting
and inconsistent models that they are almost certain td perceive in a
world drawn closer and closer together by modern communication devices.

The modeling approach is also weak in dealing with values that
are only imperfectly reflected in public behavior. It is difficult to
model certain very personal values and internal phenomena, such as
aspirations, faith, or loyalty.

The,Reward-and-Punishment Approach-
,

Some educators. believe that one does not'so much influence
values as shape behavior. In the reward-and-punishment approach, the
teacher or,parenf first identifies desirable behavior and then, by
judicious rewards, encourage pnt, and the like, encourages the repetition
of that behavior. Thus one ight reward puncUality, reflective thinking,
and kindness, and ignore th r opposites. (7)

Sometimes teachers try to develop certain value habits by
giving students materials or activities that channet behavior in desired
ways. For example, a teacher might give students round pencils and
tilted desks to encourage the habit of tidiness;. the built-in penalty for
a pencil left carelessly on a desk is a pencil rolling away.

However, proponents of this approach have the proble rh f

explaining how it can influence internal operations of human operations
below the observable behavior level. One can shape much be avior, but
can one shape feelings and thought processes?

A somewhat different problem is that humans a e not completely.
malleable. Humans have certain innate and early-lear d drives and

/
o
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,limitations. They-have their own individuAl processes of thought and
evplOtion, drives for activity and power, and needs for self-expression..
How does the notion that adults can shape children's behavior come to '

terms with children's internal powers and inclinations? What happens if
there is a conflict between the two? (8)

In a sense, it is even manipulatory for teachers to fail to
raise controversial issues in school., for that perpetuates the status
ciao. Forces for change do not have a fair chance. Thus, schools that do
not raise such issues as the role of women in society,,the problems of
minority groups, and the forms of real political power in the country

, .might be accused of manipulatihg values.

The manipulation approach has several disadvantages. It is

uncomfortable for those who believe that man's rational processes need t
-be fully utilized: And izt runs counter to current trends in society, a
more people are being exposed _to more ideas through increased
communications. It is increasingly difficult to keep ideas away from
students, to sustain distorted consequences, and to limit student

experiences.

The Transmittal Liberal Arts Aproach,

Some educators believe t -at right values exist and will be

revealed to those who are immers in wh t.is often called the liberal

arts. These right value3,these basic goods, might not be the ones
currehtfy accepted, it is, asserted, 4gt they do exist and will most
likely be found by thlse who study man's thoughts and accomplishments
with an-open mind. Educators who take this position, called the
transmittal liberal arts approach, want students to read widely, think
deeply, dnd experience broadly. They trust that life experiences and
thoughtful.study provide a route to absolute goods and values.

However, because yalues are complex and. because mare's thoughts
and accomplishments are both abundant and complicated, it is diffiCult to
recommend that the,average student rely upon this approAch. It takes

substantial mental staiOna and ability, and much time and energy, to
travel this road. While the study of our cultural heritage can be
defended on other grounds, we would not expect it to be sufficient for
value education.
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The two approaches outlined below are not based upon the
assumption that absolute goods exist and can be known.. They view values
as relative, personal, situational. The main task of these approaches is
not to identify and transmit the "right",values, but to help,a student
clarify his own values so he can obtain the values that best suit him and
his environment; so he can_4just himself to a changing world; and so he
can play an intelligent.roleln influencing the way -the world changes.

A

ifyfng Values

Proponents of these approaches have at least two problems.
First, they must learn methods whereby, without promoting particular
values, they can help students obtain values that will work fcil' them and
for those around them. Second, they Mkst devise methods of controlling

'Behavior so that, while students are in the process of developing values,
they and others are protected against destructive behaviors. The usual
solution here is to have-behavior rules that are not defended as values,
but merely as devices for protecting individuals and groups against
pressures from others.

15,

The Clarifying Libeial Arts Approach

The clarifying liberal arts approach is similar to the
iftransmittal liberal' arts approach; both utilize the records of man's

1'd17

thoughts and cc lishments. But the purpose of the clarifying liberal
arts approac is different: it is aimed at exposing students to the best
in the cultor o that a student may find the best values,tfor himself and
his environment, npt so,that he may discover the "right" alues for all
times. In the cldrifYing liberal arts,approach, students read widely,
think deeply, and experience broadly -- not to find univ 1 values, but
to find themselves.

kw,

Unfortunately, it is probably not much easier to use all of
culture to find oneself than it is to use it to find eternal truths. Our
cultural heritage is too broad,-too complex, and too inconsistent to ..,

expecithe'average student to grasp it and relate it to his life and .. -

times with any degree -of comfort and comprehension.

_
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Another approach holds that the problem is not so much helping
a studentind values as it is helping him learn skills to continue the
clarifying value approach throughout his life, and to apply his values in
ways that are personally and socially useful. Proponents of this value
skills approach often note that the wo ld is changing rapidly and
recommend that we provide students w' h skills to change values as the
world changes and as students bec more knowledgeable. Noting that it
is easy to mouth creeds and not per rm the accompanYing deeds, they
,recommend that we teach how to ply rues in real situations, so that
behavior reflects value thi ng.

Pragmatic p ilosophers after Dewey. (9) favor developing in
students an experimental attitude toward.life. They believe that value
questions should be treated like other questions, with thoughtful
consideration of alternatives and consequences, both social and personal.
They assert that moral issues are as susceptible to rational processes as

are other issues. Persons who take this position believe that, just as
one learns critical thipking skills, so one learns value skills. They
often favor in schools a nonmoralizing examination of current real-life
issues, wbat is sometimes called the problems apprqach, usually not in
place of academic study, but in addition to it. (10)

Some children's readers have been built around value issues and
are meant to encourage value thinking. (11) And some curriculum
approaches have been built in this style. In this connection, speCial
note should be made of the work of Donald W. Oliver and James P. Shaver.
(12) -They have identified specific skills useful for dealing with
political controversy, an especially the etical problems that arise out
of such controversy. soling instruments or those skills are also

identified.

I

In.general, the purposes of these approaches are to sensitize
children to value issues, to give them experiences in thinking critically
about such issues, to give them opportunities to share perceptions with
others and learn cooperative problem-solving skills, and to help them
learn to apply value skills in their own lives.

Some educators approach value Skills from a psychological
perspective. Many so-called humanistic psy ologists, such as Carl
Rogers, say that if a person is put in o a su ortive social environment
and encouraged to tune into his feelings feelings of others, and
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if he is taught communication skills that minimize communication

distortion, he will naturally tend to make wise judgments and will use
experience to correct judgments that are unwise. (13) Such psychologists
place a go qd deal of trust in man's internal evaluation mechanisms and in
the abilitY of groups who share data to arrive at wise decisions. A key
implication is that teachers should be helped to become more honest,

- warm, and empathetic.

A more comprehensive methodology, built on the positions of the
pragmatic philosophers and humanistic psychologists, has identified seven
broad value skills and has gathered a series of classroom techniques to
help students learn those skills. The skills-are (a) seeking
alternatives when faced with a choide, (b) looking ahead to probable
Consequences before choosing, (c) making choices on one's own, without
depending on others, (d) being aware of one's own preferences and '
valuations, (e) bein willing to affirm one'willing to one's choices and preferences
publicly, (f) acting i s that are consistent with choices and
preferences, and (g) acting n those ways repeatedly,-with a pattern to
one's'life. Those skills and the exercises to develop them are presented
by Louis E. Raths, Merrill Harmin, and Sidney B.Simon in Values and
Teaching.

,There are, however, problems with this approach, too. When one
focuses upon processes of valuing and not upon the values themselves, one
is faced with the problem of what to do with students whose processes are
faulty, or who for other reasons (sometimes emotional pressures) come ,to
adopt values that are, for them or for others, counterproductive.

There is the additional problem of knowing which skills best
prepare persons to%clarify and revise values. could it be that those who
advocate a particular list of skills are saying that they have found a
new set of universal values (which happen t64be in the form of processes
rather than products)?

Conclusion

Research on the effectiveness of the various approaches to
values is lacking. Researchers to date have not agreed on goals for
value education, especially on the balance,getween value indoctrination
and value clarification. They need bet measuring instruments,
especially to distinguish values expressed on paper-and-pencil tests from
values woven into behavior. N.
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We conclude from what sketchy research does exist, and'on the
basis of ratherconsistent observations of young people's difficulties
with values, that value confusion is growing in the United States.

Teachers can help students avoid substantial drift and ambivalence by
giving them value-clarifying experiences. A combination of the
clarifyiKg liberal arcs approach and the value skills approach is

probably best. The,former provides data often useful for making choices,
and the latter provides a climate and experiences for practicing value
choice-making.

Models are also useful, but not as prescriptions of behavior to
be emulated. They are useful as illustrations of what a life can be, not
what a life should be. Students should be helped to examine maels,
Critically and to consider what is recommended by them, and not be led to
believe that they should try to plan their existence as an imitation of ,

the models.

Explanations are likewise useful if they inform a student's
thinking, not if they are delivered as the last word on a.value. When a

teacher explains why he supports a certain value, he is being honest and
open and responsive to students' needs to know. Explanations, aota51:ng. as

they are offered as personal or consensual statements of positi nd

not as dogma, encourage rational processes and thus develop value skills.. -

No matter what approach to values ongtakes, there will be
some students who will behave in,ways that contradict the teacher's, the
school's, or the society's values. These students must be taught that

there are limits to accepted behavior. gut they should not be Ted to
believe that they must accept thervalues upon which those limits are
based. Thus.a student should be told that we cannot accept his
disturbing the work of others, even though we can accept the fact that
his disturbing behavior is by a strongly held value. Of

course, we also believe that this position is relative; sometimes the
value that the student is Defending is more important than the
disturbance he is causing (as many felt was the case with the black
sit-ins at Southern lunch= counters a few years ago). The point here is

that one may view value's as situational and personal without believing
that society should be lawless or chaotic. Indeed, observations of
children who have learned to be rationally self-disciplined suggest that
value clarification approaches, based asthey are on individual
responsibility, are more likely to produce lawful and orderly environments
than are approaches for transmitting values, whiCh too often leave
students feeling confused and valueless. -
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297,.
Wit hin the broad theme of ."The Teaching of Valuesi"..the writer

displayed hit ability to make simple things complex and complex things
even more'complex. This article was originally:,designed- to wage, a
polemic. toward all thote persons who were going:0 Wave the banner of
"value-free" yaltles teaching. The ,article would have then concluded with
the obvioUs0.e--:, value free education-by deftnition is infpossible.
But, since that-was fairly well agreed upon, anequally complexing task
would have been ;to shot' how the major proponents of,the,Teaching of
Values usually fell into two camps. The camp of the absolUtiSt might
have suggested that there was only one _set of values to transmit=;- there.
was only one agreed upon structure for the discerning of values; or the
"stuff" of -Values was readily-discernible as4eing of x, y, or z. The ,

camp of the relativist might have suggested tilt there was a`legiOn-Of
values .(whether or' not conflicting) that could be transmitted; or that
values could be subjective, emotiv.e,'or relational,. Suffice it to say.,
this buskiness of 'valUeS becaMe more Complex, until the words of Rucker
became quite appropriate. "The concept" of value is made so needlp,sily,
puzzling and complex that,all one's energies.are used,in trying to
colifj;rehend it. tittle is left over for concretely examining values at

---"Work,in every edUcaticihar transaction -- every moment of its flow."
,(Rucker; p,. v,) Therefore,. it was decided that maybe a modest reyielv of
some of the literature on this business of values would ,prOvide the
readerS;pf%this yearbook with an opportunity to alloW their Own biases,

\thoughts, and confusions to develop into insights .as the reView of
4.

literature did' for the -author.

In att attempt to narrow the field of-review, the author made
the assumption tOat the reader was primarily:interested in curriciatim,
instruction, and/or supervision. Further, the author assumed that'goals-
and objectives Were.part of the business of curriculum; and, according to
certain models such a,,s Ottotand, Sanders (1964), Good,lad (1968), Tyler
(1950), and Parsons (1959) ,there' was a certain relationship 'between.
values and goals. Therefore, the reviewer, 1 coked to ,the'-11 terature
viewing values as a source of goals. Thus, the review also fricluded:a
brief look at this business of goals and a few implications for--

uming ," and- "instructing."

. Values AS A 'SoUrce .0f Goals

, .,

* A primary'source (unlesS by,definition.the only source) of
goals was the domain of statements that connote something of worth, i.e.,

,.. values and value statrgnts, , , - -,.
.-- -

,
. . .

'
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According to Beata* "the first,task for curriculum planners
with respect to values is-Ad identify and State those as expressed as
attitudes, beliefs, ideas.or concepts that the school should bring to the
attention of pupils" (1968,.p. 162). O'Connor Suggested a.simalar . , '

, thought when he stated that goals,should consist of "a set of val:des or
ideas, embodied and expressed in the pUrposes for which knowledge,.skills
and attitudes are imparted" (190,-p.',5), The embodied set of'values
would be the expressed purposes or value statements transiattd in4goal
statements. ._ ,

°
f

,

. ,4
O 0

..

It could.be said that'basic to the determination of purposes of
a school (its philosophy and goals) was the assumption that certain
attitudes, concepts, and beliefs were of worth for the'individu6 or the
society depending upon the model .af curriculum developmentemployed. .

Therefore, those attitudes, concepts, and 6eliefslought to have been
attended to when the purposes of the school were developed.

In light of the above statements it seemed 'necessary to review
literature and.research that attended to value questions including a
general desolption of various value positions.

,

, ,
..

Positions on Values. In his succinct lijstorical writing,
Hunnex (1961) sliscussedthi-roblems of values which included three basic

3
questions: Is value a quality, a relation or an attitude?' Is Value
found or made? and, Is a value definable, analyzable, or reducible?

'Through his discourse he presented four positions. The four positions
are stated below. ,

,

. ,

, 1. Axiological Objectivism or Realism. his position stated
that in some sense value judgments were 0,55-EfiVe. V.aalues, norms, ideas,
and th like were constituents of., or reside in, objects, or in objective';melt (as in ATexa.nder);.or they were ascribed to objects by desire
(as in Spinoza). ''Value judgments were meaningful, i.e., tr,ye-ar false,

lieVen though, they were not verifiable, -Le., not definable in verifiable
sensory terms. Valdes resided.in objects as0id colorS,;or temperature.
They' were grounded in reality. Some typical expressions of axiological
objectivism included: , .

,

Bosanquet (idealism) "Value is a certain quality
of objectives bona -fide belonging to them but especially

revealed in their, manifestations within the attitude of
huMan mina." (Hunnex, p. 21)
G. E. Moore (Intuiionism) "Values may be factually ..1

c,

predicated of acts, or objects." (Hunnex, p. 21)

4
t
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2. Axiological Subjectivisffi. Theories of this position . .

reduced value judgments to statements about mental attitudes toward an
object or situation. Lacking independent reality, value had reality only
as a,stateof mind in the subject. Some typical expressions of ,

axiological subjectivism were:

Hyme (Scepticism) "X has value means that most men
prefer X."
Sartre (Existentialism) "Values are created by the subject." -

(Hunnex,T. 22).

3. .tAXiological Relationism. This position proceeded from
eories that value was a relation holding between variables or a product .

yarjablesin interaction. Values were not private (subjective) but

public, though not objective in the sense of.being independent of interest.
Typical-expression of Axiological Relationism included:

Dewey (Instrumentalism) Values are"the relation of
things as means to the ends or consequences actually achieved.
Values qua values are instrumental:.
Ducasse (Humanism) Value is not an event in the subject nor
a quality inthe object but a_capacity to effect a kind of
relation. (Hunnex, p. 24) .

4. Axiological Nominalism or Scepticism (Emotiism). Theories
of this position held that values were meaningless because'they expressed
emotion or feelings or attempts to persuade. They were private. A .

- 'science of values -- axiology_3; Was impossible. ,

Typical expreisions of Emotivism-were:

Nietzsche (Axiological Relativigm) Value judgments
are expressiont of feeling and custom rather than statements
of fact. 0

Ayer (Logical Positivism) Value judgments serve an
expresSive function giving vent to feelings and, as
statements, are emotive or non cognitive.

'.Stevenson (Logical Empiricism) Value judgments sery
persuasive function. Since values are emotive and n p
subject to error as true or false, persuasion is nee ed to
evoke their acceptance. (Hunnex, p. 25),"

Fro ,this very brief overview of values positions, the
complexity "of values theory becameevident. It was noted, however, that
many'educators were quite willinvio accept 'at "face value" a definition

r.
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.of values as "some
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at is desiya e, or of Worth." There were
ion of-What t me t "to.value" or speak of-
arnocki in is bo Contem orar Moral
saying "Th s is y subject values theory) in.
ost everyt i gio be.done", 1967, p. 77). And,.
"value" ,,by no moons .clear in the social

hy! One, an find consensus for no definition.
t that erges is that a value represents somethin
stencey" (Rath, 1'66).

t

egn thq became ev dent Was the more subtle
ulum an, instructi n. If there were alternativ

this business of (ia ues, then it could be the f
y in the school settings directed toward the
could at best prove to be problematic if some

rt value exercises, techniques, or objectives
er without first asking a few questions. .Th
ude: '

Wha are the "Motives for teaching with those
specific tec niques? Fromyhence came the goals and
objectives t at'before or fter the fact of instruc on
justified the use of th e'techniqUes? Upon what osition(s)
doet the technique res

A case might be made that unless these and other questions are raised and
in some cogent manner and resolved for a time,"that mysterious line
separating teaching and, indoctrination may forever disappear and.be
replaced with battle lines made.up of persons in an uncompromising arena
of curriculum development. '.

Clarifying Attempts. Krathwohl, 2IAL. (1964) also made the
above distinction between values and valuing. This thought was extended
by Raths, Harming and Simon, (1966) when they stated that the act of
valuing was an integral part of that which is of value, i.e., unless
something was "actively prized," that something' would remain only a
potential value.

,

O'Neil (1970) demonstrated critical distinctions when speaking
of "values" by differentiating beiween a value experience (e.g. pleasure),,,
a value object (e.g. ice cream) and a value principle (e.g. Golden Rule)..
All were said to be of worth relative to questions of either one of three
types, i.e. (1) personal value question -- what is personally good?;
(2) moral question -- what is interpersonally good?; and (3) ethical'
question "Did I.. intend to act as, I did?"
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Rucker, et.al. .(1969) wrote on Vie topic of.valges instruction.

f vTheir definition oalues, "a preferred eviAnt? closely approximated the
previous distinction betWeen'values and valuing.

14.

To describe a value, therefore, we have not only to i

say what is distinct about the pattekthat embodies,it (the"
value) but, as part of that, what it is beingpreferred4to in, .

...

terms of alternatives (p. 86). .

,

However, Ruc ker did not share-the concern for anaTyzing in depth the .

oncept of value as was mentioned before. Yet, the complexity of values
eory and alternative positions was briefly exposed. If the concept of

Clue and its status (objective, subjective Or relative) would not be
discerned, it would be, unlikely that "bona fide" concrete examinations

could occur. .. .
. .

.

,

According .to Murphy (1969) who borrowed heavaly from Dr. Harold.

uD. Lasswell of Yale Unirsity, human beings had needflOi.ch must be.met:.
Thts was true of individuals as well as groups of people: ';'Those thing
which an individual (or a society) needs-and wants, he places value upon.,

'These are,his values" (p. 1):- ;`further, "An individual makes hischoices ,

and decisions in terms, of his needs and wants -- his valves" (p. 1). An

interesting application of Lasswell System-1s currently being
utilized by James Houte.and Le erne.Cunningham ith the Detroit schools.

This was reported at the 1974 rban Curriculum Leaders Conference in

Atlanta, %.
.

Magee, in his book, Philosophical Analysis in EducatiOn (1971)
-

`stated: ,..

Every human activity 017esuppotes values that are

essential to that activity. If you deny the proposition that .

these things are worth. knowing, there would berm sense in
doingscientific work. Siailarly, education,presupposes
certain princiPles and vanes that'must be accepted if one

is to take eclication seriously . . . EStablishing schools,
for instance, presupposes that ,education is, doing some kind

of good. to somebody, benefiting both the young and the

R. society as a whole. Whatever our rationale for those values,
:this kind ofactivity makes no sense whatsoever without
presupposing this benefit.' (pp, 147-748)

Zel
ttliscerning values, or, attempting tvlescribe what was of

value, Magee.suggested a number. of reasons for preferences. ,His logic of

values or rules include:: k

,
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I

(a) Use empirical means vhere er possible. This vies most
easily accomplished when the values in q estion were a means to another
value already agreed upon.

) Apply the rule of consistency. "If you can sew a
reasonable man that his evaluations are inconsistent with one another, he
"usually wi ,acknowledge that he must modify theth in some way to overcome
the criticism" (p. 155).

,

((iv Fertile values were better than sterile ones. That is,
other things being equal, a reasonable man would always chose a value 'T
that led to other values..

(d) A dtirable value, one that lasts a long time; was
eferabIe to a short-term value.

Magee concluded by stating that "when we turn to practical
reason, to the business of-deciding and evalua,ting, then we disc r the
context in-which values appear. Value in this context becomes,

.classificatiOn word for modes ofViTiTing rather than a substantive noun
of some thin§ in the world." (p. 159) To assist in the clarification of
this process,of valuing, Rescher, in his Introduction to Value Theory
presented the following comparison with a cognitive process:

Co ni ive

Belief
Correctness of belief
Believes to be true
Actually'true

Evaluative

Valuing or.desire
Correctnes of valuing or desire
Valued or Osired .

Valuable r desirable (1969, p. 131)

I

-In the applied field of systems theory, 4 typical expression of what was
of value was uThe valut of anything is a function of the purposes of the
user!' 1Walker, 1970). The similarity between Walker; Magee and.Rath
seemed evident. That which was of worth to the individual (directly or.
indirectly) cquld be saidito be of value. However, this was quite close
to the'utterarte of a tatlkolop (A = A).

Taylor (1961) in his book NormativeTiscourse resedted a
comprehensive study in the general theory of value usiqg the tools of"" "

philosophical analysis.` In Chapter One.* hemeanie f the
verb to value as approximately synon oils with hold precious o
Jear:"

.

I . I
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A person values something when heOias a certain
sort of pro attitude toward it., When the word "value"
occurs as a noun, it may be used either to deSignate the

concept of desirability (goodness, rightness, valuableness,,)
or it may be used as a_substiFfqe. It-,is in the first "s

sense that we speak of a person's or.group's or society's

values. (p. 297)

303

A person's values are those judgments and standafds
which define his ideals and life goals (to fulfill the
standards; to follow the rules). They are the standards and
rules according to which he evaluates things and prescribes
acts, as well as the standards and,rules he tries to live by,
whether or,not he is aware of them. (p. 298)

Taylor's exhaustive treatment of "value" concluded in, the final chapters
of hisi-took with a description of values as a basis for the goals of all

organizations, institutions and the existence of societies per se. His

treatment of this relationship between values and goals made explicit the
assumed relationship mentioned at the beginning of this writing.

Values at the 'Base of Gdals. Taylor stated that in all
civilized cultures there were eid5TToints.of view (or realms of value)

that could be designated as "basic." They were palled basic for two

reasons.

First, they pervade the culture, in the sense that
the conduct of any given individual in the culture is always
subject to a value system belonging to at least one of them
and is usually subject.to-value systems belonging tosinore

than one of them. Second, they are dominant points of view
in a culture, in the sense that they set the values of the
major social institutions and activities which carry on the

civilization of the culture. These major social institutions
and activities are the moral code, the arts, the pure and
applied sciences, the legal systems, the &ustoms and

traditions, and educational institutions. The eight points
of ifie-14 corresponding to these institutions and activities
areithe moral, the aesthetic, the intellectual the
religious, the economic, the political, the legal, and the
point of view of etiquette or custom. There is no single
point of view coiTesponding to the educational institutions
of a society;) sjnce education is a process which may take

place within'any point of view. Thus, there is moral

.0
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education, aesthetic education, intellectual education,
-religious" education, and so on.

Value systems belonging to the eight basic points
of view are embodied in the organizations and institutions
of a society. Thus the purpose of a social organization may
be to fulfill standards which belong to one or another of
them. Or else it may be governed by rules which belong to
one or another of these points of view, and to carry on the
organization's activities is to follow these (practice -

defining) rules. A church as an organized social institution,
for example, exists to further goals defined by religious
values, and-to practice a religion is to act in accordance
with the rules of religious conduct (worspip, ritual, prayer)
(p. 299-300).

If one accepted the above mode of classifying values, then values were
the source of goals. Education as a process for transmitting values
would be subservient to the eight basic points of view. Yet, that
statement might in fact be a specific type of point of view, i.e. that
one is implicitly agreeing that the prevailing and dominant values be
perpetuated. It may be the role of education to test,, question and
possibly change dominant points of view. If one accepted the above mode
of classifying values (points of view), then values were clearly seen to
be the basis for institutional goals. In the case of education, maybe
the prevailing and dominant values needed to be discerned within the
eight points of view and questioned, tested and/or transmitted. Those
values that were translated into educational goals would gain authority
from a particular moral code. "It is also appropriate-to judge the
organization from both the moral and legal points of view, since their
purposes are to achieve certain goals or.to pursue certain ends without
breaking society's laws." (p. 300)* The same directive was given-157-----
Kluckhohn in stating "the shape of the future society and of its
edgcational system is affected by the "dominant paradigm," that is, by
the set of underlying basic assumptions upon which the prevailing belief.
system . . . is built" (1961, p. 23). Also, Katz and Kahn stated, "Norms
(embodied in values) develop around the dominant ongoing functions of the
social system. They (men) give cognitive support and Structure to the
behavior in which people are engaged" (p. 15).

Granted, values are at the base of goalsor a determinants of
arego ls; and, that values a "something of worth." Howey , the above

Agiilizations seemed to be the mere beginnings of curriculum planning.

ong other critical concerns or questions to be answered seemed to be:
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(1) How does one discern "what is of value;" and,

(2) Whose values ought to prevail; whose values

ought be transmitted; or whose values ought be considered of
"greater" importance?

Approathes to these questions Were attempted by many including O'Neil as

he stated:

All education is normative . . . All knowing is

radically characterological and goal oriented. We learn'

instrumentally, as a means of solving our problems and
thereby satisfying our needs . . . Values and goals can be
determined objectively by studying what is and therefore
what is capable of being and becoming. (1970y p. 68)

Beauchamp (1968) on the other hand was less liberal in answer
giving as he suggested that the "implication of values and value theory
for curricular theory have not been explored to the present time in
depth." (p. 168) If goals should be based uporrttie- values of society

according to Barlow (1969), then it is suggested that we'must contend
with the observations of Lynd (1939) as possibly valid for the 1970's

when he pointed to a few of the prevailing value contradictions.

A

(1) Individualism is a prime value, and survival
of the fittest is a law of nature that made Arlericans great

But, people ought to be charitable, helpful to one another,
loyal to the group, and work for common purpose,

(2) Democracy is the ultimate form of liVing .

together because all men are created free and equal. But,

you cannot trust popular votes and some people are "more

equal" than others.

(3) The family is our basic and most sacred

institution. But, boiness is our most important
institution and other institutions must conform to its

needs.

(4) America believes in progress. But, the old

tried fundamentals are best. People who desire change are
suspected of being the dupes of foreign radicals." (p. 60-61)

Magee (1971) painted out that
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neither a society nor a person enjoys having such
contradictions pointed out, but it is fatuous to suppose that
a rationally cultivated mind can overlook such tasks. This
philosophical consideration is suggested by the sociological,/
fact that societies tend in varying degrees to be s stems
value articulated through its various institutions. the
tensions among its values is too great, the soci itself is
in peril. (p. 157)

According' to writers such as Booth (1972), Downey (1965), and Macdonald
and Clark (1973), the society and education in particular was in a
perilous state. However, Jones (1970, p. 83) stated, "The values of our
society are . . . in a period of great change. But some values, whatever

. changes others undergo, remain undiminished: Tolerance, mutual
tt

understanding, and respect for human rights. I suggest that, rather thal
!diminishing, these values are becoming more assertive." If there are
values becoming more assertive, then they must be discerned as a basis
for the institutional goals of education according to various writers.
Pellegrin (1966) stated, We have learned the hard way that education is,
intimately, bound to the social trends and rapid changes.that characteriie
our society . . . the alternative to planned change (discerning the..malues
and setting goals) is to be buffeted about by the clamors for-educational
services of many kinds." Beauchamp suggested tilat two avenues seemed to
be available to curriculum planners. "One is to search the recognized
school subjects and the scholarly disciplines for value content that
reflect dectlons-made-in_earlier times. The otheys to make judgments
about existing values in the general cultural ethos of the school and its
community" (1966, p. 161,7162). Yet, an assumption about the role of the
school as "that which did not have a primary role in social
reconstruction" was made. Glatthorn (1970) viewed the school as an
integral part of a movement to reconstruct society. He projected or
extended trend lines in society and then determined various goals that
would ensure the'continuance of the trends or values. Others differed
even more dramatically by refusing to plan or discern goals ,as
reflections of the past or extensions of the present. Marien (1973)
stated, "We have created a socfety that we cannot understand and
therefore' cannot manage." (p. 513) It might have the case that John
Donne was thinking of educational practice when he wrote:

Tis all in pieces, all coherence gone;.
All just supply, and all relation.

The recent movement labeled futuristic.(of which Marien has contributed)
would lead one to question the here-to-fore accepted sources of goals as

at.
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"the. norms (embedded in values) teloped around the dominant ongoing
functions of the social system" ( atz, 1966, p. 15) or the need for the
curriculum to reflect the values that are shared by the community as
espoused by Dewey, (1934, pp.*336-44)

A critical question, then, must still be answered, i.e. "which
values should be transmitted if in fact values are to be transmitted?"
The answer to this question would in effect establish criteria for
developing goals. Beauchamp (1968) stated, "The selection of values is
very much a judgmental procedure" (p. 162); and, as summarized by
MacDonald, Wolfson and Zaret (1973):

Education is a moral enterprise. This means that
-questions-answered and decisions made in education are
mostly "should" questions and decisions rather than

C...---7desdript've "is" questions and decisions. We tend to

e)
prescri e activity according to our assessment of its worth
as compared to other possible activities. Our decis' '

reflect value commitments and ethical choices, t s education
is not only not value free, it is (along with politics) the
most value laden of human activities. The important
questions, therefore, are in what directions-are we heated,
and in what directions should we be head d? (pp. 4-5)

.

At the of questionsaoncerned with direction giving
statements wa e d main of c Iriculum,orliore.specifically goals, ends,,

or purpose statement . Ac sing to Walker.(1970), "To be useful to

educators, value conces must be clearly linked to reality (made
explicit) and to s of action -- their own; and their students."
(p. 96), A d h business of values has taker us full circle.

-------
Summary. The brief overview of the literature more than

----
,-adequately displays he complexity of the problem and the accompanying,

covert value laden i sues.

For "curriculuming," questions need to be raised concerning
"who's values are to prevail?" if any can or/ought to prevail. However;

this is to have already decided upon questions such as "What are values?"

and "Where are they to be 'found?'" Questions could also be raised
concerning the values implicit in goal statements. Certainly not all

people, serve the'same values with the same goals.

For instructing, questionneed to be raised concerning the '

advisability of "wholesale" transportability of techniques; the
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plausibility of the teac ing of'values'according to a preset series of
stages; and the likeliho f the,teaching of values (by any definition)
being inseparably bound to indoctrination of an ever so subtle a form.

In any event, the raising of.questions is a humbling undertaking
that can do no worse than make one draw short of the expeditious answer.
At best, it ean.assist us toward "valuing progress."
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Aphenomenological dimension of a study is that structure
utilizing science and philosophy to explain and analyze the presentation
of some given phenomena. The phenomena to be presented in this paper are
moral values adding those,coriditions that relate ,them to education.

,,113
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A phenomenological explanation, and analysik of any phenomena,,
commences with an understanding of consciousness. .It is to the topit of ,
,cons.ciousness therefore, that attention must first be liven to gain
insight into the question of moral education. Edmund Husserl was one of
the famous philosophers to make consciousness the center of philosophical
study. 4-le utilized both the thought of his teacher, Franz Brentano, and
William, James' Principles-of Psychology for this understanding. The

basis of consciousness for all three is that'Consciousness is a-stream.
Consciousness flows in a steady stream4of past to present to future,
feeling its own integrity in each step of advance. Thinking ()tours

within this consciousness. as, a mental activity of objects being

Nwerienced.
d'%.

William James provides the best description of the stream of
consciousness and discusses it in relation to five characteristics.

"First, the'stream is personal. Each consciousness belongs exclusively
to oneself and oneself alone. Each person possesses his own thinking to
the degree that he cannot share it with anyone. He may attempt to
transform thinking into symbols of communication, but the thoughts,
themselves 'are so personal that they can never be felt by another.in
their'experienced form.- Second, consciousness is changing. -Thought is
in constant change relative to the activities and will of the individual,
The concept "stream" suggests the dynamic and fluid nature of thought,' '

indicating that once a thought has passed, it will never return again i
-exactly the same form; manner, or feeling, Third, consciousness is
sensibly continuous; a stream where the events Of succession follow /

'contiguously,upon one another. There is no break'or/lapse in experience. '

Experience is a series of contiguous events which allows the'pastto be
carried over into the present in the forth of an inheritance. , Fourth,
consciousness appears to deal with objects independent of itself. In

other words, thought is concerned with things in the outside world,
things other than its own mental organization. ...From this concern'comes
knowledge, knowing the events and physical objects th the dlitside world.
And fifth, consciousness selects. So much is present in the outside

?8_6
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world that consciousness must select a minimum of- objects in order to
keep track of the phenomena that ak, there. Hence, an important
characteristic of thinking is, its selectiveness. Consciousness focuses
and nevows its attention td something definite and vivid in order to

ccontrol the amount of data to be processed. Hence, thought is always
interested in one thing more than another. It accepts and rejects,.
always c -hoosi ng whilei-tth-inks.

Husserl emphasizes one aspect of consciousness called the
"n which appears to be missing in William James' five
chara teristics. James, however, does treat the concept in his own way
and calls it 'the principle of constancy in the mind's meanings..)* The
mind endeavors to think of the same thing,identified psychologically by
him as the "law of sameness." It is the key to identity, the recognition
by the person that he is referring to the same object of thought.
Husserl utilizes this idea of noema to explain the nature of
intentionality.

Edmund Husserl identifies the circumstances of an object of
thought in relation to the intentions of the observer. The intentional
condition of all mental activities is the unifying,relationship of the
total process of mental object and its entertainment within the
experiencing mind. Mental acts of various kinds confront us with
objects. The individual is aware of these objects when experiencing suc
mental activities,, and he owes to the referrftd objects the noema bearin
on the objects themselves. This correlation of the objects with the

' mental 'activities is what is meant by ihtentionality. It implies that
consciousness is always consciousness of something. .There is always the
memory of something, the perception of something, even the valuation of
something. It is this intentional condition pf the unifying of the
object to zonsciousness which provides the mind and human experience
with meaning, ands -it all occurs within he stream of consciousness.

.IO

Th4 question of moral edpcation'relates to the phenomenological
fact of the' intentional circumstances Of consciousness' In correlation ,

with its object, regard to moral education, intentionality refers eo
the conscious procesS of valuing its object. But what are these objects
of the process of valuin ? Like the objects of perception, they contain
the relationship b en an.external,wdrld and the person experiencing,it.
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Explicitly this means threkthings. First, there is an external world of
values outside the individual. This external world can be interpreted as
the abstract realm of values. Second,`these values have to find their
existence in experience, in the world of being. And third, values within
human experience must be part and parcel of the dimensions of human
definiteness and meaning.

What is this realm of values that exists as the external
objectivity of valuing? It is a realm not visualizedbut made known
through understanding,'made expedient by the necessities of experience.
It is a realm supported by the fact thavalues do exist everywhere and
at all times and within all types of exftrience. The evidence seems to
indicate that these values are indepenOent objects, and it'is the nature
of experience to integrate these entiles into a definiteness .of what can
be called a "concrescence," i.e., a coming together. Concrescence can
only be an understandable proceSs if the values have the significance of
an independent nature.

To say that values belong to a realM means primarily that they
are of a like kind and character, and possess some kind of interplay and
relationship with each other. There is,no suggestion that this realm is
above or beyond this world. It suggests only a relationship,of things of
the like kind that can be classified as having the sane type of object
f6nctioning within phenomena.

A primary fact concerning the value realm is the '

incompatibility of many 'values. All values signify importance of some
kind or another, that is, each can prove to be valuable in some
circumstance somewhere. The main circumstance of the value realm is that
some values are simply incompatible with others by their nature and
definiteness. 'These incompatible values can be termed ideal opposites,
meaning values which are at opposite poles from one.another. Ideal

opposites_ signify the automaticexclusion of.value counterparts.
Possessibri of one Means the automatic,elimination-of the other It is
the nature of the value realm to have such,restrictions and limitations
-placed on its objects. ,

Some values have a grouping relationship to:each otherso that
not all the:members'of that group can be experienced at the same time.
Value groupings Mean that certain values of that group manifest
themselves experientially in the same way. Onceone member of that group _.

experienced, all others of the same kind must-be absent. For exaMple,1:
if. someone hooses,to paint his house white,-he immediately eliminates
the'colors yellow,, green, or brown. The "house cannot be all these colors

0
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at the satheiNme, nor even one other color. It is the nature of the

value realm and experience that this is so. The value realm indicates
that grouping and experience limit the historical, circumstance to just
one choice from among many.

Experience as a factor in values means that new values can be
integrated into consciousness,* but with the loss of values of a like kind.
Human experience is not capable of an infinite expansion in the poession
of values. There are temporal limits beyond which it is impossibld'lfto

experience more values. A person is limitedto experiencing only a small
number of the total values, hence, the importance of selection from the
whole range of values. The factor of existential choice in determining
one's life and existence is possible because of the limitations provided
by the nature of experience and the realm\9f values.

1.

III

Many values present themselves in human experience as a

consequence of factors other than conscious choice. Many values are a
result of definitenesses that have occurred frombWogical and genetic
conditions, and to a degree, from the unconscious influences from thk

environment. The human individual is laden with values by the very fact
that he is a living physical being within place and time. We must

consider such values as the "given" values of existence, relative to the

individual. Unless consciousness directly works to replace these values,

. they exist unconsciously within the patterneCbehavior of the individual
experiencing them. They are not the kinds of values that someone chooses

for himself. They are, rather, the biological and social inheritances

of body and intellectual system:

-Wha this means is that the individual acquires'or receives in

the early c se of his life values that are related to a dispositional
system, a sy tem functioning as an important framework for his values.
This dispositional system is the foci.4 around which most values are

entertained. An. individual's acceptance or rejection Of a value is due

in many cases to either the ease or difficulty in fitting the value into
the dispositional system. _/

z--
Although it is usually the case that the entertained values are

the ones most easily related to the dispositional sYptem, it does not

necessarily have to be so. Conscious choice, deliberate effort, and
Nc
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strong outside influences can direct the individual to entertain values
that are most"difficult to relate to*his inherent system. To entertain
such values with any degree of strength, constant discipline and
diligence are-required.

Now, what ere t se dispositional 'centers, the experiential

value cores around wh. the values from consciousness usually form? In

actual fact, every individual has his own unique core that is peculiar to
him and to him alone. For the sake of pragmatic assistance in moral
education however, it is helpful to group the peculiarities into
constructed generalities. There are enough common attributes in certain
individual dispositions to classifyand identify them as a group.

.. A list of the dispositional systems must include at least
tentatively the following: (a) the disposition of curiosity, a more than
average need for environmental stimulation and a questioning attitude;
(b) riskiness, the disposition of physical and emotional restlessness
with common things, the craving for chance, and the intensity for
immediate action; (c) the socially dependent disposition, one tMat
thrives on imitating what others do and the attempt to follow the wishes
of the crowd or friends; (d) the ambitious disposition, the strong need
to achieve and gain notoriety; (e) the cautious disposition, the careful
and conservative disposition that feah failure and avoids risky
situations; (f) the righteous disposition, the disposition that is overly
concerned with doing the socially moral thing, following all rules to the
letter and expecting the same from others;.(g) the sensitive disposition,
the disposition with an unusually strong feeling of empathy and concern
for others, for their feelings and problems.

No doubt there are other dispositions that can be added to this
list and which play a decisive role in structuring the values that are
entertained by various individuals. This tentative listing, however,

does give an indication of the type of phenomena educators must deal with
when there is concern fat' moral education. It is the generalized notion

, of dispositional centers that is of major importance to this issue.

IV.

The phenomenological explanation'of education is based upon the

phenomenon of intentionality. Education cannot exist apart from the
intentions and intentional, acts of the initiator or teacher, and/or-the
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intentions of. the receiver-creator, i.e., student,'chtld, or friend, We
use the term receiver-crpator to indicate that the process of education
from the potnt of view of the learner is not only an, act dependent on
outside stimulation, but it requires a creative conceptual construction
of meaning on the part of the student. The student has to be conscious
in education, creating *concepts and making use of them in his own
intentional activities. We use the term "initiator or teacher" to

.

,indicate the usual, but by no means only, source of external stimulation.

The late Russian psychologist, Sem Vygotsky, has research the
factor of adult assistance in the development of children's concepts. He
concluded that a child can do more*and go farther in the development of
his school concepts with assistance than he can,do on his own. The
indication is that adults are a great help to children in acquiring
concepts. If this be the case with school concepts, it must also be true
with moral concepts. ,Concepts dealing with morality can be taught with
the assistance of either adults, or, as indibted by the work of Piaget,
older children. The same principles involved in learntictool concepts
(environmental stimulation and creativity) art paramount in the.
attaining of moral concepts. However, with moral concepts, there is an
additional factor, the entertainment of the objective value of the
concept. It is indeed possible for a moral concept to be known as a
cognitiverentity without. being entertained emotionally. But the. goal of
moral education is to aim-for the emotional entertainment of the concept.
Emotional entertainment requires the personal involvement of valuing as
well as knowing the concept. Because of this special ingredient, moral
education can be a more difficult, process for both the teacher teaching
it, and the student,rning it, than mastering school or technical
materials.

S
The main emphasis in moral education is entertaining the values

of moral concepts. This means that the individual must entertain moral)
ideas to the point that they guide his life and ben" rules of action
and behavior. Although cognition and emotion can often fail to interact,
in instances where concepts are held strongly, and relate to personal
involvement, there is usually a strong bond between them, a connection
that is important to merallIducation. What this suggests is that the
emotional, entertainment of a moral concept rests on the grounds that what
'a man thinks an eels strongly, so is he that kind of man. As a man
entertains 0Wain ideas positively or negatively, his behavior will
reflect that kind of entertainment. If he believes strongly that it is
wrong to kill, to steal, smoke or drink alcoholic beverages, he will not
do those thirigs. He has to have a change of mind before he can accept
them. The change can occur through reason, rationalization, even

291
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forgetfulness or emotional fervor. But something has to happen within
consciousness befo-re such actions can be performed. Whether the
direction is toward positive moral affirmations or negative taboos, the
individual is going tp act in terms of the relative strength certain
ideas are entertained' in consciousness in the process of intentionality.

V

The relative strength in the entertainment of values is the key
to human character and direction. This suggests that the personal'
dispositional systems are important in determining the strengths of
entertained values. One must believe strongly in an idea.for the value
to play a decisive role in his life. Here lip service is not enough.
Strong belief involving emotional commitmentlis the primary ingredient,
and this is in direct proportion to the allowances and stimulations from
the dispositional system.

The relationship of value to dipOsitional systems can be
illustrated by anyone of the systems. child with a curiosity
dispositional center, for example, is going to entertain strong feelings
for exploring the mysteries of sex, while the righteous dispositional
child will build strong taboos against it and may even refuse to
entertain ideas about it. The person with a sensitive dispositional
center, on the other hand, finds sex neither good nor bad in Itself, but
a precarious area of human involvement and sensitive expression. The

person with a socially influenced disposition will entertain whatever
ideas and experierices his or her peers' entertain. And so it goes with
most of our moral values. An ambitious person is more likely to kill or

hurt than a cautious pe.rson. A risky individual will have more of a

tendency to steal than a sensitive individual. This is not to say that
any of these dispositional centers are evil or wrong. Merely, that each

one has certain channels that relate to moral dimensions, tendencies
which are more likely to occpr in one disposition than another. Every

disposition has tendencies toward or away from certain values. If

educators and adults feel it is important to influence children in these
involvements, the facts of dispositions and tendencies should be realized

and known.
p

-A child left to himself follows the tendencies laid down by his

dispositional system. There is great variation among individuals,
however, not only becayse the dispositions are different, but because the

0
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environments people live infvary greatly. Every kind of disposition
interacts with and is influenced by every type of environment. If sex is
not taboO and mysterious, for example, the curious child is not going to
have the same emotional feelings toward it as in cases where it is. The
same variations-occur with the other dispositions. War, hate, fear,
hunger, religion and world view affect dispositions and the circumstances
of involvement. Thus, dispositions are not autonomous. Variable
environments affect them greatly. Hence, in moral education, we are
dealing with a very complex phenomenon, involving not only individual
dispositions, but a general cultural and social environment that
influences the dispositions to react in variable ways.

rt

O

Moral education proceeds on the ground that the teacher or
parent can have a moral influence on the child or stbdent. But two A
existential questions arise with this possibility. First, does another
individual, parent or teacher, have the right to influence a child or
student for one or a series of values? The questjon is-one.of
existential responsibility and authority., As a whole, the existential
writers defend the moral autonomy of every person, and the implication is
that moral decision is a personal thing, and one has the right to tell
or influence another human being in such matters. When it comes to the
issue of telling or'influencing a child in morality or values, the
trx-i-stentialist writers are pot that strong on moral autonomy, and more
often than not, avoid discussing it.

The issue as to whether adults should influence children and
youth is a major one. But it is too large a question to be answered in
the *esent discussion. What we'do know, is that it does happen /
phenomenologically under the conditions of intentionality. Adults do
intentionally influence children and youth iroalues and morals, and most
scholars, even those within the existential p&sture, indicate that this
is an acceptable adult function. Very few writers suggest the complete
autonomy of children in matters pertaining to morals or any other kinds
of values. We will thus assume, though we have not proved it, that
parents and teachers have the right tiOnfluence children in matters of
morals and values.

Once it has been assumed that influencing a child is an
acceptable procedure, the second existential question is the choice the

293
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educator makes as to what values must,be taught. Any ded.sion is a
precarious one because it is made for another and not for oneself. It is

much easier'to take the responsibility for one's own decisions than it i5
to accept the responsibility for another.. There is s dal concer when
it involvesthe initial stages of a person's life cause theefut e May

well depe d o those early parental and teacher ecisions.

There are some educators'who su est that the influence shIbld

occur, that the parent or teache must allow the dispositional

stem to run its course. These.e ators suggest complete trust in
n ture and childhood, and impl at adults withdraw from the 6
responsibility of moral education. Adult influence is an imposition, d
possible thwarting of the natural desires of development. The
recognitiOn of this danger,is commendable, but even these educators
attempt some moral influence, at least indirectly. Besides, human
society will not allow the dispositional systems to completely control
men's values and lives. Brutality, barbarism, selfish indulgences of
various forms bear witness to the *Ors, of complete freedom of
dispositionallyaequired,values. Society desires some &Wee of control

on dispositional systems.' Hence, each society expects parents'and
teachers to provide some 'kind of regulation on natural preferences and
appetites.

.. An alternative suggestion is.that parents and teachers
influence children, but they should use the guidelines -of society. he
values chosen for any child should be those which would help him function
in the particular society he will be living in.; While the case for
pragmatic social values appears to be Valid, the pragmatic function
should not be the only or major criterion for the choice. In the first

place, society is such a complex entity that it is no easy task to.
identify the'most useful values. -Second, because of society's rapid

change, the values that may be useful in one period of time may not'be

useful in another. And finally, many values are beyond the practical

benefits of any ,articular society and may even be opposed by that society.

.The grounds for making decisions6about what, values to teach are

not simple. It is surely the case that a number of criteria are involved:
.The dispositional system must be a major consideration in the choice,
although the dispositional system should not be given complete autonomy

and free play. Nevertheless, there are strong'assetsresulting frolleach
disposition which must be considered possible goods. Also, the dimension

Of society provides important criteria. It is generally good that an

individual conform in some way to the standards and rules of.'hifsculture
-and society. It it also a good thing fore him to be able to get along

with close friends; neighbors, and family.

%B.
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"There are.many criteria to.be'Oed,in deciding' what values to -

ttach a" partivilar,indiVidUal.. The educator must first nd foremost know
-what 11s. meant $y valmeteaChing. Then he must endeavor-to utilize that
one quality.thaEt makes any .decision valid. This quality is what past
-generations of var4pus cultures hal-id called wisdom.. The educator or
parent must aim to be wise., Wisdom if tbat mental capacity of breadth of

knowledge,` awareness of.consequenteS,,and the acceptance of limitation in
the realm0 values and mbralft, in making proper-dec/sions. Wisdom is .

whattheeducator strives td possess in deciding what values,are-to be
'taught.-

4.
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N

Moral edUcation is the influence of one person on another, a
child or youth. The educator mist recognize that the youth possesses a
genetic and experiential endowment in the form of a dispositions and that
it is this disposition which generally channels behavior in a particular
direction. .It is the funetion,ofthe moral educator to know and,
understand this disposition, to let.,well-enough alope if the channel is
acceptable.. If,on the other hand, changes are felt to be n4cessary, the
educator must .knoW-what it is he endeavors to change and what difficulty
he will encounter.

. 4

The task 6f..the educator is to.cognitively and emotionally
stimulate the child or youth for the-acquirement of avllud-concept.
This task'Contains alhpf the dimension's of intentionality. There are
the intentions of the edycator for, performing and interacting with
another individual. There are the iatentiabal,aspects of consciousness
grasping its object (i6 this case the value Object) and there is the
search after meaning. The educator specifically intends that the student
acquire the value- concept..'"

The educatibna' methods used aremany, and all-have been
relatively successful depending on the disposition of the child and the
circumstances of involvement. There appears ho ever, to be no exact
correlation bet een any particular method of in truction and type of
disposition, al hough there are some methods th t are more stimulatinog to
one dispbsition than to another: Forceful dommands, stern statements,
and wording fe rful consequences,. fOr example, woujd 'probably be more
effective in e case of a child with a righteousdisposition than
child with a curious one. An'educator must note such differences. But

I
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. at the same time,.it.will. not *true that-there is a.oneTto-ohe
Corresponderice,of method and eTarticular dispOs'itjon. In some,Caies,
circumstAncesW1 dictate the method. -.

- .-

The educational methods.for teaching value conce s are of two
.Ugenerainds, the direCt:ana indirect...-The direct metho s-are telling

a person:What is right:or wrong, ditcusing values and, human morality,
and reasoning Concernitig stbations and circumstances,. The indirect
methtds are,hinting,a6butiNoplei actions, condemning What others,have
do e, commending good deeds,and'modelg, personal example, and
,intqpreting human history and vents. The aim ofhe educator is to
use whatever method'or'set of methods whiCh assist the child in

. 'acquiring the intended moral concepts.

.

. EntertainMent of:Values by the child will takeeither one of
two forms. The entertainment will either be positive, where* the child

,will be inclined,t6 the affirmative'action of a value, or it -will be

NJ 'negative, produce a prohibitive action. The former is the entertainment
'of,a favorable, and tcceptableyalue. It will contain the emotional
belief that one sJiduld ehd,,aVor.to possess this value within his -own

life-style. ../The latter.isan avoidance value.' It is the emotional .

belief that one 'thouldrefuse to let this value becoMe part of on &'s

behavior and being. Lt is.a value to be entertained, but entertained as_
a prohibition,,a value to_be shunned, avoided; and fought againSi.if
necessary. , 0.0

N4407

4-

For the leaching of posittye values, the first function 0'Pthe
educatoris to discover how the individual's-dispositional system.relates
to the value chosen to be taught. He will discover that the value is
either closely related, to the particular disposition of the child or. As
against it. .1,f-the value is in. line with the disposititnal syStem and.
will automatically grow out of it, the task of the educator is greatly'.
simplified. He merely allows nature to take its course. The educator

may suggest the concept to the child. Dut, for ttie most part, there will
be very little direct,teaching in thp.effort. The value will be accepted
quickly and-strongly withea minimum.of direction. ,If the educator
pursues a mote intense teaching of the value, however, he runs the risk
of overemphasizing this value.

. .

, . The value that is :far:removed from the dispositional system is
a mope formidable Challenge because the student adds a foreign element to ,/

,

his_IysteM, The all:y.tf natural inclination is hot apart of this 1'

additiQn,.therefore, greater effort is.npcessary pn the, part of the

,
educator. The educator'begins teaching on anxintellectual plane. He

.
,
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first mentions the concept, then slowly structures intellectual dimensions
around it. The teaching should occur often and be sporadic, and timely. .-
Because of the length of time involved in acquiring the cqncept, the
teacher must be with the student often and for long 'Periods. It is one
.reason why parental teaching of values, is so successful.

In the course, of many,no. terations and suggestions of the
. concept, the educator.hb'pes for at'least an intellectual understanding of

the value,.. In the course of time '.the educator hopes for an emotional -
,acceptance and a personal commitment to the,yalue. Whenit oCcurs, the
value will lbe as strong as any other value ifitthe system. 'It will
always be earmarked;-on the other hand, by its intellectdal foundation.

. It will always,haVe a strong cognitiVe side with reason and rational
discbur support it. .'

.

Values accepted as negative values are those of prohibitions
and taboos. They are values entertained as values-to-be-avoided, usually
introduced. with the expression "thou shalt ,not.," and "don't do that."
They, are referred to in the context of religion as "sins,' and'in the
Secular world as "wrong doing." Religion is moss often associated with
these'values, providing an authoritative base for them. Every human
society hai a large number of stipulated negative values.. No individual,
anywhere in the world, is without some major kinds of restrictions on
his-mode of life..

N4ative values function to provide guidelinei for behavior.
,

They are*the boundaries for doing, behaving, experiencing. Negative
values are danger sign-posts which encircle the genera) area of human
activity. the sign-:posts, the individual is relatively free to
act in accord with his needs and wishes, while not trespassing the ground
of forbidden territory. To trespass is to perform wrong doing. Negative
values are in essence the negative rules governing the limits experience
should.go:

Repugnance and.disgust are at the trodt of negative values.
They form the emotional, charge that places,negative values in an aversion.
position in human experience. Man emotionally recoils from certain acts,
and experiences, that are loathsome and horrible to him, Negative Values
arise historically from distasteful experiences, developing into laws and
socially'disapproved Customs,and rules. .

-*
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Negative valties per se are the easiest values to teach for two
reasons. First, the emotions that relate to begative values such as
disgust, repugnance, and abhorrence can be stimulated more directly in
dramatic Ostories, confrontations, and verbal explanations litn the

emotions of positive values. Hence, they are more vividly a d easily
remembered. Second, the negative values, including their co comitant%
emotions, can be taught to children long before any situations occur that'
involve such values. In most negative moral training, parents and
teachers stimulate strong emotional feelings against certain values,
before the child connects himself with them., In other words, theChild,
learns what is suppopdly wrong before he imagines himself doing it.
For example the boundaries of sexual experience, alcohol, and death, can
be learned before the child experiences them. No personal conflict
occurs in this early teaching because the child is'not yet involved. The
shock and trauma of adolescence is the child's first,realization that
these negative values are possibilities for him while in the early stages
of childhood, negative values are simply distant boundaries- that are far
removed from the events of his own personal life.

IX

' The Nalues that are integrated into the life of a child are
values that find their existence in the realm of values.. But whether
these objects be negative or positive depends not upon their place in the
value, realm,,but how they are accepted and,integrated into human
experience. The realm of values determines only the relationship of one

--value to another, controlling only whether the values are compatible or
not -(ideal opposites, groupings). Settling whether a value is goodot
bacris a mattervofthe circumstances in the integration of that value
into experienCe. In other wordg, the, negative and positive dimensions of
values as we,experience them, with all their concomitant emotions and
feelings, are human dimesio s and rot dimensions of the realp f values.

The human species weaves meaning into its activities. This

weaving occurs in the acts of intentionality-relating to episodes of
human and event interaction. The earmarking OT-avalue as. being, either
negative or positive comestfrom the intentional experience of meaning.
Meaning relates to the life being lived, and it is from.this living as
coordinated with intentionality that the creature determines what will be
accepted as positive and what will not. Negative and positive, thus, are
creature conditions, conditions necessary in the concreascence of value
in the stream of life and consciousness.

2'98
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Becails-g creaturelineis is an important factor in values as man
experiences them, life and living become the.all-encompassing
circumstances in this integration. This means that life and living (and
we are so deficient in having an adequate vocabulary to expihin it) are
the final and total circumstances of every value in the act of
concrescence. It is in life and livjMg that.usefulness determines
positive values. It is in life and living that negative valUts become
boundaries and avoidance markers. Life is the Elan Vital of the system
of valueS as these values are integrated into tRiWorld of events and
happenings.

Because life is the determining factor in human values, then
one value is above all otherS and can be declared gabsolute. Like the
others, this value must be manifested in the concrescence of experience.
But unlike the others, it can only be positive'. It has-this position
because it is the essential ingredient of life itself. This value isfljoy.

Joy is-the one value that glorifies life and living. It is the
value which gives to existence the richness of each daily birth and
occurrence. Joy is the one true value of all humanity, the universal
ingredient that makes life tolerable and, its direction significant. Joy
is life's worthiest possession. This fact says 'to us, first of all, that
since joy is the supreme value that can be enhanced in experience,\all
other` values must somehow reflect a relationship to it. It also
signifies that positive values must have a more fundamental place in
human experience than negative.values. .This indicate that in moral
gducation, joy is the one ingredient that must never e lost and imust.be
central to the concern of all value teaching.

Joy is the highest and most important value to be experienced
by man. Although it can be expressed in many ways Mone is more fitting
than Beethoven's immortal expression of it in his reatest symphony, the

° historjc Ninth in which he utilizes Schiller's fa ous Ode To Joy for the
vocal theme of his mapter work.

ti
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Joy, thou source of light immortal,
Daughter of Elysium,

' Touched with fire,' to the portal
Of thY radiant shrine we come.,

Thy pure magic fredg all others
/Held in,Custom's rigid rings;

Man throughout the world are brothers
In the haven of thy wings.

ire who kndws:the pride and pleasure,
Of a friendship firm and strong,

Ole who has a wife to treasure,
Let him swell our mighty song.

If there is a single being
Who can call a heart his own, '

And denies. t -- then, unseeing,
Let him gb and weep alone.

Joy is drunk of-all God's creatures
Straight from earth's abundant breast;

Go66141d bad, all things are nature's'
And with blameless joy are blessed.

Joy gives love and wine.; her gladness
Makes the universe her zone,

From the worm that feels spring's madness
To the angel near God's throne.

3 .0
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CHAPTER XXIV

VALUES, COMMITMENTS, DECISION-MAKING AND HUMAN-CONSEQUENCES
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I want personally to attest tp the value of values
clarification. A few years ago I did the values clarification exercise

',usually referred to as-the "Twenty Things YOU Love to 0o." I discovered
'that I was living for the future and not really enjoying the present as
much as I could'have been. I was hurrying to completea present task so
that I could enjoy a future one but the net undertaking again became a
task to,finishIn anticipation of the next. Becoming aware of this
always-anticipating-but t.neVet-enjoying-cycle allowed me to Change my
perspective and actfrog-i-o fh-atZmy life is more present-oriented and more
enjoyable. I)am--a happier person today as a result of looking at my life
stylethro values clarification techniques. It is my hope that
throu0 is paper I can add something to this useful area of education.

Introduction

N
The values clarification movement seems to have three primary

goals. The first is to elp people become explicitly aware of what their

dt41
, values are. The secon i to helppeople become aware of how the

attained those values. Are values the result of conditioning? Tha is,
has one adopted values unknowingly and unquestioningipy? Or have the
values been adopted in a more considered and reflective manner where
alternatives are weighed before a commitment is made? Commitments are
)values or at least based on values and these to a great extent determine
be ior. This leads-to the third goal of values clarificition whiich

a tempts to help people predict the consequehces of their values when
th values are acted upon. It is the thesis of this paper that
teachers must emphasize this third goal and that the consequences we
stress must be human consequences.

Rationale

'Everybody strives to be happy. Happiness is ultimately an
intrinsic and highly personal Value.. As the song says, "Happiness is ,

different things to different people" and the consequences of this truism
are the root of many of our social problems today. One person's attempts
to achieve happiness may thwart or become obstacles to another persons
happiness, History-4s replete with examples of this from the person
through the nation-state levels.- How many hiVi level business executives-

I.
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have climbed the ladder of success either unknowingly or eliberately at
the expense of others? How many peoples of the world have been exploited
by their colonial, economic and/or governmental Masters? How many
"have-nots" does it take to support a "have?" Atl east in the United
States we have been trying recently to analyze Wiese 15ainful questions.
We are seeing that past decisions often have proven to help some people
but badly harm others. We have top often followed' path of personal or
group attainment of happiness without taking into account the
consequences our decisions have on others. This has probably been the
result of oversight as much pr.more than the greed to which it is usually
attributed.

.1

. Not only have many of our decisions been based on narrow self- 6

centered motives but we have also tended to be short-sighted. We haven.'t
often considered the long-range consequences of our actions, Sometimes .

immediate gratification leads to long-term disaster. Pollution of our
planet has resulted in large part because of these two aforementioned
factors. Individuals and organizations have seldom considered what their_
actions meant in human consequences to others nor have the longrteny .

consequences of their actions been given much consideration. The .
,

--><
problems we now have are to a great extent because decisions have been
made from the narrow view of "what is best for me right now."

Some people will undoubtedly argue that it is natural or even
human nature to,make decisions which are based on immediate self-
gratification values. Regardless of how we acquired these inclinations,
it seems foolhardy (maybe even fatal) not to go beyond these criteria
when making decisions. That is, we need a population which makes
individual and group decisions based on values which consider others as

, well as themselves and we Reed decision-makers who look to future
consequences of action as ell as-immediate consequhnces.

It seems imperative that values clarification activities
include some kinds of crit ria by which values can be judged. There are
many values. Different val es lead to different comiltments. Different 1

commitments lead to differe t actions and different actions lead to
different consequences. Decisions must be made. We want and need to '

make the best pdtsible decisions. With these concerns in* mind, I want to
/

suggest that the following human tonsequences approath be used in
/

conjunction with existing values clarification_models and techniques.\

1,

/
/
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The. Human ConseqUences Approah

The major premise of this approach is that better decisions
will be' made if they focus on consequences.-- HUMAN CONSEQUENCES as best
the decision-maker can predict them. That is, one criterion which can
and should be a lied to any commitment is, qlhat will happen to people

-, if the commitpen is acted upon ?" This does -not mean that human

consequences is the only criterion on which to base a decision. Howev

it would seem unwise to make any decision without first contemplating
what the results of that decision would be in terms of the lives of human
beings. Perhaps a humane person could be defined as a person who bases
actions on the attainment of positive human consequences as best they can

..be predicted.

The ncept of human consequences can be described as
consisting of four parts which are: .

.

Consequences' for

Consequences for others.
A

* Short -term consequences.

Long -ierm consequences,

The relationshi of the four- parts of the human consequences

concept can be placed in th following thatrix: Some general questions
are included in each quadra t as general introductory probings into the .

consequences of a given deci,ion or contemplated action.

a
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.

SHORT-TERM
CONSEQUENCES

CONSEQUENCES
FOR
SELF

MA,

CONSEQUENCES
FOR

OTHERS.

0
LONG-TERM
CONSEQUENCES

Wi..1) I be happier tomorrow',
next week, next year?

What is the best thing that
can happen to me if I do
this -- the worst thing?

Will I be happier 5, 10
25 years from now?

Does this decision
conflict' with other
future plans?

.

Is there a gamble involved?, Will I decrease my later
What are my odds? alternatives with this

,

.

decision? ,
,

.
,

W o will be influ nced by Can I predict who will be
y decision othe than influenced By my decision
self? 5, 10,'25 years from now?

. \
Will I be attaining my goal Will others eventually
at the expense of others? suffer hardships if.I act

on my decisfbn?
..

Will my-actions cause others Will others eve\ntually be
happiness Dr unhappiness? heiped'if I,act OR my

decision?

\

Althopin

narrative form without being in a al situation with

gh the design above is simple, it is ifficult to describe
its dpplicatio
a real decisio to make. The introductory questions c provide a start \\

\

but the ecific circumstances of a situation will dete ine the
appropria e questioning strategies. The reader might t ke the time to
consider t diverse questions and specific considerati s that would be
necessary i he/she were to apply the four parfs"Nf the uman
consequences matrix to each of the following situations:i

1

An unmarried high school girl who is pre0ant and
considering an abortion.

. , .

A high school student who is considering:dropping out
of school.

A teacher planning to pursue graduate studies.
A couple with several children planning a divorce.

`I.
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The concept of human consequences as criteria for making
decisions and judging actions can be used by individUals and/or groups.

It can be used in counseling situations, staff meetings, classrooms, in
the home or anywhere that decisions need to be made. It is 'relatively

easy to use via the a king of appropriate questions, by listing the four
parts of the a O. :.c or by using the simple matrix cited earlier. Not

incident it should be pointed out that the human consequences
a ..c costs no money and, does not involve major curriculum changes in
materials, schedules, or facilities/

Although the emphasis to this point has been with fow the
criterion of human consequences could be used as a means of judging among
alternatives in a given decision4 this criteria could also be used to

I evaluate existing behaviors. That is, human consequences might be used
to check the consequences of our usual patterns of behavior that normally

go unquestioned. For example, a teacher could apply the human
consequences criteria to the content that he/she normally teaches. A .

faculty meeting could be devoted to applying the human consequences
criterion to the rules and regulations of the school. Obviously, students
in a class could identify some of their most cherished values and analyze
them in terms of the probable consequences they have when they are acted

upon.

The use of human consequences as a criterion for judging or
making decisions also provides what seems to be a way of dealing with

controversial content. Many teachers avojd controversial subjects.
because they feat:that they Will be accused of propagandizing their

students with their own opinions. Many teachers fear that student
decisions will meet with criticisi in the community andthereby cause
"trouble*forthe teacher. The use of human consequences to evaluate '
behavior and analyze decisions gives. an open and relatively justifiable 7

means for judging controversies. The only built-in bias of the process '
is a concern with what happens to People when decisions are made and

acted upon. This bias is based on the belief that human life is valuable

and if w value human life, we should judge the results of our values and
consequent actions in terms of human life.

Today we are witnessing a more open society. Values are being

questioned now which were recently sacrosanct. New values are constantly
being proposed as ways to deal with "future shock." This increased

number of value alternatives means that these new and different values

will constantly.needjok be,evaluated. The human4Consequences approach
provides ea means to tentatively'asse§S our' value's before acting on them
by judging them in terms f how they will affect ourselves and others in
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the near 'and distant future. Is it not better to have a considered-
commitment to* a value based on human consequences than to have a
conditioned-commitment based on some ideology or authority? Should
decisions be made because they are the democratic, christian, or American.
way even if they might have negative human consequdnces?

The use othuman consequences as a criterion for judging or
making decisions will not insure that the decisions will be wise ones.
However, the consideration of the consequences of a given decision in
terms of oneself and others in the near and distant future should
increase the probability that gross harm to human beings will be avoided.
Consider hog many decisions in the past could have been more desirable if
the glaringly obvious consideration of human consequences had been a
priority. How many decisions in the future will be made by governments,
teachers, parents, businessmen, you and me with a deliberate
consideration of what happens to people as a major criterion? How many
:Future decisions can we afford to make without deliberately considering
their human consequences
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here was a time when the teaching of values was a central role

of educ ion. The earliest known schools 5000 years ago in Sumeria

taught eadingA mathematics, religion, history and aphorisms on behaviO.
The tea hers of classical Athens and of Alexandria,were concerned with
ethics, behavior, beauty, along with geometry, history, and coSmblogy,'
and early universities in,this country were largely conCerned/dith
teaching the clergy. Church relatedAniversities still,titach" moral
valuet,as an important part of4their function. The transition to the
mo&ern secular gniveriity, as-, we know it in America has taken place
gradually Over the yearS.--L as religion has assumed a much smaller role
in the curriculum and Ss science and the profeSsional schools have come
to play a larger role.

There are a ngmber.of voices now, representing differing
ideologicalbackgrounds and indeed differing concepts of what values are
important., who advocate a retdrn to a poJicy which stresses the teaching

of values in the university. Some would go so far as to make this a,

central task of higher edUdation once again.

William B. BT,the 'President-designate'of the University of,
,,Oregon advocates a strong emphasis on humanistic studies designed to '

pehuade the student not,only that society suffers frge.deceit and lfick.

of values, .but that the university itself is often essentially dishonest.
s isiiore than a call for universities,to.teach-ethics, moral and

alues, it is a tall foi total reforM.in operation. To one who is
convinced that his colleagues _in .teaching and administration are by and
large sincere and dedicated, strivingkfor truth by standards not often
fashionable in other, callings, his thesis is not convincing:

-Harlan Cleveland, the farmer President of the University of
Hawaii and now Director of Prograps in international Affairs of the Aspen
Institute for Hollnistic Studies; advocates a's.,,a central role of the

university the "teaching of the ethics of citizenship." He belie4es that,

the values of students must be moldgd toward appreciation of.a better
environment, more judicious use.of resources that the world must share

and less pollution. He advocates traininget3t12$fis for a world of

limiteetesources.

There are demands both from the left and the right that we
teach more about values.' There are calls from some humanistg'that we
replace our science and engineering courses with courses stressing hum n

values. The motivtlon varies from philosophical to social. .

It is clear that there is not complete agreement on the Tea
x
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for al-4e ed emphasis on values in our curricula in higher education or
on the articular values to be emphasized. 'There is, perhaps, a unifying
the in the conviction ,that society's problems would beherWfrom a
g ater,-9eneral appreciation of,certain values and that ,this greater
ppreciation can and thould be taught in the universities The evidence

tootoo little attention to the beauties of nature, too litt
industry; too little or too much competition, too littlelflfreliance,
too many'irobber barons, tdo little or too much Oatriotitmv..too much or F.

too littl attention to the basic values of the past. llnakever the .

precise r form desired,,the thesis is that the universitiet should set
,about inculcating more appropriate'value systems, by requitling students to
pass,courset deioted to these systems in order to geta bachelorls degree.

This prescription for a responsive and responsible school
system raises a large number'Of questions. Is society in need of,'

,restructurfhg? If so, irk what direction? Is it worse.' than it has been
on the ave'ge? Can we improve it this way? Tan we *what the'church
,could not? It this restructuring a_proper goal fox er education?
Where is th thin line between education and indodtrin 'oh? What effect
111 we act ally have on the students? Will a doctrin ire ethic liberate
or'will it ,enchain? ,14hich ethi are we to teach? Ar: the various values.
advocated V different groups equivalent or is ther t least.a oommon
base on which we,can'all agree and if there is such common base; how
confident are we that it is correct? To what extent do we infringe on
the'home and the"Church? To what extent are we usin the h her

'education system to f6rther personal philosophies or pers ally congenial
social or political theories? To what extent, if w= gi e our students
the facts, (whatevet they may be) do we need to tell em how to
interpret those facts? To what extent should we pi _and choose the
facts we will teach in order to prove our point?

40?

In asking these questions in a negat ve'wa I do not'mean to
imply that all the answers are necessarily n gative or that the answers
are necessarily clean and unambiguous. Ra er, I' am pdintirigobt that
there are serious questions to be answered before we blithely undertake
a major change '14a system of education that has gradually evolved and
the/ has,served society in a world not completelydevoid of major crises
rather well.

.

Beforelfliscuising what we should do, it may be well to be clear
about what4we now do; It may not be appreciated and it should be
stressed that the educational system and in particular higher education
as an essential -part of its function does make evalUations and does teach

4
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values. We h ve become much more cautious and 'circumspect about it than
we were fifty or two hundredlears agp, butit is inherent in the, nature.
of a univer ity that we must do so.

,A..

Values and evalti4tiOns must play a critical role in higher
education if for,Ano other reason thanl the fact that the amount of
knowledge and information which has been accumulated in written form in
the past 6000 years is far too great to be imparted to any student in a'
finite length of time. Not only does the existing knowledge occupy
millions of volumes on out major library shelves but there is an
information explosion which necessitates constant review and
re-evaluation of what we selected to teach a few yearsago..

.

.--/--
The faculty of a university, must continually evaluate both the

old knowledge and the new with rebard to its validity, its importance to
a general education, and its relevance to developments with which we
anticipate the student may have to cope a decade or two in the future.
It takes a dedicated and a very wise faculty to undertake such a
continual review, to be entrusted with such a vital evaluation, and to
decide what small part of the totalit of written experience is important
enough to be transmitted to everyone who aspires to higher education,
what parts are essential to a liberal' education, and what parts should
form the core of the fifty or sixty majors we offer. .

$

If this function of evaluation, selection and synthesis of
.knowledge was not a critical function; the student who had the
motivation would nk,need a school system once he had learned;tO read.
He could find all h'` needed in the library at far less cost. The fact
that it is a critical function is one reason for needing i first-rate

faculty.
\V1/4.

. .

.

.
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review
i: rTdurgbnbus: Of:ZCirsignrint the.na ureTfoirdiscdisciplines abeusheTeed f society

of tecitiblogy change with time. Solid state deVices have replaced the

vacuum tube. The concern with air pollution has replaced the concern for

more powerful automobile engines.
_.------

_,--------
, -^

The impoetance of quantum tneorYto the understanding of solid
state lasers and superconducting magnets have necessitated changes in the
topics covered'in algebra.00;calbulus.classes, changes both in emphasis

and in kind. These changes ap ear in undergraduate curricula as well as
in graduate work.

'

t ,

i'To-indicate the, p vasive nature of the evaluation function of
4 university, let me- give"some concrete examples.

I.
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Mathematics is a vast subject -- few if any mathematicians can
be expert in it all -- and the needs of students chahge with time. Those
of you who have become acquainted with "the new mathematics" in,grade
school and high school know that fresh and basic evaluations have been
Made in the last decadein what to teach and how to team it.. In the
university, the material chosen for the major must be re-evaluated
regularly because of the needs of science and engineering, as well as.
because 9f developments in mathematiCs itself. 4

trf,

MOid'ipe is a rapidly developingjand changing field. My
colleagueS on thCmedical faculty tell me that the.. treatments and
prescriptionS0+=today will be out of date in another five years.
Nursing shares 41ils: rate of development.

The fields of economics and business, are rapidly evolving and
are:-being profoundly affected by the computer, as is library sciences,
sdtiology, engineering, and even archaeology. Even arels such as the
languages and the classics are changing. In the.case olthe classics new
archaeological discoveries and continued progress in the ability to read ,

old documents and hitherto untranslatable.records such as those in
Hittite or Mycenean Greek have greatly altered and,improved our
understanding of ancient times and of-4e literature of ancient times.
Myths and legends assume a new importande.

Due to historical research, we understand the societies which
are the settings for Shakespeare's, Dante's and Goethe's works better'
than we did twenty years ago and we understand their masterpieces better.

Although the pace of developments' in the humanities is not equal to that
of the sciences', here, too, the process of evaluation and re-evaluation
is essential.

That the student is affected and his value system is influenced
by this process of evaluation is evident in a number of ways. .First, it
is clear that the quality of his education depends on the validity of the
value judgments of the faculty. He understands a subject better'itthe
faculty judgments are better.

'Moreover, the material of a course is selected and presented
from some point of view. This also involves a value judgment on the part
of the faculty. Certain pictures, plays, music, books are presented as
examples of eXcellent work d others are criticized. Certain styles and
designs are praised. Cer in presidents are lauded and others not.
Certain, historical e nts are stressed and others not. Shakespeare is of
greatimportance now b there was a time when'his work was not

T.
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4nent. English history is, emphasiied more than DD 'ankh
Aristotle is discussed and-Ptolemy is not. Astronomy

ology is not.

fhe stud, t s system of values is also affected by the examples
set by his yeacners. The fact that a professor is openly and honestly
searching for truth, that he accepts the results of an experiment that
demolishes/his pet theory and alters his beliefs accordingly will
influence his/students.' The professor's hard work and dedication to his
field will i fluence the value system of the student.

Finally, it should be mentioned that ethics and values,are the
subject matter for our philosophy courses and they are also introduced
directly/in various professional curricula such as medicine, law,
engineering, public administration, business, and criminal justice.

The purpose of discussing at some length the role of evaluation
and of.valy judgments in present day higher education is to stress the
central character of this role and to. point out that it affects the

.st dent and the educational process in an essential way.

The role as I have described it is not, however, what Mr. Boyd,
Mr. Cleveland, Mr. Rafferty and other critics of higher education mean by

/
the teaching of values. They call.for a more direCt and a much more
prominent place in the curriculum for'the explicit advocacy of.values for

/ all students. They would stress some combination or selection of
traditional values, humanistic values, religious values, political values,
and ethics as a part, of all curricula. The evaluation of the topics to
be included in a mathematics curriculum or the quality of a platAoior of
what knowledge constitutes essential background for a particul* branch
Of knowledge is not sufficient in their view.

Few of us would dispute the importance of moral judgments and
of ethical values for the health of the individual and of societSt.

There are several serious pitfalls, however; in e= xplicitly
teaching moral, religious, humanistic, or political values as a major
part of the curriculum in a college or university.

If we look at universities in Germany and in France, tor
instance, we find that well organized cliques whose members share very
strong political views and value systems and ap equa/ly strong conviction
that these values should domihate the teaching in their universities have
virtually taken over certain universities. The particular-universities

313
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so afflicted have become reduced from nstruments for educating students
to instruments for indoctrination a /propaganda%

Not only have such -Tub' cts as social science, political

science' and history become com etely warped,and dishonest in these
schools, but even disciplines .uch as mathema0Ohave become 'feed
mathematics" in which large ounts of Aropaganda are part of the
courses, ..The-1.11414leetual are is sgerile,iliattibe.and many of the
prqfessoes have by one m ns'or another ball pressured into devoting a
major fraction of their and energies to the Indoctrination process.

, ,,
. The fact that gr at, universities in lands which have produced
some of the strongest cen ers of learning in the world have been so
reduced illustrates that institutions,devoted to productive scholarship
and learnihg are extrao diharily fragile creations. Organized, resolute,
and dogmatic--- groups ca take them over., It also, illustrates that

''.14

universitiet have bec me re ognized as potentially influential
instruments\for gain ng Pow by groups committed to particUlar value-
systems. Teadhers nflUenc large numbers of students who Wi11 one day
occupy important p sitionsz to society. These students will in
legislatures, in ureaucracies, in business, in lay: They wi write our
regulations, our, aws, our news stories, and our histories.

These/sa xamples shoW,, further that it is possible fo men of.
basic good will, t o oughly convincOd of the rectitu e'of their own value
systems% toynap,the selves in a cloak of absolute oral ity and truth and .

in the name, of these beliefs. and social goals to acce intellectual
dishonesty and decep ion on a grand scale. Whe this 'occurs the
university is, utterly destroyed as a seat of s olarship and learning --
in short as

/,'university.
I

/There are othe 1potential risks in greatly increasing the

.
.

emphasis/on teaching va s and value s terns in higher education. We
live in a democracy w tolerates a ery wide spectrum of beliefs and
of values. As long as he universiti which serve this democracy are
per ived by legislatures and by the average citizen as being'devoted to
objec ive truth, they are in a good position to
tb co inue, their search for knowledge. If, on
general impression becomes prevalent that indivi
their academic freedom and the public platform p
university positions in order to preach their own personal value sy ms
to a large captive audience, the universitiesare not in a position to '

defend the ini@grity,of their programs. Other non-academic citizens will
feel that th also have a right to preach their particular personal value

efend their programs and
he otherihand, the
ual professors mis-use
ovided them by their
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systems from a university platform -- and it Will be difficult to
challenge this right.- The only special claim the professor can rake for
being granted a university platform for his views is that he has earned
access to the platform by mastering the knowledge in a given discipline
and by being acknowledged by others in that discipline at an authority.
He normally re=establishes this status regularly by publishing in h4s-?_.
field and by contributing new insigh and new knowledge' to the field.

When he strays from the field in whic he is an expert, however, and
be ins to teach his personal value sys m, he has given up the basis for
his' peculiar, exclusive claim to a univ rsity platform. If the

university is sgetrat a vehicle for pro lgating the personal value
systems of particular individuals, value stems not objectively based on
study but on personal preference, then it i arguable that it must make
it platforms available to a citizen and i particu r to any citizen

woo vehemel\tly demands this fight.

I am not suggesting that a teacher need hide his views or hisk 0 system . There are good reasons why he should not. The student

woul be misled who believed that his profesiors have no terest in

'valaes r are ashamed to acknowledge that they do. But th professoLhas
no da to attempt to induce his students to change thei lues to-
conf o his outside his field of competence. . i

.
. --.

. . .

The argument I have been making then is-that universities are
concerned with values and do teach them. Thoughtful men have suggeited

thait ey should do Mord. however, dangers we should bear ih
mi irwe undertake to do more a very large scale.

v4iP There" may nevertheless be a case for increasing the emphasis on

some Wues. There are nlues which we can probably assume. are shared by

a larle majority of our-nciety. We share a belief in the Virtue-of such-

concepts as honesty, integrity, charity, equal opportunity, freedom Of
speech, patriotism, democracy and..j.ustice. (The fact that we do- share a

,belief in these values in itself indicates that these values have been-

taught.) It may be a function of our history, Political science, and
othbr social disciplines, to study the effect of these values or the lack
of them on a people, a Ration, or a society. It is arguable from such

studies that nations,in which the population had lost or ignored too manY

of these values have not faced crises or adversity well. The practi.cal-

surOval value of an industrious, free and educated population, of highly
developed.health care systems, of low levels of pollution,.of low levels

of drug abuse, can: demonstrated'. The diseases to which.differerit /
governmental syste have proven vulnerable aYe subJect to-impartial and .--,.....\

objective study. It be that some of these studies should have

I I.
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received greater emphasis in our curricula than they have received in the
past. More emphasis is being placed on some of these topics now.

.We should not, however, try to usurp the fbnction of the,.
church, There is no e ence that we can do a better,job than the church
has done in inculcate g moral values.

Finally, I would_suggest that the majority of the social and .

nationali problems we face today are not the result of a lack of
appreciation of values on the part of the average citizen but are due' to
a lack of understanding of how to deal with these very complex problems,
of what course will achieve a given goal, and often perhaps of a lack of.
will to pursue a given course. Most of'our students, I believe, share
the same deficits. The great majority of.them have high standards,
ethical value systems, good will, but they'do not know how to achieve
goals which may be excellent in themselves. This is not surprising since
our experts, our engineers, economists, social planners, politicians, and
professors do not know how to deal with many of these complex problems
either. They are not in a position to face the electorate with a clearto
cut set g alternatives. They cannot say with confidence that if we do
this, such and shich a public or personal value will be benefited to a

given extent but some other value (such as a high level of employment)
,

will suffer to 4dme other extent. A basic elemen n our inability to
solve these crucial:problets is, ignorance.

It is, in ng,to solve this problem, in helping to discover
what the effec of rious courses'of action will be, in teaching the
experts how to tilize this knowledge and in teaching the layman how to
judge between ihe experts that the system of higher education has a .

central, an urgent and an inescapable role to play.
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. It-is recognized that in one- chapter the linkage between the
analysis of culture variables and selected socio-psychological factors
which influehce individual behavior cannot be presented in depth. This
is an overview exploration of the relationship of value shock and culture
shock to crosscultural communications and some strategies for
amelioration. -

: Value shock and'culture shock can have far reaching consequences
in inhibiting 'crosscultural communications. Those in the helping
professions -- social, educational; or healing -- face problems in
crosscultural communications frequently. Basic to most poor
communications is. the interference of the value and belief system of the
individuals, trying to interact. The factors leading to value shock and !

culture shock tend to stem from an individual's misunderstanding of his
own culture and the stereotopic notions of the target culture. The

amelioration of culture shock is dependent upon an understanding of one's
own culture and the development of crosscultural communication skills.

The relationship of values to culture cannot be disputed. The
hier-arehy of values within a culture constitutes a person's base for .

operation\ One of the-primary blocks to effective crosscultural__
co unicat4on is in the area of value disorientation-and value miscueing.
The isconi-yuity between cultures of persons in culturally different
situa ions results not only in culture shock, but basically in value shock.

Va ock constitutes that state of gonscioushess which finds
it difficult fo,the individual to function with a group of people whose
values are diffei-ent from his own or whose interpretation'of values are

divergent. It is ossible on the cognitive level to ex lore meaning in
terms of values '.---One-social group _might indicate that it values
independence and freedom while another gtoup might say that in its

culture it values independence and freedom. But the aning of these

terms ,may be from a different psychological and social orientation.
Memhers of the )first group might suggest independence nd freedom as

being able to function in a capacity offindivid de

Freedom suggests freedom for opportunity, ex oration andAiv rgent
thinking, and independence to make use of an opportun ty to t ke risks
and to succeed or to fail. The other group might sug est thai freedom
and independence indicate that they are free from making choies and
decisions and.therefOre independent from this kind of responsibility.
These two. points -of -view, while using identical terms, are diametrically

opposed' -to one another.

In any crosscultural or intercultural-communicatio situation

C)
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theCultural meaning of values presents areal stumbling block. Frames
of referehces long established within the cultural development of the
individual through his socialization reflect a high level of commitment
which is often diffictalto,amelibrate or overcome. However, there are
strategies-that an individual might utilizewhen in contact with opposing
values. Spindler (11) suggests four possible modes of adaptation for a
person encountering values that maybe different from the one he
originally held. This strategy also suggests possible problems which
might occur thatyould tend to inhibit the development of successful
crosscultural communication.

The first basic mode of adaptation to accommodate to the stress
situation of value conflict is that of reaffirmation. This is ,the
return to or conscious preservation of the traditional cultural patterns
and values with corresponding resistance to new patterns and new values.
Some of the evidence of this occurring. today may be found in the
nativistic reaffirmation groups that tend to advocate the return to the
values of a perceived original culture. This may appear to be from the
strong right of American tradition of the Founding Fathers to the
invention of a state of Atzlan.

The second adaptive mode is the synthesis of the rns of
culture that have been developed from confrontation wi ew values and
cultural systems. This synthesis may or may not h a rational base but
at least it has a functional base and.one whic ermits a person Ito
operate on the facade level within the tar ,group-of-his choice. n
Micronesia the natives who acquired the facade of American culture, which
they Observed from the movies and from interacting with Americans, were
identified as "arrived." They had taken on the artifacts and some of the
cultural components, but had not fully acculturated to the culture they
were attempting to imitate.

Spindler's third basic mode of adaptation is assimilation which
involves rejection of certain existing cultural values and embracing new
ones. However, based on.some kind of rationale with some degree of
consistency, the notion of assimilation infers the rejection of some
basic values of one's primary group in favor'of some values of target
group. Assimilation suggestt that a person has a security and a conscious
capacity to overcome the resistance of'traditional values and embrace new
ones with a certain amount of vigor and resollution. A classic example of

/ an assimilation process is a person who has found a new religion and has
been converted to it. Quite often he becomes the strongest advocates of
that religious group and tends toward fanticism in converting others.

t
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The "ourth mode of .adaptation-it segmentation or

-10:11:artmentalization of the individual's life through selection of,v#lues
and patterns that are appropriate to role behavior in various social
relationships. Segmentation permits a person to operate eclectically but
with consistency within the 40artment or segment of the selected
operational culture. MaNv individuals are able to do this with a great
deal of facility, especially those who find it necessary to function in
more than one cultural group whose values are not closely related.
Going home, for some people, requires a certaiin kind of behavior pa
which they can'`, olerate only in the home situation, but once away they
operate on an, entirelAkplifferent value structure reflecting a different
cultural affiliation.T

The relationship of values to culture, and behavior as
reflected by this culture, is one of the most interesting areas of

-re tetrth in crosscultural communication. It is important to determine
what the individual's perception of his own culture is in relation to the
interpretation of the cultural values that:are shared or are public.
Goodenough (4) explores the notion of public ,culture and private culture.
Triandis (12)osupports the idea of subjective culture, meaning the
culture held by a group, and of the notion of auto-stereotyping an
hetro-stereotyping. These seem to reinforce what Linton (7) origina ly
was referring to when he wrote about cultural universals, cultural
alternatives, cultural specialities, Each of these notions suggests that
culture and its value system is learned behavior and has components which,
each individual shares reflecting some cultural universals. At the same
time, it is also sugges,ted that there is a private, auto-stereotyping
culture. That while central professed values may be universal,
individual interpretations and hielarchies of values exist,

Coupled with the notion that an individual possesses both public
and private cultures, and based on psychological field theory, some
research has been done in relation to exploring a person's
phenomenological field and phenomenological self (Snygg and Combs, 10).

4 A person moves into ,a cultural-milieu taking into it the perception of
his own culture and at least a stereotypic impression of the target
culture. It tends to indicate that cultural and value identification
exists within the individual entering or observing the target culture.
It is on this basis that man creates'his own universe and makes it what
it is (6). The perceptual field of psychology ties in closely with the
cultural press that tends to inhibit or to accelerate effective
crosscultural communication. In a sense, this suggests the notion
transcultural Cimmunication, emanating from the,self and the area refined
by the self as an intra- active function. It' wa5 oh this theore cal.'

f.
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basis that a crosscultural laboratory situation to help a person explope
his ethnicity and to develop the skills of crosscultural communication
was designed.

The Cultural Literacy Laboratory was developed at The';,
University of Arizona with the assistance of several graduate Stude ts.
(13)' Cultural literacy is defined' as an awareness of own culture d
development of the skills of crosscultural communication. The met odology
suggests that individual consciousness is fundamental. The
phenomenological self and the phenomenological field constitute e basic
unit in any crosscultural situation (or any situation). An unde standing
of this relationship results in a heightened consciousness of o e's values
and belief system and is prerequisite to the development of effective
crosscultural communication. Linton (7) indicated that "those who know
no cultUre otber than their own cannot know theit own." It is a
placement in juxtaposition of one's own belief and value system in
contrast or comparison'with another that forms the basic awareness
methodology of the laboratory which moves the participant beyond the
cognitive level to the affective domain.

The Cultural Literacy Laboratory is based on the following
premises:

1. Insight into one's own culture is essential in
enlarging a person's recognition of his own values,
frustration and tolerance levels, and his ability to work with
people who are culturally different.

2. Awareness of one's ethnicity will result in a
heightened perception of one's impact on new environments with
this being a prerequisite to effective crosscultural
communication. (In.other words, a'person's ability tocee
himself as he is As a necessary condition for correct -1Y

interpreting how others view him and is thus- a nece tary
condition for having reasonable expectations as o how
others will react to him. Ethnicity emerges f m the beholder
and is imputed into what appears to be exte' al stiMuli. The
difficult task is,to recognize the impac of the perceiver's
own culture on what is observed and h this affects the
interaction process. The struggle or the maintenance of
pluralism is not external, but un tion of recognizing
cultural similarities and dif rence , or the range of
discrepancies between own mature a target culture.)

.3)
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3: A combination of planned'intellktual input and
interaction sessi' 5 develop attitudes and skills for q
crosscultural comm nication which prepare the participant for

. an effective and i depth penetration of a culture which it
different from his wn.

4. There ust be an opportunity for the .

participant to have n impact in the target.culture in order -
to field test the ski is and techniques acquired during the
readiness period. Th= impact period, or tasks cannot be
haphazard; they must b planned and structured in order to
provide maximum payoff

5. That upon completion of the first five stages in
the development of cult al literacy there must be an analysis
an diagnosis based upon pre-test and post-test readings. The

didbnosis and analysis a designed to identify and -.develop

areas that will transfer to the classroom.

The laboratoy is des gned to provide for an analysis or ,

diagnosis through instrumentati of the participants' entry behavior; 5

cultural commitment, Old value a d belief system. It.wat impossible to

locate an adequate diagnostic in rument that would help a person explore
or analyze his oin culture and in oke a sieiTtr reactioy to a selected
target culture. The Cultural Lit racyInVentory was developed to do this

task. (14) Sixty items based-on Hall's Map of,Culture and Primary
Message Systems (Hall,,1959) are given to each_Rarticipant to explore how
heperceives lids functioning within his own and target operational

culture. The operational culture is a combination of public and private

cultures. (4) It relates most closely to Linton's j7) uni ersals and

cultural alternatives and forms a part of what Triandis 2) would

-suggett to be a combination of a person's auto-stereo Tng and

hetro-stereotyping or subjective culture. The explor ion of these items

forms benchline data reflecting participant's ent ehavior before the.

laboratory intervention stages.

In addition to the Cultural Eiteracy Inventory; Rokeach Scale -

E (9) was selected as another diagnostic instrument. The forty items on

this openmindedness,scale were generalized to eight categories:
-0, flexibility of belief and disbelief systems, 2) aloneness, isolation
and helplessness of man, 3) unvrtainty of the future, 4) urgency, and
reiteration of ideas, 5) security of self image, 6) authoritarianism and ,

cause identification,,7) intolerance, ability to change beliefs, and

8) value rigidity over time. "These two instruments together with a
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personal questiontiaire which involved the usual deMographic data and
eleven items r fleeting the mobility,, academic, and perceived social
interaction p ttern of the participant comprised Profile A of the
Laboratory.

The second stage is Readiness and interven ion. It is designed
to teach the social scientific skills of crosscultural commun cation and .

provide opportunity to practice these skills before field wor and impast:...7---
in theme target culture. In Readiness', the participant is given an
overview 'of crosscultural communication from a theoretical_bas- with
practical application: ,"He is taught how to, use the skills of v rbal and,
non-verbal cueing, use of informants, gathering of information and

,h4guestioning, value clarification and valuing,,observing and participating,
ow to do field work, keep field diaries,o both subjective and objective

data, and how to work effectimeTy in sma and large groups. After-/,
approximately 12 to 1 hours of prep ation the participant selects a
tatk from one of th primary mess e systems from Hall's Map of Culture._
(5) He then enter the selected target culture where he has to function
almost independently for 3 to 4 days attempting to practice the skills
that he has learned during Readiness. While in Impact he has the
responsibility'of maintaining a field diary, Even though he may not know
the language of the target culture ht is expected to use informants,
observation skills, cueing from non-verbal sources, and so forth, in r.

order to explore in some depth the task he has selected.

Following the Impact Task period there is an on-site ,Impact
Task Diagnosis session before the participant returns to his an culture.
After a week or so in his own culture, tile participant re-takes the

Cultural Literacy Inventory, Ond the Rokeach Scale E which is classified
as Profile B. At this tide the data from Profile A are compared to the
data from Profile B and returned to the participant. This is a period, of
diagnosis, feedback and discussion of transfer of skills to otper,
crosscultural situations.

/

The.Readiness phase ofAhe laboratory consists of_intellectual..
input and interaction sessions to provide theory and practice
opportunities.. The interaction, skill sessions provide a basis for large,
and small groUp. work and insight into one's own behavior as a process of
interaction and intra-action. The intellectual input allows.for levels
of sophistication because each participant enters the laboratory at a
different stage of readiness. A ReadOng Box is provided to help students
extend their knowledge in areas where they have discovered blind spots
and need additional theory or application suggestions.

0 I
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While th Impact session appears to most participan4 at first
like field work A-, target culture, many soon realize that ittreally
`focuses on the self and influences of the self-system on the target
situation.

The -slues the individuaLtake into' impact forces a certain
amount of stress which Oberg calls cultural chock. (8) The notion of
cultural shock suggests a di continuity between the person's perception

:of his own culture and-hfs'p rception of the target culture.. The basis
of culture shock.is of cours value shock_because-of the-discontinuity
with and lack of 'Clarity cf cwn-values. Cleveland (3) suggests
that the "anttdote for cultu al shock starts with making sure that
American overseasmen have to en a harp:look at their own culture."

Ober§ (8) suggestst t there are four stages of culture shock.
The first one is one of euph ria, excitement, and enthusiasm of being in
a .target culture. The par ipant in this stage imputes into the

situation the values that he h s'carried with him. These values reflect
both his private andhis public values. He sees the-target culture .

almost as fits own. In a sense this becomes a kind of American enclave
culture where there is no need for drastic accommodations to things that
are different because he perceives many more similarities thant
differences.4 Once this level ofieuphoria has been exploded by the
awarepesS of value and belief.syStem conflicts the participant, enters the
second stage of culture shod( which is characterized by anxiety,
suspicion, fear, disgust,.and intolerance. This stage may result in

actual physical disability. It is at this stage 1,t the values that he
has imputed into the target culture cannot be veri led and the
stereotypes with whjith he has entered the target culture (even of his own
culture) °are not v lid to him and,are not bo ecUt in What he has
observed or how° has interacted.-rThe grea st,ateas of conflict
between own cu ure and target culture for mo than the thousand
participants o have gone through the laboratory have been in the

primary mes ge system (5) relating to bisexuality, territoriality,

temporali and associatiCh. It is in these areas each culture has a
valuing hierarchy that is greatly reflected in the pudic culture and -

operationally accepted behavior pattern.

, .

. The third stage of culture shock and of value shock is the
stage of, acCoOmodation, The participant; may say "I only have three more

days to stay here," "I can make it until the end of,the week,"or "I can
make an accommodation while I am faking it through the next few months."
The accommodation stage is"similarto Spindler's notion,Cfsegmentation
in which there is oppdrtunity to withdraw to one's oWn culture and at the
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same time when'operating in the target culture at least.put on the facade
of.accommodation and putting up with differences. The final Stage in
Oherg's notion of overcoming culture shock is the one of the adjustment

-,,

stage in which a person has been-able tomake-some kind-of synthesis of
values and has come to some rational adjustment in the process. This is
the state of homeostaSis.:

The important thing to recognize, and oneof:the crucial
elements of the laboratory, is that the-participant imputes into the
situation his own values antis own cultural commitment. When the
participant enters the targe culture the purpose is not toknow more
about the target culture, the purpose is to know more aboUt one's own
value system and culture. The laboratory is designed to help the
participant recognize that nothinblis going on' but his individual
perception of 'his own values and culture, of his own universe, and he
makes the-target culture what it is. The mere fact that he ivin a
target culture skews. that culture and changes the social relationship
under,observation. Arensberg (1) stated that "to examine the cultural
premise of one's wn action and thought is a difficult process. In one's
own culture it may ever be necessary and most people probably think more
freely and act bette without ever doing it. However, in dealing with
the people. of another culture it is a necessity of first importance."

4

, ,
Participants who

4,

hav gone through the laboratory have,

reflected ih their field diari s and through the instrumentation, a
keener sense of awareness of their own values and culture. The hidden
agenda is to specifically.recogni/e that one's own value system and
culture is the key to_ ameliorating value shock and cultural shock. This
key when uncovered and explored provides the participant with a stronger
sense of his own ethnicity. / The conscious effort to overcome the
'hesitancy.to explore one's Own culture provides amethOdology, and a
cognitive ,and affectilde sense of power,-ta work more effectively in
overcoming va1Ue shock and the debilitating aspects of culture shock.
Effective crossCultural communications require this kind Of self-insight
and grOwth, which for most.participants must be-planned and developed
sequentially.
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Before investigating ways in which yalues are learned we should
esta'bl'ish what ps meant by the term Value's. They may be used to describe
wh is or was,lor what ought to be,or ought to 'lave been. As an //
it angilsile basest for behavidr they constitute an interdependent et of
uidelines which provide foi- consistency in the life-of'an individual or

a group. An, individual's character is based upon his value system. As

such it serves as the penetrating and'recurring qualitY in the decisions
. of the individual. Although the individual may not be conscious about'
which particular value or set of values is determining his choice, the
person is attracted to a particular solution to a decision because of his
value system. Values give the individual,a sense of purpose and direction.
They provide a bases for deterMining what is right or wrong. By having

values an individual knows what his behaior should be and what kind of
behavior he can expect from those arou him.

Values may be considered to be in a hierarchy. Values may be
considered to be constant or they may be considered to be altering as a
person develOps. A person's philosophical'approach will determine
whether he sees values as constant or changing. 6lues may be grouped to
assist in understanding them. They can be separated into physical,
intellectual, and social or into additional categories which would
include aesthetic, econqmic, religious, and theoretical.' Through
examining a classification system an individual can start determining
some of,his values, and begin to see how they influence his life.

Individuals will identify various ways of learning values.
Each person will have his own philosophical approach and his own ideS

about the source and origin of values. His identification of the method,/

of learning a value will vary according to the partictilar'value being
learned.

Examples of the influeple of one's personal philosophical
approach will clarify the idea t is meant," Idealism declares tha

values are absolute and-unchanging. With such an approach facts le ned

would be the basis for developing values. Values are relative for, he

pragmatist, therefore he would need to know.the situation and set fig to

determine his values.

Some values are learned in different ways at different ages in

life. An appreciation for the opportunity to participate in th affairs

of the federal government is an example. In early school life students

have the advantages of our system of government explained in 1 ctures and

textbooks. SttQnts read and hear about the value of such'a ystem of

government. TKO have opportunity to analyze and even to see/some
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advantaget of.our type of government. Liter in life they get to
experience the act of voting for particular candidates. For some,'even
later in.life, comes the opportunity.tehdld public office. Another
example would be learning to value ney. A child values money because
it brings for him some things his arents have not.given to him. In most
cases in adult life he learns to alue money because he.has to work to
earn it.

There is no difficultytip understanding that honesty is learneei---
in a ifferent way than is apprectation for the work of a famous artist.
Respec for hard Mork will be developed in a different way than a person
would cultivate an appreciation for.great literature.

With soge-agreement about what values are,-lift-lhercan be s,

classified, and some generalizations abbut influences on how values are
learned we can examine some specific methods of learning values. Most .

groupings of items such as ways of learning values leaves something to be
desired. The writer has used an acrostic as headings toiroull methods of
learning values: viewing, analyzing, liberal arts approach, urging,
experiencing, and social approval.

Viewing

.

People develop values by dewing the other people and things in
t ire ircinment. As babies they see the model that parents present.
Th ple set by others later in life continue to Mold values.

Your children see the value that parents place on courtesy,
respec for the individual, and emphasis on family pride in the home. In'

school students see the values of others exhibited. They observe the way
N others act In the'group situation. New experiences and new values are

presented for students to observe. As studOnts work and study together
they exhibit their values, related to citizenship, school spirit, and work
habits. In their relationships they'display their tolerance for others,
their own self discipline, and their own respect for truth and
Intellectual honesty. In the church people obse'rve 'religious objects and
sYmbols which provide a basis for values. The business world provides
advertising, slogans which influence values as they are viewed. Various
groups Use unifOrms,' medals, and badges which are observed and which
influence values. An example would be the color of a jacket worn by
.athletes at a particular school.

3 Z9
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There are various ways in which people can analyze information.
In the process of examining information, values maybeelxprned, weakened,
or strengthened. By interpreting data people will be oseeto
information whiCh may influence their values. Values may be influenced
as the result of formal research. Problem solving gives an individual an
opportunity to examine his own value system. By reflecting on one's
values a person may reevaluate his value system. Beyond that one may use
his imagination to place.himtelf in a new setting thereby analyzing his
-total value system. By simply stating one's values a person has °
opportunity to probe his values. An alternative would-6e to compare

values with someone else. Through a more thorough search -eje may
summarize his values and even seek to devise his own classification

system for his valudt. One may scrutinize his values by making a deep
investigation into each one, its origin, and its influence on the
decisions which he makes.

Liberal Arts

The liberal arts approac te developing values assumes t at
students will adopt the proper va ues from the materials with whi they

come in conta As,students are given opportunity to examine t e great
thoughts and aelOmplishments of man they gain a basis for devel ping their

own values. By being exposed to the best that is available in literature,
art, and music students will adopt the values which will pro to be best

for them according to this:approach.

In order for the liberal arts approach to provide what is
intended some planning for the curriculum is necessary. First some broad

objectives must be determined. Then the objectives must be desired

behavior. Third the types of, activities from the'liberal arts which will
produce the desired behavior:01st be selected. Some method of appraisal

will be needed if any evaluati*s of the program is to b 'made. The

final step is to compare the result with the origi alect<ives that
were established.

Steps through which students go as lea ners are a knowledge of
principles and facts related to a particular pr blem, understanding and
.grasp of the informatiob so they can make an a plication of the knowledge,
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analyzing the particular situation, and applying appropriate principle or
guideline to bring a desired solution to the problem.

../ ,

.

To be effective in influencing student values the liberal arts
approach should be developed with the foregoing guidelines in mind.

Urging

Values may be learned through urging from other people. There
are various forms or degrees or urging. As used here some of the urging
may be in a positive form and some may be in a negative form. People are
persuaded to accept certain values by others by haying certain values
stressed. Urging may be in the form of indoctrination which is often
subtle butNeffective. Propaganda programs influence the value ttems of
people. The\klvertising which millions of people watch daily de rmines
values.. Slogans which people hear help form values. Flattery and
praise influences the values which people develop. People are urged to
determine values through various commands. Values may be influenced
through name-calling or gbssip. A threat-to a person or his family may
alter his value system. By nagging some people will be an influence on
the value system of those about him.

Expe ence

It n stated ate4iiience is the-best teacher.
Certa it is an inf ce in the development of a.system of values..
The environment influences the language which a_child learns, the emphasis
he will give to an education, and his attitudes toward his fellow citizen.
These in turn constitute values and are influences on the'whole value
system of the individual. The values whiCh a person learns from
experiences in his environment'will depend upon hii intellectual ability
and upon the pressures placed upon him by his society. The setting for
the experience and the quality of the relationship with the people
involved will also influence the values which develop. .-..

...-

Group experiences in a'classroom will influence values of
students. By working in groups people develop certain values related to
human relations. Practicing respect and thoughtfulness fh a class
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,changes value systems. Opportunity to work with those who exhibit a

willingness to seek to read the-maximum in assisting others is an
example. Participation in a group in which actions show that privilege
carries a responsibility, will influenrthe values of an individual.

As children grow older and have, experiences mt/n people from
different races, socio-econdmic backgrounds, and cultures they often
revise their value system. It is one thing toretognize and accept a
value intellectually, yet it may be quite another to put the value into
practice when the setting changes. New experiences provide the change
of setting to allow a testing of values.

Social Approval

The desire to be accepted by the group c uses people to accept -

certain values which are thought to be significa by 'the group. A
society-is a system of relations whidh unites the members. The social
interaction provides opportunities for the members to evaluate various
values. The social heritage or culture will help determine which values
are most highly regarded.

There are various methods used by groups to exert pressure on
the member . The infludnce thus exerted sways the individual in his
value s em. One method which is used is a reward and punishment system.
Socie determines the correct behavior anthe individuals receive
var ous forms of reward or punishment dependent upon how much the
individual deviates from,the prescribed norm. Such an approach usually
giscourages breaking the norm rather than encouraging seeking to set
Oals above the norm. The particular norm will of course vary according

to the section of the country in which the individual lives and whether
he lilies in a rural or urban setting! An individual disagreeing with the
behaviOr and values prevalent in his society will seek social approval
and may find it in a small groupwhich thinks as heddet.

Another way in which society exerts its pressure is through
manipulation. Parents will_give emphasis to those ideas and goals which
they value and will paint dark picturet,ofthose things which they opp6se.
By such tactics they influence the value systems of their children.

.4 44,.!1"

Censorship is a way of determining the values in society
some options are removed from'society the value system of the group is
influenced.
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Other pressures from society include_ taboos, folkways, and
mores. The lower class is economically insecure. Loler class children
are therefore concerned with things which are related to the constant
struggle for existence. Society ,determines the role that individuals
play in the group. Learning a role includes learning to behave feel,
and See the world in a similar manner to other persons who are n the
same role.

At first) symbols of approval are important to a child only
when they come from those who arg_responsible for caring for his needs.
He later learns to seek from the whole society. This
socialization involves learning sets of values, as well as means of
communicating with others. Schools, churches, clubs,and other social
institutions interact with the home in influencing values of the
individual.

Summary

Values are assumptions, which are largely unconscious, of what
is right and important. They imply a prying or cherishing. Some are
more important to an individual than are others. Various systems'of
groupings of methods of leOning values could be made. In this case an
acrostic was formed by using the following devisions: viewing, analyzing,
liberal artiT'ucging, experiencing, and social approval. Briefly people
can learn valuegiby seeing the in those about them, by making an
intellectual evaluation of values, by reading, hearing, andseeing the
great ideas of the past *in literature, music, and art, by being persuaded
by others,by opportunity to try out values, and bracceptance or
rejection of one's society. By design one half of the categories used
are considered to develop values at the initiative of the individual and
one half are those which are considered to develop values by stimulus
from outside the individual. This does not mean that both are actually.
equal in real life.

Every culture- has its value system. Values have their primary
source in early family experience of children., If value experiences came,
to people without any reference to their actions in relations to them,
then it would appear that there'is no Significance for education' in value
theory. But in a civililation such as ours we di-need education to assist.
in-transmitting our culture. If true values do exist, not to help our
students discover them-is to leave them prey to false ones. The growth
df mature values be left totally to chance.
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In 1946, Miss Lucile Bailey, newly appointed princi-Oal of Machan
School, felt that she lacked the necessary techniques for proper
supfCision of the instructional program. She. rote to The Association-
for Supervision 'kid Curriculum Development requesting helpful materials
which she soon received. In an accompanying letter, the Association
stated that it had.a few members in Arizona and asked Miss Bailey if she

_would try to start a state group, It was further suggested that she get
'in touch with Alexander Frazier who was at that time in California, but
who was soon to return to Phoenix.

When Alexander Frazier returned, he and Miss Lucile Bailey, in
the spring of 1947, made a list of educators who might be interested, and
planned for a meeting.

This was the beginning of theValley Breakfast Group. ,The
first breakfast was held at the American Kitchen, a restaurant on Central
Avenue in downtown Phoenix, in either November or December, 1947.

'Meetings were held on Saturday mornings about once a mdirth,
.

In March or April, 1948,'a meeting was held at Whittier School,
Phoenix. Those attending agreed to form a state association called the
Arizona Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development and to
affiliate with the national organization. These decisions were carried
out. Officers were. elected with Alexander Frazier, president, and Lucile
Bailey, secretary-treasurer. A. A. S. C. D. and the Valley Breakfast
Group owe much to each of these educators.

According to. assembled records and memory of early members
presidents of A. A. S. C. D. h'ave been as follows:

Alexand r Frazier, Ph enix Union High School, Phoenix,
1949 -1'50.

r. Emily Baker, ArizonaState University, Tempe, 1950-1951,

Dr. Lawrence Walkup, Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff,
1951-1952.

Dr. Joe Smelzer, Phoenix/Junior College,PPhQeni'x, 1952-1953.

Miss Mildred-Kiefer, Phoenix Elementary District, Phoenix,
1953 -1954.

Dr. Duane Manning, Arizona State University, Tempe, 1954-1955. /
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Dr,
/

Victor Kelley, University of Arizona, Tucson,-T95,-6-195
.

Dis. Charles E. Fauset, Northern Arizona University, F gstaff%
1956-1957.:

Mrs. Barbara Provost, Osborm District, Phoeni 1957-1958.,

Mri. Norma Richardson, State Department of Public Instruction,
Phoenix, 1958-1959.

Dr. Thotas Lee, Tucson District One, 1959-1960.

Miss Caroline Tuttle, Phoenix Element/ary District, 1960-1961..'.

Dr. Milo K. Blecha, University of-Arizona, Tucson,.1961-1962.

Dr. Gordon Foster, Niorthern Arizona University, Flagstaff,"
1962 -1963.

Mr. Arden Staples,,Osborn School District, Phoenix, 1963-1964.

Mjss Dorothy Talbert, Tucson District One Tucson, 1964-1965,

Miss.Louise.Withers, Phoenix Elementary District' Phoenix,

1965-1966.
.A

Mr. John C. White, Principal, Mesa Public Schools, Mesa,
'4' 1966-1967..

Dr. Herbert Wilson, University Of Arizona, Tuesbn, 194771958r

Mr:Richard Smith, Alhambra School District, Phoenix,1958-1969.

Dr. James John Jelinek', Arizona State University, Tempe,,

1969-1970.

Mrs. Mary Rill, Phoenix Elementary School District.One,

Phoenix, 1970-1971.

Dr. Chester Brown, University bf! Ariioha, Tucson, 1971-1972.

Mrs. Evelyn Jahnison, Cartwright School District, Phoenix,
1972-1973. F7
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Mrs. PiylJ-is McMenpamy, artwright
4

School District,'
Phoenix, 1973-1974.

Mrs. ()dyne Miller: Cave Creek Elementary School 'District
Ninety-three, Cave Creek, 1974-1975.

,
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When-I went to Franklin Schppl as principal in September, 1948,
The Talley.8reakfast Group met fo'r Saturday morning breakfasts there
until I left in June, 1954 and for a year thereafter. Since that time,
breakfasts have been held at various times and places, currently at the
Smokehouse Restaurant.
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THELMA PETERSON, SECRETARY, ARIZONA ASSOCIATION FOR
SUPERVISION AND CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT, C/O

140t
ALHAMBRA SCHOOL DISTRICT,
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President:,, Jayne Milldr, Cave Creeks Elementary School
Ninety-three, Cave Creek, Arizona./

E

Vice President. John Black, Tevore G: Bro ne H K School, 11

Phoenix, Arizona.

, "" i/
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Secretary-Treasurer. Thelma Peterson, Alhambra $chool District,
Phoenix, Arizona.

Immediate Past President. Phyllis McMennamy, Cartwright
School District Tighty-three, Phoenix, Arizona.

State Representative to the National Board of Directors.
,James John Jelinek,/Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona.

Proportional Representative to the National Board ofsDirectors.
Herbert Wilson, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona.

1 Member at Large. (Jewel Taylor, Tucson School District One,
Tucson, Arizona%

Member at at Large. Howard Stitt, Northern Arizona University,
Flagstaff, Arizona.

Memberet Large. Mary Rill, Phoenix Elementaili School District
One Phoenix, Arizona.

Student Representative. John Drury,.Northeril Arizona
University, Flagstaff, Arizona....r /

Student'Representative: Elna Spragia, Arizona State -.,

University, Tempe, Arizona, .'

AH 1

Student Representative. 'Elizabeth Preece, University of
Arizona, Tucson,Arizona.
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